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CONTINUING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO
WAIVE THE TRADE ACT FREEDOM OF EMI-
GRATION PROVISIONS

FRIDAY, JULY 29, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
CoMrrzu ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITrEE ON INTE NATIONAL TRADE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room
SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Danforth, Grassley, and Bradley.
(The press release announcing the hearing and the prepared

statements of Senators Dole, Danforth, and Grassley follow:]
(Prw Relse No. 88-169, July 8, 1988)

FtNANcs SUDCOMMIrE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE To HOLD HEARING ON CONTINU-
ito THs Puswmir's AuTnonm~ To WAmV Ts TaADz Acr FREEOM Or EmIGRA-
TION PROVISIONS
Senator John C. Danforth (R.-Mo.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Internation-

al Trade of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the Subcom-
mittee will hold a public hearing on the status of and continuation of the Presi-
dent's authority to waive application of subsections (a) and (b) of section 402, thefreedom of emigration provision of the Trade Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-618).

The hearing will beiin at 9:80 a.m., Friday, July 29, 1983, in Room 215 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Chairman Danforth noted that on June 8, 1983, the President transmitted to Con-
gre. his recommendation under section 402(dX5) of the Trade Act, that the waiver
authority be extended 12 months on July 8, 1984. This recommendation was based
on his determination under section 402(d)(5) of the Trade Act, that the extension of
the waiver authority will sub tally promote the objectives of freedom of emigra-
tion in general and, in particular, in casm of the Socialist Republic of Romania, the
Hunga People e ublic and the People 's Republic of China.The Chairman notd that the June 28, 1983 decision of the United States Su.
reme Court in Immigration and Naturalization Service. v. Chadha et al., No. 80-

1832, invalidated a congressional veto similar to that set out in section 402 of the
Trade Act of 1974. Accordingly, witnesses are requested to address the procedures
by which Congress may promote the objective of freedom of emigration from non-
market economy countries by exercising its authority to grant or withhold MFN
treatment as well as the status of the President's authority under section 402 of the
Trade Act of 1974 in light of the Chadha decision.

Testimony is also expected on the merits of the President's waiver recommenda-
tions with respect to each of the three countries.

STAT MNT Or SENATOR DOLE
Mr. Chairman, this year, our review of the President's determination regarding

extension of most-favoid-nation (MFN) status to Hungary Romania and the Peo.
ple's Republic of China must take account of the Supreme court'ss Chadha decision.

(1)
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That decision has affected the balance embodied in Title IV of 1974 Trade Act be-
tween Congress and the President. These hearings present an opportunity to review
the Congressional role under Title IV in light of the Supreme Court's decision and
consider how we might promote more effectively the human rights cause in the
Soviet bloc.

Mr. Chairman, I am convinced that Congress must retain an effective role in the
promotion of human rights in these countries, Including the freedom to emigrate. In
my dual capacity as Finance Committiee Chairman and Helsinki Commission Co-
Chairman, I have witnessed the important role played by the Congress in improving
the lot of literally millions of people in the totalitarin East and in reducing the
barriers to emigration for thousands who chose to leave their native lands in pur.
suit of better lives with their loved ones in the West. I do not deceive myself in
thinking that our role has eliminated the abuse of human right, or even, that the
role of Congres has been the decisive factor, But who can doubt that our efforts and
our role, as reflected in the 1974 Trade Act, have been a significant factor in help-
ing those in the Soviet bloc who cannot help themselves.

While we can be pleased that there are no serious emigration issues with respect
to Hungary or China, and we can be- proud of our role in helping those wishing to
emigrate from Romania, our success in promoting freedom of emigration from the
Soviet Union, is at best, mixed. I am attaching an article by Edgar Bronfman, Presi.
dent of the World Jewish Congress, which raises Just this question and one by Dr.
William Korey of B'nai B'rith, which takes an opposing view. The Chadha decision
comes at a time when we may wish to review our approach to the promotion of
human rights and the freedom to emigrate in the Soviet Union and in the other
Eastern bloc countries.

THS SITUATION IN ROMANIA

Thia year, as in past years, the situation in Romania remains unsatisfactory. But
there is new reason for hope. I welcome the new assurances that President
Ceawsescu has given President Reagan, but deeds, not just encouraging words, are
convincing. The education tax which imperiled Romania's MFN status earlier this
year is not being applied, but it is too early to tell whether assurance that the Ro-
manian Government will not create economic or procedural barriers to emigration
are being felt in practice. I trust that these new Romanian assurances mean that
Romania will abide by its humanitarian commitments under the Helsinki Final Act.
I was also encouraged that Romania backed the NATO proposal for the holding of a
Human Contracts Experts Meeting at the Madrid Review Conference of Helsinki
signatory states.

I will be particularly interested in following Romania's human rights record in
the next several months in light of Its consent to end the Madrid Meeting on the
basis of the final versions of the Draft Concluding Documents of the Conference.
These documents commit Romania to make additional progress in the human con-
tracts area by reducing procedural barriers to emigration and expediting applica-
tions for family meetings, reunification and marriage.

Each year at the time of these hearings, there is a notable surge in emigration
from Romania. I am pleased to see that Romania has sustained the relatively hher
emigration levels achieved during last year's MFN review through the end of 1982
and during the first half of 1988.

The Romanian Government should understand that Congress does notice its
human rights performance during the entire year. Let there be no doubt that
human rights in Romania is a year round concern to me. Last year, I sponsored
Senate Resolution No. 445 in which I expressed my concern for religious and minor-
ity rights activities and prisoners of conscience In Romania. I shall continue to mon-
itor developments in Romania in light of President Ceausescu's promises and Roma-
nia's new human contacts agreement in Madrid.

Mr. Chairman, perhaps the Supreme Court's decision in Chadha presents the oc-
casion to reexamine our role in promoting freedom of emigration in the Soviet bloc.
But let there be no mistake about our determination that Congress play a strong
role in promoting this basic principle.
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[From th New York Thu.. July 1, 1988)

To HsuP Sovirr Jaws

(By Edgar M. Bronfman)
In 1974, a debate raged within the Jewish community about whether support

should be given to the Jackson-Vanik amendment, which drew a direct link between
trade bnefts granted by the United States and a country's emigration policies. The
amendment was approved, but whatever might have been said about its effctive-
ness then, it clearly has no relevance today.

Put bluntly, Jackson-Vanik is not working. Soviet authorities have brought
Jewish emigration to a virtual standstill. Accordingly, we should begin paying atten-
tion to those who suggest that the Jackson-Vanik amendment should be repealed on
grounds that It disrupts Soviet-American relations without facilitating Jewish emi-
gration.

The repeal would be a sign of goodwill that challenges the Russians to respond in
kind. To that end, I would support negotiations, conducted through channels of
quiet diplomacy, in which we would offer to rescind JacksonVanik in exchange for
assurances that Moscow would enlarge the rights of Jews to leave the Soviet Union
and to practice their religion within the Soviet Union.

It should be stressed that what is involved here is not a unilateral giveaway. If
private assurances are not fulIlled, their is little doubt that their betrayal would be
met with a public outcry. Moreover, as a practical matter, nobody, least of all the
Russians, believes that in the absence of Jackson-Vanik there would simply be busi-
ness-as-usual with the United States while the plight of Soviet Jews remained un-
changed.

There is a natural tendency in the world toward advancing one's self-interest, and
this pose the problem of how to reconcile competing interests in an effort to
achieve the common good. I would submit there is but one answer: maximizing the
benefits to all parties without betrayal of basic principles of morality or decency.

But Liomeone has to take the first step-a step that might not only improve the lot
of Soviet Jews but, more broadly, lead to a general easing of tensions and, conceiv-
ably, significant arms control.

The main principle underlying our dealings with the Soviet Union should be a
desire to create a more favorable environment. And as a Jew who per-force is par-
ticularly concerned with the fate of Soviet Jews, I adhere to these same principles.
We cannot resign ourselves to a second cold war. What is required is a new basis of
relations from which both sides can perceive benefit.

One man who has lived long and who has achieved much wisdom on the way
knows that there is one over-riding agenda confronting humanity. That agenda is
arms control the lessening of tensions, peaceful co-existence, and, finally, world
peace. Averell Harriman, at the age of 91, has just returned from a voyage to
_Moscow where be conferred with Yuri V. Andropov. He went as a private citizen.
He went because he feels deeply that peace is possible and that the alternative is
the apocalypse.

I am quite sure that Mr. Andropov feels that the message be delivered to Mr.
Harriman, in which he expressed his desire for peace, was Itself a meaningful signal
of Soviet Intentions. Yet our Government must take into account Soviet conduct in
Afghanistan, Poland and the Middle East, where Moscow's Syrian client refuses to
recall Its troops from Lebanon and ask whether Mr. Andropov's good intentions are
sufficient In and of themselves. But the Russians do have at hand a readily availa.
ble means of sending a signal-one that can be sent without great political cost. A
reopening of the gates to Soviet Jews would have an enormous Impact on East-West
relations generally. And if positivo movement on the Soviet Jewish question led to
reduced global tensions, would we not all benefit?

There Is certainly something of the "chicken or the egg" question here. But the
point is that there isn't time to ask which comes first-our gesture or theirs. If we
are not careful, there may be no one left to ask the question. Rhetoric escalates,
suspicions mount while leaders in both Moscow and Washington become increasing-
ly Inured to the hazards of the arms race and the steady growth in East-West ten-
sions. Our first priority is to transform the conditions of our relationship. And, in
the scheme of things, arms control should be our ultimate objective.

In doing so, we must set aside the demands of politics. Our system makes it all too
easy for statesmen to engage in political posturing when statesmanship is called for.
Windows of vulnerability on one side and over reaction on the other, saber-rattling
here and harsh repression there must give way to cooperation-and soon. A gesture
here, a signal there and a little more willingness to take small risks for peace and
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thereby transform the current somber reality-that's Governor Harriman's mes-
sage. I hope those who should hear it are listening.

[prm th Wuhinaton Pos, Jun , 188

Thu VALuX or JACMON-VANIX
Romania's disclosure that its heavy education tax on those seeking to emigrate is

a dead letter recalls a similar episode involving the Soviet Union. Both experiences
highlight the value of the Jackson-Vanik amendment at a time when the myth of
its counterproductivity, nurtured by formed president Nixon and former secretary
of state Henry Kissinger, is becoming conventional wisdom, is in some corridors of
power.

Romania last November sought to end the right to emigrate by requiring emi-
grants to pay huge bills in hard currency for their higher-chool and university edu-
cation. In 1972, the Soviet Union secretly imposed a scale of "diploma" taxes almost
prohibitive for those seeking to emigrate.

The Soviet edict prompted the Jackson-Vanik legislation, which linked most-fa-
vored-nation traff treatment and U.S. government credits for "non-marked" coun-
tries to the easing of emigration procedures, including the elimination of exit taxes
above the nominal level. It was introduced in the House in February 1978, and in
the Senate on March 16.

On March 19 and 20, the Kremlin disclosed that 44 Soviet Jews were being al-
lowed to leave without paying the tax. The next day a special article stated that the
"diploma tax will not be enforced any more." The dropping of the edict facilitated
the exodus of the approximately 200,000 Jews who emigrated after that date. In the
same way, Jackeon-Vanik helped increase the emigration of Romanian Jews by
some 0 percent last year and has now led to the removal of a law in clear violation
of international human rights standards.

In Richard Nixon's view, the amendment resulted in cutting Jewish emigration In
half, while his administration's "quiet diplomacy" brought about a jump in the emi-
gration rate from 1,000 in 1968 to 35,000 in 1973. Mr. Kissinger, in his "Years of
Uheaval," says that Jackson-Vanik "wound up substantially reducing" emigration.

The reality Is otherwise Jewish emigration sharply declined from the very begin-
ning of 1974 long before the amendment was enacted into law (Dec. 20 1974). Even
with Jackson-Vanik on the books, Jewish emigration rose from 1976 through 1979,
reaching the highest level ever (51,000) in 1979 and outdistancing by far the 1973
and level of 85,000.

Other factors, totally unrelated to Jackson-Vanik, explain the vagaries of Soviet
emigration policy.

Notwithstanding, the Nixon-Kissinger thesis finds repeated echoes, most recently
among some congressional leaders who want to dump Jackson-Vanik. Andrei Sal-
harov had a word about this a decade ago. Failure to enact the amendment, he said,
would constitute "a betrayal of the thousands of Jews and non-Jews who want to
emigrate, of the hundreds in camp and mental hospitals, of the victims of the Berlin

WILLIAM KoRzy,
Director, International Policy Research, B'nai B'rith International

New York.

STATRMKNT OF CHAIRMAN JOHN C. DANirORTH

This morning the Subcommittee on International Trade will receive testimony on
the President's general authority to waive application of the freedom of emigration
provisions of Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974, as well as continuation of the
exercise of that authority with respect to Romania, Hungary and the People's Re.
public of China.

The Committee will also receive testimony on the status of the President's wavier
authority in light of the recent Supreme Court decision In INS v. Chadh/a and pro-
codures by which Congress may further promote the objective of freedom of emigra-
tion from non-market economy countries.

Since assuming the Chairmanship of this Subcommittee, I have become increas-
ingly concerned about the problems faced by persons wishing to leave Romania.
During the past three years, I have met with Romanian officials regularly to ex-

Sress my concerns about that country's emigration policies. Problems of emigration
prom Romania were compounded this year by the imposition by that Government of
a tax on education-amounting to several thousand dollars which would-be emi-
grants were expected to pay in hard currency.
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The suspension of application of Romania's education tax does not constitute the

end of problems by Romanians who wish to leave their country. Even the relatively
Favorable emigration statistics from Romania this spring do not reflect the signifi-
cant number of unresolved family reunification case of longstanding concern to me
and others in the Congress.

It Is my hope and expectation that we can focus on these continuing problems
today. In addition, I intend to use the opportunity of the INS v. Chadha decision
and this hearing to see if we can move forward with modifications of the President's
waiver authority under Section 402 that will enhance the goal of freedom of e Igra-
tion from non-market economy countries.

STATsMn or SaAT3iOR GRsu
Thank you Mr. Chairman. As some of my colleagues will recall from my prepared

statement in last year's hearing, I raised several concerns relative to the extension
of MFN to the country of Romania. -

This year unfortunately, as a result of the Supreme Court's decision on the legis-
lative veto i am more concerned that the Romanians may get more complacent in
their human rights efforts since they are aware that we have no disapproval mecha
nism.

In that light I would Just like to state for the record that Congress last year had
its goodwill exhausted with the way Romania has approached the MFN review over
the years, with the new Presidential understanding between Romania and the
United States along with the recent consensus (of which Romania was a party to) to
adopt a concluding document at the Madrid review meeting of Helsinki signatory
states, we need to hold Romania to its commitment for any additional renewal,

Among the new Madrid Accords which build on the foundation of the Helsinki
Final Act's humanitarian provisions are six new commitments regarding human
contacts: First, to "favorably deal with" and "decide upon" applications for family
meetings, reunification and marriage; second, to decide marri and family reunifi-
cation applications "within six months"; third, not to modify the right, to "employ-
ment, housing, residence status, family support, access to social economic or educa-
tion benefits" of all persons who make or renew applications for family reunifica.
tion' fourth to provide the necessary forms and information on procedures and reg-
ulations followed in emigration cases; fifth, to reduce fees charged in connection
with emigration "to bring them to a moderate level in relation to the average
monthly income"; and sixth, to inform applicants as "expeditiously as possible of
the decision" on their cases and inform them of "their right to renew applications
after reasonable short intervals" in cases of refusal.

In addition to these commitments, Romania and the other partici ting states
hove agreed to hold an expert. meeting on human contacts in spring 1J86 to discuss
humanitarian problems arising in the family reunification field.

From now on out, how Romania is abiding by its commitments to President
Reagan and to other Helsinki signatory states will be a key factor in U.S. decision-
making on MFN and other matters concerning Romania.

Romania must deal with emigration requests in a positive and humanitarian
spirit; must process emigration requests as expeditiously as possible; must permit
renewal of requests not granted at reasonably short intervals; must not charge im-
moderate fees in connection with emigration; must permit persons who emigrate to
bring with them or ship household and personal effects; and, must not modify the
rights and obligations of the applicant or members of his family upon the presenta.
tion of an emigration request.

If Romania truly seeks the development of good bilateral relations with the
United States, they must understand that international cooperation and trust
cannot exist without respect for human rights.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to add for the record a copy of a July 26,
1988, letter to Ambassador Malitza, cosigned by four of my colleagues, regarding
several emigration cases. U.S. SSATh

Washington, D.C, July f6 198.
Hon. MIRcIA MALITZA,
Ambassador, Embassy of the Socialist Republic of Romania, 1607 2Sd Street NW.,

Washington, D.C
DEAR Ma. AMBASSADOR: We are writing to express our concern over the emigra-

tion cases of Isaac Bleichner, Natau Fleischer, Samuel Feiden, and Herman Ru.
binger.
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These gentlemen, former employees of the Sov.Rom Wood Corporation, were
charged with the misappropriation of several hundred dollars worth of wood nearly
three decades ago. It has recently come to my attention that these individuals, now
elderly and ailing, have expressed their desire to rejoin their children and grand.
children abroad.

The granting of amnesty for Bleichner, Fleischer, Feiden and Rubinger, which
would enable them to be reunited with their families, would clearly demonstrate
your nations' commitment to the family reunification and emigratiou provisions of
the Helsinki Final Act.

Your personal and prompt consideration of these cases on humanitarian grounds
would be greatly appreciated. We look forward to your help.

Sincerely, SmZVxN D. SyMMo,
U.S, Senator,

0oaoa J. Mnvnmz.,
U.S Senator,

RoBET J. DoLs,
US Senator,

ALONsI D'AMATO,
U.S. Senator,

CHARLmz E. GRAmIZY,
US Senator.

Senator DANFORTH. I have a short statement which I am going to
put in the record.

The hearing is both with respect to the effect of the Supreme
Court decision of INS v. Chadha on the section 402 of the Trade
Act of 1974 relating to the review of MFN status and also with re-
spect to the specific MFN situation, especially Romania.

The first witness is the author of Jackson-Vanik. Senator Jack-
son, we are delighted you are here.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY M. JACKSON, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator JACKSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Dole.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to express my sup-

port for the President's recommendation for a further extension of
the General Waiver Authority pursuant to Section 402(dX5) of the
Trade Act of 1974 and for the continuation of the waivers applica-
ble to the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian Peoples
Republic, and the Peoples Republic of China.

A this committee is aware, section 402 is a milestone effort to
encourage respect for the basic human right to emigrate, what is
aptly called the life-saving right of last resort.

Tens of thousands of people-Christians, Jews, and others-have
been able to emigrate because of the amendment. For thousands of
others who want to emigrate, the amendment is still their princi-
pal hope. Its provisions constitute vital leverage in the ongoing bar-
gaining for freer emigration-with the Soviets as well as others.

I remind the committee of Governor Reagan's Fommitment in his
letter to me of October 24, 1980, that as President he would faith-
fully uphold Jackson-Vanik and implement fully the letter and
spirit of the freedom of emigration provisions of the 1974 act.

Mr. Chairman, I am not delivering substantial parts of my state-
ment in the interest of time and ask that all of it appear in the
record.

I realize that the administration's testimony on the implications
of the Chadha decision for legislation in the fields of foreign affairs
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and national security is billed as preliminary views and tentative
conclusions. But I am certainly encouraged by the early signs.

Three things are now rather clear. In testimony July20 to the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs, Kenneth Dam indicated that:

Chadha does not affect statutory requirements for notifications, certifications,
findings or reports to Congress, consultations with Congress, or waiting periods
which give Congress an opportunity to act before executive actions take effect.

Second, specifically with respect to Jackson-Vanik, the Adminis.
tration has accepted severability. It indicates it will respect the re-
quirement for the annual review and the annual Presidential
report to Congress. It will regard the report as effective to extend
the waiver authority, and it will consider the report as effective to
continue or end the waivers currently in force.

Third, the administration acknowledges the vital role of Con-
gress, notwithstanding the end of the legislative congressional veto
provision.*In his July 29 testimony, Deputy Secretary Dam empha-
sized that:

Legislative oversight hearings serve the salutary purpose of scrutinizing the im-
plementation of statutory requirements, of airing public concerns, and of making
our nation's deep commitment to human rights known to other nations.

For the time being, I believe it is best to take the administration
at its word: that it will work constructively with the Congress to
preserve the basic integrity of Jackson-Vanik, and to sustain the
amendment's role in promoting freer emigration. If experience
p roves this not to be the case, if we have good reason to be dissatis-
fled with the performance of the administration, Congress will
have to take further counsel on the matter.

The Chad/a decision has obviously made the annual review and
the annual report procedure more indispensable than ever to en-
courage the countries involved to continue to take with due seri-
ousness congressional concerns regarding their emigration policies
and practices. As the record will show, many emigration cases-in-
cludfng difficult ones-are resolved in a reasonable time just be-
cause of the annual review and in anticipation of the Congressional
hearings.

The legislative oversight hearings are not our only instrument.
There can be continuous discussion and consultation with adminis-
tration officials throughout the year. There can be letters of advice
to responsible officials. There is always the sense of the Senate res-
olution.

Mr. Chairman, I would like at this point to make two specific
proposals:

First, I recommend that absent the legislative veto the Finance
Committee put the administration on notice that with respect to
section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 the Congress and its appropri-
ate committees intend to exercise their legislative authority
through oversight, and that the Finance Committee specifically
will exercise that right as necessary and appropriate, not limited
only to the consideration of the annual report.

Second, I further recommend that the Finance Committee work
out with the administration an intorTnal practice of consultation
and of prenotification on the administration's annual report. While
this would not be required by law, it could give the Congress-as It
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presently does in the case of prop arms sales-the opporuty
to comment upon the anticipated findings informally and privately
before the Executive submits its formal annual report.

In conclusion, let me Just add: The burden of my message this
morning is that the Chcdka decision, far from reducing the role of
the Congress in promoting freedom of emigration, requires us to be
more on our toes than ever. We will need to be steadily active and
involved throughout each year. I am confident that the Congress
will rise to that challenge.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that the full text of President Reagan's
letter of October 24, 1980 to me be included at the conclusion of my
testimony.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you and Senator Dole and the
others of the committee for their strong support that this commit-
tee has always given in connection with this annual review, affect.
ing as it does the hundreds of thousands of people who look to us
for backing and help, so many of whom are facing the problems of
tyrannical rule.

Senator DANrORTH. Senator Jackson, thank you very much.
(Senator Jackson's prepared statement and his letter from then-

Governor Reagan follow:]
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EXTENSION OF JACKSON-VANIK WAIVER AUTHORITY

Testien y Senator enro w. 7con

Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Committee

Friday, July 29, 1983 - 930 A.M.
Room 215 Dirksen Senate Office Building

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to express my support

for the President's recommendation for a further extension of the

general waiver authority pursuant to Section 402(d)(5) of the Trade

Act of 1974, and for the continuation of the waivers applicable to

the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic,

and the People's Republic of China.

As this Committee is aware, Section 402 (The Jackson-Vanik amend-

ment) is a milestone effort to encourage respect for the basic human

right to emigrate -- what is aptly called "the life-saving right of

last resort." As the law of the land, Section 402 prohibits MFN treat-

ment and government credits to nonmarket economy countries until those

governments explicitly and clearly commit themselves to freer emigra-

tion policies and practices.

The Jackson-Vanik amendment drew its inspiration from Article 13

of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights -- "the right of

everyone to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his
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country." Indeed, I remind the Committee that the obligation to respect

the right to emigrate has been freely undertaken by the signatories of

the Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenants on Human

Rights and the Helsinki Accords. In voluntarily joining in these

international agreements, the Soviet Union, too, committed itself to

honor the right of a person to choose his country of residence.

To encourage a nation to respect its voluntarily assumed commit-

ments is not intervention in their internal affairs. It is precisely

in the name of the freely accepted obligation of a nation under inter-

national law that we expect it to honor the right to emigrate.

Tens of thousands of people -- Christians, Jews and others -- have

been able to emigrate because of the Jackson-Vanik amendment. For

thousands of others who want to emigrate# the amendment is still their

principal hope. Its provisions constitute vital leverage in the ongoing

bargaining for freer emigration -- with the Soviets as well as others.

Just this year, thanks to the Jackson-Vanik amendment, we over-

came a serious episode in our relations with Romania. President

Ceausescu assured President Reagan that his government will no longer

require reimbursement to the State of education costs as a precondition

to emigrate, and that they will not create economic or procedural

barriers to emigration.

Andrei Sakharov had put the matter eloquently in an extraordinary

"open letter" to the Congress on September 14, 1973. He urged adoption

of the Jackson-Vanik amendment, saying "The Amendment does not

represent interference in the internal affairs of socialist countries,

but simply a defense of international law, without which there can be

no mutual trust." He told us that if the United States abandoned the
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"principle" of emigration, it would be "a betrayal of the thousands

of Jews and non-Jews who want to emigrate, of the hundreds in camps

and mental hospitals, of the victims of the Berlin Wall."

I also remind the Committee of Governor Reagan's commitment in

his letter to me of October 24, 1980, that as President he would

faithfully uphold Jackson-Vanik and implement fully the letter and

spirit of the freedom of emigration provisions of the 1974 Trade Act.

The Administration's recommendation to continue in effect the

waiver authority is welcome. That authority constitutes a significant

means for strengthening mutually constructive relations between certain

of the East European countries and the People's Republic of China.

The waiver authority has allowed the United States to reach and to

continue in force bilateral trade agreements with Romania, Hungary and

China. As President Reagan has said: "These agreements continue to

be fundamental elements in our political and economic relations with

those countries, including our important productive exchanges on human

rights and emigration matters." Furthermore, continuation of the

waiver authority could make possible the mutual strengthening of our

bilateral relations with other nonmarket economy countries, as favorable

chances may develop.

I realize that the Administration's testimony on the implications

of the Chadha decision for legislation in the fields of foreign affairs

and national security is billed as "preliminary views" and "tentative

conclusions."

But I am encouraged by the early signs. Three things are now

rather clear. In testimony July 20 to the House Committee on Foreign
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Affairs, Kenneth Dam indicated that "Chadha does not affect statutory

requirements for notifications, certifications, findings or reports

to Congress, consultations with Congress, or waiting periods which

give Congress an opportunity to act before executive actions take

effect."

Secondly, specifically with respect to Jackson-Vanik, the Adminis-

tration has accepted "severability." It indicates it will respect the

requirement for the annual review and the annual Presidential report

to Congress. It will regard the report as effective to extend the

waiver authority, and it will consider the report os effective to

continue or end the waivers currently in force.

Thirdly, the Administration acknowledges the vital role of Congress,

notwithstanding the end of the legislative Congressional veto provision.

In his July 29 testimony, Deputy Secretary Dam emphasized that "legis-

lative oversight hearings serve the salutary purpose of scrutinizing

the implementation of statutory requirements, of airing public concerns,

and of making our nation's deep commitment to human rights known to

other nations."

It is possible that Chadha will make the Administration more,

not less, conscious that they are accountable to the Congress for their

actions and that they are dependent on Congress for continuing help in

encouraging respect for the assurances on freer emigration required

under Jackson-Vanik.

Our motto should be: "We'll see."

For the time being, I believe it is best to take the Administra-

tion at its word: that it will work constructively with the Congress
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to preserve the basic integrity of Jackson-Vanik and to sustain the

amendment's role in promoting freer emigration. If experience proves

this not to be the case, if we have good reason to be dissatisfied

with the performance of the Administration, Congress will have to take

further counsel on the matter.

In short, I am advising that we not try to open up Jackson-

Vanik to revision in an effort to find some statutory substitute for

the "legislative veto." For one thing, any radical move is premature

since Chadha is not likely to be the final word of the Supreme Court

on this issue; there may be other decisions ahead, and different

decisions. Furthermore, the suggestion made by some that we try to

give Congress the waiver authority -- by joint resolution, passed by

both houses, requiring the signature of the President, and a two-thirds

vote in each House to override a veto -- would surely make the waiver

process enormously time-consuming, and so unwieldly as to be virtually

unworkable. Beyond this, we are treading on dangerous ground in opening

up the Jackson amendment to modification. It took us two years to get

this pioneer legislation passed there are still some who would use any

opening to try to wipe the amendment off the books or# on the other hand,

to so load it up with further conditions for granting the waiver, that

it would lose its usefulness in further bargaining for freer emigration

with nonmarket economy countries, including the Soviet Union.

Leave well enough alone for now is my recommendation. And at the

same time, let the Congress take advantage of the many ways in which

it can play its part in encouraging accountability of the Executive

to the Congress in implementing Section 402 and in helping the Executive

promote the purposes of Jackson-Vanik.

26-235 0 - 83 - 2
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The Chadha decision has obviously mad" the annual review and

annual report procedure more indispensable than ever to encourage the

countries involved to continue to take with due seriousness Congres-

sional concerns regarding their emigration policies and practices. As

the record will show, many emigration cases -- including difficult ones --

are resolved in a reasonable time just because of the annual review

and in anticipation of the Congressional hearings.

The legislative oversight hearings are not our only instrument.

There can be continuous discussion and consultation with Administration

officials throughout the year. There can be letters of advice to

responsible officials. There is always the sense of the Senate reso-

lution.

Mr. Chairman, I would like at this point to make two specific

proposals:

First: I recommend that absent the legislative veto the Finance

Committee put the Administration on notice that with respect to Section

402 of the Trade Act of 1974 the Congresv and its appropriate Committees

intend to exercise their legislative authority through oversight, and

that the Finance Committee, specifically, will exercise that right as

necessary and appropriate not limited only to consideration of the

annual report.

Two: I further recommend that the Finance Committee work out with

the Administration an informal practice of consultation and of pre-

notification on the Administration's annual report. While this would

not be required by law, it could give the Congress -- as it presently

does in the case of proposed arms sales -- the opportunity to comment
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upon the anticipated findings informally and privately before the

Executive submits its formal annual report.

In conclusion, let me just add: the burden of my message this

morning is that the Chad'! i decision, far from reducing the role of

Congress in promoting freedom of emigration, requires us to be more

on our toes than ever. We will need to be steadily active and involved

throughout each year. I am confident the Congress will rise to that

challenge.

Mr. Chairman, I ask tLat the full text of President Reagan's

letter of Octobcr 24, 1980, be included at the conclusion of my

testimony.
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RONALD REAGAN

October 24. 1980

The Honorable Henry M. Jackson
137 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Jackson:

Thank you for your letter of October 2, 1980, to which I am
pleased to reply.

I have supported the legislation, now public law, known as the
Jackson-Vanik Amendment. I believe that it was right and proper
to link trade concessions to the Soviet Union with significant
movement toward free emigration.

As President I would implement fully the letter and the spirit
of the freedom of emigration provisions of the 1974 Trade Act.
We would seek to make it clearly understood that we will uphold
the law, and that we will make no effort to modify the Jackson-
Vanik Amendment.

Fine words about human rights are one thing; action is another.
The Congress took concrete action in passing the Jackson-Vanik
Amendment; its effect has been blunted by holding out the hope
to the Soviets that it might be modified or repealed.

I am proud indeed of the extraordinary bravery of those seeking
to emigrate from the Soviet Union. The Soviet Jews in particular
haye shown the world what courage and the determination to be
free can mean even for men and women who could be imprisoned as
a result of their desire to emigrate.

You have my assurance that I will work together with you in
support of these brave people.

Sincerely,

RONALD REAGAN

901 ouih Hig land Street. Arlington, Virginia 22204
Paid for by Keagan nush Comritw. Unitd Sft WmaLor Paul tAulL Chairman. Bay Ruthanan. Tha uer.
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Senator DANsORTH. Senator Dole.
Senator Dozz. I have no questions. We appreciate not only your

testimony but also your continuing interest and your leadership in
this area, Senator Jackson. We are pleased to have you before the
committee.

Senator JACKSON. Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Jackson, thank you. There is no

doubt in my mind that Jackson-Vanik has meant the difference be-
tween liberty and the opposite of liberty for many, many people,
and this committee is going to continue to operate very agressively
in this area.

It is my view that, with respect to the Chadha decision, the
whole question of international trade is somewhat different in that,
as I understand the Constitution, the Congress is given express re-
sponsibility over fore commerce, and therefore the admninistra-
ton's role is one of delegated responsibility given to it by the Con.gress in the first place. eI th a the Congress is free
to do its will with respect to international trade and with respect
to conditioning the trade status of other countries on emigration
policies.

So we will continue to be very active in this area, and you are
the man who set us out on this road.

Senator JACISON. Well, we have tried at this end to help, but
without your support, the support of the Finance Committee on the
Senate side, we would not have been able to achieve what I think
is a reasonably good record up to date. Thank you very much.

Senator DANroRTH. Thank you.
Senator Dole.
Senator Dozs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have another hearing

that I need to start in about 10 minutes. I will be back, but I
wanted to include my statement in the record

Just to summarize: Our review of the President's determination
regarding extension of most-favored-nation status to Hungary, Ro-
mania, and the People's Republic of China must take account of
the Supreme Court's Chad/ha decision. That decision has affected
the balance embodied in title IV of the 1974 Trade Act between the
Congress and the President. These hearings present an opportunity
to review in light of the Supreme Court's decision and the congres-
sional role under title IV to consider how we might promote more
effectively the human rights cause in the Soviet bloc.

Mr. Chairman I am convinced that Congress must retain an ef-
fective role in te promotion of human rights in these countries,
including the freedom to emigrate. In my dual capacity as both Fi-
nance Committee chairman, and Helsinki Commission Cochairman,
I have witnessed the important role played by the Congress in im-
p roving the lot of literally millions of people of the totalitarian
East and in reducing the barriers to eLmgration for thousands who
choose to leave their native lands inpursuit of better lives for
themselves and their loved ones in the West.

I do not deceive myself in thinking that our role has eliminated
abuses of human rights or even that the role of Congress has been
the decisive factor; but who can doubt that our efforts and our role
as reflected in the 1974 Trade Act have been a significant factor in
helping those in the totalitarian East who cannot help themselves?
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However, while we can be pleased that there are no serious emi-
gration issues with respect to Hungary or China, and we can be
proud of our role in helping those wishing to emigrate from Roma-
nia, our success in promoting freedom of emigration from the
Soviet Union at best i mixed. I am attaching an article by Edgar
Bronfman, the president of the World Jewish Congress, which
raises just this question and one by Dr. William Koreg of B'nai
B'rith which takes an opposing view.

The Chadha decision comes at a time when we may wish to
review our approach to the promotion of human rights and the
freedom to emigrate in the Soviet Union and the other Eastern
bloc countries. I would just suggest now that as helpful as the Jack-
son-Vanik amendment has been, there are some signs that it may
at this point at least need review, maybe some modification, maybe
some chan e--becaue the number of people leaving the Soviet
Uion has been on a rather sharp dechne in the past few years.
Perhaps the signal yesterday of renewed trade between the Soviet
Union and the United States, the signing of long-term "grain
agreement," may be an indication that there may be another ap-
proach that should be properly addressed. I am hopeful that later
on this year-in the next 2 or 8 months-we can focus on MFN
and the Soviet Union and whether or not we should take another
look at Jackson-Vanik and make some determination on whether
or not there should be changes in it.

In any event, we are seeing not only words but signs of a better
relationship with Romania. We continue to have success in Hunga-
ry.

Finally, I think it is fair to note that each year at the time of
these hearings there Is a notable surge in emigration from Roma-
nia. Of course, we are pleased to see that they have sustained a
rather high emigration level, and we hope that that will continued
We know that there has been an exchange of letters on emigration
between our presidents, and we will hear from the State Depart-
ment and other witnesses about this.

So I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for calling these hearings this
morning.

Senator DArnoRm. Thank you, Senator Dole.
The first panel will be Mr. Palmer, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Vargo,

and Mr. Spitzer.
I'm sorry, I've got Mr. Spitzer in the wrong list; he is appearing

next. This panel is Mr. Palmer, Mr. Anderson, and Mr. Vargo.
Mr. Palmer?

STATEMENT OF MARK PALMER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF STATE FOR EUROPEAN AFFAIRS, AND MICHAEL MATHE-
SON, DEPUTY LEGAL ADVISER
Mr. PALMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Members of the committee, I am pleased to be here today with

Mr. Anderson, Director of the Office of Chinese Affairs, to testify
on the determinations made by the President to extend his waiver
authority under the Jackson-Vanik amendment. Mr. Anderson and
I will concentrate our remarks on the substantive aspects of the
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President's determinations, and in particular on the emigration
performance of the affected countries

If the committee has questions concerning the legal effects of the
recent Supreme Court legislative veto decision on the operation of
the Jackion-Vanik provisions, Mr. Michael Matheson, Deputy
Legal Adviser of the Department is here today and would be
pleased to respond to such questions.

I will abbrevate my statement, Mr. Chairman, and submit for
the record the full statement.

Continued MFN treatment for Romania and Hungary should be
viewed within the context of our policies toward the countries of
Eastern Europe. Although these countries share similar political
and economic systems, the great diversity of their history, culture,
and ethnic composition remains.

The U.S. policy through successive admir.istrations has been to
deal with Eastern European countries as separate and distinct enti-
ties, to support their national aspirations, and to encourage foreign
policy independence and observance of human rights.

We do not ignore or downplay the numerous disagreements espe-
cially regarding human rights which we have with the countries of
the area however, we seek to improve relations with those govern-
ments which demonstrate the desire and ability to reciprocate. We
also expect those governments which desire the benefits of im-
proved relations with the United States to play a constructive role
in international affairs and to meet their human rights commit-
ments.

Within this broad context, I will now turn to Romania and Hun-
gary.

At this time last year, Romania's serious economic crisis was a
preoccupation for them. Now the worst of Romania's current eco-
nomic and financial difficulties appear to be past, although longer
term problems remain. Through aggressive efforts to increase ex-
ports and continuing stringent controls on imports, Romania at-
tained a trade surplus of $1.5 billion in 1982. The rescheduling of
private and government debts in 1982-83 has helped make Roma-
nia's debt problems more manageable. The medicine has been
strong, and the effects on the internal economy severe; but Roma-
nia is tackling its economic problems in a serious manner.

Despite the problems it has faced, Romania in 1982 continued to
take positions different from those of the Soviet Union on a
number of foreign policy issues and to pursue diversity in its trade
and economic relations. It remains our policy to support Romania's
efforts to enhance its economic autonomy and to encourage
independence in its foreign policy and greater responsiveness on
human rights and emigration.

The main focus of today's hearing where Romania is concerned is
that country's emigration performance. The President's determina-
tion that continuation of the waiver permitting MFN tariff treat-
ment for Romania will substantially promote freer emigration
takes into account the number of emigrants receiving permisdion to
leave Romania as well as the manner in which intending emi-
grants are treated. Our primary interest is to insure that individu-
al Romanians are free to emigrate, provided that other countries
are prepared to receive them.
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Overall emigration from Romania in 1982 reached its highestOver receved00
level in many years. Over 15,000 people received visas for emi-
tion to the United States, Israel, and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many from the embassies of those three countries in Bucharest. In
the case of the United States at least the Romanian Government
approved considerably more people For departure than we were
able to accept during 1982. The emigration levels to the United
States, Israel and the Federal Republic of Germany for the first 5
months of 1982 were slightly higher than for the same period last
year.

At the same time, the Romanian Government announced on Oc-
tober 22 1982, a decree under which all emigrants were to be re-
quired, inter alia, to repay in convertible currency the costs of
their education and training beyond the compulsory level before
they could leave. We made clear to the Romanians from the outset
that the decree was contrary to the letter and spirit of the Jackson.
Vanik amendment. Extensive bilateral discussions took place this
spring leading to the understanding between Presidents Reagan
and Ceausescu referred to in the President's transmittal message
to Congress on MFN..

Since then, the Romanian Government has stopped requiring
emigrants to any destination to repay their education costs as a
precondition to emigration and has undertaken not to create eco-
nomic or procedural barriers to emigration.

We welcome these steps, which-together with Romania's sub-
stantial number of emigration approvals-serve as the basis for the
President's determination. We, of course, expect the nonapplication
of the education tax to continue indefinitely.

We do not expect all problems with Romania's performance in
emigration to disappear immediately; however, there has been
pro ess, and we believe that the continuation and strengthening
of the existing framework of bilateral economic and political rela-
tions with Romania offer the best possibilities for further progress
and for resolving whatever difficulties do arise. It will enhance our
ability to intervene successfully on behalf of the highest priority
emigrants, those who could receive permission promptly to enter
the United States once their exit had been approved.. We will be
giving particular emphasis to such cases over the coming months.

Let me now turn briefly to Hungary. The United States-Hungar-
ian relationship has shown steady improvement over the last sever-
al years. We have been able to maintain a constructive and frank
political dialog that has enabled our two countries to better under-
stand and communicate with each other.

The Hungarian Government continues to take a cooperative ap-
proach toward emigration. All of the official divided-family cases
which we have raised have now been resolved-and I might add
that that includes some very difficult ones. While Hungarian law
grants permanent departure rights only to those over the age of 55,
in. practice the majority of those applying to emigrate receive per-
mission reasonably quickly and easily.

Trade is a central element in our relations with Hungary, and
the extension of MFN tariff treatment in 1978 has been a signifi-
eazc factor in the development of our bilateral trade and financial
ties. Although total U.S. trade with Hungary was down slightly
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last year due to the global recession and financial difficulties in
many Eastern European countries, Hungary avoided the severe
economic and financial problems experienced by some of its neigh-
bors.

Hungary has agreed to reciprocal reductions in tariffs, which
have increased export opportunities f&r U.S. firms. In addition,
Hungary has formally adhered to many of the multilateral codes
on nontariff trade barriers and the international arrangement ne-
gotiated during the Tokyo round.

We believe that MFN has been beneficial to the United States as
well as to Romania and Hungary. While problems still exist to a
greater or lesser degee in the emigration area, it is clear that
there has been significant progress in both countries on emiation
since MFN was first granted. With the continuation of MFN, we
believe that further progress will be possible.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORa. Thank you, Mr. Palmer.
[Mr. Palmer's prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT FOR DEPARTMENT Or STATE SPOKIMAN

Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to testify for the Administration con.
cperning the extension of the President's waiver authority under section 402 of the
TVade Act of 1974 and continuation of the specific waivers permitting Most-Favored.
N ation (MFN) tariff treatment for Romania, Hungary and China. In my testimony
tday I will address the waivers for Romania and Hungary, while Mr. Anderson, my
State Department colleague, will discuss the waiver for China.

Continued MFN treatment for Romania and Hungary should be viewed within
the context of our policies toward Eastern Europe as a whole. Despite certain impor-
tant similarities among the countries of this region, the differences among them are
significant and may become more so. Although all of these countries share similar
political and economic systems, imposed from the outside after World War Ui, and
belong to the same military and economic organizations, the great diversity of their
history, geography, languages, culture, religion and ethnic composition remains.
Each has maintained a strong sense of national pride and, despite strong pressures
to submerge their independent character, each frequently has found means to ex
press its national identity, both at home and in its foreign relations. It has been the
policy of the United States through successive administrations to deal with the
countries of Eastern Europe as separate and distinct entities, and to support their
aspirations to achieve their national destinies.ln pursuing our policies in Eastern Europe we do not ignore or downplay the nu-
merous dhog-mments we have with the countries of the area. In particular, we
have maintained our commitment to speak out concerning the many violations and
abuses of human rights in the region. Our policies toward Eastern Europe do, how.
ever, take into account the diversity among the separate national entities and the
forces for change, as well as the forces striving to maintain the status quo. We seek
to improve relations with those governments which demonstrate both the desire andthe ability to reciprocate. We also expect that the government of Eastern Europe
countries which esire the benefits ot" Improved rlatons with the United States,
particularly in the economic area, will play a constructive role in international af-
fildb preparedI to meet their international commitments in the human rights

Within the broad context I have outlined, I will now turn to Romania and Hun-
gary.

At this time last year a major preoccupation concerning Romania was that coun.
try's serious economic crisis. Like many other countries In Eastern Europe and else-
where, Romania was facing severe external debt problems at a time when demand
for its exports had fallen, aue in part to the sluggishness of the international econo-
my as a whole. The tight financial situation made it difficult for Romania to meet
its foreign obligations in a timely manner and resulted in severe constraints on im.
ports, for industry as well as for the consumer.

A year later, it can be said that the worst of Romania's current economic and
financial difficulties appears to be past, although longer-term problems remain.
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rough aggressive efforts to increase exports and continuing stringent controls on
ports, Romania was able to attain a trade surplus of $1.5 billion and a current

account surplus of about $669 million in 1982. The rescheduling of private and gov.
eminent debts in 1982 and 1988 has helped make Romania's debt problems more
manaeable. The medicine has been strong and the effects on the internal economy,
including the long-suffering consumer, severe, but we are encouraged by Romania's
willingness to tackle its economic problems in a serious manner and by the progress
that has been made.

Despite the problems It has faced, Romania in 1982 continued to take positions
different from those of the Soviet Union on a number of foreign policy issues and to
pursue diversity in its trade and economic relations. It remains our policy to sup.

A tomania's efforts to enhance its economic autonomy, and to encourage
dependence in its foreign policy and greater responsiveness on human rights and
emigration including the sensitive issues of family reunification. In this regard, we
are pleased to note that at the Madrid CSCE Review Meeting Romania recentlyen.
dorsed a number of Western suggestions for improvements to the Neutral and Non.
aligned draft concluding document, including the proposal to convene an experts
meeting on human contacts.

The main focus of today's hearing where Romania is concerned is that country's
emigration performance. The Prsdent's determination that continuation of the
waiver permitting MFN tariff treatment for Romania will substantially promote
freer emigration, as required under the Trade Act of 1974, takes into account the
number of emigrants who have received permission to leave Romania as well as the
manner in which all those who seek to emigrate are treated. Our primary interest
is In ensuring that individual Romanians are free to emigrate, provided that other
countries are prepared to receive them. This is fully consistent with the provisions
of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and the Final Act of the Conference
of Security and Cooperation in Europe, both of which Romania signed.

Overall emigration from Romania in 1982 reached its highest level in many years.
Over 15,000 people received visas for emigration to the United States, Israel, and
the Federal Republic of Germany from the embassies of those three countries in Bu-
charest-2,381 for the U.S., 1,474 for Israel and 11,646 for the FRO. Romania, as you
are aware, is the only Warsaw Pact country which maintains diplomatic relations
with Isreal. In the case of the U.S. at least, the Romanian Government approved
considerably more people for departure than we were able to accept during 1982.
Smaller numbers of people left for other countries. The emigration levels to the
U.S., Israel and the FRO for the first five months of 1983 are slightly higher than
for the same period last year.

At the same time, the Romanian Government announced on October 22, 1982, a
decree under which all emigrants were to be required inter alia, to repay, in con-
vertible currency, the cost of their education and training beyond the compulsory
level before they could leave. We made clear to the Romanians from the outset that
the decree was a serious impediment to emigration and contrary to the letter and
spirit of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment. Implementation of the decree began in
February, 1983. On March 4, the President announced his Intention to terminate
MFN on June 30 if Romania did not cease applying the education tax by that date.
In the following months, extensive bilateral discussions took place leading up to the
understanding between President Reagan and President Ceausescu referred to In
the President's transmittal message to Congress on MFN and which went into effect
at the beginning of June.

In connection with that exchange, the Romanian Government has stopped requir-
ing emigrants to any destination to repay their education costs as a precondition to
emigration. We have confirmed through our Embassy in Bucharest and other Em-
bassies there that no one has been required to pay or has paid since the beginning
of June. The Romanian Government also reaffirmed that it would continue to solve
humanitarian problems on the basis of reciprocal trust and good will and undertook
not to create economic or procedural barriers to emigration. In addition, the Roma.
nian Government stated that applications for emigration currently are being proc.
essed within six months and that those who apply for emigration are not subjected
to any kind of discrimination by the authorities. The United States welcomes these
reported steps which, together with Romania's substantial number of approvals for,
emigration to Israel and other countries, serve as the basis for the President's deter.
mination. We, of course, expect the non-application of the education tax to continue
indefinitely. However should it be reimposed at any time, the Romanian Govern.
ment is fully aware that such an action would result to the prompt termination of
MFN by the President.
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The Romanian Government has also Indicated its willingness to continue bilateral
discussions on the question of emigration procedures. It is our hope that in view of
the above factors, the way will now be open to further progress in emigration,
human rights and other areas of mutual interest and concern. The fact that the lo.
manian Government recently has reached understandings on emigration with the
FRG and Israel which both of those countries consider satisfactory s another impor-
tant, positive sign. We do not expect that all problems with Romania's performancein emigration wil disappear immediately. However, there ha beenprogrem and we
believe that the continuation and strengthening of the existing framework of bi-
lateral political and economic relations with Romania offers the best possibilities for
further progress and for resolving in a satisfactory manner whatever diffculties do
arise. It wil enhance our ability to intervene successfully on behalf of the highest
priority emigrants, those who htave Immediate family in the United States or who
could otherwise receive permission promptly to enter the U.S. once their exits had
been approved. Over the coming months we will be giving particular emphasis to
such cases, which appear on our Embassy's quarterly representation listLet me now turn o Hungary. The US-Hugarian relationship has shown steady
improvement over the last several years. We have been able to maintain a construc-
tive and frank political dialogue that has enabled our two countries to better under-
stand and communicate with each other. Not only Administration officials but also
Congressional leader have participated in exchanges between Washington and Bu-
dapest. We believe that these direct, personal contacts are important in the develop
ment of mutual understanding and the dispersion of possible residual prejudices.

The Hqngarian Government continues to take a cooperative approach toward
emigration applications. All of the official divided family cases which we have
raised have now been resolved. While Hungarian law restricts permanent departure
rights to persons over the age of 5, in practice the majority of Hua r do
apply to emigrate receive thi permission reasonably quickly and wi ut great dif.
faculty. We follow this human rights issue very closely and the Hungaria Govern-
ment is Muly aware of our concerns on this and other related matters.

Trade is a central element in our relations with Hungary, and the extension of
Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) tariff treatment in 1978 has been a significant factor in
the development of our bilateral trade and financial ties. Although total U.S. trade
with Hungary was down slightly last year (from $206 million in 1981 to $201 million
in 1982) due to the global receeio % and financial difficulties in many Eastern Euro.
pean countries, Hungary avoided is severe economic and financial problems expe.
fenced by some of Its neighbors. In large part Hungary's relative success was due to
its continuation of economic reforms which increased reliance on market forces and
decentralization of management along with greater participation in the internation-
al financial order as Hungary became a member of the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank. The Administration, therefore, supports the continu-
ation of Hungary's MFN tariff status.

Hungary, for its part, has agreed to reciprocal reductions in tariffs, which have
Increased export opportunities Ior U.S. firms. In addition Hungary has formally ad-
hered to many of the multilateral codes on non-tariff trade barriers and the interna-
tional arrangement negotiated during the Tokyo round.

We believe that MFN has been beneficial to the United States as well as to Roma-
nia and Hungary. While problems still exist in the areas of emigration and human
rights, it is clear that there has been significant progress in both countries in these
areas since MFN was first granted. With the continuation of MFN we believe that
further progress will be possible. Conversely, the termination of MFN would serve
neither the cause of free emigration nor of human right&

STATEMENT OF DONALD M. ANDERSON, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
CHINESE AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. ANDESON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I welcome this opportunity to testify before this subcommittee as

part of an adminisration panel concerning the extension of the
President's general waiver authority under section 402(c) of the
Trade Act and continuation of the specific waivers permitting
most-favored-nation treatment to China Hungary, and Romania.

My colleague Mr. Palmer has alreI y addressed the waiver for
Hungary and Romania. I will have a brif statement which will ad-
dress the waiver for China.
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In the past several years, U.S. bilateral ties with China have ex-
panded exponentially. Our economic relations have been at the
forefront of this process. A series of economic agreements-trade,
grains, claims/assets, civil aviation and maritime affairs, among
others-form the basis for these relations and provide a framework
for further development of economic contacts. We are currently
working on additional agreements concerning bilateral investment,
taxes, and industrial and technical cooperation.

Trade figures illustrate the importance of our trade with China.
Two-way trade in 1982 amounted to $5.2 billion a fivefold increase
over 1978, with a favorable surplus to the United States of some
$600 million. Since 1978, trade with China has resulted in a cumu-
lative U.S. trade surplus of about $7 billion. Last year China was
our largest market for wheat and our sixth largest customer world-
wide for agricultural products. Overall, China is the United States
20th world trading partner-taking the European Community
countries separately-while we are China's third largest trading
partner after Japan and Hong Kong.

Opportunities for joint ventures continue to grow, particularly in
the of energy and natural resources. Fifteen U.S. companies
are in various stages looking to participation In oil exploration in
the South China Sea. Close to 100 U.S. firms maintain permanent
offices in China, and many others support substantial business
dealings with China from Hong Kong and Tokyo. The recent Presi-
dential decision to raise the level of high technology goods licensed
for export to China can only further promote trade opportunities.
The prospects for future growth in our economic relations are ex-
cellent.

A stable and expanding trade and investment relationship be-
tween the United States and China contributes to strong coopra-
tive ties across the board. Such ties are a key component In Ch-a's
plans to modernize its economy, with the help of Western goods
and ideas.

In addition, the broad range of official and unofficial exchanges
between the two countries helps promote stronger relations. For
example, there are 21 U.S. media organizations with offices in Be'-
ing, 73 U.S. banks with a correspondent relationship with the Bank
of China, more than 80 U.S. universities with formal affiliation
with Chinese schools, and more than 20 U.S. States and cities now
have sister relationships with their Chinese counterparts. At the
same time, over 100 Chinese delegations visit the United States
each month, and American tourists to China numbered over
120,000 last year. In the long run, a secure, stable, and economical-
ly healthy China is an essential element for peace and stability in
Asia.

China's determination to carry out its modernization plans with
Western support has been accompanied by moves toward liberaliza-
tion in the areas of human rights and emigration. Travel restric-
tions have been relaxed and simplified for both immigrants and
short-term travelers. There are currently approximately 10,000
Chinese students and scholars in this country. In addition, some
11,000 business visas were issued to Chinese citizens. Our China
posts issued over 9,500 immigrant visas. There are over 60,000 Chi-
nese with approved visa petitions waiting for their turn to immi-
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ate to the United States. Another 55,000 persons immigrated to
Ong Kong last year. This latter number is expected to decline in

the future, largely due to pressure from Hong Kong authorities to
reduce the flow of immigrants into the overcrowded colony.

China's commitment to more liberal emigration practices is re-
flected in the Bilateral United States-China Consular Convention,
which has now been in effect for over 1 year. The notes accompany-
ing the Convention specifically encourage travel facilitation for the
purpose of family reunification. In addition both countries agreed
to facilitate travel between the countries oi those persons with si-
multaneous claims to the nationality of the United States and the
People's Republic of China. This is not to say that Chinese emigra-
tion is problem-free. China, like many developing countries, is con-
cerned about a potential brain drain. Current regulations restrict
foreign study by Chinese university students until they complete
their Chinese education and work for 2 years. In addition, local
work units are slow to approve departure, and officials are some-
times reluctant to issue passports and exit permits to persons
whose emigration might create gape in modernization efforts.
There is no evidence, however, that China has inhibited the emi-
gration of those with legitimate family ties abroad, although many
encounter delays in obtaining passports and exit permits.

The principal obstacle to emigration from China remains the lim-
ited ability or willingness of other countries to receive the large
numbers of people able and willing to immigrate. In the case of the
United States, our numerical limitation on immigrants from each
country cannot keep up with the Chinese demand. For example,
applications for fifth preference immigration--siblings of U.S. citi-
zens--stretch back to 1978, implying at least a 5-year wait for ap-
plicants in this category.

Trade is a fundamental component of China's modernization
effort and its efforts to join the community of nations. Mutual
benefit and most-favored-nation treatment in all aspects of our
trading relations are vital to continued expansion of our bilateral
ties. The administration strongly believes that the continuation of
MFN status for China is vital to our foreign policy interests.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Anderson.
(The prepared statement of Donald M. Anderson follows:]
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TESTIMONY BY DONALD M. ANDERSON
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF CHINESE AFFAIRS

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
BEFORE THE

INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

JULY 29, 1983

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I welcome this opportunity to testify before this

subcommittee as part of an Administration panel concerning the

extension of the President's general waiver authority under

Section 402(c) of the Trade Act and continuation of the

specific waivers permitting most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment

for China, Hungary, and Romania. My colleague, Mr. Palmer, has

already addressed the waiver for Hungary and Romania. My

testimony will address the waiver for China.

In the past several years, US bilateral ties with China

have expanded exponentially. Our economic relations have been

at the forefront of this process. A series of economic

agreements -- trade, grains, claims/assets, civil aviation and

maritime affairs, among others -- form the basis for these

relations and provide a framework for further development of

economic contacts. We are currently working on additional

agreements concerning bilateral investment, taxes, and

industrial and technical cooperation.



Trade figures illustrate the importance of our trade with

China. Two way trade in 1982 amounted to $5.2 billion -- a

five fold increase over 1978 -- with a favorable surplus to the

US of some $600 million. Since 1978 trade with China has

resulted in a cumulative US trade surplus of about *7 billion.

Last year China was our largest market for wheat and our sixth

largest customer world-wide for agricultural products. Overall#

China is the United States' twentieth world trading partner

(taking the European Community countries separately), while we

are China's third largest trading partner, after Japan and Hong

Kong.

Opportunities for joint ventures continue to grow*

particularly in the field of energy and natural resources.

Fifteen US companies are in various stages looking to

participation in oil exploration in the South China Sea. Close

to 100 US firms maintain permanent offices in China and many

others support substantial business dealings with China from

Hong Kong and Tokyo. The recent Presidential decision to raise

the level of high technology goods licensed for export to China

can only further promote trade opportunities. The prospects

for future growth in our economic relations are excellent.
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A stable and expanding trade and investment relationship

between the US and China contributes to strong cooperative ties

across-the-board. Such ties are a key component in China's

plans to modernize its economy with the help of Western goods

and ideas. In addition, the broad range of official and

unofficial exchanges between the two countries helps promote

stronger relations. For example, there are 21 US media

organizations with offices in Beijing, 73 US banks with a

correspondent relationship with the Bank of China, more than 80

US universities with formal affiliation with Chinese schools,

and more than 20 US states and cities have sister relationships

with their Chinese counterparts. At the same time# over a

hundred Chinese delegations visit the US each month, and

American tourists to China numbered over 120,000 last year. In

the long rqiA a secure, stable, and economically healthly China

is an esyntial element for peace and stability in Asia.

t China's determination to carry out its modernization plans

wth Western support has been accompanied by moves toward some

liberalization in the areas of human rights and emigration.

Travel restrictions have been relaxed and simplified for both

immigrants and short-term travelers. There are currently

approximately 10,000 Chinese students and scholars in this

country. In addition, last year some 11,000 business visas
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were issued to Chinese citizens. Our China posts issued over

9,500 immigrant viss. There are over 60,000 Chinese with

approved visa petitions waiting for their turn to immigrate to

the US. Another 55,000 persons immigrated to Hong Kong last

year. This latter number is expected to decline in the futures

largely due to pressure from Hong Kong authorities to reduce

the flow of immigrants to the overcrowded colony.

China's commitment to more liberal emigration practices is

reflected in the Bilateral US-China Consular Convention, which

has now been in effect for over a year. The notes accompanying

the Convention specifically encourage travel facilitation for

the purpose of family reunification. In addition, both

countries agreed to facilitate travel between the countries of

those persons with simultaneous claims to the nationality of

the United States and the People's Republic of China.

This is not to say that Chinese emigration is problem- free.

China, like many developing countries, is concerned about a

potential brain drain. Current regulations restrict foreign

study by Chinese university students until they complete their

Chinese education and work for two years. In addition, local

work units are slow to approve departure, and officials are

sometimes reluctant to issue passports and exit permits to

persons whose emigration might create gaps in modernization
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efforts. There is no evidence, however, that China has

inhibited the emigration of those with legitimate family ties

abroad, although many encounter delays in obtaining passports

and exit permits.

The principal obstacle to emigration from China remains the

limited ability or willingness of other countries to receive

the large numbers of people able and willing to immigrate. In

the case of the US* our numerical limitation on immigrants from

each country cannot keep up with the Chinese demand. For

example, applications for fifth preference immigration

(siblings of US citizens) stretch back to 1978, implying at

least a five year wait for applicants in this category.

Trade is a fundamental component of China's modernization

effort and its efforts to join the community of nations.

Mutual benefit and most-favored-nation treatment in all aspects

of our trading relations are vital to continued expansion of

our bilateral ties. The Administration strongly believes that

the continuation of MFN status for China is vital to our

foreign policy interests.
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE K. LAWSON
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR EAST ASIA AND PACIFIC

BEFORE
THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE

OF
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

INTRODUCTION

I am pleased to testify today before this Committee on the
continuation of MFN status for China. Since the granting of
MFN tariff treatment to China, our bilateral trade has
developed rapidly. The Administration believes that U.S.
economic and foreign policy objectives will be further advanced
by the continuation of MFN status for China. My remarks today
wi11 focus on developments in our commercial relations during
the past year.

U.S.-PRC Trade Status

After reaching a peak of $5.5 billion in 1981 bilateral trade
declined slightly in 1982 to $5.2 billion. The slowdown is
largely a result of bumper Chinese harvests which cut into
purchases of U.S. agricultural products. Also, China's
continuing emphasis on economic readjustment held down
purchases of U.S. capital goods. U.S. exports fell 19 percent
to $2.9 billion in 1982, while imports grew 20 percent to
$2.3 billion. As a result, the U.S. trade surplus declined
from $1.7 billion in 1981 to $628 million last year. Despite
the overall decrease in bilateral trade, China last year was
our nineteenth largest export market and ranked twenty-first
among our trading partners worldwide.

The composition of U.S.-China trade continued to change during
1982, with U.S. non-agricultural exports accounting for a
larger share (54%) than ever before. Increases came in nearly
every category, with major gains in exports of logs and lumber,
fertilizers, copper, and machinery and equipment (See table 3).
U.S. imports from China also were dominated by non-agricultural
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items with substantial increases in crude petroleum and
petroleum products, chemicals, metal manufactures, and clothing
(See Table 4).

Status of Commercial Relations

Despite accumulating tensions in the political relationship and
strains stemming from Chinese dissatisfaction with a number of
U.S. policies, principally export controls and restraints on
Chinese textiles, considerable progress was made this year in
expanding commercial ties.

It is apparent that China continues to place a high value on
trade and investment relations with the United States. For
example, the American Motors Corporation recently signed a
joint venture agreement to manufacture vehicles in China. The
agreement to develop a major coal mine signed by Occidental
Petroleum will be the largest joint venture concluded with a
foreign firm to date.

During the past year negotiations with U.S. firms for offshore
oil contracts potentially worth billions of dollars proceeded
smoothly. Last year, Arco was awarded a contract to explore
for oil in the South China Sea. Fifteen other U.S. firms are
in various stages of negotiations.

Progress was also made in advancing government-to-government
cooperation to expand trade. Last September we signed Annex
II to the U.S.-PRC Hydropower Protocol. This cooperative
effort focuses on priority Chinese hydropower projects and
provides for heavy involvement of the U.S. private sector.

Efforts to complete the framework for bilateral economic
relations progressed, with negotiations begun on a treaty to
avoid double taxation and a bilateral investment treaty.
Negotiations on a new Maritime Agreement are also underway.
We are hopeful that the next round of negotiations, scheduled
for later this month, will be successful in concluding a new
Textile Agreement.

The commitment of both countries to continue to develop and
expand our commercial relations was reaffirmed by the renewal
in February of the bilateral Trade Agreement. After a
thorough review of its implementation over the past three
years, both sides concluded that despite some outstanding
problems, the Agreement has provided an effective basis for
promoting mutually beneficial trade relations.
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The continuation of a high level dialogue between .S and
Chinese economic and trade officials in the past yearlhas made
a significant contribution to the development of mutual
understanding of each country's concerns. Last December, the
U.S.-China Joint Economic Committee met in Washington to review
a broad range of issues in bilateral economic relations. The
Joint Science and Technology Commission, which met in Beijing
in May, examined progress in 17 cooperative programs being
undertaken under the umbrella S&T Agreement. Four additional
protocols were signed bringing the total to 21.

Also in May, the Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade
co-chaired by Secretary Baldrige and Trade Minister Chen Muhua
held its first session. The Commission discussed a broad
range of trade matters, including trade policy, cooperation in
industrial fields, and trade related legal and regulatory
matters. The discussions took place in a remarkably cordial
and cooperative atmosphere, and initiated a number of programs
which will give new momentum to our trade relations.

During his meetings with Chinese leaders, Secretary Baldrige
conveyed the President's decision to expand the transfer of
technology to China. The decision to move China from category
P to category V under U.S. Export Administration regulations
will be put into effect over the coming months after intensive
technical review and consultation with our allies. The move
is intended to emphasize that sales to China should take place
on a similar basis as to other friendly countries while taking
into account our national security concerns. We see this as a
significant step in promoting the United States' contribution
to China's modernization program, and expect it to result in a
sizeable increase in U.S. sales.

During the Secretary's visit we also reached agreement in
principle to negotiate a bilateral agreement on industrial
cooperation. We expect this agreement to enhance U.S.
industry's competitive edge in bidding on China's major
projects by providing early information on projects while they
are still in the planning stage.

The U.S.-China commercial relationship has been a dynamic one,
surmounting difficulties and progressing rapidly in recent
years. Mr. Chairman, the continuation of MPN status remains
an essential part of our efforts to expand our commercial
relations with China.

Wang No. 2695N, pages 9-11



TABLE 3
LEADING U.S. EXPORTS TO CHINA, 1978-1982

(Millions of U.S. Dollars)

1978 1979 1980

Wheat
Synthetic Resins
Logs
Corn
Cotton
Fertilizer
Yarns & Thread of Nylon,
Polyester, etc.

Polyester Fibers
Measuring & Controlling Instr.
Soybeans
Bovine Leather (rough)
Parts for Oil & Gas Field Equip.
Kraft Paper & Paperboard
Compound Catalysts (unspecified)
Insecticides
Copper

Subtotal
Total U.S. Exports to China

250.2 214.1
1.3 29.7

0 0
111.7 268.5
157.3 357.0
38.7 44.6

1.3 22.4
46.4 62.4
11.2 42.3
15.3 106.7

0 3.4
31.5 54.2
0.4 2.5

.3 1.2
2.5 3.6
4.4 5.6

672.5 1,218.2
818.2 1,716.5

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

1982
Rank

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

1981 1982

1,093.3
110.7

41.4
224.5
701.3
149.8

52.1
197.9

40.1
155.2

14.7
22.7
98.2

1.5
25.6

0
2,975.0
3,751.7

1,269.0
158.4

89.2
62.6

463.7
127.9

177.9
323.7
50.9

129.7
20.9
28.1
52.0

5.4
25.0

0
2,983.4
3,602.7

1,046.7
236.1
211.9
189.4
177.8
147.0

121.7
95.5
63.2
63.2
56.7
44.2
35.7
25.7
22.5
21.8

2,559.1
2,912.1



TABLE 4
LEADING U.S. IMPORTS FF40H CHINA, 1978-1982

(Millions of U.S. Dollars)

1982 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982
Rank

1. Gasoline 0 21.6 81.8 258.7 336.9
2. Women's, Girls' and Infants

outer garments 16.6 42.9 77.7 158.8 238.9
3. Crude Petroleum 0 71.8 18.8 0 198.04. Men's and Boys' outer garments 10.4 24.9 35.7 58.9 110.55. Misc. Manufactured Articles 19.6 23.8 50.6 96.7 92.36. Sweaters and other knit outwear 9.1 15.6 59.4 49.1 81.0
7. Made-up articles of textile

materials NSPF 5.7 7.7 27.7 56.6 78.38. Woven cotton fabric 37.6 23.2 46.1 86.7 73.8
9. Undergarments (not knit) 10.0 20.2 33.4 54.2 72.6
10. Naptbas 0 3.0 30.9 36.7 62.8
11. Floor coverings 13.2 18.4 50.7 67.5 53.912. Underwear (knit) 3.7 8.7 14.0 28.0 46.013. Prepared or preserved vegetables 1.6 2.0 18.4 33.7 44.214. Nonferrous metals 2.3 8.3 25.0 33.6 38.615. Footwear 3.3 13.9 22.4 38.7 37.816. Tin 15.5 2.7 13.8 22.3 35.517. Fireworks 12.1 15.6 23.2 24.7 31.1

Subtotal 1b0.7 324.3 953.6 1512.4 1632.2

Total U.S. Imports from China 316.7 592.3 1075.9 1908.2 2283.7

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Senator DAmromr. Mr. Vargo.

STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN J. VARGO, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE.
TARY OF COMMERCE FOR EUROPE AND EUGENE K. LAWSON,
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR EAST
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
Mr. VAR;oO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Department of Commerce fully supports continuation of

most-favored-nation status for Romanla, Hungary, and China. Con-
tinuation of most-favored-nation tariff treatment for these coun-
tries will promote our objectives regarding freedom of emigration.

Continuation of most-favored-nation status also is strongly in our
commercial interest as well. It is the cornerstone of our bilateral
trade relationship with these countries.

Mr. Lawson and I have prepared statements going into detail on
these three countries and our trade relationship that we ask be in-
cluded in the record. We are available to answer your questions.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DA~rom. Thank you, Mr. Vargo.
(The prepared statement of Franklin J. Vargo follows:]
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STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN J. VARGO
DEP ASSISTANT SECRETARY O QMRgE--- OR

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE O 1NERNATIONAL TRADE
Or IHE SENATE FINANCE COQflT

O&Y~ 29, 1902

Mr. Chairman,

I am pleased to appear before this subcommittee today on behalf
of continuation of Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) status for Romania
and Hungary. Continuation of MFN tariff treatment for these
countries will promote the objectives of Section 402 of the
Trade Act regarding freedom of emigration.

Continuation of MFN status is strongly in our commercial
interest, as well. It is the cornerstone of our bilateral
trade relations with Romania and Hungary. MFN and the
associated trade agreements with these countries have
contributed to strengthening the U.S. economy. They have led
to valuable new commercial opportunities for U.S. firms.
Billions of dollars of U.S. exports have resulted and thousands
of jobs for American workers have been created.

With MFN, our companies can compete on an equal footing with
their international competitors; without MFN, the U.S. would
likely become a supplier of last resort. Furthermore, our
commercial relations have not only expanded but also have
intensified, with many American firms involved in industrial
cooperation and joint ventures with Romanian and Hungarian
enterprises.

Additionally, MFN status has furthered the important objective
of bringing these two countries more fully into the
international trading system and adhering to the rules and
customs of that system. MFN status also demonstrates our
continuing support for the development of bilateral trade and
the strengthening of our overall economic and political
relations with Romania and Hungary.
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The Dopartment of Commerce monitors trade with these countries
and enforces import and export regulations. When U.S. industry
has been sensitive to foreign imports and questions of market
disruption and dumping have been raised, Commerce has used
informal consultations and bilateral agreements in enforcing
U.S. Government trade administration regulations.

It has been the experience of the Commerce Department that
Romania and Hungary have heeded our laws and honored their
agreements. While we do have problems with these countries,
partly due to the complex trade relationships we have attained,
we consider our trade relations of significant value and of
benefit to all partners.

Let me now turn to a discussion of our MFN trade relationship
with each of these two countries. I will begin with Romania,
for it has been the focus of our attention over the last year
insofar as MFN is concerned.

ROMANIA

On October 22, 1982, Romania announced enactment of Decree 402,
which among other things, required that persons wishing to
emigrate from Romania reimburse the state for the costs of
their education beyond the compulsory level. This decree
contravened both the letter and spirit of the Jackson-Vanik
Amendment. Implementation of the Decree began in February
1983. On March 4, the President announced his intention to
terminate Romania's MFN status on June 30 if the Decree was
still being implemented. The Department of Commerce notified
U.S. firms of the President's action and provided advice and
guidance to firms affected by the potential loss of Romanian
MFN.

Importance of MFN -- The Commerce Department emphasized the
costs of an MFN termination to the Romanian Government. We
made clear that in addition to costing Romania about $200
million in lost export earnings in the first non-MFN year, the
termination of MFN would undermine joint efforts to develop
bilateral trade. We believe our efforts helped convince the
Romanian Government that retaining MFN was commercially in
Romania's best interest.
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MFN benefits Romania by permitting the sale in the United
States of a wide range of Romanian exports which would not be
competitive in this market if the sharply higher non-MFN duties
were levied on them. The competitiveness of ninety percent of
the goods Romania now sells in the United States would be
adversely affected by the termination of Romania's MFN.

The U.S. markets which Romania would have forfeited in the
event of a termination of MFN would, in most instances, have
been filled by foreign producers, not by domestic U.S.
producers. Our research shows that Japan, Taiwan, South Korea,
Italy, West Germany, and several other countries would have
gained the bulk of Romania's lost U.S. markets. As a result
there would be neither a gain in U.S. jobs nor a decrease in
U.S. global imports if Romania had lost FN status.

At the same time, however, U.S. exports to Romania would have
experienced a commensurate decline, since Romania attempts to
balance its trade bilaterally. The U.S. export markets which
would have been lost in Romania cover a wide range of
agricultural products, raw materials and manufactured goods for
which unexploited alternative markets for U.S. producers do not
exist. As a consequence, termination of Romania's t'N would
have resulted in both a U.S. export and trade balance loss of
about $200 million in the first year and the 6000 American jobs
which they create. The loss would have grown over time in
proportion to the growth of U.S. market potential in Romania.

Last year the United States was Romania's third largest
supplier world-wide, and also Romania's third largest
customer. If the strong trade relationship which has developed
between Romania and the United States were disrupted, Romania
could be forced to reorient a portion of its foreign trade
towards its Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA)
partners. The Soviet Union, inparticular, could replace the
United States as a supplier of certain raw materials and as the
market for Romanian consumer goods. Although the political
leverage which the Soviet Union might gain depends upon unknown
factors, it is noteworthy that Romanian policy for over fifteen
years has deliberately sought to reduce trade dependence on the
Soviet Union in accordance with the aim of increasing overall
economic and political independence. Two-thirds of Romania's
foreign trade is now with the West -- by far the highest
proportion of any East European country.
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Trade Prospects -- With continued MFN treatment and maintenance
of trade relations, the outlook for U.S. producers is
encouraging. The Romanian economy is now completing a
difficult adjustment and is entering a phase in which trade can
again begin to grow.

Romania's economy passed through a critical stage in 1981-82.
The combined forces of restructured world oil prices, the
international credit squeeze, economic adjustments to slower
growth, and past economic mismanagement precipitated a
liquidity crisis in 1981 leading to needed debt rescheduling.
Requests for reschedulings to cover $2 billion in debt service
in 1982 were satisfied and $800 million in debt relief has been
negotiated with Western private banks and governments this year.

Since 1981, Romania has adhered to an economic stabilization
program in cooperation with the International Monetary Fund.
Through measures to rationalize prices, curb overly-ambitious
investment, and improve the balance of payments, Romania
achieved a remarkable foreign trade surplus of $1.5 billion in
1982. We do not believe Romania will require additional debt
reschedulings in 1984, and if the policies being pursued in
conjunction with the IMF program continue on schedule, we
believe full economic stability will be achieved.

Since the onset of the 1981 liquidity crisis, many contracts
concluded with Romania remained unpaid for months and suppliers
refused to fill subsequent Romanian orders. Numerous contracts
and projects which were under active discussion between
American and Romanian partners in 1981 never materialized.
Only gradually were debts repaid or rescheduled. Although
these developments have tarnished Romania's commercial
credibility, we expect the Romanian market will improve
gradually through the remainder of 1983 and 1984.

U.S.-Romanian trade fell from over $1 billion in 1981 to $571
million in 1982. U.S. exports declined from $504 million to
$223 million; U.S. imports declined from an all time high of
$560 million in 1981 to $348 million last year. The 1982
figures reflect Romania's lack of access to hard-currency
financing, Romanlan economic austerity measures, and the
effects of the U.S. recession on trade.
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The 55 percent decline in U.S. exports from 1981 to 1982
primarily affected food and live animal sales, which were only
45 million in 1982--down from the 1981 and 1980 levels by

about $300 million. U.S. exports to Romania of manufactured
goods showed no significant change from $51.7 million in 1981
to $50.8 million in 1982. U.S. exports of crude materials and
fuels taken together increased in 1982 over 1981 from $116
million to $126 million.

Many American firms are keenly interested in doing business
with Romania and the outlook is good for increased bilateral
trade in the next few years. Economic recovery in the United
States will increase the opportunities for Romania to earn more
dollars and, in turn, buy more American goods and services.
The Romanian demand for imports of Western merchandise is
expected to increase substantially when Romania's two-year
moratorium on "new" investments ends this fall. We anticipate
growth in both imports and exports in the second half of 1983,
with a trade turnover possibly surpassing $1 billion next year.

High level economic visits continue between the two countries.
The Romanian Minister of Foreign Trade met with Commerce
Secretary Baldrige in conjunction with the Eighth Session of
the Joint American-Romanian Economic Commission meeting in
Washington on June 28-29, 1982. The Working Group of the
Commission met in Bucharest on October 18, 1982, where the U.S.
delegation was headed by the Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for International Economic Policy. In the past year, the
Romanian Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Finance, as well as
the Chairman of Romania's Foreign Trade Bank, have visited
Washington. Both the Joint American-Romanian Economic
Commission, which monitors trade and discusses economic and
commercial issues, and the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council,
which facilitates increased contact between U.S. firms and
Romanian companies, will meet again later this year.

HUNGARY

Since the granting of MFN status to Hungary in 1978,
U.S.-Hungarian two-way trade has remained around the $200
million level. Hungary has been a steady customer for U.S.
manufactured goods. Since 1979, Hungary has imported on the
average nearly 20% of all U.S. exports of manufactured products
to Eastern Europe. Many of Hungary's purchases have been from
depressed U.S. industries such as motor vehicle parts, tractors
and other agricultural machinery, and diesel engines.
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U.S. exports to Hungary have remained on a plateau under $80
million for the past four years. The Department of Commerce
believes these levels are well below the potential of our two
countries' trading capacities and that the pace of trade
expansion could be quickened. I should note, however, that
Hungarian trade data normally show imports from the United
States that are nearly 300% per cent larger than U.S. export
figures. The Department of Commerce is analyzing the reason
for this discrepancy and on a preliminary basis finds the
Hungarian figures probably more accurate than U.S. figures.
Nonetheless, even using Hungarian figures, little growth in
U.S. exports to Hungary is evident.

The Department of Commerce is working aggressively to expand
export markets in Hungary in order to develop our export
potential more fully. In doing so we are working with American
companies to show them that mutually-beneficial trade in
non-strategic goods with Hungary can be expanded in a number of
product areas. We are also working with the Hungarian
Government and with prospective purchasers of American goods to
show them that expanded trade in non-strategic goods can be of
significant benefit to Hungary, as well as to the United
States. We are confident that we will see trade levels rise to
more closely approximate their potential.

Apart from trade, the commercial relationship with Hungary
resulting from MFN has had a notable effect on joint ventures
and investments. MFN status supports the viability of several
U.S. based joint-ventures and industrial cooperation agreements
such as Crown Coach Corporation in California, Steiger Tractor
Corporation of North Dakota, Island Creek/Tata Coal Recovery
Co. of Kentucky, Taurus Tire Co. and Action-Tungsram Industries
both of New Jersey. Action-Tungsram exports in excess of $6
million worth of products produced in the U.S. and employs 150
workers.

Modifications in Hungarian commercial laws governing
joint-ventures, free-trade zones, and the creation of small and
medium-sized private businesses have widened the commercial
potential of Hungary for U.S. companies, Agricultural tractors
and energy conservation equipment as well as sales of soymeal
will provide significant opportunities for U.S. business in
Hungary this coming year.
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The Hungarians have astutely managed their debt and have
avoided any need to reschedule despite strong pressures this
past year due to the tightening of available private credit to
all of Eastern Europe. To counter these adverse conditions,
Hungary has taken strong domestic measures such as curtailing
domestic investments, devaluing their currency, and imposing
import restrictions on'selected raw materials and spure parts.
Market-oriented reforms and continued decentralization
programs, however, remain the fundamental course of the
Hungarian economy.

The effect of these austerity measures on U.S. business has
been minimal. Due to the credit shortage, Western suppliers
encountered minor and temporary payment delays. These
arrearages affected a handful of U.S. companies for a short
period of time during the summer and were brought up-to-date by
fall of 1982. As regards the import restrictions, they apply,
to selected items and have only marginally affected U.S.
exports. We are, however, opposed to such restrictive trade
measures and have encouraged the Hungarians to use other means
to remedy their situation.

As a new IMF and World Bank member, Hungary has expanded its
participation in the international financial community.
Through the IMF's stabilization program, broad-ranging
industrial and financial programs are being implemented. With
IBRD funding, Hungary is modernizing sectors of its agriculture
and expanding its energy conservation program.

The promotion of trade relations has expanded with the
reciprocal extension of M FN status and widened the exchange of
views on trade and commercial matters. In the past year,
Deputy Prime Minister Marjal and senior Hungarian foreign trade
officials have visited the United States. Last winter a
thirteen-member Congressional delegation toured Hungary. The
bilateral Joint Economic and Commercial Committee (JECC), which
monitors trade and discusses economic and commercial issues and
which is chaired by the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
International Economic Policy, was held this past November in
Budapest. This year's JECC meeting, to be held in Washington,
is expected to take place sometime in the late fall.
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Senator DANFoRTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much. "
Senator Dole has some questions which he would like to submit

to the administration, particularly concerning the Soviet Union,
and would like the administration to furnish a written response.

Mr. PALMxR. Fine. If you will provide them, we will give you a
written answer.

[The questions submitted to the U.S. Department of State and
the response thereto follow:]

Question, Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union, and that of other ethnic
groups, has fluctuated widely during the past decade. In your opinion, what factors
contribute to the Soviet Government's relative wllingness to ap prove departures?

Answer. Jewish emigration is currently at Its lowestlevel since the 1960'. During
the period of detente more than 800,000 Jews and other minorities were allowed to
leave the USSR. In 1f79 the Soviet Union hoped that the United States would ratify
the SALT 11 treaty and Jewish emigration reached a peakof 51,000. Fewer than
2,700 Jews were allowed to emigrate in 1982 and only slightly more than one hun-
dred Jews per month have been permitted to leave the Soviet Union so far this
year.

The reasons why the Soviet authorities cracked down so hard on emigration are
difficult to assess with precision. In addition to any foreign policy considerations,
domestic political considerations were Important. The Soviet government appears to
be making a determined effort to cut off those contacts with the outside world
which it cannot control. Drastically reduced emigration is part of that effort, as are
jamming of foreign radio broadcasts, reductions In telephone service, interference
with mail deliveries, harassment of foreign tourists and warnings to Soviet reftsen-
11w and human rights activists to cease contacts with foreigners or face imprison-
ment. The Soviet leadership seems to have decided that what Soviet citizens were
learning about the outside world posed a tential threat to the regime.

The recent acrosthe-board reduction in emigration from the USSR has also af-
fectd other ethnic groups, primarily Armenians and Volga Germans. Over the past
sevoral months a number of Soviet sources have stated that all Jews who wish to
leave the USSR have already done so which accounts for the sharp decline In
Jewish emigration. The US( has publicly rejected this claim; estimates of the
number of Soveit Jews still seeking to leave the USSR range into the hundreds of
thousands.

Question. Shortly after the 1974 Trade Act became law, the Soviet government an-
nouncod that It would not conduct commercial relations with the United States
based on the terms of Title IV of that Act. Is there any reason to believe that the
Soviet position has changed in this regard?

Answer. We have no evidence to suggest that the Soviet position on the Jackson-
Vanik Amendment has changed.

Question. Title IV was intended to promote both emigration and market opportu-
nities in the countries to which it applies. With regard to the Soviet Union, has the
Title contributed to either of these two goals?

Answer. The Jackson-Vanik Amendment was passed with the laudable goal of
promoting freer emigration from certain communist countries, and objective which
this Administration wholeheartedly supports. The Soviet Union, however, decided
not to conduct commercial relations with the U.S. based on the terms of Title IV.
Unfortunately, in recent years the level of emigration from the Soviet Union has
sharply declined. Similarly, levels of trade have fallen short of their potential at
least in part because of concern over the lack of most-favored-nation trade status for
the USSR. The Soviet Union's cumbersome economic system and foreign trade
mechansm as well as its persistent hard currency shortages have no doubt also
played a role, although the magnitude is difficult to assess. The Administration has
made clear to the So'iets that there cannot be a major expansion of our economic
relations with the Soviet Union until the USSR is prepared to demonstrate a more
positive and constructive approach on issues of vital concern to us. Trade cannot be
isolated from other elements of our relationship.

Question. Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union is now occurring at a very low
rate. Does Title IV offer the President sufficient authority and benefits with which
to negotiate an improvement in the Soviet Union's emigration procedures and ap-
provals?

Answer. We are always seeking ways to increase freedom of emigration from the
Soviet Union, and believe that Title IV offers sufficient authority and flexibility to
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negotiate improvements in the Soviet Union's emigration procedures and approvals
should conditions permit operation under its framework.

Question. With regard to the People's Republic of China, do the requirements of
Title IV serve to promote emigration or commerce between the United States and
that country?

Answer. Linking most-favored-nation tariff treatment to emigration has helped to
encourage nonmarket economy countries to be more responsive to U.S. concerns re-
garding emigration and family reunification. China's determination to carry out its
modernization plans with Western support has been accompanied by moves toward
some liberalization in the areas of human rights and emig'aton. There are now
many more people willing and able to emigrate from the PRC than receiving coun-
tries are willing to accept. With regard to the U.S. alone, over 60,000 Chinese with
approved visa petitions are waiting their turn to immigrate to America.

Trade is a fundamental component of China's modernization effort and its efforts
to join the community of nations. U.S.-China trade in 1982 amounted to $5.2 bil.
lion-a five-fold Increase over 1978-with a favorable surplus to the U.S. of $600
million. Since 1978 trade with China has resulted in a cumulative U.S. trade surplus
of about $7 billion. The Administration strongly believes that the continuation of
MFN status for China will promote the objectives of Title IV and is vital to our com-
mercial and foreign policy interests.

Question. Do you have any suggestions, in light of the Supreme Court's decision in
Immigration and Naturalization Service v. Chadha, as to how the Congress might
improve Title IV of the 1974 Trade Act to better accomplish its twin goals of pro
voting emigration and trade, and to restore Congressional oversight? In this regard,
what would the State Department's position be with regard to authorizing the Presi-
dent to extend most-favoied-nation status to qualifying countries for more than one
year at a time?

Answer. It is our view that the provisions of Title IV for Congressional action by
one-house or concurrent resolution, which were struck down by the INS v. Chadha
decision, are severable from the remainder of the Title. Thus, notwithstanding the
unconstitutionality of the legislative veto provisions in Title IV, the President's
waiver authority remains operative under the conditions provided for in the Act,
subject to applicable Congressional notification requirements. We expect that Con.
gress will exercise an active oversight role. The statutory requirement for periodic
extensions of the waiver, the existence of legal authority to terminate the waiver
and the possibility of active Congressional oversight, we believe, provide a fully ade.
quate legal mechanism to ensure that the goals of the Act will continue to be met.

The Department finds the concept of multi-year MFN an Interesting one which
deserves further study.

Senator DANFORTH. Now, in both the Senate and the House there
have been bills introduced which would prohibit the extension of
waiver authority with respect to Romania. Is it the administra-
tion's view that those bills are not in the best interest of the
United States?

Mr. PALMER. That is correct, Senator. For the reasons I have
cited in my testimony we feel that, for both political and economic
reasons, it is in our interest to continue MFN to those countries.

Senator DANFORTH. Generally speaking, do you feel that interna-
tional trade is in the best interests not only of the other country
but also of the United States?

Mr. PALMER. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. And that that is not onl in our economic

self-interest but our political self-interest as well?
Mr. PALMER And, in particular, it is in the interest of emigra-

tion, which of course is the purpose of the Jackson-Vanik amend-
ment in that it has provided an invaluable means of encouraging
emigration. So for all of these reasons we think that it is very im-
portant to carry on with this process.

Senator DANFORTH. And is it the administration's position that
the Jackson-Vanik system does encourage emigration and that the

26-235 0 - 83 - 4
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annual review by the Congress has been effective and Is effective in
encouraging emigration from the three affected countries?

Mr. PALMER. We very much favor continuing the process pro-
vided for under Jackson-Vanik. We think it has been useful and
will continue to be useful. The administration remains committed
to that process of annual determinations by the President and con-
sultations with the Congress, and we think that that will continue
to keep focus on the emigration question in a way which is helpful.

Senator DANFRTH. And is it the administration's position that,
regardless of the Chadha decision, the essence of the procedure
which has now been established for some years will continue?

Mr. PALMER. Absolutely. Chadha has no effect on any other pro-
vision of the law, and we will, of course, continue to observe every
element of the law.

Senator DANFORTH. Is that your view, Mr. Matheson?
Mr. MATHESON. That is, indeed. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFo . Now, with respect to the education tax, was

there any rationale for that tax other than to prohibit or provide a
disincentive for emigration?

Mr. PALMER. The Romanian authorities told us that the rationale
for it was fairness. I'm not saying we ascribe to this view; but, if
you want to know the Romanian Government's official position, it
was that these people had been given free education and that they
should repay to the state the education they had been provided.

President Ceausescu, for example, cited the fact that in the
United States people who go to our military academies are then ex-
pected to serve a certain number of years afterward to compensate
the State for the education they had received. Of course, in our
view this tax was not analogous, and we made clear our position,
and we have ultimately reached a resolution about it. But they did
make a rather detailed argumentation in terms of simple fairness.

Senator DANFORTH. And there is no doubt at all that that tax is
no longer in effect?

Mr. PALMER. That is clear. And I might add, should it ever be in
effect, and we have no reason to believe that it will be, we would,
of course, react immediately. And I think there is no doubt in any-
one's mind about that.

Senator DANFORTH. We do, however, have continuing problems
with respect to Romanian emigration policies, don't we?

Mr. PALMER. We have had some problems with the length of
time that it has taken them to process some cases, yes, sir. We
have been working with them. They have made new commitments
to you all, to the Congress, about that. We think there has been
some progress on procedures, but we are still very concerned about
harassment of individual cases when people apply, and we are
working hard on that.

The Romanian Foreign Ministry has told us that if we know of
individual cases where there are problems, that they will immedi-
ately look into them and will give us a report about them.

So we are satisfied that we are thoroughly engaged in improving
the situation, that there has been some improvement. But as I said
in my testimony, there are further things that need to be done.
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Senator DAroaRTH. Did I understand you to say, Mr. Palmer,
that we are not able to accept into the United States all of the
people who are eligible to leave Romania?

Mr. PALMER. That is correct. There is a backup, and of course we
have our own immigration laws. We cannot accept just everybody
who would like to come to this country from any country, whether
it is Romania or any other country. So there is currently somewhat
of a backup, and we have to go through each case and decide under
our laws whether or not they are eligible to come here.

I hasten to say that that is not in the case of prominent political
dissidents of some sort. They, of course, could come under our pro-
cedures; but there are others who are not political cases, and we
have to make a determination.

Senator DANFORTH. Could you quantify that problem?
Mr. PALMER. The backlog.s approximately 1,000 now, but it fluc-

tuates as we process cases and more come in, and we resolve some
cases.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Grassley?
Senator GRAssy. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions, but

there are a couple of things I want to bring up with you. No. 1, I
want to put a statement in the record, and I don't want to read it
except for one paragraph at this point.

In regard to Romania,
Must deal with emigration requests in a positive and humanitarian spirit, must

process emigration requests as expeditiously as possible, must permit renewal of re-
quests not granted at reasonably short intervals, must not charge immoderate fees
in connection with emigration, must permit persons to emigrate to bring with them
or ship household and personal effects, and must not modify the rights and obliga-
tions of the applicant or members of his family upon the presentation of emigration
requests.

This statement is in the spirit of Romania agreeing to the
Madrid accords, which are a review of the Helsinki accords. And in
that spirit I would expect that they would pursue these goals. So I
pointed that out specifically and ask that the rest of my statement
be put in the record.

I would also ask the chairman a question on another point, in
regard to section 201 that contained the congressional veto-and I
assume, although I have not studied this specific portion in detail,
but I assume it is affected by the Chadha case-whether or not in
the form of our consideration of this, or any other form now before
the Finance Committee. If so, are we going to have an opportunity
to review the Chadha case as It affects this, and whether there is
going to be any substitute proposed by you? or, if there is not a
substitute proposed by you, I have some matters I would like to
bring to the attention of the committee and subcommittee on that
matter.

Senator DANFORTH. All right. Well, that is in part the subject
matter of today's hearing-the effect of the Chadha decision, if
there is an effect, on Jackson-Vanik and on the role of this commit-
tee. And it is the administration's position that, in essence, it has
no effect; that is to say that the annual review and report to the
Congress that has been conducted by the executive branch will con-
tinue to be conducted by the executive branch, that there will con-
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tinue to be consultation with the Congress, that we will continue to
have our annual hearing.

As I understand the Chadha case and Mr. Matheson would be in
a much better position than I would to comment on it, the effect of
it is that if the administration were to grant MFN status to a coun-
try and Congress were to disagree, Congress would have to express
its disagreement in statutory form rather than in legislative veto
form.

Also, of course Congress could simply chanFe the law; although
anytime you do that the President has to sign it.

Senator GP sszY. Well, there is no question that our veto of
MFN would no longer be constitutional. There, is agreement on
that. Therefore resolutions of disapproval that Congressman
Crane, for one, has put in In the House of Representatives would
not be a constitutional approach any more.

Senator DANmoH. What is your response to that, Mr. Mathe-
son?

Mr. MATHESON. I would agree with that. This is a legislative veto
of the type struck down by the Chadha decision.

Senator GP ssLx. All right.
In regard to that, then,-if we have an opportunity at a markup

time, I would like to suggest the joint resolution approach which
would require presentation to the President, hence would be consti-
tutional. It would have the granting of most-favored-nation status
upon the determination by Congress through a joint resolution.

Senator DANPoRTH. In other words, the MFN status would be
granted for a period of a year and would not be automatically re-.
newable unless there was an act of Congress signed by the Presi-
dent?

Senator Gaassuv. Well, a joint resolution which would be simi-
lar to-for instance, to legislation recently offered in the House of
Representatives by which regulations would be written as previous-
ly submitted to the Congress, or I mean would not actually take
effect until proposed and enacted as part of a joint resolution.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you have a view on that Mr. Palmer?
Mr. PALMER. Perhaps Mr. Matheson could speak to it better than

I.
Mr. MAsioN. Well, I should start by saying that it would not

be unconstitutional under the Chadia decision; that is, the
Chadhia decion does not rule out the possibility of action by joint
resolution, which as you say must be presented to the Presdent for
hissignature or veto. .

however, there would be policy considerations in .any such
scheme which mght reduce the flexibility of the executive branchto respond in a timely .fashion to the requirements of foreign policy
and other factors i this case.

Senator GRAssLEY. But those policy considerations of a congres-
sional involvement in the process wouldn't be any more horrendous
than the rospt of a legislative veto, would they, under current

Maj MATHzsoN. They would add the additional burden that Con-

gress would have to act affirmatively in each case, and, therefore,
there would be the need for the separate procedure of congression-
al approval before the waivers could be extended.
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Senator GRAxssry. Yes.
Mr. MATHeSON. So in that sense it is more burdensome.
Senator GRAssum. Well, I don't know how else in a constitution-

al way to keep Congress involved in the MFN process the same
way we have been under the potential of a congressional veto,
which is no longer constitutional.

Senator DANmFORTH. Well, Mr. Palmer's position is to the con-
trary, I think.

Senator GRAssY. Well, you keep us involved in the sense of
consultation; but the process of our disapproval is not there now,
with Chadha.

Mr. MATHESON. Well, you could still do it through a decision by
both Houses, as I understand it, enacted into law. in our view, that
would be more analogous to the veto situation rather than requir-
ing an affirmative action, as the approach that I understand you
are suggesting would do. We would have some serious concerns
about the requirement for affirmative action.

Senator GRAssuiz. All right.
All I wanted to do was to raise the point, Mr. Chairman. And

where in the calendar of our business does an opportunity for a de-
cision on this come, if these points wanted to be presented'?

[Pause.]
Senator DANFORTH. The staff has advised me that Senator Dole

believes that perhaps sometime in the fall there would be time for
a hearing on this subject.

Senator GRAsSIrv. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Mr. PALMER. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Spitzer.

STATEMENT OF JACK J. SPITZER, PRESIDENT, B'NAI B'RITH IN.
TERNATIONAL, WASHINGTON, D.C., ON BEHALF OF THE CON.
FERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
Mr. Sprrm. Thank you, Senator Danforth.
I am grateful for this opportunity to state the position of B'nai

B'rith International regaring the continuation of most-favored-
nation status for 'lomania. We believe that it is valuable for citizen
participation in this process.

B'na B'rith has been deeply involved in the welfare of Romanian
Jewry since 1970, when President Grant, at our urging, appointed
a past President of B'nai B'rith as the American consul to Roma-
nia, to concern himself with American concerns including problems
of discrimination and prejudice.

As honorary president of B'nai B'rith, I have had many fruitful
exchanges with Romania's leaders. I've had discussion about Roma-
nian-Jewish emigration to Israel both in this country and in Roma-
nia.

B'nai B'rith concerns itself with the welfare of Jews throughout
the world. In keeping with this responsibility, it has a sustained in-
terest in the condition of the Jewish community in Romania and
the right of Romanian Jews to emigrate to their ancestral Jewish
homeland of Israel.
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Although B'nai B'rith has consistently supported renewal of
most-favored-nation status for Romania each year since 1975, we
have also indicated some measure of dissatisfaction with the num.
bers of Romanian Jews allowed to go to Israel. In previous years'
testimony to this subcommittee we have noted that emigration to
Israel has gone from 3,729 in 1974 the last full year before MFN, to
2,372 in 1975, 1,982 in 1976, 1,847 in 1977, 1,141 in 1978, 991 in
1979, 1,042 in 1980, and 978 in 1981.

Now, this decrease can be partially explained by the eing char-
acter and the diminishing numbers of the Romanian Jewish com-
munity, resulting in a steady reduction in the pool of prospective
emigrants; but as we pointed out in the past, the decrease has also

, reflected the .omanian Government's policy of discouraging emi-
gration by limiting the number of persons issued passports.

Despite our belief that there is always room for improvement in
Romania's emigration performance, we have felt that preserving
Romania's most-favored-nation was important for several reasons:

Though the levels of emigration were lower than we would have
liked, a significant number of Jews were allowed to leave, and
most-favored-nation status provided leverage for increasing those
numbers and resolving some of the stubborn cases.

Moreover, keeping the treaty made good diplomatic sense, since
Romania's foreign policy is the most independent of an Warsaw
pact country. One way Romania expresses that independence is in

ing the only pact country to maintain formal diplomatic and
commercial ties with Israel. Indeed, the very fact that Romania
enjoys good relations with both sides in the Middle East conflict
has enabled it to play a constructive role in furthering peace in
that region.

We believe our dialog in 1982 with Romanian Government repre-
sentatives helped produce the best year for emigration into Israel
since 1967, with 1,518 Jews going to Israel. We have now received
assurances that the often onerous emigration process would be
typically shortened to a maximum of 6 months.

But with this improvement in the emigration picture came grow-
ing Romanian concern about the "brain drain," the loss of skill
and educated people to the West. In November the Romanian Gov-
ernment decreed that persons wishing to emigrate would be re-
quired to reimburse the Government in hard currency for the cost
of their education.

I might add that, in meeting with President Ceausescu prior to
that time, I urged him to understand t&at that implementation of
such a program would be deleterious in terms of relationship

B'nai B'rith agrees with the Reaan administration that tIs new
tax constitutes a clear violation of the Jackson-Vanik amendment,
and that if it remained in force Romania would disqualify itself for
MFN.

We believe that now that the tax is not being implemented that
Romania will continue to allow substantial emi.ation not only to
Israel but to the United States and other countries, that this is a
tribute to the Jackson-Vanik amendment as our own best testimo-
ny that this landmark piece of human rights legislation should be
retained.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present our
support of most-favored-nation trade status for Romania.

Senator DANrowi. Mr. Spitzer, thank you very much. You have
been involved in this issue with respect to Romania for how long
now?

Mr. Sprrz. Since I was first elected president of B'nai B'rith in
1978, sir. I have been deeply involved, with many trips to Romania,
House relationships, communication with their Government, and I
think a very real understanding of the problem and situation and
the progress that is being made.

Senator DANFORTH. And is it your view that the cause of further
em action from Romania would be served by the extension ofMNstatus?

Mr. Sprrzu. Definitely, Mr. Danforth.
Senator DANFoRTH. Do you think it would be a mistake, for ex-

ample, for the Congress to attempt to deny MFN status to Roma-nia?

Mr. SPrrzz. We believe that would be a mistake and contrary to
the best interests of the United States, of Romania, and of Jewry.

Senator DANFQRTH. And do you anticipate, over the next year or
so, continuing to be involved personally in the question of the emi-
gration of Jews from Romania?

Mr. SPrrzzR. Yes, I do.
Senator DAFoRTH. And do you think that your job would be fur-

thered by the granting of MFN status, and that it would be set
back by the denial of MFN status?

Mr. Serrzz. I do, indeed.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Spitzer. Mr.

Spitzer. It has been a privilege to appear before you. Thank you,
Senator Danforth.

[The prepared statement of Jack J. Spitzer follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JACK J. SPITZRR,

HONORARY PRESIDENT, B'NAI B'RITH INTERNATIONAL

BEFORE THE

INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

JULY 29, 1983

Mr. Chairmans

I am grateful for this opportunity to state the position of B'nai B'rith

International regarding a continuation of Most-Favored-Nation status for

Romania. B'nai B'rith has been deeply involved in the welfare of Romanian

Jewry since 1870. As Honorary President of B'nai B'rith, I have had fruitful

exchanges with Romania's leaders. I have had discussions ab6ut Romanian

Jewish emigration to Israel both in this country and in Romania.

B'nai B'rith concerns itself with the welfare of Jews throughout the

world. In keeping with this responsibility, it has sustained interest in the

condition of the Jewish community in Romania and the right of Romanian Jews to

emigrate to their ancestral Jewish homeland of Israel.

Along with other major Jewish organizations, our involvement in the

question of Romanian Jewish emigration heightened following the signing in

1975 of the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement calling for each nation to grant the

other Most-Favored-Nation treatment with regard to customs, duties and
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charges. In waiving the application of subsections (a) and (b) of Section 402

of the Trade Act of 1974 for Romania, President Ford notified the Congress

that he had received assurances that the emigration practices of Romania will

henceforth lead substantially to the achievement of the objectives of Section

402. In this regard, President Ford cited the Declaration of the Presidents

of the United States and Romania, signed in 1973, wherein it was stated, "they

will contribute to the solution of humanitarian problems on the basis of

mutual confidence and good will*"

Although B'nal B'rith has consistently supported a renewal of

Most-Favored-Nation status with Romania each year since 1975. we have also

indicated some measure of dissatisfaction with the numbers of Romanian Jews

allowed to go to Israel. In previous years' testimony to this Subcommittee,

we have noted that emigration to Israel has gone from 3,729 in 1974 -- the

last full year before MHN - to 2,372 in 1975. 1,982 in 1976. 1,347 in 1977,

1,141 in 1978, 991 in 1979, 1,042 in 1980, and 973 in 1981, This decrease can

be partly explained by the aging character of the Romanian Jewish community,

resulting in a steady reduction of the pool of prospective emigrants. But# as

we have pointed out in the past, the decrease has also reflected the Romanian

government's policy of discouraging emigration by limiting the number of

persons issued passports.

Despite our belief that there was always' room for improvement in

Romania's emigration performance, we have felt that preserving Romania's MFH

status was important for several reasons. Though the levels of emigration

were lower than we would have liked, a significant number of Jews were allowed

to leave, and MPH provided leverage for increasing those numbers and resolving
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some of the stubborn cases. Moreover, keeping the treaty made good diplomatic

sense since Romania's foreign policy is the most independent of any Warsaw

Pact country. One way Romania expresses that independence is in being the

only Pact country to maintain formal diplomatic and comnercial ties with

Israel. Indeed, the very fact that Romania enjoys good relations vith both

sides in the Middle East conflict has enabled it to play a constructive role

in furthering peace in that region.

Over the years, the Jewish Comunity has encouraged the Romnians to

relax their emigration procedures and allow greater numbers to of Jews go to

Israel.

We believe our dialogue in 1982 with Romanian government representatives

helped produce the best year for emigration to Israel since 1967, with 1,513

Jeva going to Israel; and we have now received assurances that the often

onerous emigration process would be shortened to six months.

But with this improvement in the emigration picture came growing Romanian

concern about the "brain drain" -- thelose of skilled and educated people to

the West. In November the Romanian government decreed that persons wishing to

emigrate would be required to reimburse the government, in hard currency, for

the cost of their education.

B'nai B'rith &ared with the Reagan Administration that this new tax

constituted a clear violation of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment# and that if it

remained in force. Romania would disqualify itself for MIN.
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Fortunately for Romania and for the United States, Romania's President

Csaucescu has decided to eliminate the tax, and President Reagan was therefore

free to recomend another renewal of HFN to Congress. We are also pleased to

note that Romania has assured Mr. Reagan that it will not create economic and

procedural barriers to emigration, and has suggested, in letters to the

Chairmen of the House Trade Subcomittee and the Senate International Trade

Subcommittee, that Romania will adhere to as x month processing period for

emigration applicants.

While the number of Romanian Jews going to Israel in the first half of

this year has not kept pace with last year's high rate, we believe that this

can be ascribed to the education tax and the reluctance of people to apply as

long as it was in effect. Now that prospective emigrants are to longer

subjected to the tax, we hope that ths numbers vill climb substantially,

making 1983 and future years reflective of unrestrained Jewish emigration to

Israel.

B'nai B'rith, therefore, does not hesitate to endorse a continuation of

ost-Favored-Nation treaty status for Romania. We look forward to a

continuing dialogue with the Romanian government on expediting the flow of

emigration and meeting any problems that may arise in the future.

In conclusion, permit me to say a few words about the Jackson-Vanik

Amendment. Since November, whan Romania decreed the education tax, some

Americans have suggested that the experience with Romania shoved the bank-

ruptcy of Jackson-Vanik as an effective tool in achieving freer emigration.

We submit that the experience with Romania this year proves just the
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reverse. Were it not for Jackeon-Vanik and the standards it establishes for

favored trade status vith the United States, the Romanian government might

never have reconsidered its action. The fact that the tax has been revoked,'

the fact that Romania is continuing to alloy substantial emigration not only

to Israel but to the United States and other countries, is a tribute to

Jackson-Vanik and its ovn best testimony that this landmark piece of htuwn

rights legislation should be retained.

Thank you. Hr. Chairuan, for this opportunity to present our support of

Host-Favored-Nations trade status for Romania.

Senator DANFORTH. Next we have Peter Ehrenhaft and Robert
Herzstein. Mr. Herzstein is not yet here, but, Mr. Ehrenhaft, if you
could begin, please.

It's ood to have you back in the room, Mr. Ehrenhaft.
Mr. %HRENHAl. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator DANFirORTH. It seems like old times.
Mr. EHRZNHArr. I hope I am not so much like the pork on the

spit, turning gradually, as I was in the old days in the Treasury.

STATEMENT OF PETER D. EHRENHAFT, ESQ., HUGHES HUBBARD
& REED, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. EHRENHAFT. Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to
appear before you, and thank you very much fbr the invitation.

I am a lawyer in Washington with some experience in interna-
tional law and, having served as a law clerk at the Supreme Court,
I think I know a little bit about constitutional law. Iwas told by
your staff that the question that I was to address was the implica-
tion of Chadha for the Jackson.Vanik amendment, and, briefly
summarized, my views are:

First, while the Chadha decision is very important as a principle
of constitutional law, I don't think that its importance should be
overestimated. Congressional vetoes may be dead, but there are a
variety of ways in which Congress can-consistently with the
Court's interpretation of the Constitution-continue to monitor ex-
ecutive administration of the law.

I think, as the administration has suggested, and as I guess your
own staff has indicated, as far as section 402(dX5) is concerned, the
part of the waiver extension with which we are now dealing, it is
correct that Chadha would prevent the use of the congressional
veto at this time to deny MFN status.

However, I think that the preceding provisions of the 'Jackson-
Vanik amendment, which had provided for an expiration of the
waiver unless Congress had acted, that kind of a technique, which
is perhaps what you were suggesting in the course of the adminis-
tration's appearance, is still viable. But it runs the risk that if Con-
gress fails to act in time that MFN status would stop. I think the
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implications of that can be quite deleterious to trade, and the inter-
ruption of a continuum of relationships is one of the nontariff bar-
riers against which this committee should guard.'

Indeed, the second point of my testimony is that this committee,
particularly expert in trade, I think knows how important it is for
sound trade relations that they not be constantly interrupted by
various types of measures. If this entire matter is being reviewed
by the committee, I would suggest that you consider a longer term
than the annual opportunity that the existing law gave for the
stop-go, start-stop MFN treatment; I think that it is difficult for
participants in a trading system, both in the foreign exporting
country and for the domestic businessmen who import merchandise
and who set up the sales and service network for imported mer-
chandise, to conduct their business if their business relations are
subject to this type of annual review. What I would recommend is
that you consider something such as has been done with the Export
Administration Act, under which the law expires every 5 years.
That provides an opportunity for a periodic review of the entire
matter, in a time that is a time long enough for business relations
to develop but sufficiently short for the Congress to continue to ex-
ercise some influence on the way that the law is administered. And
certainly the Executive is constantly looking over its shoulder at
how the Congress views the matter.

So that is the kind of an approach that I would suggest.
If you are going to be looking at the statute as a whole, let me

also suggest that it would be useful to look at whether the denial of
MFN treatment is in fact the weapon of choice to be used with
regard to this emigration issue. I don't say that we should deny
ourselves the opportunity to prevent MFN imports when we ex-
press disapproval of foreign governmental actions; but in so many
of these areas I think that the Congress lacks the facts as to how
things really work.

I know that Mr. Spitzer suggested that his organization strongly
supports this measure, and perhaps they have facts that demon-
strate that this has been a useful tool. I personally have not seen
the evidence that that is the fact, and I would recommend that the
Congress seek those facts before it takes final action.

My prescription for a future law along this line, would be to
grant MFN treatment to any GAT signatory, but to deny that
treatment if a country has failed, in the President's view, to contin-
ue to meet criteria established by the Congress. If the Congress
feels that the criteria have not been met, it can, by normal legisla-
tion, of course, prevent the continuation of MFN as was indicated
in the prior panel. That is an approach that I think is a sensible
one.

One other suggestion that I leave with you is that it may be pos-
sible to use the treaty powers of the President and the Senate to
fashion a procedure similar to that which now exists under the
Jackson-Vanik amendment, with a veto by the Senate alone. I
think that the Chadha decision addresses only the normal legisla-
tive procedures; it does not address the way the Senate participates
in giving advice and consent to the President to the ratification of
a treaty.
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So, if a commercial bilateral treaty were concluded by the United
States and one of these countries concerning both trade and emi.
gration, it may be possible in that form to prevent the treaty from
continuing if the Senate passes a resolution indicating that it be-
lieves the treaty is no longer in effect.

Those are the main points of the testimony that is expressed in
greater detail in a written statement that I would request be In.
cluded in the record.

(The prepared statement of Peter D. Ehrenhaft follows:]
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UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Subcommittee on International Trade

Hearings on the President's Authority to
Waive Provisions of the Trade Act ot 1974

SUMMARY
of

Statement of Peter D. Ehrenhaft*

My name is Peter Ehrenhaft. I am a lawyer in

Washington who served in the Carter Administration as Deputy

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tariff Affairs. I

appreciate your invitation to testify.

Briefly summarized, I suggest:

First, while the Chadha decision is important, do

not overestimate its significance. Congressional vetoes may

be dead. But a variety of techniques remain by which the

Congress can -- consistently with the Court's interpretation

of the Constitution -- monitor the Executive's administration

of the law. Nevertheless, applying Chadha to S 402(d)(5) of

the Act means to me that Congress cannot, without legislation,

prevent the extension of the President's waiver authority.

Second, as this Subcommittee, expert in trade

matters well knows, important international trade does not

consist of spot transactions. It follows that if- we want to

encourage long-term trade, we should avoid statutes permitting

a constant choice between stop-and-go, on-or-off. Such laws

deny to ourselves, no less than to our trading partners, the

real advantages of trade.

* Partner of Hughes Hubbard & Reed, Washington, D.C.
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Third, in a nuclear age, we must be particularly

careful about the "weapons" we rattle. We cannot give up the

use of economic opportunities as "weapons," either in the

field of export controls or in granting access to our market.

But you should Ask whether the denial of MFN treatment to

imports is, indeed, the "weapon of choice" in dealing with

violations of human rights by other governments.

Fourth, assuming that Congress wants to use the

grant or denial of MFN treatment as a gesture to reflect U.S.

disapproval of a foreign government's human rights policies,

it can still do so effectively with a sunset provision modeled

on the Export Administration Act. My model statute would provide:

(a) MKN treatment will be presumed for all signatories

of the GATT, but may be withdrawn by the President if he

determines that a particular country has failed to maintain

its eligibility under criteria Congress may establish

(b) MFN treatment may be extended by the President

to any non-GATT member or to any country from which it was

withdrawn, if he determines that the particular country has

now met the criteria

(c) the President must report periodically (and

specifically at other times on the request of the relevant

committees of the Congress) on his execution of these policies

and

(d) the powers of the President to grant or with-

draw MFN treatment under these rules will expire in no less

than three, and most appropriately, five years.
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A possible variation of this theme builds on the

fact that treaties may be concluded under the Constitution by

the President, and ratified with the advice and consent solely

of the Senate. The treaty could be made self-executing, and

provide that M4FN treatment is accorded to the other signatory

for as long as that country adheres to agreed principles of

non-discriminatory emigration. in advising and consenting to

ratification, the Senate could, first, require the President

to submit periodic reports to the Senate confirming continued

adherence to these terms, failing which the treaty would

lapse, and, second, grant to the President authority to waive

adherence, subject to a Senate override. This procedure may

not be foreclosed by Chadha.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much. That was very inter-
esting testimony.

If the treaty were followed, the treaty would provide that MFN
status exists unless the Congress terminates it via a one-House or a
two-House veto?

Mr. EHRENHAFT. Well, I had in mind, in fact, that the Senate
alone would participate in that, since it alone participates in giving
advice and consent to the President.

Senator DANFORTH. You would say that the Senate by even a
simple majority could terminate a treaty?

Mr. EHRENHAFr. It may be that a two-thirds vote would be more
appropriate.

Senator DANFORTH. Would a two-thirds vote be legally necessary?
I suppose you could provide in a treaty that it could be terminated
by anybody.

Mr. EHRENHAFT. I was thinking, rather than putting it into the
treaty, which I think might make it difficult to negotiate it as an
international instrument, that the condition would be in the reso-
lution advising the President and consenting to the ratification of
the treaty; the Senate would say that:

We consent to the ratification of this treaty, provided that the criteria that we
have established with regard to this emigration policy remains in effect. And we ask
you to give us an annual report. If your report indicates that the other country Is
not adhering to its standards, or we independently' through some way determine
that it is no longer doing so, then we reserve the right to have the treaty denounced
by a resolution of the Senate.

Senator DANFORTH. So, you believe that, while the Chadha deci-
sion applies to legislative vetoes incorporated in statutes, that it
does not apply to legislative vetoes incorporated into treaties or in
congressional addenda to treaties?

26-235 0 - 83 - 5
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Mr. EHRNHArr. No. I think that the Chadha decision is based
very clearly on an analysis of the method by which the Constitu-
tion prescribes the enactment of legislation, and that is, the two
Houses passing the bill and presenting the measure to the Presi-
dent.

But under the Constitution, treaties and legislation are given
equality as far as being the supreme law of the land is concerned.
The treaty method is a separate and independent way of bringing
law into being for the United States if It is a self-executing treaty,
and If it doesn't violate fundmental constitutional rights. I think
the Reid v. Covert case held you couldn't use a treaty to prevent
the application of the normal constitutional rights of individual
citizens; but, that aside, on something like this I believe that the
treaty method provides a way of internationally agreeing to a pro
cedure, and the Senate, alone, participates in that. Therefore, the
Chad/a decision I don't think applies to that.

Senator D AN OR. Then, your other Idea Immediately prior to
discussing the treaty concept, you talked about a legislative way
around Chadha which, as I understood you, the statute itself
would-what?--spell out that MFN status existed unless Congress
did what?

Mr. EHRZNHAFT. I would say that MFN status exists for let us
say all the signatories of GAT and it would remain in effect for
the period of the effectiveness o this statute. The statute would be
effective for 5 years, and then subject to renewal. The status quo
would remain until the renewal was adopted, in the same way that
the Export Administration Act now operates.

I would also Include in the statute an obligation on the President
to report to the Congress annually whether the provisions with
regard to emigration-or any other Issue, such as section 301 on
trade, for example-are being adhered to by the foreign country.

Senator DANFORTH. And if, sa after 2 years, you were to write a
report that said, "No, it isn't," then what would happen?

Mr. EHRENHAPr. Then, in order to terminate the MFN status, I
would think that If the President himself had found noncompliance
that he should recommend to the Congress that It adopt a concur.
rent resolution or other measure to deny that status, and present It
to the Presidont for signature. And if that were done, he presum-
ably would have been in accord with that, since he would have re-
ported it.

Senator DANORT. Why are we any better off under that than
we are under the present situation? The Congress could now deny
MFN status by a joint resolution.

Mr. EHRENHAFT. Yes, it could and presenting it to the President.
No, the advantages of it are, frst, that I think it would provide a

time parameter within which trade could flourish. It is the uncer-
tainty of annual reviews that I think is one of the unfortunate as.
pects of the present law,,and I am suggesting a procedure for a new
statute that would Incorporate some of the substance of the exist.
ing law but would give a longer time frame for trade to develop.

Senator DANFORTH. So, in essence it would be the status quo, but
instead of annual review we would have less frequent review?

Mr. EHRNHAFF. Less frequent formal review; although, you
could require that the President still submit reports semiannually
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or annually with regard to not only the emigration issue but trade,
access to the market, or any other similar questions appropriate for
international trade agreements.

Senator DANFORTH. I would think that if the MFN status were to
automatically terminate, unless expressly renewed by an act of
Congress, if that were an annual act of Congress, it would create
uncertainty all of the time. If it were a once-every 5-years act of
Congress it would still create uncertainty at the end of the period
of time.

Mr. EHRENHAFT. It would of course do that, but I think that a 5-
ear period is sufficiently long for people really to get started in
usiness. -
Senator DANFORTH. Well, they could for the first year or two. I

would think that at the end of the 5-year period they would get a
little bit antsy.

Mr. EHRENHAFT. Well, I suppose that it would provide an incen-
tive, then, for all of them to get behind assuring that there would
be no reason to change it. The statute could provide that it would
remain in effect unless Congress changed it. So there would be a
presumption of continuity.

Senator DANFORTH. That's very interesting. I appreciate your tes-
timony-very interesting, very helpful. My guess is that, as a prac-
tical matter, even after the Chadha case, we are in approximately
the same position. Probably exactly the same position, as a practi-
cal matter, that we were in before the Chadha decision.

Mr. EHRENHAFT. Well, I think that one could easily overestimate
its importance for this particular measure, as I suggest. I think you
are right about that, sir.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
How are you doing, Bob?
Mr. HERZSTEIN. Fine. I apologize for being late. I had been told

that 10:45 would be OK.
Senator DANFORTH. We are moving with unprecedented speed.
Mr. EHRIENHAVr. We have been filibustering, awaiting your arriv-

al. [Laughter.]
Senator DANFORTH. Would you like to proceed now, or do you

want to get organized.
Mr. HnEZSTEm. No, that's fine, if Peter is finished. I have a very

short statement.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT HERZSTEIN, ESQ., ARNOLD & PORTER,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. HERzsTEiN. Copies of my statement will be handed out to
you. I will simply summarize it very quickly, Mr. Chairman.

The Supreme Court's Chadha decision has altered the delicate
balance of power between the President and Congress in the area
of trade relations, and if Congress cannot find a constitutional as
well as a practicable way to regain its lost authority it may very
well have to discard certain laws-among them, the Jackson-Vanik
amendment.

As requested by your staff, I will this morning give you my ideas
about the alternatives available to Congress; but before I do that, I
would like to point out-as Peter may well already have done-
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that there are some respectable grounds for arguing that the
Chadha decision did not invalidate the legislative veto contained in
the Jackson-Vanik amendment.

The extremely broad holding of the Chadha decision rests on an
extremely narrow factual basis. The statute we are discussin
today, the Jackson-Vanik bill, is distinguishable in a number of
ways from the statute which was at issue in the Chadlha case. For
example, the Chadha case involved the rights of an individual;
whereas, here we are concerned with the conduct of foreign na-
tions. In Chadha, the Court was dealing with the constitutional
power of Congress to enact a uniform rule on emigration. Here the
constitutional delegation of authority gives Congress broad and an-encumbered power to regulate foreign commerce Foreign com-
merce is clearly a congressional prerogative under the Constitu-
tion.

In the Chadha case, the decision being made by the House of
Representatives was, as Justice Powell points out, a judicial deci-
sion. The House of Representatives resolution in the Chadha case
said that it was the view of the House that Mr. Chadha did not
meet the standards set forth in the statute-the sort of decision
that normally a court would be called on to make.

In the decisions being made under the Jackson-Vanik bill, the
decisionmaker-whether it is the President or the Congress-is es-
sentially making a political decision concerning U.S. relations with
a foreign country. I think it's still open to question under the Con-
stitution whether Congress, which has the power to regulate for-
eign commerce in the first place on political grounds, can't reserve
a role for itself in the political decisions made as that program goes
forward, rather than having to turn them over irrevocably to the
President.

Perhaps the most interesting distinction is that the Jackson-
Vanik amendment allows Congress to oversee the use of interna-
tional executive agreements, which is a Government tool that, like
the legislative veto, is not found in the Constitution at all.

With that prelude, let me turn quickly to the three ways that I
think Congress has available to retain its control over the exten-
sion of nondiscriminatory treatment.

As I have implied, one of the ways is simply to stand pat with
the Jackson-Vanik law unless and until it is challenged. But
beyond that there are three legislative alternatives:

The first is a report-and-wait provision similar to the Boren-
Levin bill that is already pending in the Congress. I .think that
there is very little question that a report-and-wait provision would
be constitutional. It clearly minimizes the burden on Congress, as
no action is required if Congress does not object to an extension in
a given case. However, that approach would greatly reduce the lev-
erage of Congress over this policy area, since the President can
veto legislation disapproving his actions.

The second approach would be to require annual legislation,
under which authorization for MFN status would expire each year
as it does currently. To extend authorizatin for another year, the
President would have to secure implementing legislation from Con-
gress. This approach, too, is clearly constitutional. It would main-
tain the control over executive actions that Congress currently pos-
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sesses- control it at least as good as it has with the legislative veto.
The main problem with it is that it would increase the workload of
Congress by requiring it to adopt additional legislation every year.
But I think that problem is minimized by the fact that there are so
few decisions to be made under the Jackson-Vanik law. Only three
countries presently are. In addition, one could use the fast track
system of legislating, in the 1974 Trade Act that has been used so
successfully and permit the President to expedite consideration of
annual waivers in the Congress each year when he sends them up.
So the burden on the Con wouldn't be too serious, and Con-
gress would retain very effective control over these decisions by the
President annually, if it wanted to use that approach.

The final approach that one might consider, although it certainly
has its disadvantages, is for Congress to insist that the President
enter into treaties, not executive agreements, when he wishes to
extend MFN status. That would mean that each year he would
have to go to the Senate for ratification of a treaty with the foreign
nation, or of the extension of a 1-year treaty, and the Senate of
course would have considerable political control, still, over the
President's decision in those cases. The disadvantage of that ap-
proach is that it cuts the House out completely from a role in this
decision, and in addition, since a two-thirds majority of the Senate
is required for ratification, it might give excessive power over these
decisions to a minority in the Senate.

Those are the three options that I see available to the Congress,
Mr. Chairman. As my comments may have indicated, I think the
second one, the idea of requiring the President to seek new legmila-
tion every year but allowing him to have a fast track available in
the Congress, appears to be the best under the circumstances.

Thank you.
Senator DAnFoRTh. Although it would have an unsettling effect

as far as long-term relations are concerned, wouldn't it?
If Congress were required to annually enact legislation, wouldn't

that create an unsettling effect on trade relations?
Mr. HN. It gets Congress farther into the process than it

is with the legislative veto where it can sort of stand back and not
act.

Senator DANFORTE. Well, it says that a relationship automatical-
ly terminates every year unless something happens.

Mr. HaRzSrT . Well, that's true at present; the MFN status ter-
minates unless the President comes up with his waiver.

Senator DANFoRTH. That's correct. And if the President then
waives it then the Congress would have to expressly act in order to
reverse the waiver.

Mr. Humzsmu. That's right.
Senator DANFoRTH. Whereas, this would take a full-fledged act of

Congress-referred to committee, and each House passed on the
floor, of each House, going to the President for signature, in order
to revive a trade status.

Senator GiwLazy. Except, Mr. Chairman, for the fact he suggest-
ed an expedited procedure for that.

Senator DANORTH. But it would still require an act of Congress.
Mr. HzRzmIN. That's right. It certainly greatly increases the

ceremony and attention given to the decision each year.
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Senator GnAssmz. Mr. Chairman, but in our suggestion,
though, it could not be bottled up in committee. For instance the
inaction of the committee could not stop consideration of it. 'There
is no way a small minority or one.committee chairman could keep
it from being dealt with by the entire Congress. Is that right?
. Mr. Hz ReZmN. That's right. And I would think-as was the case
in the agreements reached under the 1974 Trade Act, there would
be a lot of predigestion between the President and the pertinent
congressional committees before he even sends his proposal up. So
there would be a very good consultative process that goes on, and
by the time the proposal is sent up I would think the President
would have a pretty good idea whether he was going to be able to
get it through or not, as was the case in the ratification of the
agreements under the 1974 act.

I thought the 1974 act fast track process did a very good job of
forcing very close collaboration between the President and the Con-
gress. And if that's what Congress wants to achieve here, I think
it's probably the best tool available to them, although it's not as
graceful a one as the legislative veto.

Senator DANFORTH. Let's suppose as a practical matter right now
that the administration were to decide-say, as it has to date-that
MFN status is to be extended for a period of year to, say, Roman ia,
and Congress were to be in total disagreement with that position
and were to take the position that the efficacy of the Chadha case
is at least in doubt, for the reasons you stated in your testimony,
and that Cha /la may not apply at all. And the Congress would
then proceed to, by a resolution, eliminate MFN, in this case for
Romania. You have been a high official in an administration.
Wouldn't the administration be somewhat reluctant to take on
Congress to that extent? It would seem to me that, as a practical
matter, given the ongoing relationship between the executive
branch and the legislative branch in matters of international trade,
the fact that mutual cooperation and accommodation has always
been part of the system that we have in trade in this country, and
the fact that Congress has in effect delegated responibility to the
executive branch, it would seem to me that it woud be very dubi-
ous that an administration would want to set up that kind of colli-
sion with the Congress on an MFN question.

Mr. HzRzTEN. Are you addressming yourself to the situation
under the current law?

Senator D.ANFORTH. Yes; if we did nothing.
My guess is that where we are now is where we were before, as a

practical matter.
Mr. HuazsrmN. I think that's basically right. I would agree with

that. If this law remains in effect the way it is written on the books
now, I think the administration would continue to consult very
closely with Congress and would be reluctant to send up a waiver
extension which was likely to run into the veto and then force an-
other constitutional confrontation. Is that what you were saying?

Senator DANFOaTH. Yes,
Mr. HzRzSErIN. I think that is correct. I think the provision at

present would continue to encourage close consultation the way it
has in the past. My comments addressed to the possible continued
constitutionality simply reinforce that view you have. The fact that
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there are arguments to be made in support of the validity of the
Jackson-Vanik provision would continue to encourage the execu-
tive branch to operate as it has in the past. But if this were a pro-
vision which is clearly governed by the Chadha case and flagrantly
invalid, it might be offensive to the executive branch, and it simply
might not want to continue working under it.

[Mr. Herzstein's prepared statement follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT HERZSTEIN

CONCERNING POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES TO
THE LEGIStATIVE VETO CONTAINED IN

THE JACXSON-VANIK AMENDMENT

Mr. Chairman: The Supreme Court's Chadha

decision, which declares in broad language that legis-

lative vetoes are unconstitutional, has altered the

delicate balance of power between the President and

Congress in the area of trade relations. If Congress

cannot find a Constitutional, as well as practicable,

way to regain its lost authority, it may very well have

to discard certain laws, among them the Jackson-Vanik

Amendment.

I. Current Law

Under the current law, in order to extend non-

discriminatory treatment to a country, the President

must either (1) submit a report to Congress showing

that the country has a liberal emigration policy or

(2) waive the emigration policy requirement. This

requirement applies to both the initial grant of MFN

status and annual extensions of that status.
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The President has granted MPN status to three

countries under this statutory regimes Romania,

Hungary and the People's Republic of China. In each

case, the President used his waiver authority. Although

the President's initial decision to waive the emigration

policy requirements is not subject to legislative veto,

the President may not extend MFN treatment to a new

country without first entering into a bilateral commercial

agreement that meets the requirements of the statute.

These agreements are not ratified by the Senate as

treaties, but instead must be approved by a majority

vote of each House.

Waivers of the emigration policy requirements

must be renewed each year. Either House may veto the

extension of the waiver authority, generally or for a

specific country, by a majority vote within 60 days of

the extension.

Thus, although Congress delegated to the President

part of its authority to regulate foreign commerce and

to lay duties, it retained the authority to oversee the

President's actions at specified stages.
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II. The Chadha Deciuion

I would like to point out that there are some

respectable grounds for arguing that the Chadha decision

did not invalidate the legislative veto contained in the

Jackson-Vanik Amendment. The extremely broad holding

of Chadha rests upon an extremely narrow factual bavis.

The statute we are discussing here is distinguishable

in a number of ways from the statute at issue in Chadha.

For example, Chadha involved the rights of an individual,

while here we are concerned with the conduct of foreign

nations. In Chadha, the court was dealing with the

power of Congress to enact a general rule; here, the

Constitutional delegation of authority gives Congress

the power to regulate foreign commerce. Perhaps the

most interesting distinction is that the Jackson-Vanik

*/ Indeed, the question of the validity of the veto
in this statute is unlikely to arise unless at some
point Congress exercises the veto and a U.S. importer
brings a lawsuit claiming it is entitled to the MFN
rate of duty it could have had in the absence of the
veto.

**/ U.S. Const. Art. 1, S 7 (Congress shall have the
power "To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations . . ").
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Amendment allows Congress to oversee uso of international

executive agreements, a government tool that, like the

legislative veto, is not found in the Constitution.

III. Severability

Before considering what options may be available

to Congress to retain control over extensions of MFN

status, some consideration should be given to whether

the legislative veto in the Jackson-Vanik Amendment is

severable from the statute as a whole. Because the

legislative veto provision in the immigration statute

was severable, the Chadha decision left the President

with the authority Congress had delegated to him. The

President may be reluctant to approve new legislation

that removes that authority or reinstitutes Congressional

control.

I do not believe a court would find the legis-

lative veto we are discussing to be severable. Congress

made the legislative veto an integral element of its

delegation of authority to the President. Furthermore,
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there is no severability-provision in the Trade Act.

Thus, if the legislative veto provisions in the statute

are invalid, it is likely that the courts would find

the entire statute invalid, and Congress would be less

likely to meet with opposition from the President in

enacting new legislation.

IV. Congressional options

I see three ways for Congress to retain its

control over the extension of nondiscriminatory treat-

ment: (1) delay the effectiveness of a Presidential

extension to give Congress an opportunity to pass

legislation blocking the extension; (2) remove the

President's power to extend the waiver, thus requiring

Congress to pass new legislation authorizing an

extension each year; or (3) require the President to

enter into a new commercial treaty each year with the

advice and consent of the Senate. In choosing between

these alternatives, the relevant factors to consider

are (A) whether the proposed approach is Constitutional,
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(B) the amount of leverage Congress retains over

Presidential actions, and (C) the burden imposed on

Congress.

A. Report and Wait Provision

I understand that at least one bill has been

introduced that would institute the "report and wait"

system in all regulatory laws containing legislative

vetoes. The advisability of. using this system will,

of course, vary greatly from law to law.

There appears to be little question that the

report and wait system is constitutional; indeed, the

Supreme Court suggested its use in the Chadha case.

A report and wait provision certainly minimizes

the burden on Congress, as no action is required if

Congress does not object to an extension.

This type of provision, however, will greatly

reduce the leverage of Congress over this policy area,

as the President can veto legislation disapproving his

actions. If the President is determined to have his
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way, a two-thirds majority in both Houses will be

required to block extension of MFN status.

B. Annual Legislation

Under this system, authorization for MFN status

would expire each year, as it does currently. To extend

MFN treatment another year, however, the President would

have to secure implementing legislation from Congress.

This approach is clearly constitutional because

Congress would be simply taking back Constitutional

authority it had delegated to the Executive.

This sytem would maintain the control over

Executive actions Congress possesses with the legislative

veto.

This approach, however, may increase the workload

of Congress. There are several factors to note when

considering this burden:

1. Since enactment of the Trade Act of 1974,

MFN status has been extended to only three new countries:

Romania, Hungary and the People's Republic of China.
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Hence, Congress is not faced with a situation, as in

the immigration area, in which it may have to review

hundreds of cases each year.

2. "Fast-track" legislative procedures, which

prohibit amendments, limit debate, and require a floor

vote within 60 days, are already part of the Trade Act.

These procedures were used with considerable success

to give Congress an effective but streamlined role in

approving the international agreements made during the

Tokyo Round. Congress should be aware, though, that

these fast-track procedures are incorporated into the

House and Senate Rules. There is a danger that these

rules could be changed or suspended in the future,

leaving Congress with the burden of enacting approval

legislation through the normal process.

3. In order to reduce the burden on Congress

of legislating annually, it would be possible to

increase the time period of validity of waivers from

12 months to 18 or 24. However, this would markedly

loosen the tight rein that Congress has effectively
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maintained on waivers and through them on the conduct

of the foreign countries concerned. It does appear

that this tight rein has had a salutary effect on the

emigration policies of these countries.

C. Annual Treaties

Under this approach, Congress would insist that

the President enter into treaties, not executive agree-

ments, when he wished to extend.MFN status. These

treaties would have to be ratified by a two-thirds

majority of the Senate, and could not be valid for

more than one year.

This approach is clearly Constitutional, and

would maintain tight Congressional control over

extension of MFN status. It would add to the workload

of the Senate by requiring Senate action each year,

but would not require any action by the House.

The major difficulties with this approach are

the removal of all control from the House and the

possibility that a minority in the Senate could block

extension of MFN status.
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Concl.usion

I believe that Congress can effectively maintain

its current control over the extension of MFN status

through the annual legislation approach, coupled with

a "fast-track" mechanism, which I have described. This

alternative may not prove to be as feasible for the

numerous other statutes containing legislative veto

provisions.

Senator DANFORTH. Peter.
Mr. EHRENHAFT. Mr. Chairman, I was just thinking about what

would happen if I were back there at the Treasury and I then had
to apply a customs duty to a particular commodity coming in from
Romania, in the event that Congress. had ado pted a resolution
denying the President the ability to continue MFN treatment even
though the President had determined to do so.

Under the present Chadha decision, I wonder whether the Presi-
dent would direct the Customs Service to apply column-2 duties to
imports, which I think he would have to do, or if the administra-
tion' s views-as I think they have been expressed so far-are that
Chadha covers this situation, so that the President would not col-
lect the column-2 duties. If he did, I think that it may be possible
for the importer to challenge that collection in the Court of Inter-
national Trade. That would be a way of contesting the President's
action.

I think, at least if the administration adheres to the views that it
has expressed so far, it is doubtful that it-would follow a mere reso-
lution that the President did not also sign. It may be that he would
agree, but if he felt strongly the other way I don't think that the
mere congressional action would accomplish what you would hope
to do.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, except that the question is not what
would eventually come up in a hypothetical lawsuit; I think the
question is, what is the relationship between the Congress and the
executive branch.

I believe that there is a general sense of comity and a general
reluctance to create this kind of collision.

Mr. EHRENHAFT. I think that's true, but would not the President
have considered that when he first proposed continuation of the
waiver? He does so, I would assume--

Senator DANFORTH. And that's exactly what would happen. I
think that's what happens right now, that there is a consultation,
and that there is an understanding.

Mr. HERZSTEIN. Yes; I would agree with Peter, that if there is the
confrontation and the Congress does veto a Presidential decision,

26-235 0 - 83 - 6
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then the President would feel constrained to follow his views of the
Chadha case. And if he didn't, an importer would certainly have
standing to bring a suit.

But the fact is, there has been no veto so far under this law in
the years that it has been in place, and if it continues in the future
to induce the kind of cooperation that It has, then one would per.
haps never reach that.

Senator DANFORT. Gentlemen, thank you very much. It has
been very helpful testimony.

Mr. EHIWNHAT. Thank you, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Rosenthal?

STATEMENT OF MILTON F. ROSENTHAL, CHAIRMAN, ENGELHARD
CORP., NEW YORK, N.Y., REPRESENTING THE ROMANIAN.
UNITED STATES ECONOMIC COUNCIL
Mr. RoszNTAL. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for giving

mo the opportunity to appear before your subcommittee this morn-
My name is Milton F. Rosenthal. I am a consultant and director

of PhibroSalomon Inc. and chairman of the Engelhard Corp., as
well ets a director of various other public corporations.

I appear today, however, as the U.S. chairman of the Romanian-
Unit(d States Economic Council, a role I have filled since 1975.
This council was established in 1973 by the United States and Ro.
manian Chambers of Commerce to provide a channel of communi-
cation between business leaders in the two countries. Its members
.represent a broad cross section of commerce and industry dedicated
to the improvement of United States-Romanian commercial rela-
tions.

The Council strongly supports the President's decision to contin-
ue to extend most-favored-nation status to Romania. Since this was
granted in 1975, trade and economic relations between the two
countries have developed in a consistent and stable fashion. MFN
status has been the linchpin of this process. Despite the recent
downturn in trade, we believe that continuation of nondiscrimina-
tory tariff status will lead to a strengthening and expansion of our
trade relationship.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to depart from
the comments I had prepared earlier to reflect a bit upon some of
the testimony just given to you with respect to the Chadha decision
and some of the implications of congressional control over the proc.
ess relating to MFN.

I am a lawyer by trade, and I could offer a variety of suggestions
on that subject; but that's not my responsibility, and I will refrain
from doing so. But I have been engaged in international trade and
commerce as a businessman for almost 40 years, and based on that
experience I would like to suggest that it would be almost impossi-
ble to conduct effective trade relationships between nations and be-
tween business leaders in different countries if there were to be
these spasmodic starts and stops and surges and declines in these
business relationships that could be contemplated under a system
of control in which no one would be sure that the relationship that
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he had created, with great cost and great diligence, would not be
interrupted past one year.

It is extremely difficult to establish the infrastructure for trade
and commerce on any meaningul basis unless there is a longer
and more enduring, foundation between the parties to those rela.
tionships. And believe me, Mr. Chairman, I speak from a very con-
siderable exprience on this subject. I have been the head of one or
another large company for more than 80 years, engaged directly in
international trade, and I know the problems that we face there.

I, therefore, strongly advocate that whatever solution is eventual-
ly decided upon by Congress, you take into account the practicali-
ties of these business relationships.

If I can proceed-early this year it appeared as if the enactment
of an education repayment tax in Romania would necessitate the
termination of Romania's MFN tariff status. Education is provided
at Government expense in Romania. In order to compensate for the
cost of this education, the Romanian Government promulgated a
decree last November requiring individuals wishing to emigrate
from their country to pay the state for the cost of their secondary
and university education.

Now, the Romanian Government, to my knowledge, believed that
this tax was just and proper, given their system; but the basic fact
was that it violated the provisions of the Jackson-Vanik amend-
ment, and therefore it was obvious that the President would and
did announce that if the Romanians continued implementation of
this legislation, he would not be able by law to continue to extend
MFN status to Romania.

Following this announcement, the Commerce Department estir
mated that if MFN status were lost to Romania over a 5-year
period, it would deprive them of foreign currency revenues aggre-
gating approximately $2.5 billion over this period. And it would
also destroy their eligibility to receive various U.S. Government
credits and credit guarantees. Obviously, this would have a pro-
found effect upon their ability to purchase goods from the United
States and, reciprocally, for American business to be able to sell
goods and products and serwces to Romania.

I think it is generally agreed that, were this to have taken place,
the consequence would have been a complete reorientation of Ro-
mania's trade toward the Eastern countries in Europe and, prob-
ably most importantly, toward the Soviet Union. Declining hard
currency earnings would also have serious implications for Roma-nia's ability to service their restructured external debt obligation.
I think this would be very disturbing to the entire world financial
community that has a stake in this, not just the American business
community.

The issues created by this decree were very difficult for both gov-
ernments, and the solution required a great deal of collaboration
on the part of all interested parties. On the American side, the ex-
ecutive departments, including State and Commerce, collaborated
with leading Members of Congress and with interested business of-
ficials to provide the framework for the solution that eventuated. I
think this has provided a lesson for us in emphasizina the impor-
tance of a continuing open and frank commercial and trade rela-
tionship between the parties.
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I think I should conclude right now by stating that we strongly
support, from the Council's point of view, the continuation of this
status for Romania, believing that it is beneficial not only to the
Romanian Government but very beneficial to the American busi-
ness community and to the American Government's interest as a
whole.

I thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Milton F. Rosenthal follows:]
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STATME ON m MosT-FAVOUm-NATioN TAiRI STATUS FOR ROMANIA BY MILTON
F. ROozNTHA~ U.S. CHAIRMAN, ROMANIAN-UNITID STATE ECONOMIC COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear before

your Subcommittee this morning. I am Hilton F. Rosenthal,

Consultant and Director of Phibro-Salomon Inc. and Chairman

of the Board of Engelhard Corporation. I have also served as

the U. S. Chairman of the Romanian - U. S. Economic Council

since 1975.

The Council was established in 1973 by the United

States and Romanian Chambers of Commerce to provide a channel

of communication between business leaders in the two countries.

Its members represent a broad cross-section of commerce and

industry dedicated to the improvement of U. S. - Romanian

commercial relations. A list of the American membership is

attached to this statement.

I appear this morning on behalf of the Council in

support of the President's decision to extend most-favored-nation

tariff status to Romania. Since Romania was granted MYN status in

1975, U.S. - Romanian trade and economic relations have developed

in a consistent and stable fashion. Most-favored-nation status

has been the cornerstone of this growth. Despite the recent down-

turn in trade, we believe that continuation of nondiscriminatory

tariff status will lead to a strengthening and expansion of our

trade relationship.
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Earlier this year, it appeared as if enactment of

an education repayment tax in Roumania would necessitate the

termination of Romania's most-favored-nation tariff status.

As you know, education is provided at Government expense in

Romania. In order to compensate for the cost of this education,

the Romanian Government promulgated in November a decree requiring.

those individuals wishing to emigrate from Romania to pay the

State for the cost of their secondary and university education.

While the Romanian Government believed the tax to be

just, the basic fact is that the tax put Romania in conflict with

U. S. law as it relates to the retention of U. S. column 1 tariff

status. For this reason, the President announced that if the

Romanians were to continue implementation of the tax, he would not

by law be able to extend most-favored-nation treatment for an

additional twelve-months' period.

Following the President's announcement, the Department

of Commerce estimated that if most-favored-nation tariff treatment

were to be terminated, Romania would lose some $2.3 billion in

U. S. export earnings in the next five years. Termination of

column 1 tariff treatment, as noted by the Department, would also

result in Romanian ineligibility for U. S. Government credits and

credit guarantees. Both actions necessarily would have a profound

impact upon Romania's ability to purchase from the United States.
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The implications of such actions are immense.

Many experts agree that if American trade channels were

curtailed, Romania would be forced to reorient its trade

increasingly toward the Soviet Union. Declining hard currency

earnings would also have serious implications for Romania's

ability to meet its external debt repayment obligations.

All of these actions would have had serious consequences for

numerous American corporations, as well as the financial community

at large.

It was with these concerns in mind that a number of

U. S. members of the Romanian - U. S. Economic Council requested

and received meetings with ranking members of the Romanian

Government. I too had the opportunity to meet at length with

Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu to discuss the broader

implications of most-favored-nation tariff termination. In

addition to the positive and constructive nature of these meetings,

they served to illustrate the strength and openness of the

U.S. - Romanian commercial relationship.

The issues created by the Romanian decree were difficult

for both the Romanian and American Governments. The solution

required cooperation by all interested parties and, happily. this

was forthcoming. On the American side, the Executive Departments,
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including State and Commerce, collaborated with leading

members of Congress and with interested business officials,

to provide the framework for the solution.

If there is a lesson to be learned from this

controversy, I believe that lesson involves the importance of

a positive and open trade relationship. Were it not for the

strong commercial ties between our two nations and the

resultant channels of communication, this problem might not

have had a positive resolution.

A stable trading relationship is generally the product

of many years of mutual patience and trust. That which takes

many years to develop, however, may be disrupted overnight as a

consequence of Governmental trade policy decisions. For this

reason, it is imperative that trade be used in a positive fashion

in the formulation and implementation of U. S. policy. In this

regard, we are most appreciative for the thoughtful and farsighted

efforts of this Subcommittee in support of a strong and forward

looking bilateral trading system.

Mr. Chairman, let me conclude this statement by again

underlining the Economic Council's support of the President's

decision to extend most-favored-nation tariff status to Romania.

,Nondiscriminatory tariff treatment has had and will continue

to have a positive impact on the U. S. - Romanian bilateral

relationship.

Attachment
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Senator DAwroam. Your view is that trade relations are benefi-
cial to American business, beneficial to the economy of Romania,
provides us with a handle to improve relations generally with Ro.
mania, and also to improve emigration. Is that the essence of your
testiniony?

Mr. RdsamwA. I certainly do. And I would like to make it also
clear, Mr. Chairman, that the members of the Council are just as
much interested in human rights and in freedom of emigration as
other American citizens are. We do not abandon the American flag
when we travel abroad.

Senator DAxOR!nn. I think it is important to recognize that
before and after the Chad/ia decision Jackson.Vanik is not a paper
tiger; that is to say, I think that, despite the fact that we have
never overturned a waiver, the reality of the situation is that Con-
gressiwould under certain circumstances terminate MFN status.

believe that those circumstances, if they were to exist, would
lead determination either before or after the Chad / decision. So
that is just one point I would like to make, not only reacting to
your testimony but also to the testimony of other witnesses.

In this committee and in the Congress as a whole, we do take
emigration policies and human rights policies very, very seriously.
We do take our responsibility under Jackson-Vanik very, very seri-
ously. We do assume that, with or without the Chadha decision, we
do have a very strong voice in whether or not MFN status is ex-
tended.

I think that the basic decision we have to make right now is,
what is our view with respect to Romania? Your testimony is that
we are in a better position to encourage emigration if we do extend
MFN status than if we do not.

Mr. RosawmAz. Very much so.
Senator DANwOT. enator Dole?
Senator Dorz. I have no questions. I apologize-I had another

hearing goi on, but I have met Mr. Rosenthal and had a good
discussion. I think I generally agree with what he has stated.

Senator DANiiTH. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. RosEnL. Thank you very much.
Senator D amT. Ms. Shea, Ms. Laber, and Mr. Hamos.

STATEMENT OF NINA SHEA, PROGRAM DIRECTOR, THE
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mo. Sma. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Nina Shea,
and I am the program director for the International League for
Human Rights.

The ea gu is one of the oldest nongovernmental international
human r~grs organizations, founded in 1942 and based in New
York. It rks on a broad range of human rights issues in such di-
verse countries as El Salvador Iraq, South Africa, and East Ger-
many, as well as Romania. Lhe eague's f aiy reunification
project works currently on behalf of over 500 Romanian families
who are unable to leave to rejoin relatives living elsewhere.

My testimony today is based on data concerning 175 of these
cases who have appealed again to the League within the past 90
days.
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit these names to you for you
to consider including in the record.

Each case has been systematically documented by the League
through a continuing correspondence with close family members in
the West, and where psible with the victims themselves.

One hundred and six of these cases reveal instances of particular
hardship. Merely for trying to leave, some of these families have
faced punishment under the Romanian criminal code. Some have
suffered de facto reprisals, and a number have been forced to
endure interminable delays in the processing of their exit applica-
tions.

The urgency of the circumstances in each of the 106 cases
prompts me to draw them to the subcommittee's attention today
and to make the recommendation, Mr. Chairman, that before de-
ciding on the Presidential waiver of section 402, this subcommittee
strongly urge the Romanian Government to take the followingste :First, provide information regarding progress on the pending

emigration cases described in today's hearing and facilitate theirresolution.
Second, undertake efforts to simplify, publish domestically, and

insure the uniform application of emi-ation procedures.
Third, declare null and void the education reimbursement decree

in a public statement widely distributed within Romania.
Fourth, put an immediate stop to all reprisals and abusive prac-

tices against those who seek to emigrate.
Finally, I request that the members of the subcommittee hel

those Romanians who have been granted permission to leave and
who wish to come to the United States to acquire proper U.S. im-
migration approval.

Many of the League's cases involve family members who wish to
emiate to join relatives abroad. As a result of travel denials, hus-
bands are separated from wives, and children from parents. Even
in the most compelling circumstances, denials are common.

One of the League's cases involves the Petrescu family who wish
to go to the assistance of a grandfather who is gravely ill. They are
not permitted to leave.

Elizabeth Reiger, another league case, has been trying for 5
years to receive permission to go abroad to visit her father-who is
ailing; yet, she has not even been able to obtain the forms neces-
saryto begin the application procedure.

In other cases, the applicant needs to travel to receive medical
care unobtainable in Romania. Miha Demeny has applied to go to
West Germany for adequate medical attention for diabetes and pa-
tial paralysis from which he has been suffering. His daughter who
lives there would care for him.

Edith Schuller requires corrective treatment currently unavail-
able in Romania for a congenital back disorder. She, too, is unable
to leave.

The inordinate delays in Romania's emigration application proc-
ess noted in last year's League testimony continue. Partly responsi-
ble are the cumbersome and obscure procedures of the process, cou-
pled with the bureaucratic indifference of officials. Applying to
emigrate is a two-level process in which applicants must acquire,
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submit, and receive decisions on both a short and long application
form. A number of individuals have reported to us that even ob-
taining the forms can be frustrating in a patience-testing process.
On more than one occasion, it has been reported to us that after
filing the application, one or both of the forms have been lost or
filled out incorrectly, such as containing a minor misspelling,
giving officials an excuse for requiring the entire process to begin
anew.

However, the length of delays in many cases are so extensive
that simple bureaucratic inefficiency cannot be blamed. The
League has documented 29 cases of families who first applied to
leave more than 20 years ago, 17 other families who applied be-
tween 20 and 15 years ago, and another 18 families who applied be.
tween 15 and 10 years ago.

Some of these families, such as the Jacob Schmidt family, the
Philip Weiss family, the Joseph Wenzel family, have submitted as
many as 20 applications without success. Many have never received
any response to their applications, while others have received flat
denials without explanation.

There can be no doubt that such inaction reflects an intent by
the authorities to deny citizens their right to leave.

An education tax decree in the past year gives nqw reason for
concern, despite government assurances that it has been suspend-
ed. The League has documented over 30 instances in which Roma-
nian families applying to leave have been assessed an education
tax.

Just this past spring, one family known to the League, the Poss-
mayers-whose case the League brought to the attention of this
committee at last year's hearing-paid the tax, amounting to
$3,700. It was readily accepted by the Romanian Government.

To our knowledge, the Romanian Government has not rescinded
the decree, nor has it published within Romania any announce-
ment concerning its intention to suspend its provisions.

The League regrets to report that a variety of reprisals against
would-be emigrants also continues to be reported by families repre-
sented in our caseload.

Mr. Chairman, since I have run out of time, that will conclude
my statement.

Senator DANPORTH. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Nina Shea and the list of names

follow:]
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.lESTINY OF THE INTR aTO . LEGUE FOR UW RIGHTS

8EFORE

THE SUBCOfI4ITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE CO* ITTEE ON FINANCE

OF THE U.S. SENATE 1 ' 2

July 29, 1983

Introduction and Recoumndations:

After the 1975 signing of the Final Act of the Conference on Security

and Cooperation in Europe ('the Helsinki Accords'), the international

League for Human Rights began receiving a steady stream of personal

appeals on behalf of Romanians who were denied the right to migrate to

rejoin family members abroad. Out of this has grown the League's *Family

Reunification Project.' Today the project works on behalf of over 500

Romnian families who are unable to leave to rejoin relatives living

elsewhere.

Our testimony today is based on data concerning 1751 of these 50

cases who have appealed again to the League within the past 90 days 3

(See Appendices I and 11). Each case has been systematically documented by

the League through continuing correspondence with close family members in

the West and, where possible, with the victims themselves.

One hundred and six cases have been selected from the overall

1 The International League for Human Rights Is one of the oldest, non-
governmental international human rights organizations. Founded in 1942,
and based in New York City, it works on a broad range of human rights
issues concerning countries in all regions of the world. Some current
League projects address human rights violations In such diverse countries
as Nicaragua, Iraq, Chile, East Germany, South Africa, Taiwan, El Salvador
and Northern Ireland. The League also works closely with a network of

2 forty affiliates In some thirty countries throughout the world,
The Invaluable assistance of Erica Zolbqrg, Judy Richmond, Ruth Axelrod
and Rachel Alekman in the preparation of this testimony is gratefully
acknowledged.

3 Since testifying on July 14, 1983 before the Subcommittee charged with
reviewing "Most favored Nation" trade status in the U.S. House of
Representatives, The International League has been notified by the
Romanian Government that the following five League cases have been
granted permission to leave: ANDEICOVICI, Mircea, Elvira, two children;
DEFFERT, Horst, Gerlinde, Dietmar; DIACONU, Puiu, Ana-Madalina;
NICOLAESCU, Elena, loan Catalin; and PIHULEAC, Modest, Lucia. The
League urges the Governments of Romania and the United States to
expedite the deposition of these families from Romania and, with regard
to four of the families, arrival in the United States.
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Project because they reveal instances of particular hardship. Merely for
trying to leave, some of these families have faced punishment-under the
Roamnian criminal code; some have suffered A f reprisals; and a
mnwer have been forced to endure Interminable delays in the processing of

their exit applications. The urgency of the circumstances in each of the
106 cases prompts us to draw them to the Subcommittee's attention.

The right to emigrate freely is a requirement of the Jackson-Vanik

amendment; it is also guaranteed in basic international human rights

instruments. 4  In addition, family reunification is an important provision

of the Helsinki Accords.

Senator Jackson, a principal author of the amendment, has described

the right to leave as "the touchstone of all human rightsO and *the

traditional final lifeline for victims of racial, religious, and political

persecute rns . Our Family Reunification casework has revealed all too

poignantly that this is so. This conviction has spurred us to monitor the

right to leave in many countries throughout the world, including Romania.

It has led us to bring appeals privately before numerous government authorities

and in the United Nations. It is prompting us now to plead before this

Subcomittee on behalf of S0 Romanian families.

Unfortunately, wo have also found that the Romanian igration process

is characterized by arbitrariness, long delay and reprisals. Instead of

serving to remedy the plight of the kinds of victims Senator Jackson spoke

of, this process is all too often being employed to maintain injustice.

4 Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
to which Romania is a party, provides that *Everyone shall be free to
leave any country including his own.*

5
Congressional Record, Oecember 10, 1975, and June 14, 1977, Senator Jackson.
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We, therefore, recommend that before deciding on the Presidential

waiver of Section 402, this Subcommittee urge the Romanian Government to

take the following steps.

(1) Provide information regarding progress on the pending

emigration cases described in today's hearing and facilitate

their resolution;

(2) Undertake efforts to simplify, publish domestically and ensure

the uniform application of emigration procedures;

(3) Oeclare null and void the Education Reimbursement Oecree in a

public statement widely distributed within Romania; and

(4) Put an immediate stop to all reprisals and abusive practices

against those who seek to emigrate.

Finally, we request that the Members of this Subcommittee help those

Romanians who have been granted permission to leave and who wish to come to

the United States to acquire proper imgation approval.
I

Romanian LaW Concerning Emigration

The right to leave is not safeguarded in Romanian law: it is not

mentioned in the current Romanian Constitution of 1965, as amended, and there

are no specific domestic laws guaranteeing the right to leave. On the

contrary, various provisions stipulate lengthy and complex conditions for

acquiring exit visas and passports. tn the absence of legal guarantees to

protect citizens' rights to leave, the State's claim of the right to control

the movement of its citizens goes unchallenged. Under provisions of passport

decrees, criminal codes, and civil laws which legislate movement across the

country's borders, the State exercises unharnesed power to determine who

may leave, when, and under what circumstances.
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The Government of Roania frequently assures the international community

that it uses these powers in a manner which fully comports with its

obligations under international human rights law. It has even gone so far

as to state unequivocally that "Romanian citizens are also able to travel

to any country in the world for personal reasons or as tourists.' 6

At best this Is misleading. The following examination of Romanian

domestic law reveals that the right to leave is severely qualified even on

the face of the legislation. A review of the League's extensive caseload

later demonstrates that these laws are indeed applied to result in an

alarming curtailment of migration rights.

Article 12 of the Romanian Decree on Passports provides for complete

government discretion in the Issuance of documents for foreign travel. It

emowers Romanian authorities to deny or withdraw a passport when *by going

ab.-oad, [a Romanian citizen] could prejudice the interests of the Romanian

State or effect the good relationship thereof with other states." The

vague wording of this decree permits arbitrary denials of passports and

contemplates restrictions on the right to leave far exceeding those permitted

under International law, namely "those necessary to protect national security,

public order, public health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others.* 8

Other legal provisions ensure strict State regulation of movement from

the country:

--One decree governing travel limits the validity of exit visas to only
9

six months from the date of issue.

6 See eg., UN document CCPR/C/l/Add. 33, pp. 12 and 13 31 August 1978,
Report of the Government of Romania to the UN Human Rights Comittee under
Article 40 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

7 No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 12 c.
8 See, The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 12 (3).

26-235 0 - 83 - 7
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The Government of Romania frequently assures the international community

that it uses these powers in a manner which fully comports with its

obligations under international human rights law. It has even gone so far

as to state unequivocally that 'Romanian citizens are also able to travel

to any country in the world for personal reasons or as tourists. 6

At best this is misleading. The following examination of Romanian

domestic law reveals that the right to leave is severely qualified even on

the face of the legislation. A review of the League's extensive caseload

later demonstrates that these laws are indeed applied to result in an

c1rmng curtailment of emigration rights.

Article 12 of the Romnian Decree on Passports provides for complete

government discretion in the issuance of documents for foreign travel. It

empowers Romanian authorities to deny or withdraw a passport when 'by going

abroad, (a Romanian citizen] could prejudice the interests of the Romanian

State'or Effect the good relationship thereof with other states.' The

vague wording of this decree permits arbitrary denials of passports and

contemplates restrictions on the right to leave far exceeding those permitted

under international law, namely 'those necessary to protect national security,

public order, public health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others.' 8

Other legal provisions ensure strict State regulation of movement from

the country:

--One decree governing travel limits the validity of exit visas to only

six months from the date of issue.

6 See eg., UN document CCPR/C/l/Add. 33, pp. 12 and 13 31 August 1978,
Report of the Government of Romania to the UN Human Rights Comittee under
Article 40 of the International Covenant on Civil and political Rights.

7 No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 12 c.
8 See, The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 12 (3).

26-235 0 - 83 - 7
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--Another stipulates that personal travel is permitted only once

every two years, with certain exceptions regarding family reuni-

fication or obtaining medical care) 0

-- Yet another makes State permission for personal travel contingent

on "the limits of available foreign currencies as established for

this purpose through the annual State Plan and in accordance with

the criteria and preferential order established by the Resolution

of Council of Ministers." 11

--Before being permitted to leave to marry a foreign national, citizens

must also seek and receive separate permission to wed from the

Romanian Parliament. 12

There is no possibility for independent Judicial review, of State

denials of permission to travel. Under the Passport Decree, a commission

of the Council of Ministers has final say concerning "all activities of

issuing passports and visas, including...resolving the complaints against

the decisions taken by the other authorities charged with the issuance of

passports and visas.' 13

Those who peacefully try to exercise their right to leave, against

Government wishes, face harsh criminal penalties. An unauthorized crossing

of the State border, or an attempt to do so, is punishable by imprisonment

from six months to three years. Mhai Petrescu, whose case has been

documented by the League, was sentenced to eight months imprisonment after

his attempt in 1972 to cross the Romanian border without official author-

ization; although he has fully served the sentence, he continues to be denied

9 Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 27.

10 Resolution No. 424/1970, Article lOd, e.

11 Passport Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 15. (Emphasis added).
12

P40.41 "A,. A..&11 l, A
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petission to leave. Peter Lung, also among the League's caseload, was

apprehended while attempting to cross the Romanian border into Yugoslavia

and sentenced to a six-month prison term which ended on June 3, 1982. At

that time, because of a hearing problem, he was trying to go abroad for

medical treatment which he could not obtain in his country.

Selective Appl ication

As noted above, Romnian law exempts travel for purposes of family

reunification and for obtaining medical care from certain restrictions

applicable in other cases of personal travel (Resolution No. 424 of 1970).

We have found, nevertheless, that in practice travel from Romania is

severely and routinely limited irrespective of the would-be traveler's

purpose.

many of the League's cases Involve family members who wish to emigrate

to rejoin relatives abroad. As a result of travel denials, husbands are

separated from wives, and children from parents. Even in the most compelIIng

circumstances denials are couon.
The Petruscu family wishes to go to the assistance of their grandfather,

who is gravely ill. They are not permitted to leave. Elisabeth Reiger has

been trying for five years to receive permission to go abroad to visit her

father who is ailing, yet she has not even been able to obtain the forms

necessary to begin the application procedure.

In other cases documented by the League, the applicant needs to travel

to receive medical care unobtainable in Romania. Cristina Ionescu, herself

a medical doctor, has been denied permission to go to the U.S., the only

place where she can receive treatment for the disfiguring disease of the

adrenal glands from which she suffers. Mihat Demeny has applied

13 Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 8b.
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to go to West Germany for adequate medical attention for diabetes and

partial paralysis from which he has been suffering. His daughter, who lives

there, would care for him. Edith Schuller requires corrective treatment

currently unavailable in Romania for a congenital back disorder. Her sister,

Elisabeth Roth, also sought medical care outside Romania. She suffers from

paralysis, heart disease, asthma, ulcers, and arthritis.

A Lengthy and Cumbersome Process.

The inordinate delays in Romania's emigration application process.

noted in last year's League testimony, continue.

Partly responsible are the cumbersome and obscure procedures of the
process coupled with the bureaucratic indifference of officials. Applying

to emigrate is a two-level process in which applicants must acquire,

submit and receive decisions on both a "short" and "long" application form.

A number of individuals have reported to us that even obtaining the forms

can be a frustrating and patience-testing process. 'On more than one

occasion it has been reported to us that after filing the applications, one

or both of the form have been "lost" or filled out incorrectly--such as

containing a minor misspelling--giving officials an excuse for requiring the

entire process to begin anew.

However, the length of the delays in many cases are so extended that

simple bureaucratic inefficiency cannot be blamed. The League has

documented 29 cases of families who first applied to leave more than 20

years ago; 17 other families who applied between 20 and 15 years ago; and

another 13 families who applied between 15 and 10 years ago. Some of these

families have submitted as many as twenty applications without success

(Schmidt, Weiss, Muller, Wenzel, Loris Kreuter). Many have never received

any response to their applications, while others have received flat denials
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t

without explanation, There can be no doubt that such inaction reflects

an intent by the authorities to deny citizens their right to leave.

"The Education Tax"

Last year, the League recommended that Romania "simplify" and

"regularize" its emigration process. This has not occurred; to make

matters worse, in the past year the Government has added yet a further

complication: a new decree imposing a stiff "education tax" on would-be

emigrants. Individual payments running into the tens of thousands of

dollars have been assessed.

Known as the "Education Repayment Decree" of November 1, 1982, it

requires emigration applicants, except those above retirement age, to repay

in "hard currency" the cost of education received beyond the compulsory

level (10 years of schooling). It is not surprising that this decree has

been termed "draconian" by Secretary of State George Shultz. Such sums of

money are above the reach of most Romanians w4o wish to emigrate. -Since

Romanian citizens are not permitted to own foreign currency, and their own

is not convertible, even a well-to-do Romanian family which wants to leave

cannot buy its way out without help from abroad. This tax is clearly

designed to be a virtually insurmountable obstacle to emigration.

The League has documented over thirty instances in which Romanian

families applying to leave have been assessed an education tax. Just this

past spring, one family known to the League--the Possmayers (whose case the

League brought to the attention of this Comittee at last year's hearings)--

paid the tax, amounting to $3,700; it was readily accepted by the Romanian

Government.
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An examination of these cases reveals an arbitrariness in the

implementation of the tax which is symptomatic of the overall arbitrariness

found in the process of passport issuance in Romania. The tax has not

been uniformly applied. Vasile Tolan, Jr., a physician, was assessed an

education tax of $32,000. However, the Vlad family, which includes two

medical doctors, was permitted to emigrate this Spring without being

required to pay any tax.

Although the decree exempts pensioners from the tax, the League has
documented at least one instance indicating a breach of this provision.
In the case of the Kahles family, the emigration of the elderly parents has
been made contingent on the payment of $17,000 for the "reimbursement" of
the education received by the couple's son and granddaughter", who also seek
to emigrate. Since none of the family is permitted to leave until the tax
is paid, the pensioners themselves, in effect, are being subjected to the

tax.

Implementation of the education tax decree constitutes a clearcut
violation of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment. Under the Amendment, most-
favored-nation treatment is not to be afforded "a country which imposes
more than a nominal tax on emigration or on the visas or other documents
required for emigration, for any purpose or cause whatsoever.... " 14

Such an "education tax" is precisely the type of "ransom" to which
Senator Jackson referred in urging the passage of section 402 of the Trade
Act. 15 The Jackson-Vanik Amendment was enacted largely in response to a
decree in the Soviet Union imposing a similar "diploma tax" on would-be

emigrants. Just as Romania's President Ceausescu assured the United States

Government on May 18th this year that the "education tax" will not be implemented,

14
P.L. 93-618, Title IV, Section 402.

15
Congressional Record, September 27. 1972. Senator Jackson.
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the Soviet Union assured the "suspension" of the "diploma tax" in Spring

1973. In the House hearings on the proposed amendment in 1973, many

witnesses urged that the mere suspension of the tax would not solve the

problem of free emigration. It was argued that "it is the arbitrariness,

and not the law of the education tax...which remains the main weapon of

the authorities in their selective emigration policy." 16 The League

believes that the same problem applies in the case of emigration from

Romawia. Even now, the Romanian emigration proiess is fraught with

arbitrary, discriminatory, and dilatory practices. The education tax

decree, if left intact "on the books" (even if suspended de factor . will

still be available to authorities to deter, harass, discriminate against
or otherwise subvert the right of Romanians to leave their country. To

our knowledge, the Romanian Government has not rescinded the decree; nor

has it published within Romania any announcement concerning its intention

to suspend its provisions.

Reprisals Experienced by Applicants

At last year's hearings, The League noted that in addition to the

problems and frustrations encountered during the application process itself,

a large number of applicants are forced to suffer other reprisals and forms

of harassment. The International League regrets to report that a variety

of reprisals against would-be emigrants continue to be reported by the

families represented in our caseload. For some, these practices signify

a continued campaign of intimidation against them--the sam factors which

initially prompted their desire to leave; for others this treatment may

16 Fed. Reg., June 6, 1973, Richard Maass, Chairman, National Conference
on Soviet Jewry, p. 3666
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mark the beginning of a long and torturous ordeal.

The forms of abuse found in our documentation include arbitrary

arrest and detention; police beatings, surveillance and other types of

intimidation; discrimination in employment, education, and housing;

confiscation of property; the denial of medical treatment; and, threats of

imprisonment or involuntary internment in psychiatric institutions. These

reprisals are in themselves violations of the fundamental human rights

enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

At least fifteen of the League-documented cases report that they have

suffered harassment at the hands of the police in connection with their

desire to emigrate.

One of the most severe cases of reprisals reported to the League

concerns the Galalae family. After the head of the household, Dr. Costel

Galalae, applied for permission to Join his wife and three of his children

in West Germany, he was subjected to arrest and imprisonment on two

occasions--in February and again in June 1982. In addition there were

police searches of his home, and threats and denials of medical care. His

patient., colleagues, and friends were repeatedly summoned to the Security

Police office where they were forced to sign declarations that he politi-

cally opposed the Government. His niece, Paruschiva Galalae, was reportedly

beaten by police for refusing to sign such a declaration. During his

second period of detention, beginning on June 14, 1982, Dr. Galalae was

taken to Poarta-Alba prison, where he was forced to do heavy labor.

Despite a diseased liver, for which he has twice undergone surgery, a

dangerous heart condition, an abdominal rupture, a brain spasm and

fainting spells, he reportedly has received no medical treatment. On October

22, 1982, in Dr. Galalae's absence, an Appeals Court in Constanza sentenced
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him to four years in prison, reportedly for opposing the Government. After

visiting Dr. Galalae In November, his sister has averred that he Is

between "life and death." On humanitarian grounds, the League urges that

Dr. Galalae be permitted to receive competent medical care, as well as

allowed to exercise his right to leave the country.

In another case involving reports of-police brutality, the applicant,

Vasile Tolan, Jr., reports being beaten by the local police after applying

for permission to leave. Another example, Margaret Neumann, was summoned

three times to the police station at night for interrogation about her

desire to leave, during which time her young children were forced to stay

at home alone. The Koos, Stefanescu and Wester families report that after

applying to emigrate, their telephones have been monitored and their mail

intercepted. The Ionescu and Banu families report being.threatened by

authorities after seeking permission to emigrate. Vasile Tolan, Sr.

reportedl was warned that if he persists in his desire to leave the

country he will be forced to undergo psychiatric treatment.

Discrimination in Employment and Education

In Romania, the unemployed are often treated as second-class citizens

and may even be criminally prosecuted for "parasitism." Therefore, dismissal

from employment can be a severe sanction for an emigration application and an

effective deterrent for others who might like to apply. A number of

individuals in League-documented cases were fired from their Jobs soon after

requesting permission to emigrate. According to our case files, twelve

persons, apparently blacklisted from employment, have yet to find other

-work although they are skilled in their professions. Included in the
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League's group are an aerospace engineer (Bogdan),

a hydropower expert (Gane), and teachers Panhegyi, Blesz, Dengel

Dimitrescu, Kahles, Neumann). The case of Alexander Bogdan is particularly

disturbing; an aerospace engineer fired almost two years ago, he reports

being shut out of ten Jobs in his field, and remains unemployed today.

In other cases, emigration applicants have been demoted to lower-

paying positions far beneath their capabilities: for example, professors

are being forced to work as unskilled laborers in factories (lerugan,

Ionescu, Schuller); a veterinary surgeon is working as a menial farm

laborer (Stefanescu); and a factor), foreman has been obliged to perform the

tasks of a common laborer (Sollnor).

Another work-related reprisal constitutes the transferral of some

family members to work-sites located a great distance away from their homes,

resulting in the forced se )aration of families and friends even within

the country. Decebal Dimitrescu, an engineer, has been transferred to a

Job 300 kilometers away from his family and home of 25 years; Stefan

Stefanescu, a veterinary surgeon, was moved to a Job 140 kilometers from

his wife and child; and Mihail Vrabie was demoted to a lower-paying Job

150 kilometers from his family.

Students in families applying to emigrate have reported discrimination

with 'regard to education. A number of famil1gs report that their children

have not been permitted by authorities to enroll in school (Gane, Dengel,

Sauer). Gertrude Deffert was informed, after she applied to leave, that

she wou d not receive the academic degree she had earned.

Economic Sanctions

In addition to the economic hardships resulting from job dismissals

and demotions, emigration applicants sometimes suffer other economic
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sanctions which aggravate their position.

These measures include eviction from homes (Galalae) and confiscation

of personal property (Wester). Many emigration applicants are deemed

ineligible to receive State benefits such as medical and dental care,

hospitalization and pensions.

In addition, some applicants, on the basis of Government assurances

that permission to leave is imminent, have sold their possessions and

resigned from their Jobs, only to face long waits before the permission

is granted.

Romanian Emigration to the United States

* Twenty-one of the League cases have applied for migration to the

United States (Andreiovici, Banu, Barbulescu, Bogdan, Cotruta, Diaconu,

Gane, Ionescu, Lupulescu, Miron, Nicolaescu, Paun, Pihuleac, Stan, Strat,

Tolan, Tojan, Usineviciu, Vasilescu, Vasilescu, Vrabie). At least five of

them are still waiting for United States' immigration approval. (Cotruta,

Gane, Stan, Strat, Usineviciu). Two, Sylvia Stan and Sabin Gane, have

received permission to emigrate from Romanian authorities and have been

issued passports, but have been denied United States visas.

Sylvia Stan obtained her Roianian visa in late 1982 after a three-year

wait. She has not been able to leave Romania, however, because the American

embassy has not granted her a visa. She reports that every two months she

must pay to have her visa validation extended beyond the initial 'six month

limit. She must also pay a tax (1,000 lei) for living in Romania as a

non-citizen,--a status she acquired when pemission to leave was granted.

Her visa will next expire at the end of July, and she is reportedly not

entitled to a further extension. Because her desire to go to the United

States is well-known, she fears persecution should she be forced to stay
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in Romania.

Sabin Gane and his two young children want to join his wife and their

mother in New York. Mr. Gane received a passport valid for one year, on

June 11, 1982. He has not succeeded in obtaining a U.S. visa, however, and

his passport has now lapsed. In order to qualify for a new passport, he

was told that he must pay an education tax of $20,000. He was dismissed

from his position at the Hydro Power Institute in Bucharest on the day he

received his passport and reports not being able to get work. He is denied

medical care and is being threatened with eviction.

The cooperation of the United States is needed to facilitate emigration

and alleviate hardship in these cases.

Conclusion

The right to leave is not secured in Romania. Although a number of

Romanian citizens are allowed to emigrate each year, there are many who

cannot. The League has documented the cases of 500 families who currently

are being denied permission to leave Romania.

Romanian procedures concerning emigration are cumbersome and arbitrary.

After applying for permission to leave, Romanian citizens face long delays,

discrimination and harsh reprisals. An education tax decreed in the past

year gives new reason for concern despite Government assurances that it

has been suspended: the cases of some thirty families documented by the

League who were assessed the tax have yet to be resolved and bear monitoring.
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APPEDIX IA

PEZOUTY

CASESs

LAST VM8H FIRST AE

Lucien, 8/28/48

Alia, 6/1/75
Darius 11/6/78

Suanna,11 11/52
0aorg, 12/6/50
Jutswn, 6/5/73
Erwis 2/2/75

ADDRESS 'ApPL REFUSED DESTIIA- SEEKING EDUC.
- TION *TO JOII TAX

FAMILY
RO~ES

Soseaua
Colentinat76
BlocIlt,

Scar& A, Ap32
Etaj 7 Sector
2

Bucuxesti
72446 O.1. 11

1981 Giarmata
Str. Johannal
No: 1110
Judetul Tiais

Eva Tirgu Mures
Klara 1971 Pasa&jul Vlo-
Zoltan 1977' letelor Nr.5

Apartment 23

6/82 12/82 FRANCZ Wife of
Lucien

7 times 7 "JAmas PRO
between dates un-
1972 & knowm
1983.

10/81
2/82

Andreas
& Johanna
Stoffel
(parents of
Susanna)

Issued CANADA Husband
passport Zoltan
applica- Banhegyi
tion
1/4/83
Received
passport
3/24/83

loan. 10/6/41
lugenia,6/28/44
Ligia, 1/22169
Alm, 8/13/70
Teofil, 12/571-

BAB ULESCU Dan hirce.,8/4/50

Str.Pobtuliu
Ko.6h Bloc Z4
ScB I Ap.6
Arad,

Intrarea Malor
Alexander
Cimptnu nr 6
Bucuresti VIII

2/28/78 4/5/79

10/5/81 12/18/81
9/1/82
4/1/83

USA loan's $30,000
sister
haria
Mots

USA

Elisabeth.9/29/12
Adam,7/10/39
Nlkolaus,6/9/35
Hilde,8/27/38
Norbert.5/7/61

Andreas.,3/23/16
Anna, 10/21/21
Andreas Jr.,
9/28/56

2952 Semlac
Judet Arad,

428 1961 1982
1964 1965
1967 1968
4/77 9/77

(Nikolaus)
6/78(Adan
& Eltsabetb

Comcata Nr.273 2/28/77 12/4/78 FRG
Jud. Brasov 6/6/80 6/35/81
Cod.3044 9/5/82

FAG Kaeharin
Schoen,
niace

Sister of
Andreas

ALSU $5ooo

OMM~ER

BA.'IEGTI

84NU

$24,450

BARTOLF

BINDE.R
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ADDRESS APTLIED * UMSl DESTINA- EFMW ~ C
T101( f V

Josef, 9/12/30
Rosl, 8/30/34
Horst, 3/20/56
Lore 5/5/59

Alaxondruo9/19/53

Jakob, 9/20/34
ZSlsabeta
6/28/35

Ana-orothes
6/5/4
Slmona-Gbriels

.6/8/75
Fellp-Nicolab
12/15/77

Juliae
10/1/18
.Erika
8/14/54

1995
Ortisoare

312
Judetul

Tiis

bdul.N.Wl-
cescu no.24
3/5 70122
Bucharest..

7/80 Dates
9/2/81 unknovn

(50/51)
10/27/81
(62/21)

1/22/82
(0361)

8/27/82

9/20/80 1/22/81
(241412) 1/5/82

3/23/83
5/20/83

CoMna ToM- 1958, "1955-
uatio 458 Tvelve 8/20/82
,Judetul Timi. subsequent & 12

applica- -others
tons been

those dai

Str. Breo 6/16/82 dateS
47 Bucharest 10/25/82 unklnm

Str.Glilae
20 Tiaisoara
1900
Frtelia Circ
VI

6/20/78 2/22/79
6/80
11/80
2/81
3/8/82

FRG Haria $37,000
Bless, for
mother Horst

and
Lore

USA Piences
Angela V.
Rlbantu

no Desiderlus
Sehang.
father

too

1AG Mihal
Ceranics
Husband

FRO Brother,
Rudolf
Ciry

81,50C

15,700

(9,000

UxOM UNLWOVN Uq:0 USA Tudor
-Daughter Cotruta
& Husband of
Tudor Cotruta
and their 2
children

F E AR= I

BUSZ

BOO

CARAh'ICA

CIRY

$7.400

M
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LaT ?&I FIPRm mus 'AM19 *~~ 'IMUD P!EU1 DUKIN VDU
TOZO Jo A

W8.,9/7/31

Geors. 2/13/
Ellsaboth
9A12/46
Dieter,5/3/67
tdlth.S/3/68

lostina,8/10/12
Andrsaa,12/14 02
Rosin&, 3/17/32

1963 Pertam
971 Talsoara

Str. Ogorulul
27o 2400 SibiLu

2463 Seie
Hart 122
Jud Sibiu

1973 1973
1975 1975
1978 1978
1979 1979
2/81 2/81
(027973)
1/3/82

Dates Dates
wmom wM~W

PRG Daughter
Judith
Vaper

PR ivid
Sahuelder

PRO Daughter &
sister In
Pic

WflTRZSCU oaeterxia
9/24/24
Decehul
11/27/24

DD1TESCU Rauan Viorel
5/9/51
arian

4/29/52
Diana
1/7/78

FA R Peter, 11/12/20
Am&, 8/22/22

Episcopiai St.- 7/79
No, 2, Bathe-
rest. '

Kiron Constan.-
tifascu No. S
Bucharest

1955 Lesuhe:L
655

Judetul Tiis

7/79

4/2/83 CANADA materl"a'
sister$
Ktuf rosinsa
)(arcu .

4/2/83 CANADA Aunt
Euftosins,

1960 dates FRO Katharina
unknown Bohn,

mother

DL9NT

UNGME
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ADDRESS APPLIED 'REFUSED DESTINA- EDUC.MrON. TO JO1- !
FIAILY
)0 ER

Comuna Tomnatie
458, Ju4etut
Timts,

12 1P times FG
tim most
since rent
1938 8/00/82

FRAUIOFERI Nikolaus
2/2/24
Elisabeth
11/9/24
Annemarie
6/9/61

FE Juliane Uee
Bartolf
7/16/46
Inge
9/5/67

Costel,1/1/32
Galileo-Dan
1/23/72

Roxana rulia
5/10/67
Lidia
9/23/68

Mtchael.1/4/09
Sara, 1/15/12
Morst,8/21/43
Erns, 9/2/46
Ernestine,
3/8/68
Elke, 7/7/70

Lunga Nr.80
Con. Colosul-
Mare Judet,
Timis.

* 10/10/76 11/10/77 FIG
11/78 11/10/79

2952 Seelac 1961 1962 FRG
428, Judet 1964 1965
Arad. 1967 1968

4/77 9/77NLkolaus
1/78Frei
6/78Adan &

Eli&

toarta-
Alba prison,
Constanp
Romania

dates dates
unknown unknown

Banca Nation- 9/16/82
ala Str.16 1/8/83
Bacau 5500

Str. Curul nr. 7/30/74
15, 3068 Albes-
ti Jud. Murs
Romania

FRO

dates
unknom

FR

Eliabeth
Bauer, $10,000
daughter.

Katharln
Schoen,
niece.

vife 4
2 sons
and 1
daughter

LAST NkX

FISCHEa Iannelore
7123/58
Horst
4/12/54
Volfsan8
10/14/80
108,141

2/1/ld2/10159

Grandfather,
D"ldarius
Schaag

GALALAE

OALASEAN

GALTER

4/15/83 FRG Dre. Paul &
Irna
Calasean
parents

FIRST NWS
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ADDRESS -APPLIED " M D STItA- SEEKING EDUC,
TION TO JOIN TA

M41LY.
)4DINRS

Sabin, 11/11/38
Ned-Aline, 11/21/73
Nora, 12/1/78
Ana-aria, 12/17/79

Dan,8/7151

Helmuth
3/5/58
Waltraud
5/23/60

UELLSTERN "Mihai.9/28/19
Barbara,3/15124
ihai,Jr.

5/15/50

UO.cIU Wilhelm,3/8/10
Rite,1/25/14
Sigrid,2/7/39

Priederike
5/2/20
Hermann
8/10/13

Anna, 5/7/08
Josef,10/1/32
Susanna,8/10/34
Josef Jr.
4/10/61

Gabriel, 6/14/46
Elena, 5/22/48
Suliana, 2/19/75
Aurora. 8/2/78

Stro 8 intr.
I.L. Cave-
$lule,

sector' 2
Bucharest

Cihoschi
3 t: 10
2nd 1, Apt.
9 Bucharut
71134
1993
sinandret
No.482
Judet,
Timis

1994 Curani Nr.
16, Judetul
Tim Ls,

nlortlor 4
R3050
Sighisoera

Set. Friedrich
Engels 10 R3125
Media.

Obtained
pass-
port

6/11/82

Dates
ubknovn

10/11/82 No
4/25/83 ansmr

as yet

12/25/80
1/18/81
4/24/81
12/10/82 3/1/83

1971 5 times
1981 date#

uocnovt'

USA Sand&
Gan*#
vife

SWLTZh-
LAM

$30,000

Gabriel $Tr.
Sand& 58,000
Oioreescu
vtie

no Brother $20,000'
Ileinrich

Coschy

Ro Josef
Hellstern,
soft*

1/80 3/15/83 Ro Ida

mother.

9/80 5/82

$3,800

FRO Ida
Homer,
mother

Olarmata Str. 1961 19 times PRo
Cavl 953 19
Judetul Tints tim s

subse-
quent ly
last in
1982

Str. Aural .10/80 2/10/81 France
Vlsicu 156 5/16/81

Bucharest 8/25/81
3/26/82
6/13/82
(#11849)

Elisabeth
Schoch
daughter
of Anna.

Hores
Augustin
terugin,
brother

$22,400

26-235 0 - 83 - 8

LAST NOAZZF FIRST HAMS

CARE

GEORCGESCU

GOSCHY

HUGEL

ZERUGAN
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LAST NAME FIRST N&flE ADDRESS APPLIED -R MSED DUSTINA- SEIN
TJO-SING

-FAMILT
'LMY TAX

Dr. Cristina
Rodica 1/29/48
Victor 2/12/02

?aucu-Ndhai3./16/49

M~ichael
11/29/08
Anm,2/16/14

Trans,
6/19/34
Adelheld

Marlene

Maria
9/10/53
monica
7/21/76
Michael
7/6/78
Martina
11/29/81
IUhai,6/17/51

30 Tralon
Str.Apt.C
Code 74122
Bucharest,
Sector 3

Strad& Amn
Miarlot no.
361.7
So.A 4.26
Bucharest 63
Sec.1 Code
71228

Lunp

1980

102, Jud.
Timis

1995 Orti-
soara Or.
112, Jude-
tul Timis

2/2/80 5/22/80
8/25/80

11/4/80
2/2/81
9/17/81
5/28/82

9/21/81
1/3/82
over 23
others
(73105)

1979
dates
unknown

unknown

1971
1981

USA VuIle
Lewca

11/30/81 SWT?-
9/1/82 ZZLAND
3/1/83

to
response

datob +
unknown

5 time
date

unknown

no

amount
unknown

Gabriel
Donessu
sister

Fried
Def fart,
daughter

no aharrina $17,000,
KOpp

FRO brother,
Josef
Hellatern

Aneta,7/16/04
Katharina
Kraspuls
2/11/32
Paul
Kraspult
3/13/30
Wilfred
Kraupula
10/3/56

Planul de Jos dates
202, Judet unknowm
Alba

10/82
and
others
dates
unknown

RO Aner Kaller,
daughter

IOXESCU

XoNEScU

X1HIW

KAM I
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LAST NAM9 nEIE1 no~

E~thl Anna-4arla
12/13/36
Petru
4/28/32
Walter
10/1/60
magdaless,
8/12/01

af.t 3/5/60

Volkna r
6/3/52
Xrstroult
1/31/52
XLUe.4/24/77

ADRES AI'FLIER - I S DE~A SEEKING P--
TIN TO JOfl T#.t

FAMILY

1981 Ciatmata 1960 7 timf e 's 0 Elisabeth
Str. Moris 1981 dates Knecht.
721. Judatul .m.- other
Timis.

ad 6 Martie 50
1-1900 TlW-

1-3050
Sishisoara
Str.6h.
DOJ.179
Jud.Anrs

6/18/80 4te.4 "
unknown

/79 Over 20
/9/83 refuse

dates
unknown

'VaShelter
daughter

M10 Sigrid
Wagner
sister

D020,000

iaria,4/4/55 Codrulul
Str,2
apt.7
Timisoar

date dates
unknown unknown

CANADA Eric
Soltan
too*.
husband

1961 19 times
19 tiem mose
subse- recently
quently 1982
most
recently
1982

10/10/76 11/10/77
11/78 '11/10/79

1964
1970
1/8/80
11/20/81
and 20
others

3/30/79
1980
1981
1982

nO

O

Mrs. Goerlonde
Goetx, daughter

ZOOS $3,700

EI US

LEO

wOc'

Katharine
5/25/57
asa

10/1.5/54
9e1no .
6/28/79
arold

6/22/79

Elisabeth
11/9/60

Wilfred
6/18/29
Barbara
9/8/35
Martin
10/17/03
Magdalena
4/24/09

Olesta Str.
GarU 953
Judetul TiasI

Lunga Nr.80
Con.Coolosul-
Mare
Judet.Tiuis.

Ste Romatic
sr.20.1900 •
Timlsoara -
riedhorf

Elisabeth
Schoch.
Aunt

Elisabeth
Bauer
grandaughter
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ADDRESS 'APFLXX) D FS

2589 Urvegen-
Girbove 465
treis Karl*-
burg
Albs, JuhiA

9/31/81
10/30/81
3/1/83

DESTINA- SELEKILC SRL
T•ON TO JOIN TAX

FTiIILY

FRO Johanna
Feyrl,
other D.430,000

Natl
12/18/32
Suvna
10/14/36

Ana.9/23/4
Gerhard
Peter Anton
10/21/19
Gerard
Peter,8/29/57

Do". 4/25/57

• BSULSCU alt,7/7/44
Livia,2/14/45
kihaI,5/5/69
Christia,
11/12/74

Margaret
.6/18/54
Antje
'/6/77
Hens-Thoms
10/19/80

No. 842
1981 Ciatmata
Judetul Timls

Bd.6
Mettle 50
R-1900
Tiaisoare

Str.gach
IA ScC,
Ap.52
Sect.2
71436
Bucharest 30

Calea
Grivitel 1
Ir.107,
31.3 st.a
Ap.40 sok-
tot Z
1-7000 -
Bucharest

Nlc.Tltu-
lescu 27
1900 Tfmi-
soare,

since 1961
1961 1977

1978
1982

6/18/80 dateswftnwn

not yet
possible

9/80
0/80
2/81
6/81
1/82
3/82 •
7/82
2/83

10/81
4/82

1/81
5/81
7/81
1/82
9/82
3/83

FIG )sMgdalena
Veber,
daughter

PRO Eve Seller,
sister

USA Christian $20.000
Heculescu

FRG Uncle,
Johann
Schniedigen

3/82 FRO Husbendi
Heans
Neumann

)GDESKR Andreas
5/14/37

Johan" ,
6/23/38

Avdreas,
9/14/62

johanna,
3/17/63

Robert Ism,"6/5/71

aars,..
417/14

LOIS

I HIOX

NEUM4M
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LA91 NA,1 .&Bsl gum

PITrUSCU Kh.2/14/53
Dorothea
1/16/56
X lhal hRa
9/19/77
Bacbra
3/22/79

ADDRESS APPLIED ' IEFSED ~&I13!&t N 22211 UC.A IL

'ToA-JIN

8tra Nova
208 Ghiab a
2251 Bresov

7/186 2 7/23/82 13, Grandfather
6 Aunt of
Dorothea

AULZSCU veraIe *
4/24/25
Nicol"e
2/3/35

8tr. Stirbel
Voda 02 Apt,
120, It U?
Suwohamet

11/81 3, time
dates

1no so Ie
rKlschban
Aunt. *
others

Simurtn 1978 &
Nt.217 monthly
Judet Arad there-

after

Bd. Leo
Saa"Jan

10/1610 Sc. Bt
etaj 7, ap. 24
1900 T1.±soara

1961
1962
1964
4/6/77

5/20/81
(03126

9/1/81
(05042

1982

dates no

13

4/20/77
4/81

(07379)
)

)

Father. DX7,000
Anton per
xeapf person

0 Peter
Bottye=n
uncle

22102,

ZIOU

unknova
sum

Elisabeth
8/28/39WenidelS
8/1/32
A=a
6/21/59

Triedrich.
5/3/41

Kagdalme.
7/1/47

Dietmar,
7/20/70

.*UAIO,
* 8/25/73
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LAST KA.% FIRST 1m

Rosalie,
5/21/09

Ilisabeth
9/14/14

Erika, 11/30/33
Kurt, 8/21/31
Volkar 11/2/59
Juergen, 2/7/62

SCH=hIDER Sebastian
9/24/07
Anna
U/4/06
Chfrstot
12/22/33
Barbara
2/21/40
,Walter
11/17/63
Erich
2/10/66

ADDRESS APPLIED DZTA -SEKN p~~j Et
TIW 'TO JOIN TAX

Str. Circus- 1961 10 Peter
ualatlunii 1962 Boty yn.
29/6 ap,166 1964 brother

Judetul Tlvds 4/6/77 4/20/77

RNG

SOM

MUll

Olaruata
Str',
Violor 594.:Judetul
Tmil

8/80
5/20/81

(#3126)
9/1/81

(5042)
1962

dates
Unknova

1/19/65
2/70
3/19/77
7/80

9 tin"a
between
1965 &
1982

4/81
(7379)

ates 10
unknown

1966
11/8/70
11/81
9/26/81
11/81

9 tie"
dat4s
unknma

no

Daughter.
grandson

Rosvithe
Froehlich,
sister

70. Daughter
Ann& Schmidt

Renete
3/13/57
Edith
12/4/61
MHaia.5/16/34
Martin, 2/22/30
Anuarlie
6/9/5
anfred,11/8/69

2463 Seica
Mare 122
Jud Sibiu

Commma Sin-
martin ur,
11, Judet
Arad.

date$ dates
unknomn unknown

1/14/79
2/17/79
5/27/82
7/21/79
9/20/79
2/10/79
2/25/80
8/19/80
10/7/80
11/7/81
2/17/82
7/27/82
2/1/83
4/19/83

12/3/81
(reg.No.
43092)

noU) Aunt, Uncle
Cousins

PRO Maria
Fackelman,
mother

2463 Seica
Mare 466
Jud Slbiu

'Alec.
Viehuta 7

R2400
SIbLu

SCLL

SOUlER
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LAST 1169

5OWLISl martin,6/5/55
larbara,4/30/59
Adilhid,2/17/82

!M s uriC 'unto. flWA- SBKNG a&

FAW 17

Comma 1/14/79 12/3/81 M1d aria
ommat.a 7/1/79 (#43092) 7ackelmm,

-JI~I 7/21/79- grandmother
ar. 66judet,6 Anad

SETAnmECU Stefan Aton 100 Dna-
1/13/48 torulul
Line-Meria Stt. Bloc
7/27/48 1OA,Apt.2
Andres WSIaC 7000
7/25/75 .lucharest

Sect.3,
-Te1.48-
74-44

12/10/79
2/25/80
8/19180
10/7/60
12/1/6l
2/17/82
5/27/$2
7/27/82
2/1/83
4/19/83

12/10/79 12/10/80
(230924) 3/10/81
4/80 4/18/61

6/20/81
8/1/81
12/1/81
3/20/82
7/15/62

$Wr=- Aristotel $23,65Q
LAW & Cornal.U

pavelem.
lmozents

Str.Zugrav 11/7
S1dekalu 12 1/60
1900 TiaLsoar

3/$1 U.S.A. daughterfuseula
Gruser

Va*Lle11/19/27
loland,4/18/62

Vasile Jr.

VASILESCU Maria StIAnA
3/12/50

yeticirli
15, 3400
Cluj-
lapoca,
Jud. diuj.

Str. 8 MaL
Aloc 6. Sc. 3
Apt.45 TI-
Jilu Jud.
Doli,

Strada
Criatesco
Dimes r.I
'loe 1050
Apt.46
73324
Bucharst
It

dates dates USA Son,
unknown unknown tot

T611in

dates datee
unknown unknown

4/82 dates
unknown

$32,000

USA BrotherVictor Tolan

USA Uncle,
Octavian
Chitulsecu

ST Gheorsho
5/7/24
Nusa
11/17/27
Teodor
2/7/57

TOI.AX

TOLTA
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Iadu,1/25/52

Mhail Couallu
1/4/39
CltudLa,4/10/74

Dittaar Klaus
6/7/44
Karl&
3/27/"
Beatrice
6/18/71

81egliade
-2/28/60

DRESS APPLXED MIS DMINA-TIO T., OJo A

Sogeava
Zanculul
ur. 37.
bloc 103
B.taJ 12
apt.46
73376
Bucharest

Ale"a Cimpul
cuilorl
No.2, Bloc
027 Apt.59
6 District
Bucharest

blvd.Lenin
8 apt.7
2-2200
Brasov

1966 Colosul
tAMsa 126
Jud-Tmlis

2/81
12/9/81
7/5/82
2/16/83

3/6/1

1970
aumally,
last in
1983

6/80
26 sub-
sequent
appluca-
tions

9/28/81
1/5/82
8/6/82
2/19/83

2/10/81
5/12/83

1970,
1983'
10 time
In betweui

date
unknown

*U.S.A. OctaViAn
Gbituleecuo
owcle

USA . Viable,
Vife

$15,704

PRO Nell1r
Wester,
brother

RO Rusband D.H.
Werner 20,004
Volt

LAST &A.E FRxT am

VASILESCU

VRAIU

WEST t

VOL?
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LAST NJAXE FIRST HMAIE

SAK. Anne-Mrie 8/9/5
Adam 7/4/49
Karin 5/14/76
Dietlinde 8/3/81

E ELXV • Andrei 10/28/37
• a8dolena-Katharina
1/10/33

FARKAS Euen 3/31/56 -

Ana 5/20/58
Iernhard
B~runo

FROM Nikolaus 4/14/29
An& 11/29/3k

ADDRESS APPLIEDO REFUSED DESTVIRA- SMFKIN;O

FAMILY
MeERS

Giarmta 278 1961
Judetul Timis

Johannisfeld 262
Jude. Tinis 1972

cowmna Voltern
W 1972

Judaetl Tii

communal Voitena
444 1972"
Judetul Timi

1964
1967
1981
1982
1983

"Seven
refuse
dates
unknown

Seven
refuse
dates
unknov

Seven
refuse
dates
unknown

R -1i
TAX

FRO Eva
Tyoteits,
sister

Po Nikolaus
Enaelmann,

,Is; son.

FRO Maria
Huff lotk,

Is, aigter

Rufflots,
is., .. deushtor

Peter 2/10/29
Eva 4/6/29
Ingrid 12/10/68

. Adam 12/24/36
Charlotte 8/5/41
Udo 3/9/64
Frank 3/15/68
Nikolaus 2/26/1897

1981 Ouauer
.78
judetul Tia

Vivar 54
Juddtul Tim

Eugen 3/21/22 Frasinulut 3
Elena Maria 4/3/28 So Sep.20
Lucian 5/11/51 1900 Timisoara
Agneta Ekaterina 3/15/55

Tiberiu 5/4/55
OILmpia 2/20/56
Robort b. 1980

1962 nO'

4/15/66 11/20/80 MrG

1962 1969
1973
1978

Str.Barnutiv 46 1962
1900 Tiodsoara

1969
1973
1978
1982

daughter
and sister.
Katherina
Keltor

Peter
Valdner

FRO Father and
brother,
Konstantin
Chord

FRO Father-
Konstantin
Cherds •

WA3RIEL

OHEPR;PA

tIEtP.A
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AF=X IS

PRIORITY
CASIS'

OO DE .AS

ADDRESS 'APPLIED RPUSED DESTIiA- S o EDUC.
'TXi 'TO JOIN TAX

Josef 12/19/31
Elisabeth 11/18/38
Josef 4/10/59
Dvald 2/4/62

Mariana Iguts

4atein 7/10/30
Varvera 4/17/34
Vorlevt 5/30/58

Natal 10/2/29
Suesna 4/20/32
Ana Loris 9/8/01

Sinandrei NR 525,1964
Jud. Tinls 12/70

'1977
7/80

1965
1972
1979

1981 Clareats 1969 8 refusals
r. 863 , dates un-

jud. Timis know

Glarata V11186 1965
Jud. Tinis

Giarmata Str.
Mor1No. 759
Jud.Tias

7 refus- M
ale

dates unknown

Several
applications
sI=e 1962

PRO Asne
Pinshofftr

no Peter Rosar
Mathia8 Rossler

Borta
Rillen

no children
Susanne
Loris
and
Matal Kramer

also 11 refusals of a toults passport to v relatives

Nikolaus 8/21/28
Elisabeta 1/13/32
Albinger, Ans
12/21/09

0 ENBEGER Petru b.1893
Magdalena 7/5/54
Sabine 7/3/75
larald 3/31/80

Clarmata 213
judetul Tinis

1981 Giarata
245 judetul
Tunts

1962
and
every
year
subse-
quent

1964

Twelve no Elisabets
tines, Schlosser,
three Suck,
between daughter$
1980 and
1983, dates
unknown

E1ht. RO Nikolaus
refusals Weldi.
dates brother
unknown

Johann 2/16/26
Maria 5/8/27
Peter 9/1/52

* Thomas 10/10/15
Katharina 11/24/12

Communa
Sacalsa
Str.1 No 38
Jud.Tiini

Covaci 217
Jud. Timis

1964 1965 71
and

several
times
SubsequentI.y

to Magdalena
Thierjung
mother

FR. Sister

LAST NAX!- FT RIAMER

COSCRY

GUIESS

ZILI

WJMER

LAY

LIND 1964 1965
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VAST NAM' MW Mal~k WA APPLIED RZI PC-$Th AW01ED

Anton 3/22/36
Zlisabeta 5/26/17

Kinhaol 3/02/i5
-Anna 6/8/36
1ifrieda 6/10/864
Alfred 3/20/59
Elvine 9/5/64

christof Madalms

Nikolaus 4/9/31
lisabeth 12/30/32

1lsbeth 11/19/6

1981 Clsrmta
104
Judetul Tltisi

1981 Giarmsts
203

1970
subse-
quently
dates
unknown

1972
1977
1978
1980
1982

wine
refusals
dares
unknown

Nine
reuseals
dates un-

.known

1955Lenauheai 1967 I4ht
196 judetu] Timis and refuse

weekly dates
since unkao
1/83

1955 Lenauhsn 1969 eight
196 fusals
judetul Timis unknow
Cala Torontalulul

2 27 Tivisoara 1972 1973
Sumer/80
every
month.
subsequently

alS,

vs

no rAtharin
Loris,
wife0

no Gertruda
Schicht
mother

FlG Welmnen

Rol&,
daughter'

r n-o5 Relaine
dates ol$,

ni daughter

no Barbara
Rohrich,
sister

Julius 2/8/22
Barbara 10/19/29
Manfred 12/23/52
esterina 2/12/57

Heidi 6/18/79

comna 1962 1963
Becicharecul 1971 1972
Kic-Satul 1977 1977
Dudestia Hoi 1978 1/1983
239
Judetul'Tiais 1982

Frans 7/20/52 5tr. Nova 98
Anna Maria 8/16/54 Ciarmata
Eleanora Eva 6/25/75 Jud. Timis

1961

Anna
Ceorg

Anton 3/11/10
Eva 1/27/29
Barbara 9/25/02

1981 Clarmata
Str. None viv.42
judet Timis

1961 Sinpetra
Hic Nr7O
Judetul Timis

1963 13 refusals,
dates unknown

1960 Seven" % FO
times,
dates
unknown

LORIS

KARU14

HIJRLACH Potru 5/23/13

MULLER

MULLER

4EISS FRO. Julis
Weiss
son

ORIH

RW-EL

no Marianna
Wagner
Mother

Kramer
Susanna

Walter
tuel,
son
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ADDRESS APPLIM RMSED D jGj Rg
IfON OJ

IPiH Kr 7

LAST NAXE

ROVNER

Nicola* 6/20/09

1961 Si"Mtru
Mdic Mr. 70

judetul Tlmis

Str.Noua 98

Irna
Josef
Kanf red
Lother

Johann 5/25/27
Eva 2/25/26
Frant 3/5/1899

Peter 3/11/11
Maria 10/28/20

1963 13 refusals FRO
dates un-
knom

Kramer
Susanna

'1961 PRO NSrAnaM

1962
1963
1980
1981
1982

1974
1977
1978
1980
1982'

la Ina Bay,
daughter

PRO Gertrude
Schicht.
vite

SCHULLER Eva 12/8/27
Kargareta 1/23/12

Giarmata 172
Judetul Tils

1961 1964
1967
1975
1981
1982
1983

FG Eva.
Tyoslts,
daughter

SCHIPPER Johann 2/11/27
Barbara 1/29/21
Barbara 11/10/01
Helmut 2/8/66

SCHLOSSER Jakob 5/29/13
Barbara 9/14/18

SCMM4DT Evald 10/7/54
Elvine 10/19/57
Helmut 8/21/82

Com.Biled Nr.91
UMel
Judet.Timis

Oiarmata 755
Judetul Timis

StrNicolae
Andreeecu 150
1900,Timisoara
VII
judetul Tiis

1970
1980

1962
1966
1969
1972

1971 MRa Eva Haa
daughter

dates
unknown

1961 Most
1/17/80 recent
every 5/82
week
subsequently

FRO Josef
Schlossea,
son

FRO Leopoldine
Hartmann
grandmother

1981 Glaruata 1961
Str.Principala
443
Judetul Timis

comuna 1983 1972
Beancec de Sue
218 judetul Timls

ROSNZR

RIYIINE

SCICHT
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FIRST NOW1E

Erna 7/5/56
Francisc 5/10/53

SCOEIDER Adam 2/4/26
Ecaterina 12/14/27
atei 4/9/59

SCHNEIDER Annemari 2/26/55
Michael 6/1/50
Evelin 12/2/74

SCHL'41 R matal 7/15/16
Rosina 7/22/20

Josef 11/16/44 .
Nargareta 5/31/54
Claudia Iris 4/19/7:
Harold Erich 7/3/73

loan 11/1/24
Mariana 4/22/31
Edgar 6/17/72
Silks 4/28/76

Ion 3/12/28
Ecaterina 3/30/29
tcaterina 8/24/07
Eva Janch 4/20/57
J6sif Janch 1/15/57

Jakob 8/28/1890
Natal 2/16/15
Ecaterina 7/22/22

Fulop 6/29/05
Nargareta 4/15/09

Francisc 9/2/33
Ana'Naria 8/16/33
G.er b. 1914

Etelca 10/17/34
losif 6/11/32
Ramona 10/20/67

ADDRESS APPLIED E S DESTIKA- SEEKINg O

YAMILY
MEMBERS

Str. Nlcol e Ard- 1965 7 refueals,RO Leopoldine
reescu 150 dates un- Rartuano,
1900 Timieocra VII known grandmother

1981 Glarmate Nr.3
Jud. Timis 1963 9 rofu- FRO HNeimn,

$als, Anneari
dates (daughter
unknown

Ciarmata No. 950
Jud. Timis

Andrei Nicoleson
Nr.36TiLsQara 1964

1981 Giarmata 854'
Judetul Timis 1969

1981 Giarmata No.187
Jud.Timis

Glarmata No.572
Jud. Timis

Covaci 71 1972
Judetul Timis sumaI

Ion

1962 nO Josef &
Anne Zeich

Ro losalia

Anne
Nine FRO Kassnel,
times daughter
refused,
dates
unknown

1961 Ro Mathias
-" Stephen (son)

1961 FRG JakobStephen (son)

1973
1979

every
month
subsequently

1981 Gtarmata 273
JhIetul Timis 1964

Str. Nicolas An-
dreescu, 15
1900 Timso-
are VII
Judetul Timis

Eight
refusAls,
dates
unknown

1961

1/17/80
every week
subsequently

no BarbaraRohrich,
daughter

Fo Nikolaus
Weldi,

FRo Leopoldine
Hartmnnn,
mother

SCK4IDT

SINK

STEFA.

STEFA.L,

WEISS,

WELDI

WENZEL
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LAST ?4AMS ni MUeAI ADDES AIZE MEUSED DETIA- E
770W ~ 70 vE A

PIN i ifL

iafred 7/2/50
aifriede 11/20/52
lichael 3/21/74

Moaka 6/27/77

7/8/29"1/22/29

1865 Snicolui
VareSttiS UiCtrlca

1960
Judetul Tiis

Olarmte lWo.950
Jud. Tlads

Seven
times

unknown

n0 Water
brothq?

1962 730 Josef &
Anne ZeIClA
(Curtisa Parents)

WOLY

212CR
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OTU AP"L8

REEIE Uh TUE

LAST 90 DAYS

(AMlh-JVn 1983)

.kw1J~ PM a BU.IZ FIRST A?PLIE

3100S iurt-Frts 9 Mat St. 24 1/21/71
Mark-Sigrid Sibiu Bermsontadt
Corina

BUM Sofie-Rmelie 9 Kal St. 24 5/31/77
Sibiu eruannatedt

UY1 WI4h4el. Str. Haripiel No. 6 Date Unknovn
Wise Scare 3 &p. Z.R.

V1lS 1900 Timisoara Colee/Sagulul
Rudolf Jud. Tints
Luis

MA1TR, Katherine Spl.T Vladsairecu 32 10/5/78
1900 Timisoar

GTORIIRO Adelheid Plate Romanior 8 4/79
Jullus Tiulsoara
Alexandre

03101 Jakob Zorilor 12 1981
1800 Lugoj
Jud. Timis

STIRNIR leLnrich Str. 23 August 8 12/80
Ads 2475 Ap nta
Gerhard Jud. SibJe

T m ilh7ly Str. arciselor 4
4300 T6 Nore

USINIMVCIO lea-Lalioars Str. Master Besrab 100 8/82-short forms
Rim cu-Sarat
jud. Buzau

TUTUHAU Corina Fauret Str. 5 10/80
Bloc C ap. 143
Bucharest

HAM Anna Str. Triusfulul 3 3/20/80
Timisoera

FISTRAM 1468 Termia-Kica 18 4/77
Jude. Timis

MARTIN Aurelia 8tr. GR. Lazer 21 10/79
Frederic Bloc 71, Scare A ap.15
Aloisila Ttmsoara
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ADDRESS

PAUN Loris
Hihasla

IRCIGASSNER Peter
Won
Herbert

BiITZ ubeth

LUPULE8CU LeS

STOZADIN

MUSSLU

SAAs,

Batesar
Anna,
Alfred
Roevita

Katharine
Joseph
Moulka
Irvin

Karia,
Alfred
Arno

Intrid
Irvin
Roes

John

VOGLBUBISR Georg

DAN

SCI4IT

RUZICSKA

Cataln
Carmn
Kate

Ellebeta
Jakob
Margaret&
[ristine
Barbara

Barbara

nI ST APPLItD

Str. Kinotaurulul 71'
sec. 5

Iucharet

1955 Lenauheol No. 433
jud. TwL.

er. Snagor 25
Tialsoara

5tr. Ceras nr. 19
Tialsoara

8/80

Unknom

1964

1980

Glarmat. $etr. Sifoanelor 1961
Nr. 339
judetul Timis

Cale Saeulul 74 1/13/64
ap. 26
1900 Tiusoars

str. snagor 25 1964
Tiaisoara

8cr. J Vladialrescu 4 4/26/81
1953 Jimbolia
Aud. Timis

Gloraeto No. 586 8/14/81
Judetul Tiis

Str. 10, No. 31a
Kreis Hesmannstadt
Orosseu, Sibiu

Str. Radu Cristian
St. 1 Ap. 7
Bucharest

Ciar-sa
S.r. Johann 1107
Timis

Clarinets
Str. Johann 1107
Timis

8/81

Nr. 4 5/23/81

1975

1975



SEMI

WU

FaLM
KARSAn

Ann&

Annllese,

Susamne

Zoltan

POPSCU - loan
Viorlca
Radu
Zoaterina

N1ISHANDL Nicol"
An&
Aa

FLAI Gerllnde
Rans

10VERs

SAUVWINN

Roland

Arno

Josef
Scaterzaa

FISCmt

UAIICSCU Crietlan

WKll

ZxAv

Trans
Nagdalena

Frans
Mariame
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Ganista 318
Judetul Tiuls

Comma Peclul Nov 436
judetul Tmleo

2442 Sure-Mica 94

I'dul Lenin 25
Cluj-NapoCA

Str, General Comat 17
lucharest Seat. 1

Comma Tomnatic 713
Judetul TJ1.1

Str. Abatoruul 8
1-3125 Medlasch
jud. Sibiu

2221 Ullmov etrada
Flerlton 62
Jud. Brasov
District Kronstadt

Str. GH.DOJA Nr.1
1900 TWasoara

Bul. 8 Ht 139
Or. Scale
Jud. Braseov

itr. Serdarulul 13
Bloc 48, ap. 211
Bucharest sector 1

Oravisa Str. Hireas 3
jud. severIA

Lugorsh etr.
vnlet 1.

26-235 0 - 83 - 9

'1959

9/81

8/28/1

Smmer 1980

6/7/80

1978

Unknown

1/16/79

10/4/82

11/2/81

Unmown

UVnown
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Am$WL

m,

Adolf

Ralmer
lsmate-Aloo

mar" ta

Johann
Nsrda
Atrid14taste

add.

Johann

Jobham, Jr.

RXULA
Andrel

Zoan
Naaretst

mos.
woror
Hrbert

Vsuo. lolf
Im Arnie.se

Josef
Jullana

Asm"Iel

'/75

'75

2/60

1985 Keeloc 279 12/4
Jud. Tiui

1905 /uloc 279
Jud. TWOle 12/4

Otr. Doe 31 /2
1-2400 Sibiu

Ott. 13 Decoibrie Kr. 30 4/80
ap. 17
1900 TLeiooara

3042 Tiuat 457 U/7
Judetal Irsrov

Str. J.J. Rousseau 5 1981
&p. 3
3400 Cluj

1963 Fort= 553 10/14
Judet Tinls

Str. Jurtittel 140 8/78
Jud. Sibin

Str. Justittel 14 8/78
Jud. Sibln

3050 Stlhlboars 2/79
OCr. Plopi.or 24.

ot. 3, op. 14

1-2458 Apoldul
do am Hr. 3532

Judatul Sibiu

/82

/78

?Sa

WSW

scHIMD



sofia
GobrielaVwrI
Virobi

aDE1R Amnelieae

Odo
Rsemrie
Pd.
Rolf

211sbetA

SUTFANIZ Orchard
Marianne
Christi"
Vve

ST1EIT MTIRU Carol

Michael
Maria
Johann
Charlotte
Thomas
Johann
Maria
Igpats
argaretha

Schrs, Anna

Nikolaus •
glisabetha
Knobi , Vilteaud

. T KW

Str. $coals, U
do loot 18
2400 Sibiu

Str. Brincovesnu
12 Lugoj

str. Cohov 17
1900 Timlsoara

Str. SrAgov 25
1900 Tiaisoara

/19/79

1979

unknown

1965

127

n T

74655 Alos 1980
slocurLloo 4
Aloc. M 42 It.4
Ap. 17 So.4

8tr.Labilint 4/4181
12 Apt. 59
Cirouualtinull
3 1900 m-twsowa

2261 Sercal 198 2/24/77
Krols Brasov

Comua Towatic .1975'
693
Judetul Tiis

ADORIA

COCION

TREVDLL.
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Andress

Sonja

Vilbhim'

A trie

Whoe

Hotalns

loan
3.liabeths
loan
grima
U1444,.

Katlnr8

Alexander
Barbara

Nlkolaus
Katahns,
Ewald
Anueliese

Johann
lietta
DIetuat

.Ann -Thereat&
Tiberlu

iulqvtdul unjouovu

Plavati 110
1900 Tlsoara

Strt Too"s 5/12/81
Ioomeu 4

Oiarmea 318 1959

Jndewtla T

1938 Psoiul- Uknown
wou NV.175
Judetul Tlmis

1954 Grabati 6/1981
Nt. 226
Jud-Twsl

8tr. Tlgrullu 3/79
45 1900 Tiaboara

11/17/76
Dinlcu OoleaCu
Str.4
2400 Sibiu
Judetul Slbiu
Suceava 14 1/29/82
Of f Ia. Post 8
1900 Tnlsoara

ZASTNAM, fnlmj

IEOT

1uMzCR

flOHC

GARTH

HRil

KRST

iLEIN
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%LuSCU

FIRST

Calugareni
Str,5
2400 Sibiu

1/7S

MIRT XAXES

Wolfson$
Peter

Annaliese
Kanfred

Dr.Friedrieh
Matthiae
Angelika
Susanna

Michael

Dittmar Udo

KarlaGlee

Andreas
Rildegard

Helmut

Roruas

Sigrid
Frits
UteChrista
ElkeHelde

Wilhelm
Elisabeth
Wilhelm
Liebeth
Dituar
Krista

Anita
Bernd

Martin
Katharine
Hildemarie
Michael
Gerlinde

Str. Caralman
44 R-2221
Jud. Brasov

11/4/81

Neculuta Str.14 3/81
2400 Sibiu

1938 Puclul-
Rou 175
Judet, Timis

Str. Caraiman
19 R-2221
Rienov
Hipodroulil
bloc 89 apt.
32 2400 Sibiu

Str. Prof. Span
Or. I Sibiu

Str. Apararii
3 2437 Cienadie

1980

10/12/79

1979

2/78

1981

13AUS$

LEUHARDT

MlSS

MUELLER

FULLER

MULLER

NEUBAUER

unknown unknownKOCH

Tirnavloara 120 unknown
3158 Copse Mica
Judetul Sibiu
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lIT
AMuI '6IR

OrLL

ROTEROT

8u~1

SCMMD

ICDIZZSU

SC6UULR

SCnHtM

Str. Nova 208
Ohtmbav 2251
fraso

Lotte
U1latt
Dottina
Martin

Ronali
Nicolas
bret

franctsa
Magdalna

21ld.
Jobann
ae werner

Orvwn

SogiA
$oft

Christine
Margareta
Jokob
2itiabeta
Sarbara

Rildeegrd

Peter
Margaret
Helnuth
HartvI8
MarL8

Diotuar

comaa Tostic
199 Jutdetul Tim

comune Toiatto
Judetul T is

comma Tometio
232 Judetul
Tints

Oru"is 29
Judetul
11ure
3066

2417 KiercurGao
Sibtu Ir.16
Judetul Sibiu

1911 Glarmsta
Str. Johann
1107 Judetu1

Calugareall
Ser.5 2400Sibiu

commo Tostle
Judetul Timi

S 1900 Tialsoars

1969

1969

1969

9160

1975

12/80

1976

0/82

7/18/82SIRE Valter
Dora
Gudrun
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STATEMENT OF JERI LABER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HELSINKI
WATCH, NEW YORK,

Ms. LAine. Thank you very much.
My name is Jeri Labor, and I am the executive director of the

U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee. We are a nongovernmental orga.
nization dealing with the human rights compliance in the 85 Hel-
sinki signatory countries.

We have published reports on a number of these countries, not
just members of the Warsaw Pact but also Turkey and Yugoslavia,
and we have also criticized violations in Western Europe and the
United States as well.

In June of this year we published a 45-page report on human
rights violations in Romania. I would like to submit that today, if I
may, in addition to my written testimony.

The report follows:]
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Romania: Human Rights in a "Most Favored Nation"

June 1983

A Report by the US. Helsinki Watch Committee

36 West 44th Street
New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 840-9460

705 G Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
(202) 546-9336
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PREFACE*

I was invited to Romania in October to attend a

conference on "The Future of the Helsinki Process." The

conference, sponsored by an independent, New York-based

institute, included as participants government officials and

prominent scholars from Eastern Europe, Western Europe, the

United States and Canada.

To underline the importance that..the government attached

to the event, an invitation was extended to all participants

to meet with President Nicolae Ceausescu on the morning after

the conference ended. Unfortunately, a tight traveling

schedule made it impossible for me to extend my stay and

attend that meeting.

Instead I left with several other participants on October

10, 1982. We were chauffeured to theairport, where we were

met by several helpful and deferential aides who ushered us

into an official visitors' lounge. There we were offered

coffee and comfortable chairs in which to wait while they took

care of the exit formalities. Our spirits were high, as is

often the case with Westerners about to pass through the Iron

Curtain to more congenial capitals in the West,

Suddenly, one of the aides reappeared and asked me to

accompany him; supposedly there was a message for me. I was
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led into the office of the chief militia officer, a heavyset

man in a brown uniform who rose behind his desk when I

entered. With both of us standing, he proceded to conduct a

10-minute interview with me, using the services of a slight,

thin-voiced young interpreter who stood at his side.

"You entered Romania on October 5 as a tourist, several

days before the conference at Lake Snagov."

"I did."

"We have received reports from Romanian citizens that

while you were in Bucharest you saw people and broke our

laws."

"I was not aware that it was against the law to speak

with Romanian citizens."

"It is if you discuss the sort of problems you discussed

with them."

Not knowing his intentions, I was not about to initiate a

protracted dialogue. Thus, I refrained from asking exactly

how he knew the substance of my discussions with Romanian

friends. Instead, I stood and listened as he explained, a

cold smile on his face, that if I were to come back to

Romania to talk to "discontented people about problems," I

would not be welcome in his country.

I thought about my "contacts" in Romania - a handful of

people, friends of friends, whose names I had hastily

assembled before my departure. Because of my interest in

human rights, it is not surprising that my Romanian friends
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in the West would direct me to people with similar concerns

in Romania.

Despite warnings to me before I left that I would be

followed in Romania ("all foreigners are"), that my phone

conversations would be tapped ("all telephones are"), and

that people would be too frightened to talk to me ("each

Romanian citizen must report every contact with a foreigner

.within 24 hours"), and also despite an obvious display of

police force throughout the city, I was not aware of being

followed. As a participant in a conference at which human

rights would be a major topic, I had:assumed that placing

restrictions on my freedom would be counterproductive.

Indeed, numerous references by the militia officer to my

attendance at the conference led me to believe that, had I

,not been a conference participant, I would have been

subjected to much rougher treatment.

Instead, we stood facing each other across the desk while

I wondered about the real purpose of the interview. Then the

message was delivered: "The people with whom you visited have

brought their problems on themselves," I was told. "But if

you choose to discuss their problems when you return to New

York, they will have more problems."

Well, Mr. Militia Man (whose name I did not have the

comppsure to ask), your program of intimidation has worked.

I am not writing about the pathetically few visits that I was

able to arrange in Bucharest, from which I learned nothing
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that hasn't already been well documented in the West.

Instead, I am writing about my meeting with you. it reveals

more about the state of free expression in Romania than any

report that I might have written about my conversations with

your countrymen.

Jeri Laber

Executive Director
U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee

*This Preface is adapted from an article that appeared in The

Los Angeles Times on December 15, 1982.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Romania is the only Warsaw Pact country that has taken

foreign policy positions that diverge from official Soviet

dictates. The first Eastern bloc country to establish

diplomatic ties with Western Germany in the 1960s, Romania has

departed from Soviet policies in maintaining close relations

with China after the Soviet-Chinese rift and with Israel after

the 1967 war. Romania has taken issue with the Soviet Union

on the invasions of Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan, the

imposition of martial law in Poland, and the continued

deployment of 5S20 medium-range nuclear missiles in the

USSR.

In an effort to encourage Romania's independence from

Soviet orthodoxy, the United States has given Romania

substantial trade benefits under the most-favored-nation

tariff status (MFN) which Romania has enjoyed since 1975 and

which ensures that tariffs on goods imported from Romania are

no higher than those on imports from Western trading

partners.

Section 402 of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the 1974

Trade Act, however, links the continuation of the

preferential tariff policies of MFN directly to the

maintenance of a humanitarian emigration policy. Because of

this, Romania's repressive emigration practices have been

increasingly called into question during the annual MFN

hearings in the U.S. Congress, and the continuation of
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Romania'a MFN status has become more and more unjustifiable.

Whenever MFN has. come up for renewal, the Romanian government

has made some timely but token gestures by releasing some

political prisoners or resolving certain family reunification

problems. On the whole, however, Romania's internal policies

have deteriorated to the point where Romania is now one of the

worst human rights offenders in Eastern Europe.

Although Romania's restrictive and punitive emigration

policies have been the focus of considerable attention in the

United States in recent years, abuses of the right to emigrate

should not draw attention away from some of the conditions

that make people want to emigrate in the first place. Thus,

in addition to discussing Romania's emigration policies, this

report also deals with other areas of human rights in

Romania - political prisoners, freedom of expression, workers'

rights, religious freedom and minority rights - as well as

threats to Romanian emigres abroad. Abuses in each of these

areas contribute to a generally deplorable human rights

- situation in Romania at the present time.

This report has been prepared in connection with President

Reagan's June 3, 1983, recommendation that MFN should be

extended to Romania for another year. It sets forth the facts

of human rights abuse in Romania with the hope and expectation

that members of the U.S. Congress will use their considerable

leverage with Romania during Congressional Hearings on 1NP to

hel1 bring about significant improvements in the Romanian

government's treatment of its citizens.
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II. ROMANIA AND MOST-FAVORED-NATION STATUS - BACKGROUND

Romania was granted most-favored-nation tariff status

(MFN) by the United States in 1975. Romania and Hungary are

presently the only Warsaw Pact nations that have this special

status which means in essence that tariffs on imports from

Romania and Hungary are the same as tariffs imposed on goods

imported from our Western friends.

In 1981 the United States imported about $550 million

worth of Romanian goods and sold Romania about $503 million

in products under MFN trade tariffs. Trade for the next

fiscal year may reach $600 million. Romania stands to lose

about S250 million if MFN is revoked, a loss of hard currency

that it can ill afford at a time when it already owes about

$10.5 billion to Western creditors.

Section 402 of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the 1974

Trade Act directly links the preferential tariff policies of

MFN to the emigration policies of the-recipient country. The

amendment was introduced in 1974 in a successful effort to

prevent enforcement of a Soviet education tax. According to

this amendment, countries that prevent emigr-ation or

tax their emigrants more than a "nominal sum" do not qualify

for MFN.

Romania's MFN status is renewed annually. Each year, 30

days before the expiration of MFN, the President must certify

to Congress that Romania is practicing a humanitarian

26-235 0 - 83 - 10
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emigration policy in order for MFN to continue. Congress. may

veto the Presieent's recommendation for MFN by House

Resolution. If the President recommends against MFN#

Congress would have to enact special legislation to grant the

status. In previous years the President and Congress have

agreed that despite Romania's poor emigration practices,

continuation of MFN best serves humanitarian objectives in

Romania and they have voted to waive the Jackson-Vanik

stipulation.

Although the Jackson-Vanik Amendment refers specifically

to a country's emigration practices,.the spirit of the

amendment has been interpreted to include the human rights

situation as a whole. The Congressional hearings for Romania

have become a forum in which Romania's human rights record is

reviewed. Eager to see MFN continue, Romania has made

concessions with regard to human rights during MFN review

periods. Indeed, a pattern has developed in which Romania

makes small human rights improvements during the MFN review

period and then, after MFN is renewed, lapses back into its

previous disregard for human rights and for any assurances it

may have made to the U.S. government.

In June.1982, prior to last year's MFN review, President

Reagan informed Congress that unless the Romanian government

allowed a significant increase in emigration, it would be in

serious danger of losing MEN. This was the strongest

high-level U.S. criticism of Romania since MFN was granted in .
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1975. Nevertheless President Reagan, after weighing

humanitarian concerns "within the context of the satisfactory

state of overall UoS.-Romanian relations' recommended that

MFN be renewed for another year.

MFN hearings were held in the House of Representatives by

the Subcommittee on Trade on July 12-13, 1982. Senate

hearings were held by the Subcommittee on International Trade

on August 10, 1982. During these hearings, members of

Congress and of nongovernmental human rights organizations

criticized Romania's emigration and human rights records and

called for credible assurances that Romania would improve its

practices.

During the interim between the House and Senate hearings,

Romania took several hasty measures to demonstrate human

rights concerns. Levels of monthly emigration from Romania

were raised and a number of outstanding cases of interest to

members of Congress were resolved. Eleven political

prisoners who had been imprisoned for smuggling Bibles

received amnesties. Romanian officials agreed -to meet with

U.S. government officials and representatives of American

Jewish organizations to discuss ways of improving emigration

practices.1

At the August 10, 1982, Senate hearing, Senator Dole

noted that the improvement in processing emigration

applications stemmed from the Romanian government's concern

about losing MFN and that violations of religious and

minority rights continued unabated. Nevertheless, the U.S.
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Congress recessed in mid-August without disapproving

Romania's MFN status, thereby affirming President Reagan's

June 2 redommendation that MFN be renewed for another

one-year period.

It subsequently became known that just ten days before

the House MFN hearings, 12 Romanian men were tried in camera

for submitting a collective petition to emigrate. All 12

were convicted of "associating for the purpose of committing

an offense of the disturbance of the public peace" and

sentenced to three years of imprisonment. They appealed, but

on September 21, 1982, after MFN was extended, the sentences

were confirmed. Some of the men were reportedly amnestied in

December 1982, but several are still in prison.

In the fall of 1982 it was rumored that the Romanians

were plarning to impose an education tax on emigrants.

Elliott Abrams, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Human

Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, met with a Romanian deputy

foreign minister in Bucharest in October 1982 and stated that

Congress would withdraw MFN if an emigration tax went into

effect. He was assured by Romanian officials that there

would be no tax. The substance of these discussions was

revealed to the U.S. press, perhaps in an effort to ensure

that the Romanians kept their promise.

The Romanian government's November 1, 1982, announcement

of an emigration tax came as a surprise to the U.S.

government, especially after the assurances that had been
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made to Mr. Abrams. President Reagan urged President

Ceausescu to rescind the tax and during the next several

months a number of high-level talks on the subject were held

in Washington and Bucharest. But the Romanian government was

adamant about implementing the tax.

On March 4, 1983, President Reagan expressed his concern

that the Romanian government was implementing an education

tax which "conflicts with the letter and the spirit of

Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 which is intended to

remove bariers to freedom of emigration. The President

declared his intention to terminate Romania's MFN status and

other benefits as of June 30, 1983, if the education decree

remained in force on that date.

On May 18, 1983, after another series of high-level

meetings, Romania informed the United States that it intends

to stop imposing the education tax. On June 3, 1983,

President Reagan announced that MFN would be renewed for

Romania for another year because of assurances he had

received from President Ceausescu about dropping the

education tax.

Past experience has made it difficult to trust the

Romanian government's promises. Moreover, by agreeing not to

enforce the education tax, the Romanian government apparently

seeks to draw attention away from emigration and other human

rights violations which had endangered MFN long before the

education tax became an issue.
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III. EMIGRATION

The Romanian government does not recognize the right of

citizens to leave and return freely to their homeland as

guaranteed by the Helsinki Final Act and the U.N. Declaration

of Human Rights. The only official purpose for which

emigration is allowed by the Romanian government is family

reunification. Thus most Romanians who are permitted to

emigrate have relatives in Western Germany, the United States

or Israel. i

Procedures for emigration from Romania are plagued with

lengthy, bureaucratic delays and arbitrariness. Romanian

citizens who apply to emigrate to the West are subjected to

extensive harassment and treated like foreigners in their own

country. Romania's introduction of an education repayment

decree last year has effectively prevented educated persons

from applying to emigrate. These problems have been

compounded for those seeking to come to the United States

because U.S. immigration law has fixed a quota for Romanians

that is far below the number of applicants.

a. Applicants for Emigration

Despite Romania's restrictive emigration procedures,

substantial numbers of Romanians have been allowed to depart

for the West in recent years. Since 1972, the number of

emigrants has more than doubled, reaching about 18,000 in

1982. This is currently the highest emigration figure for

any East European country, yet it is believed to represent
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only a small proportion of Romanian citizens who wish to

emigrate. Widespread discontent with economic and civil

rights conditions in Romania has led to Romania's high

emigration figures, rather than a *liberal" policy on the

part of the authorities.

There is no complete list of Romanian citizens who want

to emigrate or have been refused permission to leave Romania,

although the Romanian Rabbi Moses Rosen and various American

Jewish organizations do have comprehensive lists of Romanian

Jews who wish to emigrate to Israel. The American Embassy in

Bucharest estimates that about 9,000 Romanians have applied

to emigrate to the United States but have not received

permission from Romania. 2

Ethnic Germans, with a population of roughly 348,000,

make up the second largest minority in Romania, after the

Hungarians. In 1978, Romania made an agreement with West

Germany not to allow the annual level of emigration for

ethnic Germans to drop below 11,000, the total for 1977. In

1982, approximately 12,000 ethnic Germans emigrated to West

Germany, the same number as for 1981.

Approximately 2,450 Romanians of various ethnic

backgrounds emigrated to the United States in 1982, as

compared to 2,350 in 1981.

Jews leaving for Israel make up roughly 10 percent of all

those emigrating from Romania. In 1982, 1,600 Romanian Jews

left for Israel, in comparison with 1,200 in 1981, and 800 in

1980. Although the totals of Jewish emigration have been
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increasing in recent years, yearly totals have dropped from a

high of 4,000 in the 1970s. This may be explained by the

fact that the Jewish population is declining in Romania. At

the end of World War II, there were 450,000 Jews in Romanial

today 32,000 remain, and some 350,000 Romanian Jews are

living in Israel.

b. Education Repayment Decree

On November 1, 1982, the Romanian government decreed that

an education tax would be levied on all prospective

emigrants. The decree provides that all citizens under

retirement age wishing to emigrate mus repay the state - in

hard currency and at the rate of about'$2,500 per year - for

the cost of their education beyond the compulsory 10 years.

The fee may range from several thousand dollars for the

equivalent of a high-school education to $40,000 for a

medical degree. According to the decree, "the sums shall be

established by the application of rates laid down by law for

foreigners who themselves pay for their studies in the

Romanian Socialist Republic."

Unlike the 1973 Soviet emigration tax decree, the

Romanian tax must be paid in hard currency - Soviet citizens

paid in rubles - and it is far higher.

The decree also provides that the property of emigrants

will be confiscated or subject to compulsory sale to the

state at prices fixed by the state. From the date an

individual receives permission to leave Romania to the actual
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date of his departure# he must pay all taxes and medical

expenses in hard currency, as if he were a foreigner.

According to the decree, repayment for education and

other goods and services must be made after permission to

emigrate has been granted, but before delivery of the

passport. This leaves room for bureaucratic delays. Anyone

trying to evade these regulations by leaving illegally or by

failing to return from a trip abroad will be sued, either in

Romania or abroad, until his debt to the..state is paid.

Romania's lei is not convertible, and according to

Romanian law, it is a crime for private citizens to hold

foreign currency. Accordingly, the education tax effectively

prevents most citizens from emigrating, except for the few

emigrants who have wealthy relatives abroad.

Although the Romanian government presented the decree as

a matter of "ethical principle" that emigres should

"reimburse society for. the material efforts expended," there

is reason to believe that the Romanian government's motives

were more complicated. A realistic concern with the "brain

drain" resulting from emigration was revealed in Romania's

initiative in proposing a resolution by the Group of 77 to

the U.N. General Assembly concerning financial compensation

for the "exodus of educated persons from the developing

countries." Meeting this concern is a complicated matter

which# in the case of Romania# might have to include

mitigating the political and economic conditions that make

emigration desirable. Instead of confronting the complex
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questions, the regime attempts only to discourage the huge

number of prospective educated Romanian emigrants or, as an

alternative, seeks to be compensated for their emigration

with much-needed foreign currency.

It may also be that President Ceausescu had in mind the

possibility of using the education tax as a bargaining chip,

something that could be repealed or not enforced as a sign of

"good will" when most-favored-nation status came up for

renewal. And indeed, on May 18, 1983, Romania informed the

U.S. that to avoid losing its tariff status, it intended to

stop imposing the tax on prospective.-emigrants.

Before May, however, according to the U.S. State

Department, at least two dozen cases were reported concerning

enforcement of the tax. The Paris-based League for Defense

of Human Rights in Romania has also reported a number of

cases in which the education decree was enforced, including

in which the education decree was enforced, including the

following:

-Sergiu Eretescu (str. Drumul Taberei 83, Bucharest),
brother of C. Eretescu of Providence, R.I., USA, was
advised in February 1983 to pay a sum of $18,000 to
emigrate.

-Dr. Elena Petronela Neagoe and her son Calin Petru
Neagoe (Piata Victoriei 9, Cluj Napoca), wife of Dr.
Aurel Neahoe of Dusseldorf, West Germany, received
permission to emigrate in August 1982 but in March 1983
the authorities refused to deliver their passports and
demanded payment of $23,000.

--Ana Roata and her son Toma Roata, wife of Toma
Roata of Brussels, Belgium, have been assessed S5,000.

-Cornelia Takacs Koppandi, her husband Stefan and
son Pavel(Hipodrom IlIl, bl. 48, Sibiu), sister of Ileana
Stefanescu of Paris, France, assessed $15,000.
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-A group of 67 Banat Swabians (ethnic Germans)
addressed an appeal to the U.S. Congress and the Madrid
Conference, stating that they wish to emigrate to West
Germany and are being asked to pay up to 10,000 DM
-even for uneducated persons-in order to emigrate.

c. Reprisals Against Applicants for Emigration

The education tax is only one of the many obstacles the

Romanian government has set up for would-be emigrants. The

Romanian government has also reneged on a 1982 promise to the

U.S. Administration that all applications would be processed

in six to nine months, that delays would be eliminated

between receipt of permission and actual departure, and that

.prospective emigrants would no longer be harassed.

Throughout 1982 and the first quarter of 1983,

considerable delays continued in the processing of emigration

,applications. Those who applied to leave Romania were

frequently deprived of their jobs or places in schools,

denied food coupons, and forced to pay for medical expenses

in hard currency. Some were evicted from their homes, their

household goods confiscated without compensation. Some

individuals were jailed for publicly protesting refusal or

delay of permission to emigrate. There have also been

reports that individuals have been prevented from contacting

the American Embassy in Bucharest to obtain assistance in

emigrating. For example, in both July 1981 and June 1982,

Gheorghe Brasoveanu and his wife were seized by the police as

they approached the American Embassy where they had been
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invited to discuss their applications to emigrate; they were

arrested, held for half a day, and told that the police would

prevent any future attempts to visit the U.S. Embassy.

Since the Romanian government signed the Helsinki Final Act

in 1975, Romanian citizens and their relatives abroad have

increasingly turned to the U.S. Congress, the State Department,

and private human rights organizations with pleas for help in

gaining emigration permission. In 1982, the New York-based

International League for Human Rights presented to a

Congressional subcommittee documentation concerning the cases of

275 families, including 43 considered "hardship" cases. Nine of

these families had been attempting to emigrate for more than 15

years. Just before the League testified at MFN Congressional

hearings in August, 1982, the Romanian authorities reported that

..approval of departure had been granted for 15 families on the

League's list, including several long-standing hardship cases.

After the Congressional hearings, the Romanian authorities

granted emigration permission to several more hardship cases

that had been featured in the League's report. Nevertheless,

since last August, the League has received approximately 200 new

cases; many of the 275 cases presented before are still

unresolved.

The League has documented many instances of red tape and

harassment affecting those who apply to emigrate from Romania.

A small sampling would include:

-authorities sometimes refuse even to issue
emigration applications or deliberately misdirect
applicants from one office to the next or even from one
city to the next.
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-blank pieces of paper are sometimes used as
application forms, and if these are lost, the applicant
has no way of proving that he ever submitted an
application.

-a single misspelling has been used as a pretext to
force an applicant to begin the entire cumbersome
procedure over again.

-the persecution of emigration applicants has
resulted in separation of families even within Romania:
some applicants have been transferred to jobs 100-250
kilometers from their homes. Families are split because
not all members can find work in the new location or the
entire family cannot find housing together# and single
parents are forced to leave their children behind.

-children are denied entrance to school after their
parents apply to emigrate. Degrees have been, withheld
from students who have applied to emigrate.

-applicants frequently are subjected to house searches*
police interrogation, surveillance, and even
questioning of children by police in one case.
Authorities tamper with the telephones and mail of
applicants.

At the worst end of the spectrum of repressions

persistent applicants are incarcerated in psychiatric

hospitals (see also Political Prisoners).

-loan Sachelarie, professor of literature and language,
was committed to a psychiatric hospital and forcibly
administered neuroleptic drugs. He was pronounced
mentally incompetent and diagnosed as suffering from
"emigration fantasies." His case was resolved
satisfactorily and he was allowed to emigrate from
Romania.

Also of concern are the unresolved cases of former

political prisoners and other active dissidents who have

suffered repression and have indicated their desire to leave

Romania. Romanian authorities are reluctant to allow

dissidents to go the West, afraid perhaps that their

criticism may attract international attention.
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-Fibia and Maria Delapeta (Str. Carpinis Hr. 13, Jud.
Hunedoara), sisters, aged 28 and 25, members of Romanian
Orthodox Church, arrested October 1981 for unauthorized
receipt from abroad and distribution of Bibles.
Sentenced in December l981 to five years of prison, but
amnestied in July 1982 while MFN review was in progress.
They continue to be harassed and seek to leave Romania.

-Paul and Pauline Dragu and four children (Str. 8 Martie
Nr. 5, Tirgu-Jiu), members of Church of the Brethren.
First applied to emigrate to U.S. in 19791 after repeated
denials went on hunger strike in January 1982. For this,
Paul was sentenced to 6 months on "pArasitism" charges
Pauline was sentenced to 4 months but released after 10
days. Still under harassment.

-Vasile and Elisabeth Paraschiv (Str. Basarabilor 5,
Sc. G. Apt 12, Plolesti), trade union activists, formerly
interned in psychiatric hospitals. Seek exit visas.

-Frs. Dumitrescu, Cernat-Emeric, and Negruita, three
Romanian Orthodox priests of Lugoj. Denied permission to
preach for religious activism now performing menial
labors* Seek exit visas.

d. Problems in Entering the United States

An incongruous situation has now arisen in which the

United States is urging Romania to facilitate emigration, but

is unable to accept all the emigrants under existing U.S.

immigration regulations.3 In the mid-1970's a special Third

Country Processing program (TCP) was started for Romania.

Under this program, Romanians with exit visas who did not

qualify for admission to the U.S. as immigrants were

permitted to travel to Rome for processing as "refugees" by

the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service. At that

time there was no limit on refugee admissions to the United

States. The 1980 Refugee Act, however, established a quota
a
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of 2,300 for Romanian TCP admissions in 1982, and of 1,200 to

1,300 admission for 1983. The American Embassy in Bucharest

has reported a backlog of more than 1,000 persons who have

received exit documents and are awating passage to Rome. An

additional 8,000 to 9,000 Romanians are estimated to have

applied for the TCP program but have not been issued exit

visas by the Romanian government. In order to deal with the

backlog of cases, the TCP was suspended in September 1982 and

those who applied between January and September 1982 were

informed that their admission to the United States could not

be guaranteed, and that they may have to wait for as long as

two years for processing.

The U.S. government must find a way to eliminate these

bureaucratic immigration policies and allow Romanian

emigrants to enter the United States. The Senate Foreign

Relations Committee has suggested that the backlog of pending

TCP cases could be eliminated within two to four years if

numbers for Soviet or other refugees whose actual admissions

fall far short of authorized admissions are temporarily

shifted to the TCP.

IV. POLITICAL PRISONERS

The number of political prisoners in Romania is not

known. Although many of those who are incarcerated are being

punished for seeking to leave Romania illegally or for

protesting the denial of exit permission, others have been

imprisoned because of their religious or human rights
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activities. There is no due process, and prison

conditions are deplorable. Although information is scarce,

there is reason to believe that forcible confinement in

psychiatric hospitals is frequently used to punish people for

the legitimate exercise of their rights.

a. Imprisonment of Those Seeking to Emigrate

It appears that many political prisoners are charged with

applying to emigrate, or with publicly protesting denial of

exit visas, or with attempting to leave Romania without

official authorization, usually after permission to emigrate

has been repeatedly delayed or denied. Attempting to cross

the border illegally is punishable by six months to three

years of prison or corrective labor. An application to

-emigrate frequently leads to loss of employment, which may be

followed by charges of "parasitism" for not being employed

-an offense punishable under Decree 153/1970 by up to six

months' imprisonment or by compulsory corrective labor.

Some typical cases adopted by Amnesty International

during 1982 follow:

-Elisabeth Simut, 26, of Dubraveni, arrested in June
1982 while attempting to leave the country without
authorization and sentenced to six months' imprisonment.
She had repeatedly applied for permission to join her
husband in-West Germany since 1979 and had been refused.

-loan Duda, 33, Seventh Day Adventist, of Bucharest,
arrested in August 1982 while trying to cross the border,
reportedly sentenced to one year in prison.
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-Gheorghe Sirbu, arrested in November 1980 near the
Yugoslav border as he attempted for the third time to
leave Romania without permission. le was reportedly
attacked by border guard dogs and beaten so severely by
security agents that he was hospitalized. Sentenced in
April 1982 to 10 months of forced labor at a work site in
Border Verd. Escaped from there and again tried, to leave
Romania by trying to cross the Danube to Yugoslavia with
diving equipment. He was caught and arrested.

-Silvia Tarniceru and Elena Boghian, sentenced in March
1982 to 15 months of prison for trying to leave the
country without permission.

-Mihai Filip, 27, married with one daughter, of Suceava,
refused permission to emigrate in 19781 applied again in
1979, dismissed from his job and sentenced to three
months corrective labor. He attempted to swim across the
Danube to Yugoslavia in May 1982 and was arrested by the
Yugoslav authorities, returned to Romania in October 1982
and imprisoned in Craiova Prison. Seven other Romanian
citizens who left Romania without permission were
arrested in Yugoslavia and returned home at the same time
as Filip: loan Bistriceanu, Gheorge Dan, Nelu Galcan,
Crastea Mateiasevici, Grigore Nemes, Ion Panaite, Nicolae
Polmolea. They are believed to be still in prison.

-Vasile Preda, first arrested in 1978 for demonstrating
to obtain emigration permission and served three-month
sentence; re-arrested in July 1979 on trumped-up charges
of attempting to murder his infant son, and now serving
eight-year sentence. His parents and siblings are in the
United States.

Some individuals serving less than five years, including

Tarniceru and Boghian, mentioned above, were pardoned and

released during amnesties in August and December 1982.

These cases illustrate the frustration and isolation

that provoke Romanian citizens tb take dangerous steps to

obtain their freedom. Romanians who indicate their desire to

emigrate become social pariahs, deprived of their jobs,

denied food coupons, even evicted from their homes. They

26-235 0 - 83 - 11
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become so desperate to leave the harsh conditions in Romania,

particularly after repeated denials, that they are willing to

risk swimming the Danube or flying crop-dusters over the

border.

b. Denial of Due Process

Romanian law does not provide for habeas corpus and there

is no legal remedy for persons held without charge. According

to Romanian law, trials may be closed to the public and often

are, particularly in political cases to avoid international

publicity. Defendants are allowed access'to lawyers but are

not given adequate time to prepare a defense. Emergency

trials have been used to try and sentence a defendant in less

than 48 hours after arrest. Defendants charged with

"parasitism* are given summary trials without legal

defense.4

c, Prison Conditions

The U.S. State Department in its country Reports on Human

Rights Practices for 1982 describes conditions in Romanian

prisons as poor, unsanitary and overcrowded Prisoners are

given an inadequate diet and subjected to long working hours

and minimal medical care. Sometimes prisoners are punished

by confinement in isolation cells and are denied visits with

their relatives for as long as six months at a time. One

foriher political prisoner told Helsinki Watch that prison

was "like deaths:
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There are six persons in one room. We had cabbage,
potatoes, no meat, no bread, only polenta. There was
sand in the food. Everyone became ill with syllicosis.
You can't sit during the day. They wouldn't allow me to
receive the clothes my wife brought me. The exercise
yard was 3 square meters.

Prisoners frequently resort to hunger strikes to protest

inhumane conditions.

d. Psychiatric Confinement

The State Department reports that there are unconfirmed

accounts of confinement and forcible treatment of dissidents

in psychiatric hospitals because of their beliefs or

activities. 5 Several such cases have come to the attention

of Helsinki Watchs

-Mihai Moisa, 47, reportedly confined in the spring of
1982 to Jebel Psychiatric Hospital. First incarcerated
in July 1980 in Constanta Psychiatric Hospital after
returning from living several years in France. In August
1980 he protested in front of the Central Committee that
assurances that he would be provided with work and
lodging had not been met. He was arrested and held until
December 1980 and then released.

-Mihal Baba, late 20s, repeatedly applied to emigrate,
arrested in February 1982 after a public hunger-strike in
protest of denial of his exit visal reportedly being held
in the psychiatric section of Hospital No. 9 in the
commune of Berceni near Bucharest.

V, FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

There are no human rights monitoring groups in Romania.

Efforts to form a Helsinki group in 1977 by writer Paul Goma

ended in his expulsion from Romania and the arrest and

imprisonment of his associates. The government policy has

been to exile or imprison virtually all citizens who attempt
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to organize *watch" groups, or gather and disseminate to the

West information on rights violations.

The Romanian government maintains one of the most closed

societies in the Soviet bloc. The security police actively

discourage contacts with Westerners and even other East

Europeans, especially Hungarians. Citizens who risk speaking

out publicly, publishing or distributing literature

unofficially, or meeting with foreigners, are severely

punished.

a. Control of Publications

The government maintains complete control over

publication in Romania. Unlike Hungary, Poland, or

Czechoslovakia, Romania does not appear to have a network of

underground publishing or samizdat, independently printed

works published in defiance of government censorship. When a

group of Hungarians started a samizdat journal in

Transylvania, it was said to be the first such periodical to

appear in Romania.

Romanians who have sent petitions to the West, in

particular to the Helsinki review talks in Belgrade and

Madrid, have been detained, interrogated, imprisoned, and

exiled. The Department of Cults enforces strict guidelines

concerning the publication of religious materials, and

unauthorized importation or distribution of such literature

is prohibited and punishable by fines and imprisonment (see

also Religious Freedom)*
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b. Registration of Typewriters and Duplicating Machines

An April 1983 government decree prohibits the possession

or use of typewriters or duplicating machines by Romanians

who have a criminal record or who pose a "danger to public

order or state security," Private citizens are now required

to register with the police any typewriters they already own

or which they purchase in the future, Samples of the type

face will also be recorded. This decree is clearly designed

to discourage dissenters from writing or duplicating samizdat

literature.

c. Limits on Mail and Telephone Contact

International telephone calls in particular are monitored

in Romania, and mail between Romania and the West is

confiscated, read, and sometimes destroyed. In 1982, the

Romanian government initi&ted a tax equivalent to 20 percent

of an average monthly salary on citizens' telephone bills

when more than one call was made to a destination outside

Romania.6 This tax clearly discouraged citizens from calling

friends and relatives abroad. Romanians seeking to emigrate

and ethnic groups with relatives outside Romania have been

particularly hard hit by this tax.

d. Restrictions on Contacts with Foreigners

More than any of the East European countries, Romania

discourages its citizens from having contact with foreigners

or with relatives abroad. Many Western visitors have
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reported widespread fear among ordinary Romanian citizens

about contact with foreigners. This makes it particularly

difficult for Western journalists and human rights workers to

gather information about human rights abuses in Romania.

By all accounts, the Romanian secret police, the

Securitate, are the most pervasive in Eastern Europe, and may

hold the world's record for numbers per capita.7 Their high

visibility and efficiency helps to enforce the prohibitions on

contacts with foreigners, intimidating both Romanians and

Western visitors.

In 1972, the Romanian government enacted a decree

requiring citizens to report all contacts with foreigners

within 24 hours. This decree appears to be enforced

vigilantly, although it has not entirely discouraged some

Romanians front cautious contacts with foreigners.

Foreigners are not permitted to &tay overnight in the

homes of Romanian citizens. Decree 225/1974 stipulates that

tourists who are not Romanian citizens cannot lodge in

Romanian homes, with the exception of members of the

immediate family. The decree is punishable by fines ranging

from 5,000 to 30,000 leis and is strictly enforced by the

Romanian police.

London Sunday Times reporter Michael Dobbs gave a

humorous account of his 10-day trip to Romania in 1980, where

he calculated that at least 150 plainclothesmen and 75 cars,

with back-up from uniformed militia, were employed to keep

track of his movements. In a letter to the chief of the
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Romanian secret police, Dobbs wrote:

My chief criticism of your agents is the incompetence of
their attempts to be inconspicuous...Your men in the
delightful Hungarian-accented city of Cluj in
Transylvania were particularly talented at drawing
attention to themselves. One flattened himself
theatrically against the wall as I drove past...I
appreciate that it is sometimes difficult for your agents
to blend into a background of say, Moldavian peasants in
traditonal costume in a village church and it's bad luck
when a five-year old child rejects the company of a
secret policeman pretending to be his father. Still, I
do feel you could instruct your agents to act more
naturally...

Not all Westerners travelling in Romania have been able

to treat their experiences with such humor, however.

-On February 11, 1982, Bernard Poulet, a French
journalist, tried to visit the home of Vasily Paraschiv,
a worker activist, who had been reported to be missing or
arrested. Poulet was attacked and badly injured by
plainclothes agents, and his notebook and tape recorder
were stolen. No one came to his assistance, although the
incident took place near a police station.

-In 1982, two American pastors were expelled from Romania
after attempting to get in touch with fellow Christians.

-Jeri Laber, Executive Director of Helsinki Watch,
attended an international conference in Bucharest in
October 1982. Upon leaving, she was summoned by the
militia and told that because she had paid visits to
private citizens in Bucharest, she was no longer welcome
in Romania. Ms. Laber was also warned that her friends
would be in serious trouble if she reported the substance
of their conversations.

It is not always possible to learn about the harassment

of Romanians who speak with foreigners. But some cases have

come to the attention of Helsinki Watch:

-Dormn Tudoran, a poet who resigned from the Writers
Union in protest of restrictive policies, was summoned to
the Party offices in September 1982 for talking to a
French journalist and not reporting the contact. Tudoran
arranged a subsequent meeting and reported it to the
Writers Union in advance. He was then warned not to
attend the meeting, but went anyway, only to find six
security officers blocking his way.
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-The State Department has reported that the Romanian
authorities strictly control attendance by Romanian
citizens at functions sponsored by foreign embassies in
Romania, and that those who attend regularly have been
interrogated, detained, and sometimes physically assaulted.

VI. RIGHTS OF WORKERS

Several thousand Romanian workers have suffered

government reprisals for going on strike, and a number of

free trade union activists-have received jail sentences or

been sent into exile.

a. Restrictive Labor Legislation

Article 27 of the Romanian Constitution guarantees the

right to associate in trade unions, but Article 7 restricts

such associations by establishing that the "leading political

force in society is the Romanian Communist Party." Section

164 of the Labor Code states that official General Trade

Union Confederation bylaws are the only legitimate basis for

all trade union activity. (Romanian law does not mention

strikes, since presumably they would not occur in a socialist

society.)8

The 1981 Report of the International Labor Organization's

Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and

Recommendations concludes that the Romanian labor code and

Constitution restrict the right of workers to form

organizations of their own choosing. 9 The law establishes

such a close link between trade unions and the Romanian
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Communist Party that it is impossible for labor organizations

to operate independently. The ILO Committee asked the

Romanian government to consider measures to enable workers to

form legally independent unions and to provide full

information on the measures it will to take to this end.

b. Labor Unrest

In August 1977, 35,000 coalminers went on strike in the

Jiu Valley, site of Romania's largest coalfield. They were

protesting insufficient food, poor housing conditions, unpaid

overtime, and a new,unsatisfactory pension law. President

Ceausescu himself came to the Jiu Valley, where he met with a

hostile reception. He promised that no reprisals would be

taken against the strikers, and that immediate improvements

would be made with regard to providing food, a shorter work

week, and improved housing.

Despite President Ceausescu's promise, the area was

surrounded by Securitate troops and declared off limits. At

least 4,000 miners were dismissed from their jobs or

transferred to other mines. Some were put into a work camp

on the Danube-Black Sea Canal. Members of a 20-person

delegation that presented grievances to the Central Committee

in Bucharest were arrested after they returned to the Jiu

Valley. They were demoted, sent without trial to work in

other districts, and put under police surveillance.

Two strike leaders, Ian Dobre and an engineer named

Jurica, died shortly after the strike under circumstances
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that were never thoroughly investigated by the police. The

Paris-based League for Defense of Human Rights in Romania

reports that 25 miners from the 1977 Jiu Valley strike,

including the two workers mentioned above, have died or

disappeared.

Not much is known about another subsequent miners' strike

in the Motru region of Banat that took place in the Spring of

1981. The area was said to be sealed off, and repression of

workers was reportedly brutal. There are unconfirmed reports

that two strike leaders were abducted and murdered.

There are other unconfirmed reports about the

disappearances of workers in Romania. According to the State

Department, reports of politically motivated disappearances

in Romania that have occasionally appeared in the West and

have been documented by international organizations have

neither been confirmed nor refuted by the Romanian

authorities, who have discouraged efforts to investigate such

reports.10

c. Free Trade Union Organizing

In March 1979, a group of intellectuals and workers

formed the Free Trade Union of Workers in Romania, known as

SLOMR. The SLOMR founding document was signed by 20

individuals, including 16 workers from Turnu-Severin. It

asserted the right to form free trade unions guaranteed under

Article 22 of the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights, and Article 8 of the Covenant on Economic,
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Social and Cultural Rights signed by the Romanian government

in 1974. The SLOMR document stated that unemployment in

Romania was widespread, and asked for the lowering of work

quotas, provision of food, safety precautions and adequate

working conditions, and an end to unpaid compulsory

"patriotic" work.

SLOMR eventually attracted at least 2,000 supporters.

These included about 1,500 workers from Tirgu Mures, an

industrial city chiefly populated by Hungarians, and where a

clandestine free trade union movement had been founded in

1978 by workers, peasants, and soldiers.

The Romanian authorities rapidly suppressed the fledging

labor movement.

-By the end of April 1979, 15 SLOMR workers were given
prison sentences from three th sox months under Decree
No. 153 prohibiting parasitismm."

-Eugen Onescu and several other workers were interned
in psychiatric hospitals.

-Founder Dr. Iona Cana, a physician, was sentenced to
5-1/2 years of prison for "conspiracy and anti-government
propaganda." Cana was eventually amnestied, but his
request to emigrate has not been granted.

-Co-founder Gheorge Brasoveanu, an economist, was arrested
in March 1979, first confined to a psychiatric hospital,
then imprisoned until November 1980. His request to
emigrate has not been granted.

-Nicolae Dascalu, another co-founder, was sentenced to 18
months of prison (reduced to 10 upon appeal) for
violating a press law prohibiting the dissemination of
information abroad without legal authorization. Dascalu
was allowed to emigrate to the United States in 1981.

-G. Grigoras was imprisoned for six months for "inciting
an anarchic and parasitic group."
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-Vasile Paraschiv, a chemical worker from Ploiesti, was
detained and beaten in Bucharest in February 1979 for his
support of SLOMR. Paraschiv had previously been interned
three times in psychiatric hospitals for political
reasons. In 1978 he had spent six months in France,
where he held press conferences about his experiences
of psychiatric abuse. After the break-up of SLOMR,
Paraschiv disappeared for some time, and when he was seen
in 1982, he appeared to have been the victim of police
police brutality. He and his wife are seeking an exit
visa.

-Carmen Popescu, 40, mother of a teen-aged daughter and
another co-founder of SLOMR, was imprisoned and released,
then re-arrested in 1981 and sentenced to six years of
imprisonment. She is still in prison and is in bad
health.

-Virgil Chender, a worker from Sighisoara, went to
Bucharest in March 1979 to submit a collective statement
of support for SLOMR from 1,487 workers in Tirgu-Mures.
He was apprehended and is still missing.

VII. RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

Romania is officially an atheist state in which the Party

attempts to suppress or at least restrict all religious

activity. Religious affairs are controlled by the

government's Department of Cults, which provides some funds

for officially recognized denominations and prints some

religious material within strict guidelines.

Most religious believers in Romania belong to the Romanlan

Orthodox faith. Hungarians, the majority of whom are

religious, are for the most part Roman Catholics or Reformed

Protestants, with some small numbers of Jews and Uniates.

Germans are usually members of the Lutheran or Roman Catholic

churches. Because Romania's minorities are closely tied to

religious denominations, the government's policies towards

various religious groups reflects its discriminatory

nationalities policy as well.
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a. State Interference in Reiigious Affairs

Before World War II, there were 60 religious groups in

Romania, but many were eventually prohibited'or violently

forced to merge, as was the case with the Uniate Church which

became part of the Orthodox church. Today there are 14

recognized denominations. Religious believers who are not

members of these state-sanctioned churches - Jehovah's

Witnesses, Mormons, Christian Scientists, and some

Protestants - are not allowed to practice their faith

publicly and are harassed more than other groups. The "Army

of the Lord" renewal movement within the Romanian Orthodox

Church has been severely persecuted for opposing or

transgressing government policies, and its ministers have in

some cases been beaten, jailed, or exiled.

In 1978, an independent religious rights committee was

formed at the initiative of Pastors Pavel Nicolescu and

Dimitrie Ianculovici. The committee, known as the ALRC

(Christian Committee to Defend Freedoms of Religion and

Conscience), monitored religious persecution and appealed to

the state to guarantee religious rights and cease

interference in church affairs. Many Baptists and Adventists

were arrested, sentenced and imprisoned in connection with

the ALRC, and-Pastor Nicolescu was expelled from Romania.

Since then there have been no public attempts to form such

monitoring committees, and individuals who transmit

information about religious persecution in Romania to the

West take great personal risks.
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With the exception of Sabbath services, all religious

gatherings are prohibited, and religious proselytizing and

education of children is discouraged, sometimes by

imprisonment of activists. Baptists, Pentacostalists, and

Seventh Day Adventists, the groups most active in seeking

converts, are also the most persecuted by the state, which

seeks to control, if not eradicate, evangelism. Religious

groups frequently run into conflicts with the authorities

when they seek building or repair permits for churches. Such

permits are rarely issued, and without them, church buildings

often must be closed or torn down.

There is sometimes a shortage of trained pastors to serve

large congregations, even for the recognized faiths. In the

case of the Baptist Church in particular, the government has

not approved permission this year for new students to enter

the seminary.

-In the fall of 1982, 66 Baptist pastors petitioned
President Ceausescu for permission to import and print
Bibles, train a sufficient number of pastors, and control
their own funds, ordinarily managed by the government.
The Department of Cults has stated that the petition is
an anti-state provocation and has not replied.

-Since the 1977 earthquake, many churches have sought
and been denied permission to build, and at least five
churches have been closed.

-In May 1983, two Baptist ministers from Medias, Ion
Stef, 48, and Benjamin Cocar, 28, and Pastor Paul
Negrutiu of Oradia, were dismissed from the official
Baptist Union for baptizing people outside Medias and
publicly praying for sick members of their congregation.
They were charged with holding illegal religious services
and investigated by the prosecutor,who threatened Stef

;and Cocar with sentences of up to three years. Negrutiu
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had been taken into custody before, in April 1983 after a
house search. All were released after protests in the
West.

b. Publication of Bibles and Religious Literature

The Department of Cults prints a limited number of Bibles

with the government's permission, but this is not sufficient

to meet the demand. The Baptist and Lutheran denominations

have made special requests for more Bibles, but the

government has not approved this to date.

The importation of Bibles and other religious literature

is not permitted in Romania. Many cases of religious

persecution in Romania involve the unauthorized distribution

of Bibles and religious literature.

-Three Romanians who were members of a ship crew
transporting Christian literature were tried and
sentenced in September 1981. The captain of the ship,
Firu Virgil, is now serving a seven-year sentence. Two
marines, loan. Viasu, 40, and Stan Apostal, 32, both
married with children, are serving six and
five-and-a-half years of prison, respectively.

-Maria Delapeta, 25, and her sister Fibia, 28, were
arrested in October 1981 and sentenced to five years in
prison for distributing Bibles. They were amnestied from
prison last year, but are under continual harassment and
seek exit visas to the West.

-Trian Dorz, 70, a pastor in the "Army of the Lord"
movement, was arrested in 1982 and given a two-year
suspended sentence for possessing children's prayerbooks
that he had written and published in the West. He
suffered a heart attack but was nevertheless re-arrested
and sentenced to two years (he had previously served 17).
Dorz was amnestied in 1982 but is still under
surveillance.

-Andrei Bach, a German preacher from Sighisoara; Horst
Feder; and Horst Wagner have all been questioned in
recent months on the activities of Klaus Wagner, a former
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prisoner of conscience active in distributionof
religious literature, who has now emigrated to West
Germany.

-Carman Constantin, 71, a Pentacostal; Daniel and Mircea
Chibici; Petre Sinitean of Beius, 61, a Baptist; and
Nicolae Moldoveanu have all been reported to.be under
investigation for the distribution of Christian
literature.

-From April 15 to May 1, 1983, Romanian secret police
reportedly searched the homes of 50 Christians, seizing
literature, tapes, and music.

c. Father Gheorghe Calciu

The most well-known prisoner of conscience in Romania is

Father Gheorge Calciu-Dumitreasa. In 1978, Fr. Calciu was

dismissed from an Orthodox seminary where he lectured in

philosophy, after he denounced atheism, materialism, and the

demolition of churches. On March 10, 1979, Fr. Calciu was

arrested and sentenced to 10 years of prison for his role in

supporting the free trade union group SLOMR, and the religious

rights committee, ALRC. Fr. Calciu was a leading Orthodox

priest in the "Army of the Lord" movement, and the

authorities apparently wanted to silence him because his

sermons attracted many young people.

Fr. Calciu had already spent nearly half of his 55 years

in prison before his most recent arrest. The current charges

against him were never made public. Romanian officials have

claimed that he was convicted of "fascist activities," but no

evidence has been produced. Fr. Calciu is now in very poor

health after a series of hunger strikes protesting

involuntary treatment with drugs, physical abuse, and
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pressure to ask for a pardon. The authorities have been

trying to compel him to request a pardon, but since this may

involve a recantation, Fr. Calciu has refused. His wife has

not been able to visit him, packages do not reach him, and

the authorities have denied requests for an independent

medical examination. Western human rights organizations have

repeatedly asked for the release of Fr. Calciu. No news

about his welfare has been received for some time.

VIII. RIGHTS OF MINORITIES

Within Romania's total population of 22.2 million, there

are many ethnic groups: Hungarians, Germans, Serbs,

Ukrainians, Slovaks, Czechs, Bulgarians, and an unspecified

number of Gypsies. In the Transylvanian section of Romania,

where the total population is 7 million, approximately four

million are Romanian, two million Hungarian, and 400,000

German. The two million Hungarians in Transylvania form by

far the largest minority in Romania. They are numerically

the largest national minority in Europe and the largest

single group of Hungarians outside of Hungary.

The tensions between Romanians and the minorities are

mainly due to Romania's complicated history, in which various

nationalities have shared the same territory and sharply

disagreed over who was there first.

The Romanian Constitution and legislation provide for

minority rights, and there is a wealth of regulations

stipulating the use of minority languages in the courts, the

26-235 0 - 83 - 12
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proportion of deputies in the Grand National Assembly and so

on, But public statments provide a clue to the real attitude

towards the national minorities:

Our party and state are faced with the duty to take
conscientious action to provide every one of our citizens
with the sort of conditions, under which the nation and
the nationalities can fulfill themselves and, at the same
time, make it possible for national differences to
diminish and gradually to disappear under communism...11

The minority groups in Romania often say that they live

under a double burden: the burden of repression in a

totalitarian state, and the burden of discrimination stemming

from Romanian chauvinism and "romanization."

a. Cultural Suppression of the Hungarian Minority

The chief complaint of the Hungarian minority in Romania

is that the number of Hungarian schools and the number of

Hungarian-language courses in Romanian schools are continually

decreasing. The Hungarian community greatly values

Hungarian-language education as a way of transmitting and

preserving culture. The decline of Hungarian education and

cultural opportunities has led many in the Hungarian community

in Romania to feel that they are being subjected to "cultural

genocide."

After 1956, the Romanian authorities began to dismantle

the Hungarian language education network in stages. Hungarian

schools were merged into Romanian schools and became

"sections,* and the sections were themselves merged over a

period of time.1 2 Each year# the number of lectures given in

the Hungarian language in Romanian schools decreases, and
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retiring lecturers are not replaced. In 1977# the Hungarian

minority leader Lajos Takacs published in samizdat a

memorandum on the nationality breakdown of the academic staff

of various departments of the Babes-Bolyai University of Cluj.

(The Hungarian Bolyal University was merged with the Romanian

Babes University in 1959.) The figures show a decrease in the

number of teachers of Hungarian nationality after 1959.13

A party resolution of 1971 determined the subjects that

could be taught in the Hungarian language. Applied sciences

were not included; thus Hungarians were restricted in

selecting careers that would help them advance in an

industrialized society. 14

An unwritten quota system is employed in Romanian schools

and universities. In Transylvania, the number of ethnic

Hungarians in institutions of higher learning cannot be more

than 8 to 10 percent of all students, the overall percentage

of Hungarians in Romania. This quota system is discriminatory,

since the Hungarian population concentrated in TrflTylvania

makes up 35 to 40 percent of the population. In this way many

ethnic Hungarian students are being denied access to higher

education, even in the Romanian language.15

In 1973, Law No. 278 was passed which stipulates that each

year there must be a minimum of 25 applicants at the primary

level and 36 at the secondary level in order to open a

Hungarian (or any other ethnic group) class. Thus if there

are 24 Hungarian or German students, no special class will be.

formed and the children are forced to study in the Romanian
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language. There is nosuch restriction on Romanian students,

even in towns where the Hungarian population is in the

majority.

Hungarians in Romania have also protested that the use of

bilingual public inscriptions has decreased, historical

monuments of importance to Hungarian culture have been

destroyed or altered, and church archives have been

confiscated by the state. Hungarian cultural organizations

exist only as paper organizations approving Romanian party

policies; they are not allowed to defend minority rights.

b. Suppression of the Free Flow of Information and People

Between Romania and Hungary

Censorship in Hungary is far less stringent than in

Romania, and the Hungarian people have more freedom to express

their views in print and in public. In addition to their

desire to suppress Hungarian nationalism, Romanian authorities

may fear to expose their citizens to the relative freedom and

modest political activism that exists in Hungary.

In a March 1983 report to the International Helsinki

Federation for Human Rights,1 6 Budapest intellectual Gaspar

Miklos Tamas, himself a Transylvanian Hungarian, states that

the Hungarian-language press in Romania is forced to treat

Hungary as if it were a foreign country:

...they are allowed to publish as much
i information about Hungary as they are of a

Western country of secondary importance -
Denmark, for example.
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Romania does not import contemporary Hungarian literature

from Hungary, with the exception of children's books. Most

books imported from Hungary are actually the works of

Romanian writers which have been translated into Hungarian.

Publications sent from Hungary are often confiscated by

the Romanian authorities. It is virtually impossible to

subscribe to newspapers or periodicals from Hungary, which

are not for sale in Romania. The free exchange of magazines

between institutions in Romania and Hungary has decreased and

Romanian libraries are compelled to refuse gifts from

Hungary.

The Romanian authorities have also placed restrictions on

sending some ethnic Hungarian-language publications printed

in Romania to Hungary. This makes it more difficult for

people in Hungary to get reliable information about the

Hungarian minority in Romania.

Romanian authorities have increasingly restricted the

flow of travellers between Hungary and Romania. This has

been accomplished in large part by Decree 225/1974 which

states that relatives of Romanian citizens who are not

themselves Romanian citizens cannot lodge in Romanian homes,

with the exception of members of the immediate family.

Amnesty International has received reports that after this

law was enacted, hundreds of members of the Hungarian

minority, the group which has the greatest number of

relatives abroad, were fine up to 15000 leis for allowing -
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relatives from Hungary to stay in their homes. Gaspar Miklos

Tamas reports that such fines range from 5,000 to 30,000 leis

and that this regulation has completely done away with youth

tourism from Hungary to Romania, which formerly flourished.

Those tourists from Hungary who do manage to travel to

Romania are discouraged from visiting Hungarians in

Transylvania, particularly outspoken minority leaders.

On several occasions, Hungarians have been detained and

interrogated at the border upon leaving Romania, and the

ethnic Hungarians they visited have also been questioned.

Travellers from Hungary are not Allowed to go to Moldavia.

Those who attempt it have been sent back to Hungary by the

Romanian authorities and their hosts have been fined and

threatened with forcible relocation to other areas. Ethnic

Hungarians from Transylvania have also been banished from

Moldavia.

The Csangos - ethnic Hungarians living in Moldavia - are

said to be severely persecuted and frequently assaulted by

the police, merely for speaking in Hungarian. They have no

Hungarian schools nor may they usethe Hungarian versions of

their names or declare themselves to be Hungarian. Their

church services in Hungarian are forbidden.

Visits to Hungary by Hungarians from Romania are also

discouraged, although by law Romanian citizens are permitted

to visit any Warsaw Pact country every two years. Nor are

Hunghrians from Romania allowed to travel to Hungary to

study, even on student scholarships. Amnesty International
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has reported that Romania has an official quota on the number

of ethnic Hungarians who can travel to Hungary for prolonged

visits. Some who have applied have been questioned,

intimidated, or assaulted in public places by unidentified

persons and in this way pressured to withdraw their

applications. Sometimes Hungarians are unable to obtain the

appropriate application forms from officials who claim they

are out of print.

The recently imposed emigration tax which affects

Romanian citizens who wish to resettle in the West also

affects members of the Hungarian minority in Romania who

would like to settle in Hungary. Since the tax must be paid

,in hard currency, which Hungarian citizens are not allowed to

possess, there is no possibility for their relatives in

Hungary to help pay the Romanian emigration tax. Members of

the Hungarian minority who apply to emigrate to Hungary are

subject to the same sort of harassment as other potential

emigrants (see Emigration),

Even before the implementation of the emigration tax,

Hungarian authorities only accepted a small number of those

who wanted to emigrate from Romania, apparently for economic

reasons. Thus even if Romanian authorities were to grant

ethnic Hungarians permission to leave Romania, they would

face difficulties in entering Hungary.
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c. Repression of Hungarian Minority Leaders

on November 6-7, 1982 in the Transylvanian towns of Oradea

(Nagyvarad) and Cluj (Kolo.svar), the authorities conducted

day-long house searches. Several Hungarian minority leaders

were confined and held in custody for five days for

interrogation. Attila Ara-Kovacs, a philosopher, Karoly Toth,

organizer of the Endre Ady Literary Circle, a Hungarian

cultural organization, and Geza Szocs, one of the best-known

Hungarian poets and thinkers in Romania, were all detained and

interrogated, together with about a dozen other ethnic

Hungarians. The three men, editors of the samizdat

publication Ellen 2ontok (Counterpoints) may have been detained

in connection with an unsigned memorandum dated September 1982

which had been sent by Ellenpontok editors to the Helsinki

review conference in Madrid, due to re-convene on November 9,

1982.

Karoly Toth, his wife, Szocs, and others, were reportedly

beaten and insulted. Attila Ara-Kovacs was released from

custody on condition that he leave the town of Oradea; Toth

was kept under house arrest.

Seventy-one leading Budapest intellectuals, some of them

under government harassment at home, appealed to the Romanian

government to cease violating the rights of Hungarians in

Transylvania. The Ellenpontok editors apparently have not

suffered further harassment, perhaps as a result of protest

in #ungary and the West, but they were informed by the

authorities that they are accused of treason and were
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threatened with prosecution. In June 1983, Attila-Ara Kovacs

was permitted to emigrate to Hungary.

Karoly Kiralyr a Hungarian minority leader who has

repeatedly appealed to the Romanian government for reforms in

minority policies, has been under virtual house arrest for

the past five years. He is continually subjected to threats

and harassment by the police, and his health has been

deteriorating. His 1980 application to travel abroad for

medical treatment was denied.

IX. THREATS TO ROMANIAN EMIGRANTS ABROAD

A number of Romanian emigres who have spoken out against

President Ceausescu's regime have been the targets of

Romanian secret police harassment abroad. Paul Goma, a

Romanian writer who was expelled from Budapest in 1977 and

now lives in exile in Paris, has received numerous death

threats in Romanian by mail and by phone. In February 1981,

two mail bombs postmarked from Spain exploded in the homes of

Goma and Nicolas Penescu, a former Rbmanian Minister of the

Interior. Both Penescu and an explosives expert who

detonated the bomb were seriously injured Goma was not

harmed.

In May 1982, Virgil Tanase, an exiled Romanian writer

living in Paris, disappeared after leaving his home to meet

an associate. Several weeks earlier, Tanase had published a

highly critical account of President Ceausescu's personality

cult and repressive reign in Romania. Romanian emigres in
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Paris feared that Tanase had angered the Romanian authorities

and had been kidnapped or even murdered by the Romanian

secret police. President Francois Mitterand expressed grave

concern over Tanase's disappearance and postponed a planned

state visit to Romania for the fall.

By the end of August, however, it emerged that a Romanian

spy operating in France had defected to French counter-

intelligence and revealed that he had been ordered to

assassinate both Goma and Tanase. The agent then cooperated

with Tanase and the French intelligence authorities to fake

Tanase's kidnapping, enabling the agent to return to Romania

to bring out his family to France. Tanase reappeared at a

press conference on August 31, 1983, and announced that the

assassination plot had been foiled.

French authorities later disclosed another alleged plot

by the Romanian secret police to kill exiled Romanian writer

Virgil lerunca. In April 1983, Virgil Tanase, Paul Goma,'

Virgil lerunca, and another Romanian emigri, Monica

Lovinescu, appeared on a French television broadcast and

discussed the harassment to which they had been subjected by

Romanian secret police, culminating in the three

assassination attempts. President Ceausescu described the

program as "tendentious" and registered his protest with the

French government for failing to stop the broadcast.

The Tanase affair illustrates that the Romanian secret

police do in fact plan assassinations and that Romanian

emigres abroad have reason to be concerned about their

personal safety.
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Ms. LABIR. As many of us know Romania's independence in for-
eign affairs is not mirrored in its domestic practices. It is generally
considered the moat repressive country in Eastern Europe, rivaling
the Soviet Union itself in the harshness with which it treats its
citizens.

Despite the lifting of the education tax in May, we remain con-
cerned about many other obstacles to emigration and emigration
procedures. I will not repeat them, because Ms. Shea has just de-
scribed them very eloquently. But I would like to say that our com-
mittee is also concerned with other violations of human rights in
Romania, violations which explain why so many citizens want to
leave in the first place.

Our report deals with many of these-political prisoners, prison
conditions, confinement in psychiatric institutions, the fact that
contact with foreigners in Romania is actively discouraged by a se-curity police which is the most pervasive in Eastern Europe and
possibly in the world, the fact that foreign journalists have been
followed and even beaten up, the fact that citizens in Romania, as
of April of this year, are required to register their typewriters with
the police including a sample of the typeface.

We are also concerned with the persecution of religious activists
of Romanian workers, of the national minorities in Romania, and
especially the 2 million Hungarians who live in Transylvania. And
we are shocked by documented attempts to assassinate Romanian
exiles abroad.

As you all know, the President has recommended a waiver so
that the Romanian Government may continue its MFN status. This
was based on a so-called concession by the Romanian Government
in May when it promised to cease enforcing the education tax.

This, as far as I am concerned, is insufficient. It is insufficient
because by first imposing the tax and then lifting it, the Govern-
ment of &mania is distracting attention from other impediments
to freedom of emigration and from its own human rights record in
general-things which were endangering MFN long before the edu-
cation tax was an issue.

I also think it is a very unreliable promise; the record shows that
the Romanian Government has not kept its promises in the past.

Just yesterday I received two letters, unsolicited, in the mail
which indicate that the restrictions on emigratl*,- continue. One
was from someone I know who is a recent eCi&,grant himself. It is
about friends of his back in Romania, the Vintilscu family, present-
ly on hunger strike, their telephone disconnected-all in an effort
to emigrate.

The other came from West Germany. It included what appears to
be a well-researched list of 102 families, eludingng more than 300
persons, families that have been tryirnb to get permission to leave
Romania for more than 10 years, avJ some for even 15 years. What
was interesting to me about thi l ip, is that, of these 300 people,
only one has a university dpot e-the rest are workers or farm-
ers-and that 98 perc". if them are seeking to be reunited with
their parents or their children, not with distant or even not so dis-
tant relatives.

According to this letter, since the education tax has stopped
being implemented the Romanian Government has set up, in re-
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gions with dense German populations in Romania, centers where
under the guise of private individuals the state is still collecting
money from persons wishing to emigrate. The tax is approximately
10,000 German marks, which comes to about $4,000. The people
who pay it are getting emigration passports within 2 months.

I see that my time has run out. Can I speak for a minute or two
more?

Senator DANFoRTH. I would really appreciate it if you could wrap
it u

I LABER. O. Let me wrap up with a suggestion that is pre.
sented in my written testimony. That suggestion, very simply, is
that the MFN renewal procedure-instead of being extended, as
was previously suggested today-should be made more frequent,
that it should be reviewed every 6 months instead of every year.
This is a way to keep the Romanian Government from going
through an annual flurry of activity, where it tries to make token
improvements in order to keep its MFN status. If the procedure
was more frequent, the government would have to make a consist-
ent and genuine improval in its practices and would not have time
to relax and fall back into its previous ways.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Jeri Laber follows:]
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that of other organizations# some of which will also be test-

ifying today. I mention in particular information supplied

by the U.S. government's Helsinki Commission in Washington,

by Amnesty International, by the International League for

Human Rights, by the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations, and by the U,.S State Department in its Country

Re2rt on Romania. In my testimony today I will summarize

some of the material in the report and then go on to discuss

some underlying concerns of our Committee and to make a

recommendation for the future.

Romania has acquired an international reputation for

independence based on the Romanian government's courage and

initiative in departing from the official Soviet line on a

number of foreign policy issues. Unfortunately, Romania's

independence in foreign policy is not reflected in its

domestic practices, Romania's domestic policies are as

repressive as those of any of the Soviet-bloc countries.

Indeed, many observers consider Romania the most repressive

of all East European countries, rivaled only by the Soviet

Union itself in the harshness with which its citizens are

treated.

Because the Jackson-Vanik Amendment links Most-Favored-

Nation status to a country's emigration practices, I shall

focus first on emigration. Along with many others, the U.S.

Helsinki Watch Committee deplored the controversial education

tax that Romania imposed last November on would-be emigrants

0
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and was pleased when Romanian leaders promised to cease

enforcing the tax in May when it appeared that MPH might be

withheld. Other violations of emigration procedures continue

in Romania, however - Romanian citizens are not allowed to

leave and re-enter their country freely emigration is linked

exclusively to family reunification emigration procedures

are characterized by lengthy, arbitrary delays; and citizens

who apply to emigrate are harassed and treated like

foreigners in their own country, deprived of jobs or the

right to education, evicted from their homes, denied food

coupons or medical treatment, and sometimes jailed or

confined in psychiatric institutions.

I do not wish to limit my remarks to Romania's

emigration policies, because I believe that abuses of the

right to emigrate should not draw attention away from some of,

the conditions that make people want to emigrate in the first

place. Romania is, for example, a country with a large

albeit unknown number of political prisoners, people who have

been incarcerated because of their religious or political

beliefs or because of their human rights activities. There

is no due process in Romania. Prison conditions arn

deplorable. Political trials are usually closed to the

public and often carried out in summary fashion. There are

frequent reports of dissidents who have been forced into in

psychiatric hospitals because of their beliefs.
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The closed nature of Romanian society is illustrated by

the fact that there are no citizens' human rights groups that

even attempt to function there, Contacts with Westerners -

with foreigners of all sorts - are actively discouraged by

the security police, which are the most pervasive in Eastern

Europe and may hold the world's record for numbers per

capita. International mail and telephone calls are closely

monitored and citizens are required by law to report all

contacts with foreigners within 24 hours. Foreign

journalists have been followed and even beaten up in Romania.

In 1982, two American pastors were expelled from Romania

after attempting to get in touch with fellow Christians.

Unlike other East European countries, there is no

samizdat network in Romania. An April 1983 decree prohibits

the possession or use of typewriters or duplicating machines

by people who have a criminal record or pose a "danger to

public order or state security.0 Private citizens must

register their typewriters with the police, including a

sample of the type face.

Religious affairs are closely controlled by the Romanian

government, as is the publication of religious literature.

Several thousand Romanian workers have suffered government

reprisals for going on strike, and a number of free trade

union activists have been jailed or exiled. There have been

unconfirmed reports about the disappearances of striking

26-235 0 - 83 - 13
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workers in Romania. The Romanian government has discouraged

efforts to investigate such reports,

The rights of national minorities in Romania# and

especially of the two million Hungarians who occupy the

Transylvanian part of the country, have been denied by the

RGonanian government which practices a policy of cultural

repression, restricting the use and the teaching of ethnic

languages and suppressing the free flow of information and

people between Romania and Hungary.

Finally, Romanian repression has been extended to exiled

Romanian critics of the regime who now live abroad. in the

summer of 1982, a scandalous plot was revealed in France when

an agent of the Romanian government defected to French

intelligence authorities and confessed that he had been

ordered to assassinate two prominent Romanian writers,

critics of the regime, who now reside in Paris.

As we all know, on March 4, 1983, President Reagan

declared his intention to terminate Romania's MFN status as

of June 1983 because the Romanian government was implementing

an education tax and thus restricting freedom of emigration.

On May 18, 1983, after a series of high-level negotiations,

Romania promised the United States that it would cease

implementing the emigration tax, although the statute remains
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on the books. This so-called 'concession" by the Romanian&

led to the President's recommendation, on June 3# 1983, that

NPN be renewed for Romania for another year.

Such a promise by the Romanian government Is both

insufficient and unreliable. it is insufficient because, by

first imposing the education tax and then lifting it, the

Romanian government is distracting attention from other

impediments to freedom of emigration and from its worsening

human rights record in general, things which endangered MFN

long before the education tax became an issue. It is

unreliable because the record shows that the Romanian

government has not kept its promises in the past. Let me

recapitulate: last year, at the time of the MPN hearings in

Congress, Romania took several hasty measures to demonstrate

its human rights concerns, Soon after MFN was approved,

however, it was rumored that the Romanian government was

planning to impose an education tax. Elliott Abrams, U.S.

Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights and

Humanitarian Affairs, met with Romanian officials in

Bucharest in October 1982 and was assured that there would be

no such tax. Mr. Abrams announced this in a press statement

after his return. But on November 1, 1982, the Romanian

government announced an emigration tax and, to the dismay of

U.S. government officials, proceeded to implement it, backing

off only after President Reagan "called the question."
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A pattern has developed in which Romanian leaders engage

in a flurry of concentrated activity in the few months before

the MFN renewal date in order to convince the U,S. State

Department and Congress of Romania's good intentions, Then,

once MVN is approved for another year, the Romanian

government is free to revert to its previous disregard for

its citizens' rights and to ignore its promises to the US.

government, at least until MFN time rolls around again.

For this reason, I would like to propose that the MFN

approval procedure be amended so that Romanian compliance

with the Jackson-Vanik Amendment must be reviewed every six

months# rather than yearly* More frequent reviews, similar

to the certification procedures that are used with regard to

E1 Salvador, will demonstrate to Romanian leaders that MFN

depends on consistent improvement in their policies rather

than on annual "gestures."

In conclusion, I would like to describe some of my own

encounters with Romanian officials, encounters which provide

some insight into the nature of the Romanian government

Last october (by coincidence during the same week that

Elliott Abrams was conducting MFN follow-up discussions in

Bucharest), I was invited to Romania to attend a conference

on "The Future of the Helsinki-Process." I arrived in

Bucharest three days before the conference was to begin. It

was my first visit to Romania. During those three days I did

what I would do as a tourist in any other country in the
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world: I walked through the city streets# shopped in the

stores, ate at three different restaurants, visited two

museums. I also visited a handful of people whose names I

had been given by people I knew in the United States. Since

therwaww humn rights monitoring groups in Romania, the

people I visited were at best a random selection. Neverthe-

less, their problems were almost invariably related to

emigration. one family was on hunger strike, after a

four-and-a-half-year struggle to emigrate which had resulted

in the loss of Jobs and possessions. Another couple had been

arrested each time they tried to visit the U.S. Embassy in

response to letters inviting them to come in to discuss their

applications to emigrate. A third person, a Romanian

patriot adamant about remaining in the land of his birth,

was, ironically, being forced into exile abroad by the

authorities because of his outspoken views.

At the airport when I was leaving Romania, after

attending the official conference, I was called before an

officer of the militia and told that while I was in Bucharest

I had seen people and "broken the law." I asked if it was

against the law to speak with people in Romania. "It is if

you discuss the sort of problems you discussed with them. I

was told if I were to come back to Romania to talk to

"discontented people about problems" I would not be welcome.

I was asked about the U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee and

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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described it as "a human rights organization," to which my

interrogator responded knowingly: "Then you've traveled in

these countries and you should know the rules." Yet despite

my extensive travels in Eastern Europe, often with some

attendant difficulties, it is only in Romania that an attempt

was made to threaten, intimidate, indeed to blackmail me, by

that militia officer who went on to say that if I reported

the substance of my talks with Romanian citizens, those

people "will have more problems."

When I returned to the United States, I wrote letters in

which I protested against these threats at the airport. I

sent them to the Romanian Ambassador to the United states and

to other Romanian officials both in Washington and in

Bucharest. I received no acknowledgment or response.

Finally, I arranged a meeting with the Romanian Ambassador

which I can only describe as totally unsatisfactory from

anyone's point of view. I was chided for conducting a

"private mission" in Romania, yet when I asked if members of

my Committee could travel there officially I was told: "Why

should we invite you? We already know what you think about

us." I was told that MFN is discriminatory and that all

nations should receive equally beneficial trade tariffs from

the United States. That was in February.

In late April, however, the tune changed. A Romanian

Embassy official began calling members of our committee. An
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invitation was extended to members of the Helsinki Watch to

visit Romanina and we were assured that "we would be safe

there.. Attempts were made to assure us that the human

'rights situation in Romania was improving and to dissuade us

from publishing our report on Romania "at least until after

the hearings in the House of Representatives. Yet the

promised improvements did not materialize. As you can see, we

have gone ahead and published our report. Moreover, I see no

reason to conceal the overtures that have been made to us in

an effort to forestall our report. Romanian leaders must be

shown that people in the U.S. government and in

nongovernmental organizations will not be fooled into

accepting token gestures and superficial promises instead of

real change in human rights practices. A more frequent

periodic review of Romania's MFN status may help bring about

substantial change ip the protection of the rights of

Romanian citizens.

STATEMENT OF LASZLO HAMOS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS IN ROMANIA, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. HAmos. Mr. Chairman, we thank this subcommittee for
scheduling these hearings and again focusing the spotlight of pub-
licity on the human rights performance of Romania.

This is the eighth consecutive year in which the Committee for
Human Rights in Romania is submitting a statement to this sub-
committee and in which I am appearinghere as a witness. In each
of the previous years we presented detailed evidence of a systemat-
ic campaign by the Romanian Government to destroy the cultural
identity of the country's Hungarian minority, numbering 2.5 mil-
lion people.

One m lor recent development has been the regular publication
of a clandestine Hungarian language samizdat periodical entitled
"Counterpoints." The eighth issue of Counterpoints published in
September of last year consisted of a Memorandum and Program
Proposal addrs to the participants of the Madrid Conference
reviewing implementation of the Helsinki Final Act. Attached to
our written statement is a translation of these two revealing docu-
ments which serve as the most authentic possible testimony to the
ruthless and ongoing oppression of the Hungarian minority in Ro-
mania.

In early November, following publication of this Memorandum
and Program Proposal, the Romanian secret police unleashed a
campaign of terror against Hungarians living in Trapsylvania. On
those days, more than a dozen Hungarian intellectuals in the cities
of Kolozsvir (Cluj) and Nagyvirad (Oradea) were arrested on suspi-
cion of being connected With Counterpoints and interrogated for
varying lengths of time-in some cases with ruthless brutality.
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The interrogation of Kiroly T6th, as science teacher and writer
from Nagyv~rad, for example, lasted for 4 continuous days and
nights, during which he was handcuffed, kicked, his head was
beaten against the wall, his hair was pulled out, and his entire
body was flailed.

Another victim, the poet G6za Sz3cs from Kolozsv~r, was hospi-
talized for several weeks as the result of his mistreatment at the
hands of his interrogators.

Mr. Chairman, three more recent cases, the alarming disappear-
ance of three prominent Hungarian intellectuals in Transylvania,
merit serious attention on the part of this subcommittee. Two of
the individuals, both residents of Csikszereda (Miercurea Ciuc), are
Ern5 Borb6ly, a high school history teacher, and Katalin Bir6, a
building engineer. After house searches in their apartments on No-
vember 23 of last year, they were taken away and never seen
again.The third such disappearance occurred on February 24 of this
year in Sepsiszentgy5rgy (Sfintul Gheorghe). Arpfd Visky, a well-
known Hungarian actor, was arrested after he questioned the right
of two strangers to be present at a private gathering of actors in
the local theater. The two would-be intruders turned out to be
members of the secret police, and they arrested him. According to
one report, he has been sentenced by a military tribunal in Bucha-
rest to 6 years at hard labor.

The Romanian authorities, Mr. Chairman, can and must be
called to account for these people. It is clear that these disappear-
ances are not isolated instances but part of a general campaign to
terrorize the Hungarian minority.

The severe worsening of internal conditions in Romania during
the past 12 months demonstrates with particular clarity the impor-
tance of paying continuous and close attention to the human rights
situation in that country. The decision in INS v. Chadha, however,
now threatens to eliminate even the possibility for Congress to
invoke the sanction the withdrawal of MFN, which is the only
measure truly feared by the Romanian Government.

But our opinion, Mr. Chairman, is that INS v. Chadha also pro-
vides Congress with a unique opportunity to begin exercising a
more effective role in promoting the restoration of human rights in
Romania.

In our written statement we recommend three specific measures
in this regard, which I would like to simply summarize: .

First, we recommend replacing the optional congressional veto
with a mandatory annual congressional affirmation. By amending
the Trade Act" to provide for automatic expiration of MFN unless
the President's recommendation is approved by a joint resolution of
Congress, the full Senate would be required each year to focus on
the merits of this issue.

Second, we recommend the institution of a more effective moni-
toring system, a frequent or ongoing mechanism to reduce the cy-
clical pattern of token human rights improvements around the
time of MFN renewal each year.

Finally, we recommend the introduction of a more realistic defi-
nition of human rights by amending the Trade Act to provide for
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free emigration.

In sum, instead of allowing Congress" role in the review processsurrounding MFN to be diluted or abandoned, Congress shouldpromptly adopt legislation restoring and strengthening its commit-
ment to the principles underlying the Jackson-Vanik amendment.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me say that the Romanian Govern-
ment, for its abuses during this past year alone, has more than
earned a termination of its MFN status.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of L6szl6 Htmos follows:]
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STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman we thank this Subcommittee for scheduling these hearings and
again focusing the spotlight of publicity on th4 human rights performance of the
government of Rumania. This Is the eighth consecutive vear in which the
Committee for Human Rights in Rumania 1 submitting a statement to this
Subcommittee and in which I am appearing here as a witness. In each of the
previous years, we presented detailed evidence of a systematic campaign by the
Rusmanian government to destroy the cultural Identity of the country's Hunprian
minority, numbering 2.5 million, through curtailment of its opportunities to preserve
its language, traditions and religious life. This process is aimed at denationalizing
the minority population and forcing Its assimilation into the majority population.
The Rumanian government, beyond using its pervasive control over every facet of
community life - its monopoly over every kind of organized activity -- has, in
recent years, increasingly resorted to sheer terror tactics arrests, savage beatings,
Imprisonment, interrogations, forced psychiatric treatment and exile, in order to
intimidate the more and more resentful minority population.

Continued Oppression of Minorities in Rumania
Documented by New Samizdat Periodical

One major development which occurred since the hearing last summer has
eliminated the need for us to present our own compilation of abuses. Since
December 1981, a clandestine Hungarian-language "samizdat" periodical entitled
Ellenpontok (Counterpoints) has been published In Rumania. To date, ten issues of
this substantive, crudely mimeographed publication have appeared, prepared and
disseminated within Rumania under extremely dangerous circumstances (for a listing
of the issues, see Appendix G, p. A-39). It is indicative of the severity of oppression
in Ceausescu's Rumania that the journal is the first -- and so far only -- undergmund
publication ever to appear regularly in that country in any language. The eighth
issue of Co untbrPoint. published in September of last year, cons ted of a
"Memorandum" and "Program Proposal" addressed to the participants of the Madrid
Conference reviewing implementation of the Helsinki Final Act, Attached to this
statement as Appendix A (pp. A-I to A-I 4) is a translation of these two revealing
documents which serve as the most authentic possible testimony to the ruthless
ongoing oppression of the Hungarian minority in Rumania. The protests were
written by intellectuals who -- characteristically -- then fell victim themselves to
the terror of the Ceausescu regime.
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The "Program Proposal" lays bare the major grievances of the Hungarian

minority, and confirms the facts and conclusions with which we have turned to this
distinguished body year In and year out. (See, for example, our oral and written

statements in the published transcript of this hearing for 1982 (U.S. Government
Printing Office, Doc. No. 99-400-0, p. 207), for 1981 (Doc. No. 84-209-0, p. 84), for

1980 (Doc. No. 68-772-0, p. 274) and for each prior year since 1976.) Those
grievances as they apper in the "Program Proposal" can be summarized as follows$

o Hungarian-laiguage educational and cultural institutions in Rumania have
been dismantled, and minorities are not allowed to form any organization
to safeguard and enhance their heritage.

o Minority representation in governmental bodies is sorely inadequate,
particularly at leadership levels In areas most affecting the minorities.

o The ethnic composition of Transylvania Is being systematically altered
through the massive and forced resettement of peoples.

o The ethnic identity of Hungarians in Rumania is regularly denigrated
through the falsification of history, curtailment of educational and
publishing opportunities and a wide range of repressive measures.

o Contacts with individuals and cultural Institutions in Hungary are Impeded
and, in some cases, completely prohibited.

o Use of the Hungarian language is suppressed.

o Hungarians are subjected to employment discrimination.

o Hungarian historical monuments and relics of the past are torn down or
defaced, and historic city-scapes in Transylvania are altered to eradicate
their true historic nature.

o Contact between the Hungarians of Moldavia (the Csangos) and the rest of
the Hungarian people Is prohibited, as Is any expresson of the Csangds'
true national identity.

o Minorities lack any forum for redress against these wrongs.

It was after the appearance of this eighth issue of Counterpoints -- and its
smuggling to the West -- that Hungarian minority intellectuals were subjected to a
brutal wave of terror which continues to this day.
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Violent Repression of Minority Dissent

From Its inception in December of 1981, Counterpoints dealt in a
constructive and sober fashion with minority oppression and the broad ra8ige of
human rights abuses which plague every citizen of Rumania today. Typicallyr the
Rumanian authorities' response has not been to address the complaints which were
raised, but to confiscate the typewriters with which they were set to paper. During
a series of house searches commenced in November 1982, for example, typewriters
were routinely expropriated from the homes of Hungarian intellectuals (Appendix C,
pp. A-16 to A-21). More recently, the government has instituted a decree requiring
that all typewriters in the country be registered and prohibiting the possesson or
use of typewriters by those who "pose a danger to public order or state security"
(The New York Times, April 14, 1983).

The third issue of Counterpoints dealt extensively with the

Rumanian-language book Cuvint despre Transilvania (A Word about Transylvania) by
Ion Lancranjan, published in 1982 and widely distributed in Rumania. Its appearance
clearly signaled a new departure in Rumania's efforts to falsify hitory and
stigmatize its minority population. The book is a primitive, romanticizing tract,
appealing to the basest kind of chauvinist nationalism in a classic effort to detract
public attention away from current economic hardships. In it Hungarians are
portrayed as inferior to the Rumanian people, who should consider minorities as
little more than "barbarian intruders." According to one of the articles appearing in
the third issue of Counterpoints, the book incites such hatred of Hungarians that it

lays the ideological groundwork for fascism, all the more since it could only have
been published and distributed with the blessng of the state. Counterpoints No. 3
also reports on two memoranda protesting the appearance of this book, signed by
numerous Hungarian intellectuals and sent to President Ceausescu (see Appendix E,
p. A-23). Of course, no action was subsequently taken by the authorities either to
stop distribution of this repulsive book or to counter its effects on the Rumanian
population.

On November 6 and 7, 1982, following publication of the Counterpoints
Memorandum and Program Proposal to the Madrid Conference, the Rumanian secret
police unleashed a campaign of terror against Hungarians in Transylvania. As
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reported in a later "Special Edition" of Counterpoints (translated In its entirety as
Appendix B), on those days more than a dozen Hungarian intellectuals in the cities
of Kolozsva'r (Cluj) and Nagyva'rad (Oradea) were arrested on suspicion of being
connected with Counteoints and interrogated for varying lengths of time, in some
cases with ruthless brutality. The interrogation of Kiroly Tdth, science teacher and
writer from Nagyvirad, for example, lasted -- with two perfunctory interruptions --
for four continuous days and nights, during which "he was handcuffed, kicked, his

head was beaten against the wall, and his hair was pulled out. His head and neck
were beaten mainly by hand, and his entire body was flailed with rubber truncheons;
the bloody marks were still visible two weeks later" (p. A-I 7). Another victim, the
poet Giza Szecs from Kolozsvir, was hospitalized for several weeks as a result of
his mistreatment at the hands of his interrogators (p. A-16). Attila Ara-Kovaics, a
philosopher from Nagyvdrad, was "subjected to a 48-hour interrogation without food
or drink, during which he had to listen to the beating of Kairoly Tdth and his cries for
help in the adjacent room" (p. A-I 7). After being let home for a few hours,
Ara-Kovics' interrogation continued for another two days. Despite the violence
against them, these three particular victims later openly and courageously declared

themselves editors of Counterpoints and authors of the Memorandum and Program
Proposal (Appendix D, p. A-22). In addition to them, dozens of leading intellectuals
were subjected to similar harassment and intimidation, including the fifteen
individuals named in the Counterpoints "Special Edition" (pp. A-20 to A-2).

It is revealing of the callousness of Rumanian officials that when the staff of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee inquired about GUza Sz6cs at a time when
his whereabouts were not known, the reply was a bare-faced denial that he had ever
even been taken into custody (see Human Rights Issues in U.S. Relations with
Rumania and Czechoslovakia, U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee Staff
Report, U.S. Government Printing Office, Doc. No. 18-883-0, April 1983, p. 21).

Recent "Disappearance" of Three Prominent Minority Intellectuals

Mr. Chairman, three more recent cases, the alarming disappearance of three
prominent Hungarian intellectuals in Transyivania, merit serious attention on the
part of this Subcommittee. Two of the individuals, both residents of Csikszereda
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(Miercurea Ciuc), are Ernr Borbily, 30, a high school history teacher, and Katalin

Biro, in her 20's, a building engineer. The January 13, 1983 "Special Edition" of
Counterpoints reported that after house searches in their apartments on November

23, 1982, they were taken away and never seen again (Appendix B, p. A-19).
According to unconfirmed reports, they were tried in secret by a military court in

Bucharest, and sentenced to either 15 years or life imprisonment. it is not known
what the charges were or what the "evidence" against them may have been. What is

known is that these two were outspoken members of the Hungarian minority and
they engaged in activities promoting Hungarian culture. The third such

disappearance occurred on February 24, 1983 in Sepsiszentgy8rgy (Sfintul
Gheorghe). Arpid Visky, a well-known Hungarian actor, was arrested after he

questioned the right of two strangers to be present at a private gathering of actors
after a performance in the local theater. The two turned out to be members of the

secret police, and they arrested him. After interrogating and releasing him, he was
shortly rearrested and has not been seen since. According to one report, he too was

sentenced by the same military tribunal in Bucharest to six years a hard labor.

Mr. Chairman, the fate of these three people is solely the result of their
being Hungarians living in Rumania today. The welfare -- indeed the lives -- of
these three human beings is in the balance. This is an area in which this
Subcommittee can have a direct impact. The Rumanian authorities can and must be
called to account for these people. Furthermore, these disappearances are not
isolated. They are part of a general campaign to terrorize the Hungarian minority
into a submission aimed at its annihilation as a distinct nationality group. This
courageous population, struggling against overwhelming odds to preserve the
identity that is its birthright, is deserving and in need of the support of the United
States.

Impact of the Supreme Court Decision in INS v. Chadha
on the Jackson-Vanik Amendment

The severe worsening of internal conditions in Rumania during the past
twelve months demonstrates with particular clarity the importance of paying
continuous and close attention to the human rights situation in that country. The

procedure mandated by the Jackson-Vanik Amendment for annual Congressional
review prior to continuation of MFN for Rumania provides our government with
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perhaps its strongest, most effective potential form of leverage to Induce the
Rumanian government to improve its dismal human rights record. The review
mechanism can be particularly effective In the case of Rumanias because the

economy of this small country has been grossly mismanaged, and it is floundering on
the verge of bankruptcy. The Ceausescu regime badly needs MFN status and the

resulting U.S. trade and financial benefits not only to buttress a failing economy,
but for political reasons, in order to preserve the myth of a foreign policy

independent of the Soviet Unlon and friendly with the West.

Just how important MFN status really is to the Rumanian regime has been
vividly illustrated by events of the recent pasta An emigration tax imposed by
decree signed by President Ceausescu in early November 1982 - the
implementation of which was somehow a matter of personal pride for the tyrant --
was just as quickly discontinued in 3une 1983 -- presidential prestige
notwithstanding -- when it became clear that Rumania would in fact lose its U.S.
economic and trade benefits. Nor was this an isolated incident. The Rumanians,
willingness to grant token concessions -- measured, of course, in precise relation to
the degree of U.S. pressure -- has become a familiar pattern to longtime observers
of these proceedings: Last year, for example, following Congressional expressions
of concern, eleven Bible smugglers were suddenly released just prior to the hearings
in this same room. The cyclical pattern of emigration figures, with approvals rising
suddenly in the 2-3 months during which MFN is under Congressional review and
declining sharply in the remaining 9-10 months, is further evidence of Rumania's
sensitivity to retaining its MFN status.

Nevertheless, despite its proven ability to influence the Rumanian
government, Congress, out of apparent indifference, has assumed a modest role,

making little effort to effectively carry out the provisions of the 3ackson-Vanik
Amendment. In particular, the Senate has failed to even consider applying the

sanction mandated by 3ackson-Vaniki the withdrawal of MFN. Throughout the
eight years since Rumania has enjoyed MFN treatment, the issue of its continuation

ha. failed to come up for a vote even once on the'floor of the Senate. Invariably,
Congress has vastly underestimated the true extent of Rumania's dependence on

MFN, as witnessed by the annual display of handwringing and agonizing by various
members of Congress over some imagined "severe and final" repurcussions of a
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measure so "drastic" as to invoke the sanction provided by law. Even after
President Ceausescu's imposition of the emigration tax -- squarely in violation of
the letter of the 3ackson-Vanik Amendment -- it was the Administration, not the

Congress which took the initiative to threaten Rumania with loss of its MFN status.
Based on the record of the past eight years, absent the President's action, it is

highly doubtful whether this Subcommittee would have voted to cut off MFN.

This passive attitude on the part of the Congress -- its general disregard for
the gross human rights abuses occurring in Rumania - has, if anything, contributed
to increasing the arrogance of the Ceausescu regime. Knowing that it was not likely
to suffer any serious consequences, the Ceausescu regime has acted in a more and
more capricious manner in suppressing dissent and violating the rights of its citizens.

The decision in INS v. Chadha, if interpreted as invalidating the
Congressional veto provided under the 3ackson-Vanik Amendment, now threatens to
eliminate even the possibility for Congress to invoke the sanction -- withdrawal of
MFN -- which is the only measure truly feared by the Rumanian government. With

the Congress stripped of its power to act effectively, the President would be free to
ignore the "advice" and "concerns" of individual members of Congress. These

hearings, in turn, would be reduced to an empty and inconsequential exercise which
the Rumanian government would feel little reason to even notice.

Viewed differently however, INS v. Chadha provides Congress with a unique
opportunity to reverse its penchant for apathy and begin excercising a more
effective role in promoting the restoration of human rights in Rumania. The
following are some thoughts and concrete suggestions as to the manner in which
Congress' role might be strengthened

o Replace optional Congressional veto with mandatory Congressional
affirmation. By amending the Trade Act to provide for automatic
expiration of MFN unless the President's recommendation is approved by
a simple majority in both Houses of Congress, the full Senate would be
required, each year, to focus on the merits of this issue. The Rumanian
government, knowing the high stakes involved, would have greater
Impetus to heed Congressional expressions of concern over human rights
abuses than under the present system.

26-235 0 - 83 - 14
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o Institute a more effective monitoring system. By mandating a more
frequent, or even ongoing, mechanism for Congressional review, the
cyclical pattern of token human rights improvements around the time of
MFN renewal could be regularized. Such a mechanism could consist of
Congressional hearings held at shorter time intervals, or the assignment
of a Subcommittee staff member exclusively to the task of monitoring the
human rights situation in the non-market economy countries receiving
MFN status. If such a modification is deemed overly burdensome, formal
recognition could be given to the already existing monitoring activities of
another governmental body, such as the Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, with Congress' annual decision on renewal of MFN
institutionally linked to the recommendation of that body.

o Introduce a more realistic definition of human rights. By amending the
Trade Act to provide for review of the overall human rights situation, not
just the right of free emigration in each of the countries receiving MFN
status, the law could more accurately reflect actual U.S. policy in this
sphere. According to section 502(B) of the Foreign Assistance Act, for
example, "a principle goal of the foreign policy of the United States shall
be to promote the increased observance of internationally recognized
human rights by all countries." U.S. pressure for genuine human rights
improvements would also serve to ease those internal conditions which
motivate people to want to emigrate in the first place. The right to
emigrate is a right of last resort, an escape chute to be used when all
other measures to uphold human rights have failed. Increased
Congressional attention to the deeper, underlying problems in each
non-market economy country would confirm our government's interest in
the actual betterment of conditions in those repressive societies.

In sum, Congress' role in the review process surrounding MFN renewal, if
actually utilized, is indispensable. Instead of allowing that role to be diluted or
abandoned, Congress should promptly adopt legislation restoring and strengthening
its commitment to the priciples underlying the 3ackson-Vanik Amendment.

Conclusion

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me say that the Rumanian government, for its
abusive actions during this past year alone, has more than earned a termination of
its Most Favored Nation status. The attempted assasinatlon In Paris of the
Rumanian writers Paul Coma and Virgil Tanase on direct orders from President
Ceausescu (Appendix Ft p. A-31)# and the imposition of an emigration tax for the
sole purpose of rescinding it in a "grand gesture" In order to retain MFN status, are
further indications that we are dealing with a cynical and manipulative Balkan
despot. The primary victims of that despot, Mr. Chairman, are waiting for an
effective expression of support from you.
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APPENDIX A

MEMORANDUM AND PROGRAM PROPOSAL

TO
PARTICIPANTS OF THE MADRID CONFERENCE
ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE

FROM
EDITORS OF THE SAMIZDAT PERIODICAL

"ELLENPONTOK" (COUNTERPOINTS)

TRANSYLVANIA, SEPTEMBER 1982
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MEMORANDUM
to the participants of the Madrid Conference reviewing adherence to the
provisions of the Helsinki Final Act.

In the interest of the survival of the approximately two million Hungarians in
Rumania, we appeal to the peoples of the states represented at the Madrid
Conference. Perhaps there is still time to halt the proces, induced by the
policies of the Rumanian government, which is threatening our very existence as a
nationality.

The forced Rumanianization of Transylvania and the suppression of our
culture are being carried out with unprecedented vehemence. Masses of
Rumanians from beyond the Carpathian Mountains are being resettled into regions
with a predominantly Hungarian population and into purely Hungarian
communities, mainly cities. At the same time, according to official nationwide
population statistics the number of Hungarians remains stagnant. The
hungarian-language school system Is gradually being destroyed. More and more
obstacles are created to hinder the publication of Hungarian books and
periodicals, Our language, In truth, has been forced out of public life entirely.
The effort to seclude us from Hungarians living elsewhere is being carried out
with increasing vigor. (Relations between Hungary and Rumania are at a
sub-minimum level in all respects.)

All conceivable means are employed to thwart the natural development of
our identity. Successive Hungarian generations are brought up in an atmosphere
of chauvinism which denigrates our heritage and preaches the superiority of
Rumanian history and culture without allowing those Hungarians an opportunity
to learn about their own ethnic background, or even the true history of
Transylvania. The state powers treat us, especially intellectuals and workers, as
if we were the enemies within. Terror on the part of the security forces is the
order of the day. If we speak out in defense of our heritage, It Is we who are
called chauvinists. We live as second-class citizens in Rumaniat whose
possibilities for career adyancement are also limited by the fact that we are
Hungarian.
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We lack any means of self-protection. The individual Is defenseless in the

face of the tyranny of the state, and since 1949 -- when the Hunsarian People's
Alliance was liquidated -- there has been no organization to safeguard our
collective interests. Thus, our situation is characterized by the denial of not only
our individual rights, but our collective rights as well, which two sets of rights are

inseparable in our case.

The fact that existing international agreements do not deal with the
collective rights of minorities bears profoundly upon the possibilities for bringing
about a change in our situation. The focus on individual human rights, which
constitutes the prevalent approach to this problem in the international arena, fails
to take into consideration the shared values critical to a national minority as a
collective entity -- values which evolved through tradition and are carried on
through a national minority's unique culture and the group identity of its
members. These values would require special legal protection. While for the
majority -- due to its larger size and dominant position -- the medium for the
expression of its unique values exists as a natural given, for the minority to
achieve the same purpose would require a means of collective self-protection.
For this reason, regardless of the underlying motive, the effort to secure human
rights for minorities, without taking into account their nature as collective
entities, can actually place them at the mercy of the majority.

Having taken the above into consideration, we believe that in order to alter
our present deprived condition, it would be of fundamental importance that the
international agreements reached in Madrid establish on the record our right to

survive, and in doing so, define those human rights which would insure the
preservation of our cultures

I. Allow us to regard ourselves as bound by unbreakable bonds to the

entire Hungarian people, and grant the same right to all national minorities.

2. Grant us the right to preserve our ethnic identity and collective
values
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3. Allow us to establish an independent organization to protect our
interests.

4. These rights - in our view -- could acquire real validity only if an

Independent, unbiased international commission were formed which would
examine our situation, act as arbitrator and also have supervisory authority.

++,

Attached to this memorandum is a PROGRAM PROPOSAL in which we
endeavored to formulate the most important of our demands of the Rumanian
government in the interest of ameliorating our situation.

Transylvania, September 1982.

By the editors of the samizdat periodical

ELLENPONTOK (Counterpoints), whose
continued anonymity in present-today

Rumania -- where critics of the regime
disappear without a trace or become
"accident" victims -- unfortunately need not

be explained.
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL

presented by the editors of the periodical ELLENPONTOK (Counterpoints) in

the interest of improving the deprived condition of the Hungarians in

Rumania.

The Hungarians of Transylvania, and of Rumania in general, are presently

experiencing a more critical period of threat to their existence than perhaps ever

before. Legal provisions protecting their survival exist only for the sake of

appearances; they serve only to veil practices and realities which are

diametrically opposed to the formulations contained in ceremonial speeches and

official declarations.

To the practitioners of this system of thought, the mere idea of someone

actually demanding a right is a complete absurdity. Even the simplest petition in

Rumania must take the form of a more or less humble entreaty, clad in of fical

phraseology and supported by the "principles" which happen to be in style. It is

unthinkablefor any request to be fulfilled without the support of an influential

member of some central body of authority, and the granting of a request is always

akin to the benevolent gesture of a feudal lord, awarding a well-behaved subject.

(The dispenser of awards to the citizen is the state to the minorities, the

dominant Rumanian nation.) The graceful gesture has nothing to do with the

rights of the petitioner, merely with the merits of the gift-giver.

Numerous minority representatives, having accepted the conditions outlined

above as given and believing themselves pragmatic, chose to force themselves to

adapt, attempting through subservience and a defensive manner to protect the

interests of their ethnic group.

From our point of view, though we commend the good intentions underlying

such behavior, the facts convince us that a minority deprived of its resources

cannot hope to defend its interests, except to the extent of gaining the minimal

concessions absolutely necessary for the state to maintain outward appearances

In addition, behavior of this sort is alien to our nature.
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As it is our conviction that two ethnic groups can live next to, and indeed

together with, each other only if they regard one another as equal partners, we
demand that the Hungarians of Rumania be granted the fundamental freedom to
voice demands regarding the protection of their rights and opportunities.

We know all too well that a demand of this kind may appear ill-timed in
present-day Rumania, where any expressed desires pertaining to Hungarian
culture are openly labeled Irredentist and revisionist, even when they are couched
in the required phraseology. In our opinion however, this attitude is characteristic
of the relationship a feudal lord maintains with his subjects

We are also aware that, given present conditions in Eastern Europe, it is
unrealistic to expect that a demand of this kind will be met. But since our
situation is growing worse each day, we feel obligated to take action because we
cannot afford the luxury of waiting for a miracle to change these conditions.

For these reasons:

I. We demand that we be considered an Inseparable part of the entire

Hungarian people, and that as such, and as citizens of Rumania, we be permitted
to maintain unhindered contacts with the Hungarian People's Republic, on both
the institutional and the Individual levelsl

I. Allow every citizen of Rumania to travel to the Hungarian People's
Republic without restrictions.

2. Repeal the regulation which forbids the accomodation of friends from
abroad in our homes. (This regulation affects us, Hungarians, most of alL)

3. Permit our cultural Institutions, as well as Hungarian cultural groups
operating as sections of other Institutions, to freely invite Hungarian ensembles
and individuals from the neighboring countries.
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4. Until the Transylvanian Hungarian universities are restored, permit
Hungarian students from Rumania to study in Hungary. Upon heir return, allow
them to function according to the qualifications they have obtained.

5. Stop the practice by Rumanian customs officials of arbitrarily
confiscating Hungarian-language publications.

6. With the help of relay-stations, make Hungarian (Budapest) television
programing available in all parts of Transylvania.

7. Insure that Hungarian-language books published In countries Inhabited
by Hungarians (Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union) can be
obtained in Rumania as well.

8. Allow us to subscribe to any and all newspapers and periodicals
published in Hungary. See to It that such publications arep In fact, delivered to
the subscribers by the postal service.

9. Stop treating the natural interest and justified concern of cultural
and political figures in Hungary toward the fate of Hungarians In Rumania as
interference in Rumania's Internal affairs.

I1. We demand that cultural autonomy and Institutionalized forms of
self-protection be guaranteed to the Hungarians of Rumania, as an ethnic
community!

I. Expand paragraph 22 of the Constitution to grant minorities the right
to form an organization to protect their interests, the officers of which are
democratically elected.

2. Allow this organization the right to direct Hungarian cultural activity
and education policy, to supervise cadre-policies affecting Hungarians, to
maintain Hungarian historical monuments and to seek legal redress for minority

grievances.
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3. Allow Hungariars in all parts of Rumania (not just Transylvania) to be

members of this organization.

4. Permit this organization to have its own official publication.

5. Publish the history of the Hungarian People's Alliance, and make
known the true circumstances of its termination in 1949.

6. Publicly rehabilitate all formerly imprisoned leaders of the Hungarian
People's Alliance, as well as all others who have been sentenced during the past 33
years for defending the interests of Hungarians, and declare their sentences null
and void.

7. Officially acknowledge the fact that our culture is an organic part of
Hungarian culture and not some kind of offshoot of Rumanian culture.

8. Create departments for the education of nationalities within the

Ministry of Education and the county school boards, and treat these departments
as equal to their Rumanian counterparts.

9. Re-open the Hungarian-language kindergartens and schools, granting

every Hungarian child the opportunity to attend a Hungarian-language
kindergarten or school. In all Hungarian-inhabited counties, make high school
education in the humanities and the various trades available In Hungarian.

10. Establish Hungarian-language orphanages and schools for the
handicapped, putting an end to the practice of placing Hungarian-speaking orphans
and handicapped children in the respective Rumanian institutions -- a practice
used as a tool of Rumanianization.

11. Enforce regulation number 6/1969 relating to teaching staff

qualifications, which provides that teachers whose command of the Hungarian
language is inadequate or nonexistent may not teach Hungarian-language classes.
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12. Reduce the minimum quota of children required to form a class, In

order to prevent the elimination of Hungarian village schools. Enact legislation In
Rumania similar to the exemplary nationality statute In Yugoslavia which requires

a minimum of nine children in order to establish a school. In this regard, any
quotas should apply to Rumanian and Hungarian children equally.

13. In Hungarian-language secondary schools, teach the history and
geography of Rumania in the Hungarian language.

14. Reestablish the Hungarian universities, and establish
Hungarian-language institutions of higher education In all trades

1. Expand the sphere of activity of the minority language publishing
house "Kriterion", and increase Its financial base, to enable "Kriterion" to fulfill
those minority-language publishing requirements which the other publishing houses
are unable to satisfy at this time.

16. Allow the Hungarian-language press, and the Hungarian-language
radio and television programs, to discuss the actual and real problems of the
Hungarians in Rumania,

17. The Rumanian authorities should, once and for all, stop the practice
of treating Hungarian intellectuals as suspicious elements, and of subjecting them
to constant police surveillance and harassment solely because they are Hungarian.

I . Insure true f, .edom of worship, and grant the Hungarian churches
real internal autonomy.

Ill. For regions inhabited predominantly by Hungarians, we demand

self-administration and an equitable share in the country's government!

1. Restore autonomy to the 5zekely land -- this time real autonomy,
extended to the entire region.
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2. In the villages inhabited predominantly or exclusively by Hungarians,

stop the practice of appointing ethnic Rumanians to leadership positions

(Chairman of the Village Council, Chairman of the Farm Cooperative, Party

Secretary, policeman).

3. Allow Hungarians to be represented according to their percentage of
the total population not only as Party members and representatives to the Grand

National Assembly, but also among the managers of the economy, in the Party

leadership at all levels, and in the government.

IV. We demand an immediate end to measures aimed at artificially altering

the ethnic composition of Transylvania (including historic Transylvania, the
territories west of It, and the Banat region)t

1. Terminate the massive and forced resettling of peoples from

Moldavia and Wallachia Into Transylvania.

2. Stop experimenting with the ethnic composition of purely Hungarian
villages, trying to create a mixed population in those villages.

3. Stop the practice of assigning recent Hungarian graduates (especially

physicians and engineers) to Moldavia and Wallachia, against their will.

V. We demand the opportunity for the Hungarians in Rumania to develop and
cultivate their identity!

1. With regard to the past:

a. Allow the Hungarian pupils studying in their native tongue to

learn the true history of their own ethnic group, and allow Rumanian pupils as
well to become acquainted with that history, at least in broad outline.
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b. Discuss the history of Transylvania objectively in historical

publications. Stop using materials placed on museum display to conceal or
trivialize the significance of Hungarians in the past, or their presence in Rumania

today.

C. Discontinue the ideological function of the theory of
Daco-Rumanian continuity. (Let this theory remain what it is, in facts a working
hypothesis of historians.)

d. Stop treating those who take an interest in the history and
cultural heritage of Transylvania as exhibiting revisionist tendencies. Stop
forbidding experts specializing in the history of Transylvania to research certain
subjects.

2. With regard to the presents

a. Make public, and accessible to all, detailed statistical data
regarding the present situation of the national minorities.

b. Allow anyone who so desires, to engage in sociological research
pertaining to the national minorities, without police harassment against those who
express an interest in this line of research.

c. Let schools, regardless of their language of instruction, teach
their pupils an awareness of the country's national minorities and their culture.

d. Publish books in the Rumanian language as well which deal with
the life, national customs, art, etc., of the national minorities who live here.

e. Expand the existing injuctions against manifestations of
chauvinism to apply to those manifestations which are directed against
Hungarians. (Thus, apply the same standard to such anti-Hungarian epithets as

"bozgor" and "hazatlan" as to the anti-Rumanian "olih".)
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VL We demand i: at in all areep o) greater Transylvania inhabited by

Hungarians, the Hungarian language be treated as equal to the Rumanian language
in official as well as everyday use!

1. Grant, in practice, the right provided for in paragraph 22 of the

Constitution to use the Hungarian language in administrative offices and before
the various authorities, and to submit to those offices documents written in that

language. Make identification cards, passports, official form letters etc.,
bilingual.

2. Within the regions described, require workers employed in the fields

of health care, commerce and public services to be familiar with the Hungarian
language.

3. In the areas inhabited by Hungarians, make the Hungarian language a

required subject in Rumanian schools as well. (During the Horthy regime in
Northern Transylvania, It was compulsory for Hungarian children to learn

Rumanian!)

4. In these areas, make the inscriptions of place-names and

street-names, the signs on shops, factories, museums and public institutions, and
the inscriptions on consumer products, etc., bilingual.

VII. We demand the same career opportunities for the Hungarians of
Rumania as the Rumanians have!

Terminate the practice whereby job hiring and professional advancement

are determined primarily according to ethnic background rather than pmfesdonal
expertise. Discontinue the practice of applying the proportion of Hungarians

nationally to determine the number of Hungarians hired locally, even in firms
located in overwhelmingly Hungarian areas.
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VIIL We demand the preservation of the environment which reflects our

historic and cultural past!

I. Preserve the traditional townscape of Transylvanian cities,

2. Stop tearing down the buildings which are significant for cultural or
historical reasons.

3. Register as protected cultural properties all items deserving that

title.

4. Stop altering the surroundings of Hungarian cultural landmarks, to
show the landmarks at a disadvantage.

5. Establish a source of funds for the preservation of perishing historical

and cultural monuments.

IX. We demand that the Hungarian-speaking natives of Moldavia, the
sings -- whom official statistics have declared to be Rumanian, without

exception -- be permitted to declare themselves Hungarians again, and to
participate in Hungarian cultural life!

I. Permit them to join the organization representing Hungarian

nationality interests.

2. Permit them free use of their native Hungarian language.

3. Reopen their Hungarian-language schools.

4. Grant them the right to conduct religious services in the language of

their choice.

5. Put an end to the forced isolation of the Csang6sg the obstruction of

their contacts with Hungarians from elsewhere and the persecution of visitors to
Cs*ng6 villages.
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X. We demand that an impartial international commission (whose members
would also include Hungarians and Rumanians) examine our situation and make
decisions in the issues which bear upon our fate

+ +

The foregoing, which was written on behalf of two million Hungarians,
provides only a partial cross-section of the country's problems, those affecting the
Hungarians (and even those only in a summary and incomplete fashion). We are
quite aware that the solution to these problems cannot be isolated from the more
general set of questions. Our primary purpose, however, is tp identify these
problems, since if we do not do so, no one will it for us. As far as calling
attention to the general issues affecting all of us, this not our responsibility alone,
and perhaps not even ours primarily; it would first and foremost be the
responsibility of the Rumanian people.

Nevertheless, we do not consider this act of ours premature. The wall of
silence must at last be broken from somewhere on the inside, as must that
enormous, motionless and seemingly immovable block of tyranny and deprivation
of rights which weighs nightmarishly on every inhabitant of Rumania (except for
those who profit from It) and which is ultimately responsible for the totally
catastrophic condition in which the country finds itself. In this regard, it is our
conviction that our program proposal, which may be considered by "some" to be
directed against the Rumanian people, actually supports their interests, because
any increase in the respect for human rights would necessarily lead to an increase
in their rights as well.
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APPENDIX B

REPORT ON ARRESTS AND TORTURE OF MINORITY INTELLECTUALS,
FROM THE "SPECIAL EDITION OF ELLENPONTOK" (COUNTERPOINTS)

DATED JANUARY 13, 1983

An Account of the Events

On November 6, 1982, the Rumanian political police (the state security
apparatus, or Securitatea) conducted a house search at the apartment of Giza Szacs
in Kolozsvir (Cluj) and afterwards took him Into custody for several hours. In the
course of the interrogation it became clear that the police knew of Sz6cs' every
move throughout the past three weeks. This, plus the fact that they had found in his
apartment copies of the "samizdat" periodical Ellenpontok (Counterpoints) which
had been appearing in Transylvania since December 1981, and the fact that the
authorities had in their possession certain photographs and tape recordings,
compelled Szdcs to "break down" and "confess" -- in accordance with a prearranged
tactic designed to mislead the authorities. Accordingly, he told them that the
copies of Counterpoints which could be proved to have been distributed by him,
originated in Hungary. Subsequently, this statement elicited a certain amount of
disapproval among Hungarians in Transylvania inasmuch as it could be used as an
excuse to further envenom relations between the two countries. This opinion
however, does not take into consideration the fact that Szdcsr reference was to
those circles in Hungary whose existence is barely tolerated by the Hungarian
government.

After the confession on the sixth, he was freed in the evening of the same
day and told that the interrogation would continue on the eighth. After his release
however, Sz6cs slipped out of Kolozsvir, and on the same day wrote a letter to his
interrogators in which he disavowed his entire confession, saying that he had made it
solely as a result of threats and intimidation. From Kolozsvar, traveling partly on

foot and partly by public transportation, he reached the sanatorium of T81gyes
(Tulghes), 25 kilometers from the baths at Borszik (Borsec), and had himself

admitted as a patient suffering from a severe persecution complex. He left the

26-235 0 - 83 - 15
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sanatorium on several occasions In order to establish contacts, and this must have
been how, on November 24, in order to avoid a routine Identity check on board a
moving train, he jumped onto the tracks and suffered a torn tendon and severe

contusions in one of his legs.

On December 9, he spoke by telephone to Attila Ara-Kovics and informed
him that he wished to remain in hiding until he received guarantees from the state
security organs regarding his life and personal liberty. Following that telephone
conversation, he was taken into custody by the police at the post office in
Maroshiviz (Toplita). They interrogated him for four days, fist in Marosheviz, and
then, on the twelfth, in Kolozsvir. Sz6cs denied his identity until he was made to
confront his attending physician.

Based on several pieces of evidence, it can be confirmed that he was severely
mistreated during his interrogation; the police repeatedly beat his head against the
wall, particularly when he refused to disavow the Memorandum and Program
Proposal, published in the eighth issue of CounteMointb and when he refused to
incriminate Andris Sata. What the interrogators wanted was for Szdcs to admit
that Sat8 had something to do % !th Counterroints. and that he had a hand in writing
the last -- eighth -- issue. After the four days, Szdcs was allowed to go home to
Kolozsvir, where he stayed at his parents' house. The conditions of his release are
not known. Since that time, his parents' house has been watched in a conspicuous
fashion. Visitors to Sz~cs are also placed under surveillance, and on occasion
followed, but not harassed.

On December 28, In a severely weakened state and suffering from pulmonary
embolism, with suspected pneumonia and pleurisy, Szecs was taken to a hospital,
where, at this writing, he continues to undergo treatment.

On November 7, house searches were conducted in Nagyvarad (Oradea) as
well, at the dwellings of Attila Ara-Kovics and Kiroly Tth among others. The

authorities maintained constant radio contact among the various house searches to
keep abreast of developments. They found no damaging evidence among Kiroly
Tth's possessions, but they did confiscate his books dealing with the past and
present of the Hungarian people and his materials documenting the Endre Ady
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Literary Circle. They also took his typewriter. The house search lasted until late in
the afternoon, and afterwards Kiroly T6th, his wife and his under-age gster4n-law
were taken to the state security headquarters in Nagyvarad. About four hours later
Tth's sister-in-law was released. His wife was allowed to go home around midnight,
but she was ordered to return the following morning for several more hours. Kiroly
Tth's Interrogation, with two Interruptions, lasted until the morning of the
eleventh. They brutally humiliated, beat and tortured him he was handcuffed,

kicked d, his head was beaten against the wall, and his hair was palled out. His head
and neck were beaten mainly by hand, and his entire body was flailed with rubber
truncheonsl the bloody marks were still visible two weeks later. He was threatened
with injections of Scopolamin. Since he had previously agreed with Attila
Ara-Kovics and Giza Sz~cs that If coerced they would admit to being editors of
CounterPoints as well as having written the Memorandum and Program Proposal, and
further, since the resolve of his Interrogators led Tth to the conclusion that they
knew more than the three of them had realized, he made a confession. After the
confession, Kiroly Tth was released. Since November 12 he has been allowed to
work, but his apartment is held under surveillance, and he is repeatedly sought out
by one or another officer of the state security organs for "a little chat."

During the day-long house search on November 7, no damaging evidence was
found at the apartment of Attila Ara-Kovaics either. Numerous rare books and
periodicals were confiscated from him, they expropriated his typewriter, and they
took from his wife the 2,727 forints received for purposes of emigrating to
Hungary. Following the house search, he too was taken into custody and subjected
to a 48-hour Interrogation without food or drink, during which he had to listen to the
beating of Karoly Tth and his cries for help in the adjacent room. For the sake of
formality, Ara-Kovics was allowed home for a few hours between two interrogation
sessions. Like Karoly Tth, he confessed and was released on November I , but was
forbidden to leave Nagyvirad. Since that time his apartment has been under
surveillance, from time to time he is followed in a very obvious fashion, and his
telephone conversations are interrupted. On December 3, without proper authority
from the public prosecutor and despite the protests of his mother who was there at
the time, his apartment was searched by the police, and 20 forints were
confiscated. Due to the mental shock resulting from the first house search, his
father entered the hospital where he underwent treatment lasting more than a
month.
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What the interrogators wanted was evidence that Counterpoints was being
prepared with the express support of the authorities in Hungary, and thut the
materials were received by diplomatic pouch, with the help of Rudao the consul
from Hungary in Kolozsvar. Ars-Kovics was further accused of having received
from the Hungarian authorities money (i.e. the confiscated 2,727 forints), and a visa
to enter Hungary, as compensation for editing Counterpoints. With regard to each
of the three individuals, the interrogators tried to uncover as many connections to
Hungary as possible and to obtain damaging evidence in this respect.

In sum, Attila Ara-Kovics, Giza Sz6cs and Kiroly Tth admitted that they
were editors of the samizdatt" periodical CounteMgIntsp that they had also written
some of its articles, and that they were entirely responsible for writing the latest
issue, Number 8. They claimed to have no knowledge of any other contributors to
the periodical. After their release, all three disavowed their confessions on the
basis that they had been coerced into making them.

Beyond these three people, many more individuals were subjected to
harassment. Most of these -. persons with whom SzGcs had met frequently in the
three weeks proceeding his first interrogation - had to endure house searches, and
practically all were interrogated. Among others, the following were subjected to
house searches

In Dos (De), Laszlo TkOs, Reformed minister

In Marosvisarhely (Tirgu Mures): Attila Vari, writer
Attila Kelemen, veterinarian
Mlhily Spielmann, historian
Gabor Tompat theater dkector

In Csikszentmihily (Mlhalleni)t Borbila Lukics, teacher

In Sepsiszentgy~rgy Liszld Bogdin, poet
(Sfintul Gheorghe)s Andris Balogh, theater director

Zoltin Cze 8 poet
Imre Marko, dentist
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In Kolozsvir (Cluj)t Gabor Tompa, theater director
Vid Tirnovin, sculptor

In Nagyva'rad (Oradea) L.rint Kertesz, economist
Gabor Varga, engineer
Marta J6zsa, university student (she
was the third person - besides Kiroly
Tth and GUza 5z~cs -- to be beaten
during interrogation.)

On November 23, after house searches In their apartments in Csikszereda
(Miercurea Ciuc), Ern5 Borbily, secondary school teacher, and Katalin Biro,
architect, were taken away. No one has seen them since, and no news has emerged
regarding their whereabouts. In the house searcties, books from Hungary (primarily
historical, ethnographical and cultural works), older Hungarian publications (such as
books and periodicals published In Transylvania between the two World Wars),
personal correspondence, typewriters, and groceries from Hungary were
confiscated. The number of those interrogated was much higher, and in each case
the authorities attempted to demostrate as many ties to Hungary as possible, as wdl
as trying to extract compromising statements concerning the better known
Hungarian cultural figures in Rumania.

In analyzing the course of the interrogations in retrospect, it becomes clear
that despite the considerable technical surveillance apparatus with which the
authorities were equipped to watch, above all, Szdcs and his surroundings, they had
relatively scant and Inaccurate information at their disposal.

With regard to the effect of these events, a certain duality can be observed
here in Transylvania. On the one hand, it is true that since November of 1982 the
people are even more afraid of the authorities even more afraid of each other and
even more reluctant to resist the oppression in their own surroundings. On the other
hand, news of Counterpoints has reached all of Transylvania (all Hungarians of
Transylvania), and for most people this has introduced a certain ray of hope into a
hopeless situation. Upon hearing the news of the house searche, the arrests and the
interrogations, many people secretly offered material aid to the victims, and
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expressed their solidarity In various ways. The victims received shipments of food
from friends and strangers alike (which in Rumania today means the denial of
sustenance to the donors).

This report was prepared In Transylvania.
Concluded on 3anuary 13, 1983.

The preparers of this report express their
thanks to all those who In any way stood by
the victims and tried in any way to help them.
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APPENDIX C

"DECLARATION" DATED DECEMBER 10, 1982
BY ATTILA ARA-KOVACS, ONE OF THE EDITORS

OF THE SAMIZDAT PERIODICAL "ELLENPONTOK" (COUNTERPOINTS)

Declaration

My experiences in November 1982 - the persecution, the Interrogations, the house
searches, the harassment and humiliation of my friends and acquaintances -- have led me to
conclude that the Rumanian state, which at present routinely violates the most fundamental
human rights, has became totally incapable of honorably solving the problems which may arise.
For this very reason, I too no longer see any point to eeguesting the free exercise of my and our
rights.

I do not request, but rather I demand and I rte! And I accuse this regime of the
universal trampling of human rights, Which, with ts incrediblee vileness, pre-ordains the future
of tens of millions of people!

I protest the fact that In this country people can disappear without a trace!

I protest the persecution of national minorities, which Is directed primarily against the two
million Hungarians of Transylvania, and I protest the fact that the oppressed minorities In
Rumania are incited against one another!

I protest that our every rightful demand is answered -- beyond the use of terror -. through
television and In the press only by the criminally inclined or spineless representatives of the
minorities; and that the only argument they bring up against us Is that we are not the same as
they -- that is, delirious bootlickers!

I protest the fact that as a consequence of our protests we must face the threat of death: I
protest against the screams and cries for help which I had to listen to for days in the company
of others, in one of the headquarters of the state security apparatus!

I protest against the informers who lurk behind every telephone corwersation, every
personal contact, every thought

I protest the absence of freedom of expression and freedom of movement!

I protest against everything which may still befall us in today's Ruman-a.

I take this opportunity to thank all those who were induced by the hope and desire for
social freedom to engage In public protest by manifesting interest in the fate of the victims of
terror and by Identifying with them. I harbor no Illusions regarding our own possibilities for the
future for this reason, |am compelled to continue placing hope in the solidarity hitherto
manifested.

Nagyvirad, December 10, 1982. Attila Ara-Kovics
Nagyvarad/Oradea
Nufulari 46/12
Tels 33 457
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APPENDIX D

"STATEMENT OF POSITION" DATED MARCH 8, 1983
BY THE THREE EDITORS OF THE SAMIZDAT PERIODICAL

"ELLENPONTOK" (COUNTERPOINTS)

Statement of Position

The responsibility we feel for good relations between the Hungarian and
Rumanian peoples, for the observance of human rights In Rumania and for the
preservation of social tranquility in the country compels us to take a public stand
against the flagrant injustices and reprehensible conduct of the Rumanian
authorities.

Our conduct and our protests have, to date, been motivated by a belief and
trust in the agreements concluded in our name in Helsinki in 1973, and in Debrecen
and Nagyvirad (Oradea) in 1977. Nevertheless, what we are witnessing is that those
in power in Rumania today are violating in our name, day in and day out and in the
most cynical fashion, those very same agreements. We indignantly protest this
wrongful corruption of our name.

We Hungarians of Rumania strive for peaceful and untroubled coexistence,
whose only guarantee can be through adherence to the spirit and letter of the two
agreements mentioned above. And it is precisely for this reason that whenever the
authorities in Rumania today violate these agreements, we feel that our very
existence is threatened.

There is no longer any person or any thing which guarantees our personal
freedom. As shown by our individual experiences, we are at the mercy of the whims
of the of the internal security organs to the greatest extent possible, with no
opportunity for legal recourse.

Our relatives and friends from Hungary are expelled from Rumania, and we are
unable to maintain contact with them without risk to our personal freedom. All
these measures on the one hand violate our individual and minority rights, and on the
other hand, serve to further isolate us and increase our defenselessness.

Kolozsvir - Nagyvirad (Cluj - Oradea),
March 8, 1983.

Attila Ara-Kovics
Geza Sz6cs
Kiroly Tth

Editors of the periodical
"Counterpoints"
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APPENDIX E

PROTEST PUBLISHED IN THE SAMIZDAT
PERIODICAL "ELLENPONTOK" (COUNTERPOINTS), NO. 3,

"ASSEMBLED AND DISSE6'INATED IN TRANSYLVANIA, MAY 1982"

We Protest!

The outraged reaction elicited by the Lancranjan book* .- and the fact
that the forces responsible for its publication overextended themselves -- are well
illustrated by the fact that the Transylvanian Hungarian intelligentsia has now, for
the first time, chosen the route of collective protest and assumed the risks involved
in sucKh protest. While there have beenpast cases n which individuals (e.g.: Kiroly
Kiraly, Andr~s S~td, Lajos Takics) have submitted protests to the Party leadership
regarding various collective grievances or human rights violations, this is the first
instance of an organized, group protest. The Intellectuals, who were (and are)
commonly believed to have allowed their honor to be purchased at a ridiculously low
price, have in this case acted according to the dictates of their conscience bysending two protest documents to the Central Committee of the Rumanian
Communist Party, or more precisely, to President Nlcolae Ceausescu himself.

The two documents are the result of separate Initiatives. First, at the
beginning of May, intellectuals in Kolozsvar (Cluj) signed a protest memorandum.
The majority of the fourteen signers are reportedly established writers, philologists
and critics, with the remainder consisting of other Intellectuals.

For the time being, the names of the signers are being kept secret. All
that has leaked out is that the two who Initiated and organized the protest are Giza
Sz6cs and Marius Tabacaru, a piano teacher and the only Rumanian Intellectual
whose name appears on both protest documents.

A few days after the Kolozsvir protest, another document, similar in
content but longer and more detailed, was prepared in Marosvasirhely (Tirgu Mures,supposedly at the initiative of Andras S(t8. This memorandum was signed by
thirty-six intellectuals, some of whom ha already signed the prior Kolozsvar
protest.

Both memoranda bring to light those statements in the Lancranjan book
which are irreconcilable with the Party's officially proclaimed minority policies, and
with the Constitution.

The number of signers could have been greater, had the organizers not
decided upon quick, almost conspiratorial action, in order to complete and submit
the protest documents before the state security apparatus learned of their existence.

So far, the state security apparatus has exhibited only its annoyance, and
they have not slammed down on anyone yet. They are probably awaiting a decision
in the matter by the Party. So are we.

Lancranjan, Ion. Cuvint desire Transivania (A Word About Transylvania).
Bucharest (5port-Tudsm), 1982. .
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APPENDIX F

SELECTED NEWS ARTICLES

AGENCE FRANSE PRESSED
(Paris, France)

Tuesday, November 16, 1982

FF042 161341/8?
EAST -- INTELLECTUALS OF HUNGARIAN MINORITY HELD IN ROHANIA (/CN55)

PARIS NOV 16 ( A F P )---QUATRE INTELLECTUELS DE LA MINORITY
HONGROISL DE TRANSYLVANIE ONT ETE ARNETES IL Y A UNE DIZAINE
DE JOURS EN ROUMANIE, DONT TROIS ONT ETC LIBERES APES CING JOURS
DINTERROGATOIRE MAIS 'NCULPES DE PTRAHISON" TANDIS GUON EST SANS
NOUVELLES DU OUATRIEmr, ANNONCE MARDI LA REVUE TRIMESTRIELLE
OCAHIERS HONGROIS" PUCLIEE A PARIS.

IL SAGIT DU POETE GEZA SZOCS - DONT ON EST SANS NOUVELLES -
DU PHILOSOPHE ATTILA ARA-KOVACS, DU PROFESSEUR DE LYCEE KAROLY
TOTH ET DE LA FEMME DE CE DERNIER.

SELON DES INFORMATIONS PARVENUES DANS LA NUll DE LUNDI A MARDI A
LA REVUE PARISIENNE PAR LINTERMEDIAIRE DES MILIEUX OPPOSITION DE
RUDAPEST, CES GUATRE PEASONNES ONT ETE ARRETEES ENTREE LC 5 ET LE 7
NOVEMBRE A CLUJ ET ORADEA SOUS LACCUSATION DETRE LES ANIMATEURS DE LA
REVUE DE LANGUE HONGROISE "CONTREPOINTS" PUBLICE EN SAMIZDATT"
(CLANDESTINEMENT) EN TRANSYLVANIE.

CETTE REVUE DONT LE PREMIER NUMERO A PARU EN DECEMBRE 1981 A
PUBLIC DANS SON HUITIENE NUMEROO DIFFUSE EN OCTOBRE, UN MEMORANDUM
SUR LA SITUATION DE LA MINORITY HONSROISE DE TRANSYLVANIE DESTINE AUX
PARTICIPANTS DE LA CONFERENCE DE MADRID SUR LA SECURITE ET LA
COOPERATION EN EUROPE.

SELON LES MEMES SOURCES, LE PROFESSEUR TOTH ET SA FEMME OUI
AURAIENT ETE BATTUS DURANT LEUR INTFRROGATOIRE, ONT ETE APRES LEUR
LIBERATION CONSIGNES A LEUR DOMICILEt TANDIS UE M ARA-KOVACS SE
VOYAIT INTERDIRE DE QUITTER ORADEA$ JE

(Translation from French

INTELLECTUALS OF HUNGARIAN MINORITY HELD IN RUMANIA

Paris, Nov. 16 (AFP) - Four Hungarian minority intellectuals In Transylvania were
arrested ten days ago in Rumania, and three of them were released after five days of
interrogation but charged with "treason," while there is no news regarding the fourth the
quarterly review "Hungarian Notes" published In Paris announced Tuesday.

The individuals involved are the poet G~za Szb(cs -- about whom there is no news -- ,

the philosopher Attila Ara-Kov&cst the high school teacher Kiroly T6th and his wife.
According to the information reaching the Parisian review Monday evening through

intermediary dissident sources in Budapest, the four persons were arrested between the
3th and 7th of November in Cluj and Oradea and accused of being the forces behind the
Hungarian-language periodical "Counterpoints" published in "samizdat" (underground) In
Transylvania.

The periodical, whose first Issue appeared in December 1981, published in its eighth
issue, disseminated In October, a memorandum on the situation of the Hungarian minority
in Transylvania, destined for the Madrid Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe.

According to the same sources, professor T6th and his vife, who had been beaten
during their Interrogation, were restricted to their home after their release, and Mr.
Ara-Kovics found himself forbidden to leave Oradea.
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DIE PRESSE
(Vienna, Austria)

Thursday, November 18. 1982

(Translation from Germans]
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REPRESSION OF HUNGARIAN
DISSIDENTS IN RUMANIA

Special to Die Presse

VIENNA/BUCHAREST (p.m.) - The
Hungarian-speaking underground In Rumania,
struggling against minority suppression, is
alarmed: Since his arrest on November 6, the -

30 year-old poet and journalist Gaza Sz6cs, a
spokesman for the national identity of
Hungarians in Transylvania, has disappeared.
Nine friends, with whom he publishes the
samizdat periodical "Elienpontok"
(Counterpoints), have in the meantime been
released. As of Wednesday, there was still no
news concerning Sz~cs himself.

Sz6cs, the philosopher Attila
Ara-Kovics, the professor K6roly T6th and
seven compatriots (among them T6th's wife)
were arrested in early November In Cluj
(Kiausenburg), obviously In connection with
the latest issue of the underground
publication. In It, In the form of a
memorandum to the participants of the CSCE
Review Meeting in Madrid, they had called
attention to the systematlcoppression of the
Hungarian minority in Rumania and had
presented a list of demands.

While the others were set free within 24
hours, Ara-Kovics and T6th remained
Imprisoned for four days and were brutally
beaten up. After their release, they were
constrained to promise not to leave the city.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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KURIER
(Vienna, Austria)

Saturday, November 20, 1982

(Translation from Germans]

(Captions] The shaded
areas on our map show
the major settlements of
Hungarians in Rumania.
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HUNGARIANS IN RUMANIA APPEAL
TO KREISKY AS WELL

Kurler Exclusive from Transylvania

By: Wolfgang Broer

The Hungarian minority In Rumania, a
nationality threatened with cultural
destruction, has addressed an appeal to several
Western states, among them Austria and
Austrian Chancellor Kreisky. The Hungarian
Intelligentsia in Rumania demands the
creation of an Independent international
commission to investigate its desperate
situation. The memorandum, to be delivered
to Chancellor Kreisky on Monday, resulted in
immediate consequences for Its signers They
were arrested and brutally interrogated.

The document, reaching Vienna through
different channels, urgently implored
representatives of the Western powers and
neutral states attending the CSCE Review
Meeting in Madrid to influence the Bucharest
regime to halt "the process of
Rumanianization which threatens the
existence of two million Hungarians."

The kinds of pressure to which the
Hungarian minority is subjected can be derived
from the list of demands which is annexed to
the memorandum. The following are some
verbatim quotes
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The Appended List of Demands

0 "Re-ooen the Hungarian-language kindergartens and schools."

* "Establish Hungarian-language orphanages and schools for the handicapped,
putting an end to the practice of placing Hungarian-speaking orphans and
handicapped children in the respective Rumanian institutions -- a practice used as
a tool of Rumanianization.

* "Allow every citizen of Rumania to travel to the Hungarian People's
Republic without restrictions. Permit Hungarian students from Rumania to study
in Hungary.

* "Stop the practice by Rumanian customs officials of arbitrarily confiscating
Hungarian-language publications."

* "The Rumanian authorities should, once and for all, stop the practice of
treating Hungarian intellectuals as suspicious elements, and of subjecting them to
constant police surveillance and harassment solely because they are Hungarian."

Equal Right to Use of Language

The list, consisting of ten major points, demands, above all, cultural
autonomy, equality of language use in everyday life and by the authorities, and
equal employment opportunities. Other strenuous demands Include
self-administration in regions where Hungarians form a majority of the
population, and "adequate" representation of the Hungarian minority In the
Rumanian government. The continued practice of resettling Rumanians Into
regions inhabited by Hungarians, and into purely Hungarian districts and towns, is
sharply protested.

The Hungarian intellectuals, who had to pay for this desperate plea through
arrest and interrogation, are persistently holding their ground "It Is our deep
conviction that two ethnic groups can live next to, and indeed together with, each
other only if they regard one another as equal partners."

Relations between Budapest and Bucharest are severely strained due to
Rumania's minority policies.
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LE MONDE

(Paris, France)
Sunday/Monday, November R1122, 1982

A TRAVERS
LE MONDE

Roumenle
o LE PORE QEZA SZOCS. LE

PHILOSOPHE A. ARA.
KOVACS LE PRQEESSEUR
KAROLY TOTH EUT SA

FEMME, qui set tous des intel-
lectuets do souch . oat
41A a66 per l sutoitd roo.
rinines I Clui 11 Oradea cntr
i S oto I nowmbre. -t-oa sp.
prs do source site. 11s soat ac-
cuse d'ftre In nimoteurs d'une.
revue do * s0misdit 0 pubAe en
lnsue 1 $I intituile i-
lenpoamo. M. Ars.Kovscs Vi M.
et M- Toih ont Ai6 rellchis
oprde cinq lots d'interropioires
au cours desquete its oat subi des
violence. Los suiorii4s ro.
maiau lour oat caepndont indi-
qud quills eriotlnt poursuivii
pour trhoson ct qu'it no poo-
vaieni quitter I Ails. En revan-
che. on rse ia h6uvollk dw
poke Szocs.

La revue Elltp ok. publide
pur i prmiar sot en dcem-

t 1981. est souvont intiressd
I to situation do it minority bon-
groiso en Transylvanli.

(Translation from French:]

AROUND THE WORLD:

RUMANIA

THE POET GtZA SZ(SCS, THE
PHILOSOPHER A. ARA-KOVACS, THE
PROFESSOR KAROLY T6TH AND HIS
WIFE$ all intellectuals of Hungarian origin,
were arrested by the Rumanian authorities
In Cluj and Oradea between November 5
and 7, according to a reliable source. They
were accused of being the forces behind a
"samizdat" periodical published in the
Hungarian language and entitled
Ellenpxntok. Mr. Ara-Kov~cs and Mr. and
Mrs. 'th were released after five days of
interrogation during which they were
subjected to violent treatment. The
Rumanian authorities indicated however,
that they would be prosecuted for treason
and that they could not leave the city. In
turn, there was no news regarding the poet
Szocs.

The periodical Ellenpontok, first
published in December"98l, frequently
dealt with the situation of the Hungarian
minority in Transylvania.
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NEUE ZORCHER ZEITUNG
(Zurich, Switzerland)

Monday, November 22, 1982

(Translation from German:]

Die Frage der ungarischen
Minderheit in Rumlinen

Etn Appell an die KSZE.Folpekonforinz
ith. W1. Nov. (ap) Eine Oruppe In RumlS.

nin lobender Uolam bat am Frete Aviono.
mt for die mebvbeiicb von Unamn boewobten
rumnischen Geblets und cin. Anerkennung lb.
rer Eigenstindigkeit als Minderbelt dutch die
ruminiscb. Re en8nS geordert. Ini lem In
Wie ver~ffentifcbten Appell an die KSZI8.Fol-
8ekonfetenz In Madrid waf die Orupp deo ru.
mlniachen BebOrdeo die Einscb0cbteruno und
betufliche DlskrWlnuteNmg atdonal 8eunoter
rumlnscbr Uniam vor. eBesosders da, wo
Intellektuells und Asbelter betroffen aind, be.
handelt die Staaamacbt uns, &s wen wit
Feinde Im Inneren wirens, belsat a In der Er.
kilrung. Von der Fobrus8 in ukses wird Na.
donallsten die Selbutverwaltung tiler Besirke
mit mehrhei;iu.b unse4t¢ar ev0kerur.; .'/
die Aerkennunt von Ungaduch als welles
Arntaaprache in diesen Regionen getordert. Un.
gar*be Volkszug. ebSi solten ungebindert
nach Unprn risen oder ungarice StaaubOr.
Set beberbergen sowie ungeAsche Zehmwgu.
aboonaIren derfen. Danebon fordert die
Oruppe die Orandun8 unsarischer Schulen in
Ruminlen, Riions1fhu f und eine umas.

ended Amnestle (at all. inbaftietes unWI
schen Nationalisten. Die Lane der Ungapr ru-
mlslscher Staatsasgebrlgk-it solle von siner
intemadonalen Kommiusion Oberwacht wer-
den.

THE QUESTION OF THE HUNGARIAN
MINORITY IN RUMANIA

An Appeal to the CSCE Review Meeting

Vienna, Nov. 21 (ap) -- A group of
Hungarians living in Rumania petitioned
the Rumanian goVernment Friday to
grant autonomy in Rumanian regions
inhabited by a plurality of Hungarians
and to acknowledge their individuality as
a minority. In an appeal to the CSCE
Review Meeting in Madrid made public
in Vienna, the group outlined for the
Rumanian authorities the intimidation
and employment discrimination
occurring against ethnic Hungarians In
Rumania. "The state powers treat us,
especially intellectuals and workers, as
if we were the enemies within," the
document states, The Bucharest
leadership is called upon to grant
self-administration In all districts with a
predominantly Hungarian population and
to officially acknowledge Hungarian as a
second language in those regions.
Hungarians In Rumania should be allowed
to travel unhindered to their relatives in
Hungary, to accomodate Hungarian
citizens in their homes and to subscribe
to newspapers from Hungary. Further,
the group demands the (rejestablishment
of Hungarian schools in Rumania,
freedom of religion and a comprehensive
amnesty for all imprisoned Hungariar.
nationalists. The situation of the
Hungarians belonging under Rumanian
state control should be supervised by an
international commission.
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IN ...... ,ON L
'Hungarian,
Expatriates'Treatment
In Warsaw Pact Natio
Makes Budapest Edgy

BY VtvoUA PoeS
SMtr5Ie tor WM&, huvs? JoVS0w

BLIDAPBST. HuMgy - One of Hun
$aY mosjssn smial problems tw

ay ou its umey the al
eled mistratment more than three

million Hunprlas livin In netbori
Commum countries

Some 11 million Hung a" live in Ro.
mania chiefly in the re" of Tm.nva-
nS. according to offlctal Romalan als.
tcs: but some Hunpries d g
estimate the number Is closer to three mU
idR. Ctechoslovakia has a community of
about 0.000 Hunrims. ad Yugoslavia
has about a hlf million. In the Soviet UN.
IN there are approximately I0,0. The

.atlon of Huny proper Im rull.

What sets Huntarans In SoviW b
countries apes from t In Austria, it-
si or the their faithfue to a tradtion Hn da wayof Wt. alain to
language. c ul d - Wa. they are
more exile than emigrat. are cii-
tons Of foreign counties no a of
per l preference but because of the al.
terin of Hungry's border alter World
War I and World War I.

Dlsrlmnat AlleWe
Hungrims returning fm TranWyva.

nia say they are discriminated against Is
sChoolin An )ft And openly dUied by
the RmnanW populati. On o Hun.
Pry's most distinised writers, a"31
lilyes calls the plt of ethnic Hugada
In Romanla unbearmble." A promilnent
ethnic Hungarian emir chaur tha
even Romanla intellectuaks tend to be.
ieve the Romuana press propagnda
agans the Hungaria minority.

"They believe that armed bunds of Hun-
gerims wt Is Tranyvala; to attack,"

' Restive in the East Bloc
he says. E thncHnarias ae mog

In reaction to the alleged mistreatment
Of Hunatn in T1ransyvania. a rur of11f Jntolntt nl open letter in 1w
November to the Hungria Cunci of
MinisteWrs spell out what th Hunaria
minoty n Romala wua. Among the de.
mnuds were sef-admnstn for those
lIvinIn rngoe s there are cocen-

a And the posmbity
of peakln Hunaria outside the boe.
Travel from 1rasylala say tha

gsla me posted there sayng "Spea Ro.!malnu."

Gevemmeut Concer
The Hungrian movement hasn't for-

mally responded to the letter. but political
soure" y that ofiil am greatly ow
cerned. One Hunai political as
with ties to the o government hierarchy re-
pore that HarW leaders am rebving
to meet with Roianla President Nlcole
Ceaes until the Romanlas give tng-
ble sins of com1 with a bu=aAgrement Slped Inwf Thu agr11t *
meat was desined to protect the rigts of
ethni Hunrian to emigrate toHugy
and enMure their am to Hungarian1-in

m~ome sad mome Huransw cow
plalnn that their relatives in other Soviet
bo countries face i ding dlscm1a-
tion, the pvemant Is confron with a
dilemma: To stem public discontent it
must address these concerns, but to speak

to odyon the Issu could damg t e
ltlons wth fellow Warsaw Pact nations.

teside being en as a potal uniwy
g fore for proteer the lmw of ethnic

Hungarias could break the alee on
"dwed abs," teorrto" that changed

r te world wan. Such problng,
however academic, could open a Pa.
door's box In Eastern Eurspe aid the So-
it Union, whem istorc borders have

been drucally altered. Hunry, for a.
ample. lost owethird of its territory aft
World War 1. then a few moe watcem af'
ter World War II. Put In huma t ev
ery third H a was suddey Uvt in
a foreg ld tfout ev moviqn.

Thre ar prelmiry signs tha the
government wants to tamp don this bur.

eicv rights movement. In late NO
vember, police swooped dosn on a Buda.
pest apartment wber diMdets met to :
Chan lean snd underground publica-
flow~ The act was unexpected became
the di e com munity ma l has
ben tolrated by the security fre

Late it was learnd that the ri coi
Cde With un 01 elhic Hungarian
activists in o an hwho, lk the Sudapet dide t ae
chsaoplnsn rights fo expatriate Hu.garianstoSofit bloc comntre.
A IKreenl Role?

Theoe are several tho on why the
rmid took place. Soe polite aalsts
sa'te twa me t to na to new so.

vit Lad Yuri Andpo that Huonary's
house was Io order. Others my it reflected
fea that the reen lower oftugars
standard of living migt Ind to PO
style dissent Opposition leaders believe.
however, that the PO o weresi
to break the ink betwno the a tn
the three countries.

awuggst that Huay o relance
to press ts neighbors onthe rights opa-
iate unran cmes frm a seithe government has very little maeuver

WtgrMom ONthe s Mysay ative at.
Noton o te robem vAdspleas the

rIArmi because the Soviet Union has its
M festering ethni poblms And
wouldn't Ike the Hungarias to open vp
the quesio Of minorty rigts.

Eastern Europe And the Soviet Unio
are indee a mosai of ethnic group. In
Yugoslavia. ethni Albaas in the proy'
inec of Komovo w at as a an Idpn
dent republic ad have expresed t~ i
In riots ad mas demotrations. mean
while, the threat of Islamic ntonalism
among the0 Soviet Union's Iarg Moslem

laPonU840 Is A worY t0 Moscw. And doe-
ore mthn0 years of Russitt in

the Balti Soviet republcs of Egtoiac LAt-
"ia ad Mtuanla their population stil
ftin to their natina root and are openl
sol to RueanM culture.
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Secret services

President "M" foils
dictator "C"
East European bosses are now likely to
think twice before dispatching killer
squads to western Europe to eliminate
their political opponents. On August
31st. a Rumanian secret agent known as
"Z" revealed In Paris the detail of an
aonishing plot by the French scret
service to fool the Rumanian secret ser.
vice into believing that an attempt to kill
Rumanians dissidents in France had suc.
ceeded. President Mitterrand played a
central role in the deception.

On Mayl0th, M.r Virgil Tanase. a
Rumanian novelist disappeared from his
Paris flat; he was seen by passers-by
being bundled into a cat in the Place de a
Bastille. Fellow Rumanian exiles as-
sumed that he had been kidnapped by the
Rumanian secret service and had prob-
ably been killed. Mr Tanase had bean a
critic of President Ceausescu's regime in
Rumania for many years; and in January,
he had published a satirical ankle in a
French magazine entitled "His Majes*
Ceauseseu, the communist king". in
which he had described the extraordinary
power and nepotism of the Ceaucescs
family. The article apparently deeply an-
gered the Rumanian leader.

It seems that four months after the
publication of Mr Tanase's attack on

resident Ceausescu, -Z approached

46*

the French authorities. He explained that
he was a Rumanian agent, and that he
had been ordered to kidnap Mr Tanase
and to murder Mr Paul Ooma. another
Rumanian dissident in Paris. He said that
he was not prepared to carry out his
orders, and suggested a counter-plan to
foil the Rumanian authorities. The
French decided to go along with it.
# First. asoriginally planned, "Z" squirt-
ed poison into Mr aoma's glass at a party
in April. But a French agent "accidental-
ly" knocked it over before Mr Goma
could reach it. This seems to have fooled
any other Rumanian agent watching that
"Z" was carrying out his orders. Then Mr
Tanase was kidnapped by French secret
servicemen in a way that made It look as
If It had been carried out by 1'11.

President Mitterrand denounced the
"kidnappping" and on July 28th. an-
nounced that he was "too busy" to go on
a planned state visit to Bucharest in
September. This was generally taken as a
protest against Mr Tanes'a disappear.
dance. In fact, Mr Mitterrand knew that
Mr Taase was safe and wel--because he
had been kidnapped by the French secret
service, not the Rumanian one.

While French Intellectuals were pro.
testing to Rumania about what appeared
to be a ruthless killing-modelled per-
haps on that of Mr OeorSI Markov, a
Bulgarian exile writer who was killed
with a poisoned umbrella tip in London
in 1978 apparently by Bulgarian agents-
"Z" returned to Rumania, He collected a
medal for his serices from the govern-
ment and then left with his family to
return to Paris to "carry on his work".
With his family out of Rumania, he felt
free to let the cat out of the bag. On
August 31st, he lave a press conference

together with Mr Tanase who emcrgcd
from hiding, where he had spent his time
writing a new novel.

The Rumanian embassy in Paris, pre.
dictably. has denied the whole story-but
it has been confirmed by French officials.
The world is more likely to believe the
French than the Rumanians. The revela-
tions could prove to be damaging for the
Rumanian regime whose reputation has,
in any case, been sinking lately.

Rumania badly needs western financial
help and Americ-an opinion Is not likely
to be favourably impressed by its cloak.
and-dagger work. The Rumanians had
been hoping that the American congress
would extend "most-favoured-nation"
treatment on its exports again in 1963-
after a difficult battle this year. A strong
lobby in congress against repeating this
concession has now built up. It has al-
ready collected a good deal of evidence
about Rumania's harsh internal policies
against religious believers, political dissi-
dents and the Hungarian minority in
Transylvania.

The United States is Rumania's third
biggest trading partner, after the Soviet
Union and West Germany. Trade with
the United States was worth $1.2 billion
last year; and the Rumanians had been
h ing that it would rise to $3 billion by
965,to enable Rumania to pay off some

of its huge debt. The "Z" affair may have
put that at risk.

26-235 0 - 83 - 16
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APPENDIX G

LISTING OF NEWS ARTICLES
PUBLISHED IN THE WEST

ON MINORITY OPPRESSION IN RUMANIA,
3ULY 1982 TO MAY 1983

"Schwierige Lage der Ungarn in RumAnien: Lizir trifft Ceausescu/Hoffnungen In
Budapest" (Difficult Situation of the Hungarians in Rumaniat Lizair Meets
with Ceausescu/Budapest Hopes), Frankfurter AIlgemelne Zeltung
(Frankfurt), (3uly 17, 1982).

Flottau, Heiko. "Die Siebenb~rger Sachsen und die Banater Schwabens Minderhelt
unter dem Druck der Dlktatur. Auch viele Ruminien wOiden gem
auswandern/Den Ungarn geht es unter Ceausescu noch schiechter" (The
Saxons of Transylvania and Swablans of the Banats Minorities under
Oppression of the Dictator. Many Rumanians Would Gladly Emigrate/The
Situation of Hungarians under Ceausescu Is Even Worse), SIddeutsche Zeltung
(Munich), (July 31, 1982).

"Roumanies Le Dauphin Jette $a Gourme" (Rumanias The Prince Sows His Wild
Oats), Le Monde (Paris), (August 1/2, 1982).

"RumAniens Endstation Sehnsucht. Die Unzufrledenheit im bankrotten Ostblockland
lisat sich nich Iinger unterdr0cken. Im ruminischen SlebenbOrgen grOndet
die ungarische Minderhelt eine neue Untergrundzeltung. Vorbild des
Dissidentensprachrohrst Die polnische Solidaritit" (Rumania: Terminal of
Aspiration. Discontent In this Bankrupt East Bloc Country Can No Longer Be
Suppressed. In Rumanian Transylvania the Hungarian Minority Starts aNew
Underground Periodical. Dissident Spokesmen Take Their Example from
Polish Solidarity), Wocheneresse (Vienna), (August 17, 1982).

Fekete, Adam N. "On Transylvania," The International Herald Tibune (Paris),
(August 26, 1982).

Lendval, Paul. "Tiefschlllge unter dstllchen BrOdern: Europas grdsste Minderheit"
(Brother Countries In the East Slugging It Out: Europe's Largest Minority),
Die Presse (Vienna), (August 31, 1982).

RelssmWler, Johann Georg. "Wie Rumnien heute aussleht" (The Situation in
Rumania Today), Frankfurter Alkemelne Zeitung (Frankfurt), (September 1,
1982).

Stamm, Robert. "Stationen einer Balkanrelse Is Grenzprobleme und
Wohlstandsunterschiede. Von Erlau durch die Puszta nach Klausenburg" (Stops
on a Balkan Voyage Is Border Problems and Different Standards of Living.
From Erlau through the Puszta to Klausenburg), Neue ZUrcher Zeltung
(Zurich), (October 10/11, 1982).
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Stamm, Robert. "Stationen einer Balkanreise Ii. Graf Draculas verwunschenes
Land: Verwaiste D8rfer" (Stops on a Balkan Voyage Ih Count Dracula's
Accursed Lands Deserted Villages), Neue ZOrcher Zeitung (Zurich), (October
135, 1982).

"Hungarian-Rumanian Exchange over Transylvania," Reuters (Budapest), (October
26, 1982).

Stamm, Robert. "Bewegung in der Kulturpolltlk: Massregelung von Chefredaktoren
in Ungarn. Grenzen der Toleranz" (Movements In Cultural Policy:
Editors-in-Chief in Hungary Reprimanded. The Limits of Tolerance), Neue
ZUrcher Zeltun (Zurich), (October 27, 1982).

Vajda, Stephan. "Rumfnien - Geschifts Reise ins Mirchenland" (Rumania -
Business: Voyage into Fairyland), Ost-Trend (Vienna), (November 1982).

Furgeri, Italo. "Does Transylvania Still Divide?" Unita (Rome), (November 9, 1982).

"Reformierte Kirche in SlebenbOrgen" (The Reformed Church in Transylvanias
Excerpts from the samizdat periodical Ellenpontok, No.4, June 1982),
Zeit-Bild (Bern), (November I1, 1982).

Agence France Presse. "Intellectuals of Hungarian Minority Held in Rumania"
(Paris); "Hungarians Accused of Treason in Rumania" (Paris); "Ethnic
Hungarians eportedly Arrested in Rumania" (Vienna), (November 16, 1982).

"Hungarian Itellectuals Reportedly Arrested in Rumania," Deutsche Presse Agentur
(Paris), (November 16, 1982).

"Repression gegen ungarische Dissidenten in Ruminien" (Repression of Hungarian
Dissidents in Rumania), Die Presse (Vienna), (November 18, 1982).

"Ethnic Hungarian Dissidents Demand Autonomy in Rumania," Associated Press
(Vienna), (November 19, 1982).

Franck, Nicolette. "La Roumanie de M. Ceausescu - Illt Au paroxysme de
l'injustice sociale" (Ceausescu's Rumania - It The Culmination of Social
Injustice), La Libre Belgique (Brussels), (November 19, 1982). - _

Broer, Wolfgang. "Appell der Ungarn in Rumlnien auch an Kreisky" (Hungarians in
Rumania Appeal to Kreisky As Well), Kurier (Vienna), (November 20, 1982).

"A travers le mondes Roumanie" (Around the Worlds Rumania), Le Monde (Paris),
(November 21/22, 1982).

Blow, David. "Hungarian Protest at 'Extinction'," The Times (London), (November
22, 1982).

"Die Frage der ungarischen Minderheit in Ruminien: Ein Appell an die
KSZE-Folgekonferenz" (The Question of the Hungarian Minority in Rumania:
An Appeal to the CSCE Review Meeting), Neue Zrcher Zeitung (Zurich),
(November 22, 1982).
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Reuters. "Budapest Intellectuals Appeal for Hungarians in Rumania," The New
York Time, (November 23, 1982).

"Rumanian Diplomat Denies Report on Hungarian Minority Protest," Reuters
(Vienna), (November 22, 1982).

"Hungarian Appeal," United Press International (London), (November 22, 1982).

"Hungarian Intellectuals Appeal for Poet Sz;cs," Agence France Presse (Vienna),
(November 23, 1982).

"Intervention for SlebenbJrger Dichter" (Intervention on behalf of Transylvanian
Poet), Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeltung (Frankfurt), (November 23, 1982).

"Rumfiniens Verhaftungswelle bei ungarischer Minderheit" (Rumania: Wave of
Arrests among Hungarian Minority), Arbeiterzeitung (Vienna), (November 26,
1982).

Rosenthal, Bernard. "La Situation de la Minorite Hongroise Est 'Insupportable' en
Transylvanle, Selon Gyula i1yes" (The Situation of the Hungarian Minority in
Transylvania is 'Unbearable,' According to Gyula Ilyis), Agence France
Presse (Budapesi), (November 26, 1982).

"La Querelle Hungaro-Roumaine Tourne & l'Aigre. Object: la Transylvanie, ou'
deux Millions de Hongrois Vivent dans cette Partie de Ia Roumanie. Des
Hongrois Accusent Bucharest de 'Discrimination.' Kidar Laisse Dire." (The
Hungarian-Rumanian Quarrel Turns to Bitterness. Objects Transylvania, the
Region of Rumania Inhabited by Two Million Hungarians. Hungarians Accuse
Bucharest of 'Discrimination.' Kidar Allows Them to Speak.), Le Matin
(Paris), (November 27/28; 1982).

Pogany, Eugen-Geza von. "Budapest Observing Situation of Hungarian Minority in
Rumania," Deutsche Presse Agentur (Budapest), (November 30, 1982).

Petta, Ettore. "Un vecchio conflitto turba I rapport tra Budapest e Bucarest:
Vogliono poter studiare In ungherese Ia minoranze maglare in Transylvania"
(An Old Conflict Disturbs Relations between Budapest and Bucharest: The
Hungarian Minority in Transylvania Wants to Pursue Studies in Hungarian),
Corriere della Sera (Milan), (December 1, 1982).

Stamm, Robert. "Akutes Minderheitenproblem im Ostblocki Spannungen um die
Ungarn In Siebenbrgen. Heikle Mission von Gy8rgy Aczel in Bukarest"
(Acute Minority Problem in the Eastern Blocks Tensions over the Hungarians
in Transylvania. Sensitive Mission of Gygrgy Aczel in Bucharest), Neue
ZOrcher Zeitung (Zurich), (December 1, 1982).

"Hungarian-Rumanian Talks on Minority Questions," Associated Press (Vienna),
(December 1, 1982).
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"Lightning Visit of Hungarian Senior Officials to Bucharest," Deutche Presse
Agentur (Bucharest/Budapest), (December I, 1982).

"Kidir entsendet ZK-sekretlre nach Bukarest: Erregung Ober die Lage der
ungarischen Minderheit in SlebenbOrgen" (Kidar Sends Central Committee
Secretaries to Bucharest: Anxiety over the Situation of the Hungarian
Minority in Tranylvania), Frankfurter Allgemeine ZeitunR (Frankfurt),
(December 1, 1982).

Strdhm, Carl Gustaf. "Bruderscreit Ober elne Minderheit" (Brothers Fight over a
Minority), Die Welt (Hamburg), (December 1, 1982).

Petta, Ettore. "I romeni definiscono 'esagerazioni nazionaliste' le pretese
ungheresis Budapest e Bucarest litigano sui magiari di Transilvania"
(Rumanians Label Hungarian Protests 'Nationalistic Exaggerations's Budapest
and Bucharest Argue over the Hungarian Minority in Transylvania), Corriere
della Sera (Milan), (December 2, 1982).

"Hungarian-Rumanian Talks," Reuters (Budapest), (December 2, 1982).

"Hungary Holds Talks on Romania Ethnic Minority," The Financial Times (London),
(December 2, 1982).

"Lage der ungarischen Minderheit umstrittent Getrennte Kommuniquis nach den
Gesprichen in Bukarest" (Situation of the Hungarian Minority Disputed:
Differing Communiques Follow the Talks in Bucharest), Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung (Frankfurt), (December 2, 1982).

"Konflikt um Minderheiten" (Conflict over Minorities), Frankurter Aligemeine
ZeitunR (Frankfurt), (December 3, 1982).

Stammt, Robert, "Das Treffen Ceausescu-Aczilt Unterschiedliche Berichte in
Ungarn und Rumlnien" (The Ceausescu-Acz'l Meetings Differing Reports inHungary and Rumania), Neue Z~rcher Zetung (Zurich), (December 3, 1982).

"Sz cs' Schicksal noch immer ungeklrt" (Sz6cs Fate Still Unclear), Frankfurter
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Senator DANFoRTH. I have no questions for you, but I do want to
thank each of you for being here and for your very helpful testimo-
ny to the committee, for your cooperation, and for the information
that you have submitted for the record. I want to assure you that it
will be reviewed with great care.

We are deeply concerned about our responsibility under Jackson-
Vanik; we take it very seriously in this committee and will contin-
ue to do so, as indicated earlier, with or without the Chadha deci-
sion. We take that very seriously, and we will continue to be very
actively concerned.

Thank you very much.
Now we have Mr. Orasel, Mr. Birnbaum, Mr. Szaz, and Ms.

Trien.
Mr. Orasel.

STATEMENT OF LUCIAN ORASEL, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN-
ROMANIAN RELATIONS COMMITTEE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. Owuns,. Mr. Chairman, my name is Lucian Orasel, repre-
senting the American-Romanian Relations Committee, and I thank
you very much for the opportunity to speak today to the Senate,
since Congressman Sam Gibson's office refused us on the grounds
that we are "Anti-Communist conservatives, and this would be
unfair to the Romanian Communist Government."

The American-Romanian Relations Committee was established in
1981. Its membership is composed of Americans of Romanian de-
scent, other interested American people, Romanians who came
from Romania recently and a long time ago. And we have 20 per-
sons who are still living in Romania; although the names of the
people still in Romania cannot be published or disclosed for fear of
persecution, their names are known to the American authorities,
and you can check on them at your personal request. We do not
have any Communist Party members in our organization.

Our organization, Mr. Chairman, is consolidated by support they
receive from the New York County Conservative Party, the East
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Side Conservative Club, the 1776 Political Club, the New World
Forum, West Side Republican Club, St. Mary's Church Council
from Roebling, Trenton, and Bordentown, N.J., the Auxiliary Or-
dinis to the United States from the Vatican, the American-Cuban
Committee, the Episcopate of Romanian Catholic Church of Byzan-
tine Rite of the United States, the Diocebe of New York's St. Pa-
trick's Cathedral, and a community school board member, Manhat-
tan.

From abroad we have the support of the Bishop of Lebedo, Vasile
Christea, who represents over 2 million people still residing in Ro-
mania. We have also the support of deputy mayor, Princess
Vernon, from Montego Bay, Jamaica.

Mr. Chairman, we think it is very useful for you to hear what
the people living in Romania are saying. We recently received a
letter from friends, families, and other people living in Romania:

We the people of Romania are in huge jails within the borders of our own coun-
try, guarded by the most terror-filled system in the world, the communist system.
We ask you, the people of the United States, the President of the United States, the
Congress and the Senate, do not help the communists in our country.

Granting the Most-Favored-Nation status to the current communist dictatorial
government helps to keep us in chains. We, the everyday citizens, do not benefit
from the increased trade between our countries. We are only forced to work for the
well-being of the communist party in power and to support a slight minority of the
population who profit from our slavery.

The Most-Favored-Nation status should not be granted discriminatorily for 35,000
people and the communists, but must be examined in light of what would be best
for the general well-being of the population, over 24 million people.

We do not receive anything except hunger, slavery, terror, and a total lack of
freedom. The Romanian Catholic Church of the Byzantine Rite was shut down in
1948 until today, and seven of its bishops have died in Communist jails, imprisoned
for their faith and struggle for the country's freedom.

Another matter of great concern to us is that the same Romanian communists
who had taken freedom away from their fellow citizens and had helped to build
communism in Romania were working at Radio Free Europe shortly after they ar-
rived in the United States, and they are helping the communist government.

The use of communists as broadcasters at Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty is dis-
couraging resistance to communism and, together with the granting of Most-Fa-
vored-Nation status, is the most sad thing that we have in the country.

We are not communists. We are fighting communism, and we can win the fight.
However, we cannot win the battle if we have to fight communism, you, and compa-
nies from the United States who support communism. We cannot win the battle
against all of you.

Mr. Chairman, in an article in the French magazine "Le Figaro"
it was estimated that since the death of Marx 100 years ago a mini-
mum of 150 million people have been eliminated in order to make
way for the Communist "paradise."

In theory,. the problem is called Marxism, and in practice it is
called Leninism or communism. Whatever you call it, it has taken
a terrible toll in human life since it came to dominate its first
country 66 years ago.

Mr. Chairman, I think it is very important for your committee to
find out that Control Data Corp., which is the second largest corpo-
ration in the United States and belongs to the American-Romanian
Council, just fired two of its employees because of their anticom-
munist activities, at the request of the Romanian Communist Gov-
ernment.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
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Mr. OU.SEL. In conclusion, we ask that you do not grant the
most-favored-nation status.

[The prepared statement of Lucian V. Orasel follows:]
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AMERICAN-ROMANIAN
RELATIONS COMMITTEE

P.O. Box 1291
Ansonia Station

New York, N.Y. 10023
(212) 877-3674

July 13, 1983

STATEMENT AGAINST GRANTING THE MOST FAVORED NATIONS
STATUS TO THE COMMUNIST GOVERNMENTS.
MR. CHAIRMAN:

The American-Romanian Relations Committee was established in
1981. Its membership is composed of American-Romanian descendants,
other interested American people, Romanians who came from Romania
recently and a long time ago, and twenty persons who are still
living in Romania. Although the names of the people still in Ro-
mania cannot be publicly disclosed for fear of persecution, their
names 're known to the American authorities, and you can check on
them at your personal request. We do not have any communist party
members in our organization.

The chairman of this organization is supported by many impor-
tant individuals fknd groups, including:

New York )-yConservative Party, Howard Lim, Jr., Chairman

The Eastside Conservative Club, N.Y.C., Thomas A. Dolan,
Chairman

The 1776 Political Club, N.Y.C., Byron Paul Bales, Founder
and Nancy Dzupin, Chairman

New World Forum, Inc., N.Y.C., Victor G. Jessop, President

West Side Rtpublican Club, Manhattan, N.Y., Walter MoSherry,
President

St. Mary's Church Parish Council, Roebling and Trenton, N.J.

The Auxiliary Ordinis Sancti Basilii Magni, U.S.A., Father
Miron Moldovan, President

American-Cuban Committee, Atlanta, Georgia, Henry Rodriquez,
President
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The Episcopate of Romanian Catholic Church of Byzantine Rite,
U.S.A.

St. Patrick's Cathedral, N.Y.C.

Myrna Albert, Community School Board Member, Manhattan, N.Y.

From Abroad.

Ordo Sancti Basilli Magni, Vatican, Rome, Italy

The Bishop of Lebedo, Vasile Christea, Bishop of the Diaspora,
Vatican, Rome, Italy. Represents two million who live
in Romania and whose church was disbanded by the Romanian
communist government in 1948.

Prof. Dumitru Gazdaru, President of the National University
of De La Plata and Director of Studies at the National
University,:Buenos Aires, Argentina

Princess Vernon, Deputy Mayor of Montego Bay, Jamaica.

These individuals and organizations, like others throughout
the world are concerned with the danger of communism and its
oppressiveness against the free world. They oppose the granting
of the most-favored-nation status to communists governments.

Mr. Chairman:

Recently we received a letter from friends and family living
inside Romania, and would like to read some paragraphs. "We the
people of Romania are in huge Jails within the borders of our own
country, guarded by the most terror-filled system in the world,
the communist system. We ask you, the people of the United States,
the President of the U.S., the Congress and Senate, do not help
the communists in our country.

Granting the most-favored-nation status to the current commun-
let dictatorial government helps to keep us in chains. We, the
everyday citizens, do not benefit from the increased trade between
our countries. We are only forced to work for the well-being of
the communist party in power and to support a slight minority of
the population who profit from our slavery.

The most-favored-nation status should not be granted discri-
minatorily for 35,000 people and the communists, but must be ex-
amined in light of what would be best for the general well-being of
the Romanian people, including the other 24 million people in the
population.



And we do not receive anything except hunger, slavery,
terror, and a tatal lack of freedom. Furthurmore, our churches
are closed. The Romanian Catholic Church of the Byzantine Rite
was shut down in 1948 and 7 of its bishops have died in communist
Jails, imprisoned for their faith and struggle for the country's
freedom.

Another matter of great concern to us is that the same Roma-
nian communists who had taken freedom away from their fellow
citizens and had helped to build communism In Romania, were working
at Radio Free Europe shortly after their arrival in the U.S. We
believe that the communists should never have been hired, in the
first place, as broadcasters at Radio.Free Europe/Radio Liberty.

The use of communists as broadcasters at Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty is discouraging resistance to communism in Romania.
Romanian people are being told, in effect, that you will be better
off in Romania if you become a communist and share in the communist
rule and that this will not be held against you if you ever leave
Romania and flee to the Free World. You will be rewarded for
serving communism Instead of resisting it.

We are not communists. We are fighting communism'and we can
win the fight. However, we cannot win the battle If we have to
fight communism, you and your companies who support communism.
We cannot win against both of you.

Mr.Chairman:

In an article In the French magazine " Le Figaro", it was
estimated that, since the death of Marx one hundred years ago, a
minimum of 150 million people have been eliminated in order to make
way for the communist "paradise".

In theory the problem is called "Marxism". In practice, it iscalled "Leninism or communism". Whatever you call it, it has taken
a terrible toll in human life since It came to dominate its first
country sixty-six years ago.

There has been a long tradition of "anti-communist" movements
in this country and throughout the world. Too often, however, they
have had little effect in stemming the tide of the communist advance
and have frequently resulted in totalitarian regimes of the right.
The problem has been that to be "anti-communist" is like trying towin a football game with only the defensive unit on the field.
Freedom will never be given. It will always have to be won.You can help to win that freedom,
We should remind ourselves that We,who enjoy freedom,have the power
to defend thhe hhe ne,

Lucian V.Orasel
Chairman
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STATEMENT OF JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, THE
CENTER FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY, NEW
YORK, N.Y.
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I represent two organizations

here. We have three New York offices and a dozen support groups
throughout the United States.

I have been engaged in overseas rescue work since 1946. This is
the ninth year of my participation in these proceedings.

Romanian assurances to the President seem to me very vague,
and ou'r experiences in the past year again raise questions as to the
trustworthiness of these assurances, especially in regard to the
many details concerning emigration.

I am not going into this now, but I would draw attention to one
measure, one result of the education tax decree. No attempt has
been made to repay those American citizens who in panic paid
large sums of money for the redemption of their Romanian rela-
tives. I have with me some receipts to the tune of almost $40,000
for one poor couple who were panicked into payment.

I think we should seek at least some concrete goodwill gestures
from the Romanians. For example: Amnesty for four old men who
have been continuously punished for an alleged offense committed
30 years ago in. Vatra Dornei. They are still being punished, and
they should finally be let go. People with much more complicated
cases were amnestied at this time of year in the summer of 1978,
and particularly in 1980.

Let me suggest another gesture-the release of over 100 people
who have been registered 3 years or more to leave to go to Israel.

A third gesture: We have discovered that at any one time there
are approximately 2,500 people registered in Bucharest to leave to
go to Israel. This is a very heavy backlog, and should be greatly
reduced.

As regards Jackson-Vanik; I remember the time before Jackson-
Vanik. Our human rights resolutions had very little bite. This last
June, Secretary Schultz said he had changed his mind about Jack-
son-Vanik because he had seen its effectiveness in regard to the
education tax.

I would advocate semiannual congressional reports on what is
happening in Romania parallel to the president's recommendation.
We need legislation providing for majority passage of an annual
two-House resolution certifying the fitness of the nonmarket coun-
tries concerned to receive a waiver for MFN status. New economic
pressures can also be generated through the Banking and Agricul-
ture Committees, with their oversight respectively of the Eximbank
and CCC credits and loans.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me deny the basic inhibiting effects of
this annual review on United States-Romanian commerce, much
discussed earlier this morning. A 5-year or even a 3-year review
would drastically limit our leverage and curtail the concern which
these proceedings cause every year in Bucharest, enabling us to
rescue a certain number of people from Romania.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Birnbaum.
[Mr. Birnbaum's prepared statement follows:]
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY JACOB BIRNBAUM NATIONAL DIRECTOR CENTER
FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY BEFORE THE INTERNATI 6NAIP T[A
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE FINANCE 60*IITTEE, FRIDAY, JULY 25, Ju.

Writing the Congressional trade committees on Hay
31, 1983, Romanian Ambassador Halitza claimed "notable progress in
the field of procedures for emigration from Romania to the US and
Israel.,Steps were taken to constantly improve procedures,
eliminate bureaucratic delays or aotion...Applicants are CnowJ
processed in a period of not more than six monthso.,The policy of
not subjecting them] to discriminations is strictly implemented...
EThey] continue to practice their professions."

These words suggest significant developments in our
leverage with Bucharest, It is too early, however, to document
permanent progress in practice.

Question 0l: How trustworthy are Romania's
promises, even written ones?

The false assurances to Elliott Abrams on the
education tax and many other experiences show the need for most
vigilant monitoring, We are disturbed by the very general nature of
the assurances received b President Reaan.

Question St Why has this document not been made
public by the Administration?

Question 08: What about the deree's other taxes
besides the education tax?

Question 04: What about the Romanian repayment of
US citizens panicked into owing the education tax for their relatives?

Question M:- Will the Administration continue high-
level bilateral discussions with Bucharest on an g M basis?

EMIGRATION TO ISRAEL

Despite all diffioulties, 2800 are registered at
any one time, of whom over 100 have waited three years or more.

Question 08: Why such a heavy backlog?

AMNESTY FOR FOUR OLP MEN AS ROMANIAN GOODWILL SIGNAL

Question #?: After 30 years, is there any excuse
for Buoareti prevent Mears, Bleichner, Fleisoher, Feiden and
Rubinger from rejoining their children and grandohildren abroad?

As in 1970 and 1980, Congressional intervention could
resolve these tragedies.

STRENGTHENING CONGRESSIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LEVERAGE WITH NON-MARKET
COUNTRIES

In June, Secretary of State Shults declared he had
changed his mind about the Jackson "freedom of emigration"
Amendment to the 1974 Trade Act because of its effectiveness in
overcoming the Romanian education tax, We need legislation providing
for majority passage of an annual two-House resolution certifying
the fitness of the non-market countries ooncorned to receive the
waiver br HFN status.

New economic pressures can also be generated through
the Banking and Agriculture Committees, with their oversight over
Ex-Is Bank and CCC credits and loans.

26-235 0 - 83 - 17
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*(ATEMENT BY JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR CENTER FOR RObSIAN
AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY. BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, FRIDAY JULY 29, 1988.

This is the ninth year that Congressional trade
committees are considering the extension of the waiver of the "freedom
of emigration" provision of Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act.

I9Mt 8ealktAh4ough Roman.( ConCe.64onA 4nd Renegemen~t

It has been a memorable year for human rights in
Romania. The summer of 1982 saw the most extensive campaign ever in
Washington to press Bucharest to conform with the Jackson-Vanik
Amendment and the Helsinki Final Act,

Our 1981 discussions with the White House bore fruit
with the President's strong statement of June 2, 1902 condemning
Romania's "negativistic emigation policy". A number of human ights
.roups cooperated in an ad hoc coalition for human rights in
Ro.wnia, and for the first time Bucharest made small but significant
rLodifications of repressive religious policies*

An extensive Romanian counteroffensive to our
saturation campaign in Congress failed however, to alleviate
Congressional concern. We demanded written assurances to replace
the vague Romanian statements of previous years regarding l)the
eimplifioation of emigration procedures 2)the acceleration of the
emigration process and 3)the cessation of harassment of would-be
emigrants. We persuaded a number of Senate trade subcommittee members
to communicate forcefully along these lines with the Romanians.

Finally at the beginning of August 1982, Romanian
Ambassador Mircea Haltza wrote letters to the trade subcommittees
&nd certain key legislators containing the following language "I
would like to reaffirm the position of the Romanian government to
consistently improve the procedures for emigration for Romanians to
the United States, to elikinate any bureaucratic delays or abuses
that might occur, # # There is a firm desire of the Romanian
government to make further progress in the field of procedures of
emigration, including the question of reducing the time period
required for processing the applications,

"At the same time, Romanian authorities reaffirm
their position of not subjecting the persons tendering application
for emigration to discriminat ons, and are determined to take the
necessary steps in order to have this policy strictly implemented."

Following meetings we set up with Senate staff officials
and Congressional aides just before the Senate trade subcommittee
hearings, Senate Finance Committee chairman Bob Dole announced a
resolution which had the effect of publicly voicing Congressional
desire for concrete improvements in these areas.

A few weeks later, on October 6th Assistant Secretary
of State for Human Rights Elliott Abrams visited Bucharest, seeking
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to consolidate the gains of the summer. The personal assurances
he received from Romanian officials also included a denial that
any education tax on would-be migrants was contemplated. Shortly
thereafter on October 22nd, the omanian State Council announced
President 3eausescu's signature to the "educational repayment
decree", effective November lst.

J44k4on-UVa Ove4omeU the Education Repayment Tax

We will not discuss here the reasons for the
imposition of such a decree making US renewal of MFN preferential
trade tariffs and associated credits impossible at a time of great
economic decline in Romania and political coolness between Moscow
and Bucharest. For several months, Romanian officials loudly
declared that the decree was unchangeable. We remained firm in our
conviction in the power of the Jaokson-Vanik Amendment. We found
it hard to believe that at a time of national bankruptcy second
only to that of Poland, the effective loss of $260,000,000 US
currency, the diminution of valuable business contacts in expanding
markets as well as the potential of future credits from the Ex-Im
Bank and the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) that Romania would
hold out. Nevertheless, during these very difficult months
Romanian concessions did not appear certain, and a number o? Us
relatives of Romanian exit applicants panicked and paid the ransom
money.

High level bilateral discussions proved apparently
fruitless. Consequently, on March 4, 1983, President Reagan
announced the termination of Romanian MFN unless the tax was removed
by June 30th. Finally after Romanian Foreign Minister Stephan
Andrei's Washington trip of May 17-18, reports began to reach us
that Romanian officials were no longer insisting on the education
tax, nor were they requesting hard Western currency in relation to
the other taxes mentioned in the decree.

However, disturbing instances of noncompliance soon
surfaced, for example, e continuation of the tax for persons
going to countries other than the US, West Germany and Israel.
Vigorous US response apparently rectified these infractions. Though
evidence of non position was still somewhat fragmentary, the
President recommended renewal of Romanian MFN because "I have
received assurances from the President of Romania that Romania will
not require reimbursement to the state of education costs as a
precondition to emigration, and that Romania will not create
economic or procedural barriers to emigration."

What A the Na.tu4e oj Romanian A6uunIau to the White Houhe?

We understand that some of these assurances were
received in writing (another first), but the White House has refused
to make them public or even to discuss them. Consequently, we must
ask what is the nature and substance of these assurances? To
what extent do they cover for the future the provisions of the
decree other than the education tax? For example, the payments of
"medical expenses, taxes and tariffs for foreigners" -- the
pros active emigrants is treated as a "foreign tourist" for the
remainder of his stay. What about the wholesale confiscation of
homes, land and the various taxes on personal possessions? Do the
President's words "procedural barriers" mean the same Oing as last
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August's Romanian assurances to Congress regarding simplification
and accelration of the emigration process? What about harassment
of prospective emigrants?

Unfortunately, we continue to hear of individuals
whose requests to leave go unanswered and of others who are
persistently refused exit visas. On june 27th, an extraordinary
report reached me from an American with relativesin Cluj. On June
24th a group of would-be emigrants had been assembled in the town
and informed by the Securitate that emigration was finished no
more application forms were available from the State Council in
Bucharest, and tore would be no job reinstatement for those dismissed
when they applied to leave. US diplomatic personnel have not yet
been able to confirm the report.

Need jo4 Ret¢nUtt4 Cong&¢wtona ton*o&tng oj RomaaUa ELg'a.e

Though we now have written Romanian assurances, past
and current experience makes it clear that Congressional
legislators, particularly the trade subcommittees and the Helsinki
Commission chaired by Rep. Dante Fascell and Senator Bob Dole,
must assisi in relentless monitoring of the situation.

Tel Aviv and Bonn have shown even more reluctance
than Washington to reveal "arrangements" made with Bucharest.

ln.ase4ed Roman.4fn EWegao4oR to Ivia¢t Vo¢ Not Mateh Numbu
(Uantttg to Leave

The 1982 increase of Romanian arrivals in Israel,
1515, compared with 973 in 1981, can be attributed to our work with

the White House and Congress, but should not be a cause for self-
congratulation, as our calculations indicate that at any one time
some 2500 Jews are registered to leave. These regjstrante do not
include those who have 1) not gotten beyond the pr-application-
process 2) have been turned away in their attempts to register at
the police station 3) are afraid to apply at all for fear of the
consequences. If the fear were removed, Jewish emigration would
quickly accelerate to 4 - 5000 annually.

New York attorney Ira Kleiman, working on the
Romanian Jewish lists of would-be emigrants, has shown as of December
31, 1982, that 1890 Jews were officially registered for emigration
with the Jewish community offices. This total does not include
the substantial numbers arriving in Israel who do not register
with the Jewish offices. Thus, based on analyses of previous
years, if the percentage of these varies between 40 - 60S,-we have
a 2506 year total. The lists also reveal a distressing total of
118 registered applicants waiting to leave from a period of years
up to and including 1981 -- 40 through 1980 78 from 1981 (names
attached to testimony). Clearly, evenihe 1982 increase of 50% to
1515 is quite inadequate.

The rate of emigration to Israel in the first six
months of 1983 is not promising. Though the first quarter showed
an unusual 329, the number of fresh exit permits granted dropped to
180. This is the approximate number of those who arrived in Israel
during the second quarter, making a total just over 600 for the
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first half of the year. This does not meet the assurances we were
given that this year's totals might approach the 2000 mark.

Need Jo4 Ongoing US-Romantan V we6aona on FandametaL EWg9a~ton
PkobteM4

We are finding that with the euphoria created by
the suspension (not abolition) of the education tax, the
fundamental emigration problems tend to be forgotten. What about
the heavy backlogs? What about those individuals selected for
endless years of waiting and suffering? What about the frequent
difficulties of obtaining application forms? The lengthy and/or
arbitrary delays and harassments as part of the emigration process?

These troubles may have diminished somewhat at this
time of KFN review, but have US officials been able yet to affect
fundamental chances in terms of simplified and accelerated
emigration processes? We request the committee tovecommend to the
Administration persistence in its attempts to set up a high-level
mechanism for ongoing bilateral discussions, covering the areas
dealt with by my 10-point program enunciated during the past two
years and reported in earlier hearings.

1980 Retugee Ae~tont Ea4t Eu4opean Imm9/a .ton uot&A Halved

As a result of the huge illegal immigration over US
borders, Congress passed the 1980 Refugee Act. This eventually
resulted in the halving of the regular immigration quotas from
East Europe, and a paradoxical situation has arisen. While fighting
for the application of Jackson-Vanilk in regard to Soviet bloc
countries, over 1000 Romanians who finally managed to obtain exit
visas are stranded in that country under difficult circumstances.
On August 26 1902, the US embassy in Bucharest refused to open
any more immigration files. It is reported that 8000 - 9000
Romanians are registered for admission to Third Country Programs
(TCP) for refugee status. While Rep. Mazzoli's Immigration and
Pefugee Subcommittee has followed a hard line other Congressional
pressures have helped to alleviate the situation, and US government
officials have resorted to the expedient of shifting numbers from
unfilled quotas, such as the Soviets, to the Romanian* We welcome
this reassert .on of American humanitarian will.

Jack6on-Vanih and OhIe4 Fo'm6 od ConguaaeonaL Economte Leve4age

The Jackson-Vanik "freedom of emigration" Amendment
has stood for almost a decade as the legislative embodiment of a
noble American commitment to give practical form to the great ideal
of a haven of refuge. Responding to a recent inquiry, Secretary
of State Shultz indicated in June that he had changed his mind on
the importance of Jackson-Vanik because it had worked in the case
of Romania. 0

If the Supreme Court's decision striking down
Congress' veto power over Presidential determinations appears to
have diminished Congressional leverage with Bucharest$ we will find
ways of restoring some of that leverage. Congressional banking and
agricultural committees, with their oversight of Ex-Im Bank and
CCC credits, provide good potential for this. I well remember the
period before Jackson-Vanik and the very limited effectiveness of
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piout resolutions deploring human rights infractions because they
dd not have the support of economic and technological sanctions#

Repa Tko~e Who Paid The EdueaWaon Tax

One unfortunate byproduct of the education repayment
tax has been the financial burden imposed on the US relatives of
prospective Romanian emigrants who were panicked into making

lifetime loan commitments in order to a the decreed tax. An
elderly Conne:'tiout couple borrowed *40,00 for their daughter and
son-in-law. The number of these people is small, and the total
amount they paid may be well under $100,000, We request the
committee to call on the Romanian government to repay these people,

Amne4yV Eo4 the Vd~t4-Po.'n" Fou'. End~n $0 Yeau oj Sulei,2ng

Finally, this committee has the unique opportunity
to help resolve the tragedies of four old men and their families,
relentlessly penalized over a period of 294 years, During the
early 1950s, there was a series of anti-Jewish trials throughout
the Soviet bloc., In January 1954, a group of Jewish employees of
a Soviet-Romanian concern, the Sov-Rom Woc; Corporation in
Vatra-Dornei were seized on charges of allegedly misappropriating
a quantity ol wood worth several hundred dollars in real terms.
After serving long sentences at hard labor, huge "damage to the
"state" fines were imposed which they have to pay for the rest of
:heir lives. Without an official state amnesty, they cannot join

;.heir children and grandchildren abroad,

During the early 1960s, another round of anti-Jewish
trials in Romania (again part of a wave in the Soviet bloc)
resulted in similar convictions of more important officials of
Jewish origin. During the 1978 and 1980 summer hearings on
Romanian MFN, Bucharest was prevailed upon by Congressional and
Administration pressures to grant amnesties to 10 of these
officials and formally clear the way for their emigration,

The four elderly, ailing survivors of the Sov-Rom
trial of Vatra-Dornei can be amnestied in the same way. They areas

Ivaao Bleichner of Vatra-Dornei
Natan Fleischer of Bacau
Samuel Feiden of Vatra-Dornei
Herman Rubiner of Bucharest.

We look forward to forceful humanitarian
representations to Bucharest, hopefully solving once and for all
three long decades of their suffering.
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STATEMENT OF Z. MICHAEL SZAZ, SECRETARY OF THE
AMERICAN HUNGARIAN FEDERATION, SPRINGFIELD, VA.

Mr. SzAz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The period between July 1, 1982, and June 30, 1983, stood, for

the 2 Y/ million Hungarians in Transylvania, as a sign of rising op-
position by Hungarian intellectuals against the Ceausescu regime.
This resulted in the imprisonment and beatings of several of them.
And finally they were released as a result of international pres-
sure, including a letter sent to President Ceausescu by Representa-
tive Donetur from the house of representatives and 59 of his col-

Te arrests occurred after the Samizdat publication Counter-

points in the September 1982 issue in Hungarian published a
memorandum, which was sent to the review conference of the
CCR, and also a lengthy program prepared, outlining grievances
of the Hungarians and suggesting means for ameliorating the con-
ditions in the spirit of the guarantees given to them by the Roma-
nan Constitution and by the obligations entered into by Romania
by beig a ignatory to the International Covenant, on Civic and
Political Rights, and to the Helsinki Declaration.

The aim of the Hungarian intellectuals was to bring the two na-
tionalities of Transylvania-the Hungarians and the Romanians-
closer together, a process that must include complete equality be-
tween them and mutual care for their historical and cultural tradi-
tions. Thus, the program was not incendiary; it was Irenic.

Yet, the reply of the Romanian Government was to unleash their
secret police on the assumed "others," and interrogate them, beat
them, and abuse them for a week. For example, much of the hair
of Prof. Charles Toth was torn out, Geza Szocs was so badly beaten
that upon his release he was hospitalized and could hardly walk forda s.Pet, Mr. Chairman, the spirit of these people has not been

broken by the Romanian secret police. In December 1982 and
March 9, 1983, Karoly Ara Kovacs issued new statements protest-
ing the policy of the regime as a whole. This statement was smug-
gled out to the West and appeared in several publications. Thus, a
brave but difficult undertaking of Hungarian intellectuals in Tran-
sylvania continues despite the brutal measures applied against its
leaders by the Romanian secret police.

Mr. Chairman, the memorandum and the program proposal of
the Ellenpontok clearly exposes the mendacity of the Romanian
Government propaganda, that only Fascist organizations trying to
foment trouble between the nationalities are criticizing the Roma-
nian Government's policy regards the nationalities.

The renowned poet Geza Szocs, one of the leaders of the intellec-
tuals, has become a nonperson in Romania, having exposed that
the emperor has no clothes. Yet the cry for help is not coming only
from Geza Szocs, Kardy Ara Kovacs, and his brave colleagues, and
more only from the silence neither of the Hungarians in Romania,
Karoly Kiraly. Reports are reaching about new waves of unrest all
over the Hungarian city of Transylvania. Mr. Hamos gave you
some details on that.
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Our members who are traveling through Transylvania are bring-
ing back stories of near starvation, atrocities, and news of system-
atic settlement of Romanians into Hungarian regions, and about
the steady elimination of Hungarian sections in Romanian schools.
They speak of mysterious deaths, either by accidents, car accidents
on empty highways, or in hospitals, of those who dare to defy the
regime, which makes General Yalursarski's marshal law look like
a democracy.

President Ceausescu now succeeded in alienating, perhaps irre-
versibly, the Hungarians of Transylvania, and simultaneously he is
knocking on our doors for an extension of the MFN status.

In the House of Representatives, 219 Members of Congress wrote
on July 12, 1983, to Secretary of State George Schultz requesting
the Secretary to add to his negotiating agenda the persecution of
the 2 million Hungarians and their churches in Romania in the
nearest future.

The American-Hungarian Federation takes a position that Roma-
nia's MFN status be not renewed unless concrete measures are
taken by the Romanian Government to alleviate the oppression of
the 2 million Hungarians in Romania.

Secretary Schultz' brave stand against the illegal emigration tax
had forced the Romanian Government to abandon the injurious
decree. It is our opinion that a similar approach would result in
improvements of the human and cultural rights of the Hungarians
in Romania.

Mr. Chairman, I would like at this time to ask that my prepared
statement be read in the record, and I would just mention one
more item which has to do with the MFN status of Hungary

As to the extension of MFN status of Hungary, we are basically
in favor of that.

Senator DANFORTH. Your statement will be placed in the record.
Mr. SzAz. Well, it's only a half a minute.
Senator DANFORTH. Half a minute?
Mr. SzAz. Yes. We are in favor of extending it for 1 or 2 years,

but in no case for 5 years. The necessity of the review process was
clearly demonstrated recently when the Hungarian writers league,
at the Communist Party's demand, banned one of the best-known
Hungarian writers, Sandor Csoori, from publication for 1 year.
What was his criminal deed? He had published a forward to an
autobiographical work of Miklos Duray, a Hungarian writer in
Czechoslovakia, which was published in New York. Banning him
from publication is an absolute example of violating the free flow
of ideas concept of the Helsinki Declaration, and we hope that the
subcommittee will protest this breach of faith and will insist upon
remedial action.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
(Mr. Szaz' prepared statement follows:]
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Z. MICHAEL SZAZ, PH. D., SECRETARY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIoNs, AMERICAN HUN-
GARIAN FEDERATION MEMBER, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITrEE, TRANSYL-
VANIAN WORLD FEDERATION MEMBER, AMERICAN HUNGARIAN ACTION COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman! The period between July 1, 1982 afnd June 30, 1983

stood, for the 2.5 million Hungarians in Transylvania in the sign of

rising opposition of Hungarian intellectuals against the Communist

Ceaucescu regime. This resulted in the imprisonment and beatings of

some of them and finally in their release as a result of international

pressure, including a letter sent to President Ceaucescu by Repken-

tative Don Ritter (R., Pa.) and 59 of his colleagues on December 20,

1982.

The arrests occurred after the sarddt pubilication, Elenpyntok

September 1982 issue in Hungarian. This published a memorandum to the

Madrid Review Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and also

a lengthy program proposal outlining the grievances of the Hungarians

and suggesting ways and means for ameliorating the conditions in the

spirit of the guarantees given to them in the Romanian Constitution

and by the obligations assumed by Romania in the Helsinki Declaration

of the CSCE of August 1, 1975 and the International Covenant on Civic

and Political Rights to which Romania is a signatory. The aim of the

Hungarian intellectuals was to bring the two nationalitie1of Transylvani,

the Hungarians and the Romanians, closer together, a process that must

include complete equality between them anf mutual care for their

historical and cultural raditions. This, this program was not incin-

diary, but irenic, yet the reply of the Romanian Government was to un-,

leash the secret police on the assumed authors, interrogate and abuse

them for a week. E.g., much of the hair of the young philosopher, Attila

Ara-Kovacs was torn out and Geza Szocs was so badly beaten that he

could walk only with difficulty for days upon his release.

Yes, Mr. Chairman, their spirit was not broken by the beatings

of the Romanian secret police. In December 1902 and March 1983 Attila
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I
Ara-Kovacs issued new statements protesting the policV of the regime

as a whole. These statements he had succeeded in smuggling out to

the West and they appeared in several publications. Thus, the brave

but difficult undertaking of the, Hungarian intellectuals in Transylvania

continues despite br%'al measures applied against its leaders by the

Romanian secret police.

Mr. Chairman. The memorandum and the program proposal of the Ellen-

ontack clearly exposes the mendacity of the Romanian government propa-

ganda that only Fascist exile organizations 4 trying to foment troubl

between the nationalities are criticizing the Romanian government's

policy toward the nationalities.

The nationally renowned poet, Gaza Szgcs, one of the leaders of

the intellectuals, has now become a non-person in Romania having ex-

posed that the Emperor has no clothes.

Yet the cry for help is not coming only from Gtza Szocs, Attila

Ara-Kovlcs and his brave colleagues and not only from the silenced
I

leader of the Hungarians in Romania, K~roly Kiraly. Reports are reaCh-

ing us about new waves of arrests all over the Hungarian cities of

Transylvania. Our members who are travelling to Transylvania are bring-

ing back stories of near starvation, atrocities and the news of syste-

matic settlement of Romanians into the Hungarian regions and about the

steady elimination of Hungarian sections in Romanian schools. They

speak of mysterious deaths either by car accidents on empty highways

or in hospitals of those who darel to defy the regime which makes

General Jaruzelski's martial law look like a democracy.

President Ceaucescu has now succeeded in alienating, perhaps ir-

reversibly, the Hungarians of Transylvania, but simultaneously he is

knocking on our doors for an extension of Romania's MFN status.
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In the House of Ropresentatives, 219 members of Congress wrote

on July 12, 1983 to Secretary of State George Shultz requesting the

Secretary to add to his negotiating agenda the persecution of the

2.5 million Hungarians and their churches in Romania in the newest

future.

The American Hungarian Federation, the Transylvanian World Federa-

tion and the American Hun~garian Action Committee take the position

that Romania's MFN status be not renewed unless concrete measures are

taken by the Romanian Government to alleviate the oppression of the

2.5 million Hungarians in Romania before any extension goes into ef-

fect. Secretary Shultz's brave stand against the illegal emigration

tax had forced the Romanian Government (of course, only after they

km&iled West Germany to the amount of DM 132 million) to abandon

the injurious decree that asked United States citizens to pay ransom

for the release of their relatives, It is our opinion that a similar

approach would result in improvements of the human and cultural rights

of the Hungarians in Romania and- further their right to national self-

determination. For without the latter/ no permanent solution of the

question will be possible.

Mr. Chairman! Without progress toward religious rights for all,

and without remedying the human, cultural and self-determination rights

of the 2.5 million Hungarians in Romania, our policy toward Romania

by extending the MFN ststus would be exposed as a pious fraud of the

principles this country stands for: freedom, democracy and equality

before the law.

The American Hungarian Federation, the Transylvanian World Federa-

tion and the American Hungarian Action Committee repeat their call to
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the Subcommittee and the State Department to insist upon talks and

concrete measures before an extension of the MFN status of Romania

In doing so, the Senate would echo the sentiments so eloquently

expressed by the majority of House members who had endorsed the con-

cept of talks and concrete measures in their letter to Secretary

Shultz.

As to the extension of the MFN status of Hungary# we are basical-

ly in favor of extending the same for one or two years, in no case

for five years. The necessity of the review process was clearly de-

monstrated recently when the Hungarian Writers' League at the govern-

ment's and Communist Party's demand /banned one of the best-knownI

H-ungarian writer, Sandor Csoori, from publication for one year. What

was his criminal deed? He had published a foreword to the autobio-

graphical work of Miklds Duray, a Hungarian writer in Czechoslovakia.

which was published in New York. Banning him from publication is

an absurd example of violating the free flow of ideas concept of the

Helsinki Declarations and we hope that both the Subcommittee and the

State Department will protest this breach of faith and will insist

upon remedial action.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman!
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STATEMENT OF ILDIKO TRIEN, NORTH CALDWELL, N.J.
Ms. TIEN, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I grew up in Romania in

the middle of the cold war. My father spent 10 years in a prison
camp for the crime of being rich. It was a time when the simple
fact was that if you had family in the West, it jeopardized your
freedom.

Those were not only hard economic times; they were really times
of fear, lies, and distortions of history. Some of my family still lives
in Romania. No child of theirs should have to experience those
same fears.

More than anyone, I understand what the reunification of the
family means. I was separated from my father; I had no forum or
panel to appeal to; I had no one to reach out to.

Not far back, only 11 years ago, my husband asked Senator Clif-
ford Case for help in my Romanian emigration problem. The Sena-
tor's reply was "'Sorry, we cannot do anything; it's a Romanian in-
ternal matter.' Today, what a big difference! In the last 6 months
we saw the Romanian Government impose an educational tax, an
exit tax. We saw President Reagan react by announcing that they
will not request a waiver under section 402. It is because Romania
had enjoyed the MFN status and its benefits, and it coldly calculat-
ed the cost of losing that status, that Romania abandoned the exit
tax proposal. I do not think it was an easy decision; but they made
it.

It is not only Romania that has a problem with the brain drain.
Most developing countries of the world have the same problem.
The United Nations had a special session regarding that issue.

I don't know how to protect the rights of the children of the de-
veloping countries. Don't they have the right to grow up with medi-
cal care, good doctors, the right to education to develop their
minds, the right to good teachers? Of course, no exit taxes and no
laws will solve this problem; but it is a problem that is not unique
to Romania.

Economic leverage properly and strategically implemented is a
very powerful force, but America has to decide how it is going to
use thi power in Eastern Europe. America should want to be able
to distinguish between the countries in that area of the world. We
must have the ability to reward conduct and movement in the di-
rection we support.

It is clear that Russia has economic problems, and that it is prob-
ably one of their weakest areas where we are strong. To refuse now
to play this economic card with certain Russian satellites is to ne-
glect an opportunity. It is not a conjecture. Romania changed direc-
tion in an area they considered strictly an internal matter. This
proves that we have a way of showing the world what is important
to us and what we are willing to pay in an economic price to sup-
port those values. By this conduct, we can influence the world. I
assume it is obvious that I support the MFN status.

I want to add that I am Hungarian. I grew up in Romania. My
father is from Vienna, my mother from Hungary and they moved
to Transylvania. Part of my family is still in Transylvania. They
are intellectuals. I feel a little bit insulted by the previous speaker
saying that there are not any intellectuals left who are not part of
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the Communist Party. My family Is still there. They are professors
in Babesz-Bolyai University. They are not dead. I am sorry but the
speaker was wrong. They do not want to emigrate. They could have
emigrated. They have reached the age that they cannot make the
change. They have status there.

I visited Romania with my family in August. I have been in
Transylvania, and I can answer if you have any questions regard-
ing it.

I have never been suppressed in Romania. I survived being
Jewish. Some of my family ended up in Auschwitz, the ones who
had been in Hungary and Vienna. I survived. I am here today be
cause I was lucky to be in Romania. My family, who is still in
Transylvania, is not persecuted.

Senator DANFORMT. Thank you very much.
[Ms. Trien's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ILDIKO TRIEN
BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

REGARDING EXTENSION OF MOST-FAVORED-NATION-STATUS
TO ROMANIA

It is little more than a decade since Richard Nixon visited

Romania and the work to establish good relations between America and

Romania began. During the administrations of four American Presidents,

with all the ups and downs of relations between these two countries, I

tried in a small way to help this subcommittee better understand

Romania and the realities of that part of the world.

I grew up in the Romania of the 50's, in the middle of the

Cold War. My father spent ten years in a prison camp for the crime of

being rich. Those were not only hard economic times; they were times of

fear, lies, and the distortion of history. I had a bad social status

because of my bourgeois family. It was a time when the simple fact that

you had family in the West jeopardized your freedom. Some of my family

still lives in Romania (they are not and never have been members of the

Communist party.) No child of theirs should have to experience that fear.

More than anyone I understand what reunification of family

means. I was separated from my father, but I had no forum or panel to

talk to. I had barbed wire to reach through to touch him.

Not that far back, only eleven years ago, my husband asked

Senator Clifford Case for help in a Romanian emigration problem. The

Senator's reply was, "Sorry we cannot do anything. It is a Romanian

internal matter." Today what a big difference. In the !ast six months

we saw the Romanian government impose an educational exit tax. We saw.

President Ronald Reagan react by announcing that he would not request the

waiver under Section 402. It is because Romania had enjoyed MFN status and

its benefits and could calculate the economic costs of losing that status

that Romania abandoned the exit tax proposal. I do not think it was

an easy decision, but they made it. It is not only Romania that has a

problem with the "brain drain"; most of the developing countries of the

world have the same problem. The United Nations had a special session
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regarding this issue. I do not know how to protect the rights of the

children of the developing countries. Don't they have the right to

grow up with medical care, good doctors, the right to education to

develop their minds, the right to good teachers? Of course, no exit

taxes and no laws will solve this problem, But it is a problem that

is not unique to Romania and we should understand their action, as

wrong as it was, in the context of the problems that they are trying

to solve. Hopefully, cooperation and the free exchange of ideas will

help.

Economic leverage, properly and strategically implemented,

is a very powerful force. But America has to decide how it is going

to use this power in Eastern Europe. America should want to be able

to distinguish between the countries in that area of the world. We

must have the ability to reward conduct that is movement in the direc-

tion we support.

It is clear that Russia has economic problems and that here

is probably one of its weakest areas and our strongest. To refuse now

to play this economic card with certain Russian satellites is to

neglect an opportunity. This is not conjecture. Romania changed direc-

tion in an area that they considered strictly an internal matter. This

proves that we do have a way of showing the world what is important to

us and that we are willing to pay an economic price to support those

values. By this conduct, we can influence the world.

It should be obvious from my remarks that I still support the

waiver. The events of the last six months have proved the usefulness

of this agreement.
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Charman.
Let me thank all of the witnesses for their testimony, and par-

ticularly Ms. Trien. I think that your statement is very eloquent,
and I want to make sure that what you said about the MFN-do
you think that the continued extension of MFN to Romania gives
us leverage that allows us to try to increase and improve and
insure freedom of emigration and human rights?

Ms. TRIEN. Absolutely, sir. We see many cases that were resolved
and solved in the last year. I am sure there are lots of cases that
are unsolved; but, if the MFN status would not be there, how will
you communicate with them?

Senator BRADLEY. So are you saying if we didn't have this
coming up every year, we would lose a great deal of leverage over
what happens i Romania?

Ms. TRIEN. I assume so. Yes, I do think so, Senator.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Szaz, one question.
Mr. SZAZ. Yes?
Senator BRADLEY. You would support a 1-year extension for MFN

to Hungary, but that's the limit? Is that the Idea? For the same
reason?

Mr. SZAZ. Well, the reason in the case of the Hungarian MFN is
that we are basically in favor of giving them MFN status; but we
have been confronted at times with situations which should be re-
solved. So I think the yearly review is correct.

Senator BRADLEY. You would support it for 1 year?
Mr. SZAZ. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. Ms. Trien, if I could ask you one more, how

have you seen Romania change because of the trade that has takenplace.
Ms. TRIEN. Since 1970, when I remember leaving for the airport

after President Nixon's visit to Romania, it was like a dream just
to mention anybody was going to the States. America was "some-
place over there, unreachable and untouchable."

In 1975 when I first went back to Romania to visit my family,
you saw the children in the streets repeating "Scooby-do-be-do"
from the Flintstone family, you had "Texas," "Dallas,' you had
television serials from the United States there. I think it is very
important that the people of Romania see the true America.

The kids in the streets are all in blue jeans; the American flags
on their pants there do not differ from the American teenagers
right here. They had access t o the American library, which is very
important. There is a tremendous, beautiful job done by the library
in Romania, and intellectuals, the people, can go and see movies,
books, New York Times newspapers from the library. That door is
opened. You see what really is going on in the United States. You
have a communication with the United States.

Besides that, today you have thousands of Romanians who can
come to you and ask, "I want my family," that never happened in
the seventies. If you had a hearing to ask for people to emigrate,
you would have no audience, because there would have been no Ro-
manians in this room or in any other forum to talk, because they
were not here. There was an old emigration from the 1820's, not
like the 1956 Hungarian, most of them in Canada. You had an emi-

26-235 0 - 83 - 18
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ration from Romania after the Second World War in 1947 and48. And that was the Romanian emigration.

Now you have the new Romanians coming, and that is because of
the MFN status.

Senator BRADUY. Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. I want to assure each of you that your state-ments will be reviewed in full. The information that you have sup.plied for us is greatly appreciated. I know that you would like tospeak at much greater length than you have been allowed by thecommittee, but we do want to assure you that we will review all ofthe information you have supplied us.
That concludes the hearing; thank you very much.
Ms. TRaEN. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:54 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]Te following communications were made a part of the hearing

record:]
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STATEMENT

H.K. BABOYIAN
UOP INC.

I am H.K. Baboylan, Vice President of UOP Inc* I am pleased to have this

opportunity to support President Reagan's recommendation that an extension of the

waiver authority for the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic,

and the People's Republic of China, be granted under Section 402 of the Trade Act of

1974.

UOP is engaged in the development of energy technologies, engineering services,

and manufactured products on a worldwide basis. We hove done business in Romania for

almost half a century and we are convinced that the results for our firm and Romania

have been mutually beneficial. Our business relationship with the People's Republic of

China began shortly after the signing of the Shanghai Communique and has been excellent

for both parties. Our interests in Hungary have also been longstanding and of mutual

benefit.

Romania has significantly adopted its foreign trade relations to Western business

conditions. As a result, U.S. companies have increased their share of Romanian trade

done with the West, especially since 1975 when Romania first achieved Most Favored

Nation status.

In 1981, the U.S. was Romania's third largest trading partner with a combined

turnover of $1.06 billion - up slightly from 1980. In 1982, trade fell substantially to only

$0.56 billion due to worldwide economic sluggishness - resulting in a significant loss of

business to U.S. firms.

Romania has made great strides to open new trade relationships not only with the

U.S. and other Western countries, but also with lesser developed countries, some of It in

cooperation with U.S. companies, such as UOP. Denial of Most Favored Nation status to

Romania could damage Romania's trade credibility at a time when it is making great

efforts at repaying its foreign debts and restructuring its economy. In essence, MFN

status, if granted again, would provide Romania-with an important political and economic

goodwill rating.
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With respect to our trade with the People's Republic of China and Hungary, here

improvements in trade have been steady. U.S.-Chino trade has Indeed increased shorplyt

especially since China completed Its reorientation toward Western trade practices.

Most Favored Nation status would not, as the term implies, extend any special

treatment to these countries. It would merely continue to recognize them as good trading

partners - partners dealing In good faith, both in terms of their adherence to International

agreements and nondiscrimination against U.S. goods and services, and as partners that

exercise International competitive practices that we In the private business world value as

a true measure of free trade.

UOP Inc. believes that continued Most Favored Notion status will further strengthen

and facilitate business between the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's

Republic, the People's Republic of China, and the U.S. Therefore, we support President

Reagan's recommendation for a further extension of the waived authority under the Trade

Act of 1974 for these three countries.

Continued Most Favored Nation status for these countries is an important, symbolic

and practical decision to show these nations that they have their place among our valued

trading partners, as well as a bold sign to the world that the U.S. is willing to register

such friendship public.
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STAT-E11;J .

By Rev*D.Pascu,Director-Founder of the .3omanian Radio Your of Cleveland, UChio;Rev.A.S.
Lucaciu PresidentRomanian-American Baptist Feflowship;and George Crisan,l}ditor of The
Christian,Legal Counsel*
For the benefit of the Subcommittee on International Trade of the U.S.Senato Finance
Committee,on the Presidential Recommndation to continue the waiver applicable to the
Socialist Republic bf ROMANfIA, and to extend the waiver authority under the TRAM", ACT
OF j 974.

7TE ORGANIZATIONS IEREIN RauCItND APPROVAL 07- PRESID31TIAL POIEV19ATIO:
The religious organizations we renrezent comprise lomanian-Enalish speaking Baptist belie-
vers, with a membership of about 2500,throughout the United States. As Christian believers

of Baptist denomination, we are persuaded that by the extension of the 11F14 clause to Romania
the United States would benefit,politically as well tradewise,
The Christian, a quarterlyis the routhpioce of the Romanian-American Baptist Fellowahip.
It is read by more than 2500 members in the United States and it goes also in 26 countries
in Western Europe and Romania.

We have traveled extensivelly in Romania and have personal knowledge that the Roranian
Government honestly wishes and tries to comply with the Trade Act clauses and also with
the Helsinki Statements. 0

Last several years we have experienced obstacle and ever. hardship in securing exit authori-
zations for persons who were approved by the US Immigration Serviced-to come to the United
States and join their families.we have asked for explanations the officials at the Romanian
Embassy in ashington. They only gave us assurance that eventually all hurdels will be
passed,since the local authorities have power to Granton the first level, the apprval
to leave the country.After years of waiting, the applicants were permitted to leave Romania.

In our trips we have the opportunity to experience that the Romanian Bapaist enjoyed the
same treatment as other denor.ations,inclusive the Romanian Orthodox Church which comprises
most than 80fyiof the population of Romania. To be sure, the freedom such worshipers enjoy
in Romania is not to be compared with the religious freedom enjoyed by wrehipers here in
the Unite, States.

We attended Baptist churches with the Hungarian larguage,Oeorge Crisan, who sneas Cunarian
traveled through the region where the majority of the population is of I:ungarian ethnic.
The people spoke only Hungarian in restaurants and hotelsthe signs on the streets were in
Hungarian and Romanian languages also there were daily published in Hungarian language.

Romanian Nation,regardless of what kind of government lad,was and we strongly believe is
Western oriented.Through her Pistory Romanian nation was a stumbling block of iatin nation
in a slavonic sea,againat Russian centuries old drive for open seas.oSince the Communistic
Government was installed in Romania with the Russian bayo::et,nevertheless,Rotanian Comr.unist
rulers very often assorted national independence.

te are fully aware of the Rlo.anian financial - economic problems. Nevertheless, the fact
that the United States extends a friendly hand to Romania , we keep a friend loo.ire toward
the Vest,althouih the government is of communist totalitariani.3 .We believe that this way
Romania or the nation as a whole looks more and more toward Wost,toward the United Statc
for halp and undorstandinCrathor than be a part and parcell of the Comrunistic Block under
Russian direction,

we thank you for the opportunity in submitting this Statement and for its consideration
and inclusion in the Co.mittee's proceedinGs.

August 29,1982 / 6 r do ,A.S.Lucaciu Rov.H.Pascu
726 rwood Road vfa cad

#y a ' r Kyattsville,IW 2074 Far,,ntbn 4,4s,::I 4C024 lanOio I

al Counsel, ember of the (313)6 61"J52 (21) 91"-5013
D.C. and : ryland Bars
(301) 773-8233
(6301) 459-168
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CONSILI UL A'TIONAL ROMAN
ROMANIAJM NA'TJONAL COUNCIL .

0 W tNLLCA SXTION
SECTI*-NEA AMERICA DE NORD

A NO.-PROPIT OIGA 4IZATION -ReG.Book 088 Pao 623/1978,.J.
X 01000853 8

THE EXMCUTXVE BUREAU.
105-44 10?-t# St. Richmond Hill,
New York N 11417
Te.(2123 641-5008

.uly 25,i983
lr.Roderiok A,* eAm'snt,,.Ohjet.Oousej, Omltb, o4 Y,,, ano.

&920-219 p kstn Senate 0f*io.*.jdg.,
Washington V. %,20-

STATEMENT

of Dr.Alexandru Bratu,Ph.D. in Law and Economics--President of the "Romanian National Council-Norj America Section";-Coordinator of International Affairs of the "World Anti-CommunistAction Front"( WACAF)-Playwright member of ASCAP-"American Society of ComposersAthors,
and Publishers"
-Active member of "lew York Academy of Sciences";-Former assistant professor at Law School of Iassy University-Romania,
Lawyer, and Economist.
HONORABLE CHAIR4NAND DISTINGUISHED J WIFBE8 OF THE CO0I4ITTEE
The "Romanian Nationql Council "founded on June 3,1978, is a generalorganization of Romanian in exile whose goals are to promote the eth-nio values of Romanian Culture,and to struggle for Human Rights ofthe Romanian people who want to set free Romania from the totalitari-an communist systemand to defend the historical Romanian territories.All Romanian freedom fighters and the anti-communist former politicalprisoners cannot forget that the Romanian provinces BESSARABIA NORTESERN BUCOVINA and HERTZA county were forcibly annexed by U.S.S.A. inJune 26 1940 as a result of the infamous Pact Molotov-Ribbentrop,fromAugust 3,1919,and after August 23,1944,with the consent of the West-ern Powers and even that of the Romanian Communist Party's chiefswhowere and are obedient subservients to the Kremlin chiefsas Sovietsatellites.From that time forth 3 500 000 Romanians from Bessarabia,Bucovina and Hertzaand other 23,600,600 Romanian people from insideof Romania need the freedom from fearbecause each man is sufferingfrdm a constant fear of being investigated and sentenced to prisonwith every word or gesture suspect.To become precise,I would never do anything to harm the interests ofRomanian people,but I urge you to think about the implications beforedeciding to continue the preferential treatment to Romania.oi today.-Even the president of Socialist Republic Romania and first secretaryof the Romanian Communist Party-Nicolae Ceausescu- declared that:"InRomania is no plqce for other kind of participation and other demo-cracy,than the democracy of the workers class of people who build thesocialism and the communism "(February 18,1977).
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It is well-known that the communist chiefs are a kind of oligarchs,
who hold the power and exercise it having enormous privileges.The
political discrimination between the communist party's members and
other people is so obviously,that let to the last ones the general
feeling of irjustice.From a rich country of.another time Romania be-
came a country of hunger and sadnessoMany people would like to leave
the country,but they couldn't obtain the proper forms to apply for
a passporttand even the members of the communist elite would like to
leave Romania and they did at the first occasion being abroad#
It is common knowledge that very large loans have been made by the
United States and western banks to the countries of Eastern Europe
which are governed by communists.What is the reason of such loans?
Are U.S.A. and other Western governments hoping that these loans
would stabilize conditions of life in the countries which are Soviet
satellites,in order to discourage popular revolts against their com-
munist governmentalTo whom is this useful ?
The answer is a Only to the Soviet Union Empire in order to conquer the
entire World by "external encirclement, internal demoralization and
thermonuclear blackmail".
Based on these reasonThe"ROMANIAN NATIONAL COUNCIL -AMERICA SECTION
ask for that the "Most Favored Nation "treatment to the Socialist Re-
public of Romania must be conditioned by the respect of the following
measures:
a.-To stop the cruel exploitation of the Romanian workers;
b.-To permit the Free Unions of Romanian workers and intelectuals;
c.-To release from prison the political prisoners who are still de-
tained in jail or in mental hospitals and forced labor camps;
d.-To permit the worship of the Romanian Catholic Curch of Byzantine
Rite,whioh was interdicted startit with December 1 1948;
e.-To accept the free association and activity to other political de-
mocratic activitiesnot only for those of Communist Party;
f.-To permit the families reunification and free co unication of
Roeanians with other countries;To stop the political discrimination inside of Romania between the

.mmunist Partys members and the Romanian opponents and dissidents;

h.-To proclaim that the years served by political prisoners and by
prisoners of conscience in jails psychiatric hospitalsforced labor
camps and force residence,to be taken into the amount of their reti-
rement plans as "years served into work's field ",or "in the pension's
plans of widowed wives or orphaned children"(2-nd case of decease)l

.. To restore the "Human Rights" in Romania under permanent control
of an United Nation Commission of Human Rights#
In order to give some more and precise inform, tion about the disres,-
pect of the elementary Human Rights and cruel terror exerced br the
communist dictatorship in Romania todayI cite now some of these cases
which are showing us that the Communist Government of.-Romania is in
a continuing violation of the Helsinki Pact from 1958
1.-Constantin Dumitrescua former lawyer and Secretary of 2-nd Secto
Buouresti of National Peasant Party ,now 69 years oldwho served 15
years in communist jail (1948-1963) ,and after that was sent to force&
residence in Latesti -Baragan where he remained after 1964 as a pro-
tester,was arrested again In 1976 and sent to the mental hospital of
Poiana Maredistrict of Dolj because he wrote a political essay en-
titled "THE DENIED DIGNITY",lin spite that it wasn't published.Now he
is kept under guarded vigilance in Bordusani village, district of Ia-
lomitanobody having the possibility to see and speak with him.
2.-RevGheorghe Calciu-Dumitreasa ,a former political prisoner from
Pitesti and Gherla Jails who became an orthodox priest at Radu Voda
Church and professor in Seminary School from Bucuresti was fired on
May 17,1978 because he depord the demolition of "ENEI CHURCH" from
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Bucuresti,and "DOMNEASCA CHURCH" from Focsaniand in 1979 he was con-
victed to 10 years of prison for "propaganda against socialist order"
because in one of his sermons about atheism and Faith,he named the
"materialism "system as a "Philosophy of Despondency".
3.-Gheorghe Greou,born on May 27,191 and his wife Marie Grecu (mai-
den name Ohicos),born on June 10,1916 made many interventions to the
Romanian authorities in order to abtan the proper forms to leave Ro-

ania for family unification with their daughter DOINA COSIMBESCU
aiden name Grecu)-residing at 8 East 48 St.Apt.# B New York,NY.lO017,

but they had received only 'refusals with no explanatlonMr.oGheorghe
Grocu was a political prisoner anti-communist for 15 years in jail
-1948 -1964,and he is under continuing harassment of Seouritate Io-
ce.They are living in Bucuresti-Romania,Apusului St.#48,Bloo 47,80.2,
Apt.35 Sector 6,with their son OORNELIU GRECU born on May 15,1946
married with Maria Grecu,born on Oct.19,1952,toth electronis ,with
two ohildren:George-Lucian Greou,born on May 24,1978,and Alexandru-
Cosmin Grecuborn on June 1981.
Mr.and Mrs.Corneliu Grecu also applied for passports to leave Romania
for family unification reasons but they received three negations.
The same situation is with MItI! GRECU,a structural engineerborn on
Sept.30,1955,who received two negations,and also with RAZVAN GRECU,a
geologist engineer born on Oct.l 1943,brother of Mrs.Doina Grecu-Co-
simbescu married with RODICA GREU,an Accountant,born on July 1919539,
with theirs daughters-ANA GRECU born on April 15,1975,and MIHAELA
GRECU born on May 1977 all resling-in Bucuresti-Romaniaat Baba No-
vae Sl.#21,tBoc Gll,Apt.50,Seotor 3,who received five negations o.
the applications form to leave Romania.
4.-Mrs.GABRIELA IONESCU (maiden name Stamate) born on Aug.4,1958,who
is a student at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture from Bucu-
resti and applied for family unification with her husband Dan Ionescu,
a political refugee residing at 395 Stratford Rd.,Apt.E 2 Brooklyn,
N.Y.11218 (tel(212)462-5171 and is working with A.C.Interlor Planners
Ltd.-13 Park Place NY.10007,reoeived three refusals of proper forms.
5.-STEFAN ZISSU a technician constructorborn on May 25 1943,residing
at Centurii St4#1 Bloc 16 B Apt.37 Bucuresti-Romaniawith his son
IOAN NICOLAE ZISSU,born on 6ct.1ll1975,in Bucurestiaplied for family
unification with Mrs.NINA ZISSU (maiden name Ferariu)an engineer born
on Oct.26,1948 who is a political asylum refugee in the United States
residing at 43-10 49-th St.,Apt.l H, unnyside,New York ,NY.11104,but
did not yet receive the proper forms for passports to leave Romania.
6.-Marinescu Iliea medical assistant and judo trainer,43 years old
with his two minor children-MARINESCU MIRCEA born on Nov.18 1968,and
MARINESCU GABRIELA-CRISTINAborn on Nov.7,1969,residing in Bucuresti-
Romania,Calea Brivitei #101 since 1979 asked for applications forms
to leave Romania for the United States-being sponsored by me as cousin
but received until now eight refusalsbecause he refused to become an
informer of the Security Police of Communist Romanian Partyand Mili-
tia Police,in order to act against his own conscience.

In CONLUSION,evrything in Romania under the communist regime is dis-
eratelyfalse and uglyland we strongly express our hopes that the
U 1S.C congress will not grant anymore the Most Favored Nation's Clause
to a tyrranic commnist'Govennment who murderously undermine the fu-
ture generation with its Marxist-Leninist education ,atheism and po-
litical discrimlnation.Co nunlsm is a cause t a curof d'rim -
nationoverty and oppression# AT;4IeL
GOD BJESSAMERICA! Dr exandru Bratu
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INTERNATIONAL

July 27, 1983

Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
United States Senate
219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Danforth:

I would like to express PepsiCo's strong support for the
President's decision to continue in effect the waiver authority
under Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act to the Socialist Republic
of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic, and the Peoples'
Republic of China.

PepsiCo, Inc. is engaged in the sale of consumer products on a
world-wide basis. In Eastern Europe, soft drinks constitute our
major product. I am responsible for our Company's operations in
alL _E _ prn European countries. In that capacity, I am quite
familiar with all aspects of our business relationships and, in
particular, international trade with the Socialist Republic of
Romania and the Hungarian People's Republic and the Peoples'
Republic of China.

The primary basis for our trade with Romania and Hungary is
Pepsi-Cola, our major product. Our oldest partner in Eastern
Europe is Romania where we first introduced Pepsi-Cola in 1967.
In Hungary we gained a new business partner when we introduced
Pepsi-Cola in 1970. Since then, our operations have continued to
grow, and we currently bottle Pepsi-Cola in numerous facilities
in both countries.

The basis for our business operations in both Hungary and Romania
is a licensing arrangement. Both PepsiCo and the Governments
involved view this arrangement as a shared investment in working
toward a stable and prosperous economic future. As a result( we
have a true partnership with each country which contributes both
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to the economic growth of that Nation and to building bridges for
greater international understanding. Our trade relationships
with Romania and Hungary have been based on the grounds of
confidence and respect or one another in the commercial arena.

We, at PepsiCo, strongly believe that the mutual respect
developed in business relationships greatly contributes to and
are an extremely vital means of sustaining open lines of
communication and improving cultural and political understanding.

In that context, we are confident that the careful deliberations
of this Committee and the continuing dialogue between the United
States and the Socialist Republic of Romania regarding the
objectives of Section 402 of the Trade Act have been more
meaningful as a result of positive economic ties between our two
countries. We were gratified by the assurances given by the
President of Romania, Mr. Ceausescu, that Romania would not
require reimbursement to the State for education costs as a
pre-condition to immigration, and that Romania would not create
economic or procedural barriers to immigration. In our judgment,
that decision is in part a testament to the value of sound
trading relations.

Now, let me briefly comment on the conditions of our business
relationships in Romania and Hungary. In recent years, concerns
have been raised regarding many Eastern European countries'
economic stability and ability to meet their commitments. I
would like to report to this Committee that those concerns are
very real. Both countries are facing, to one degree or another,
convertible currency shortages, aggravated by generally depressed
conditions within the world economy. Nonetheless, it has been
PepsiCo's experience that both Romania and Hungary have been, and
continue to be, stable and reliable partners. They are meeting
their contractual obligations and together we are looking for
avenues to further expand our joint relationships.
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We recognize, however, that maintaining Most Favored Nations
status is crucial to both the continuing economic stability and
the future economic growth of these two Countries. Even though
world economic conditions continue to be depressed, international
trade is an important component of economic stability and growth.

In closing, I would like to make a final observation. We favor a
periodic review of Most Favored Nations status as an important
element in ensuring that U.S. businesses engaged in trade with
Eastern Europe receive fair and equitable treatment in return for
certain considerations extended to our trading partners under the
Most Favored Nations status. In addition, we recognize that such
reviews afford the opportunity to determine that our trading
partners are performing in accordance with all the provisions of
the Trade Act including Section 402. Currently the Congress
reviews that status on an annual basis.

From the perspective of business planning, however, we feel it
would be fitting for the appropriate Committees of Congress to
consider whether extending trade benefits for a longer period,
i.e. three to five years, would be more productive. Certainly
this longer period would afford businesses such as ours greater
flexibility in long range planning.

Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to present this
statement for the record.

Sincerely yours,

ROBERT I, PAGrNCCO
Vice President
Eastern European Region
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Holstein Association ""o
Cable: Hoin
TWX 710363 1871

July 18, 1983

Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Room SO-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20510

Re: Hearing on Waivers Under
the Trade Act of 1974

July 29, 1983

Gentlemen:

It has been the consistent policy of this Association to support the
granting of Most Favored Nation (HFN) status to the Socialist Republic
of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic and the People's Republic of
China since each was extended that trade advantage in 1975, 1978 and
1980 respectively.

Therefore, you are urged to give favorable and unqualified approval to
the President's recommendation for a further extension of authority
under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the freedom of emigration require-
ments under Section 402 (d) (5) of the Act.

Further and specifically, you are urged to give favorable consideration
to the President's recommendation for continuation of the waivers
applicable to the three nations named above.

This Association is in no position to make an authoritative determina-
tion of the emigration policies of these countries. It has confidence,
however, in such evaluations by the Administration, including its
Justification of waivers under the Act.

This Association is thoroughly familiar with the importance and value to
the United States from a trade point of view of continuing the MFN
status of these countries. It recognizes that trade with Romania is
less opportune in the immediate future than with the other two nations,
however the HFN status is a strong disciplinary factor in achieving
corrective emigration policies which should serve our interests well in
the long term.
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Obviously, acceptance of this recommendation will not cause the Comit-
tee to run afoul of the recent Supreme Court decision on Congressional
veto in the Chadha case, thereby giving the Congress additional time to
reconcile the "veto" decision should it wish to do so in the case of the
Trade Act of 1974.

1 am privileged to make this positive statement of position on behalf of
the 43,600 dairymen-members of Holstein-Friesian Association of America
who are located In 49 of the 50 States.

Your favorable consideration of the President's recommendations which
this Association supports with respect to the Socialist Republic of
Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic and the People's Republic of
China Is appreciated.

Robert H. Rumler

Chairman Emeritus

RHR/pah
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NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.
100 EAST 42ND STREET. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 (2 2) 867-5630

July 20, 1983

Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The National Foreign Trade Council, whose membership com-

prises a broad cross section of highly diversified interests

engaged in all aspects of international trade and investment,

supports the President's recommendation for a further exten-

sion of the authority under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the

freedom of emigration requirements, under Section 402 thereof,

for the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's

Republic and the People's Republic of China.

Our trade relations between Romania, Hungary and China

are profitable and mutually beneficial. We believe Romania,

Hungary and China have made great strides to open new trade re-

lationships not only with the U.S. but with other Western coun-

tries.

Future opportunities seem promising. U.S.-China trade will

undoubtedly increase markedly in the near future. Specifically

WASHINGTON OFFICE! 900 I7tH 8TRIMT. N.W. WASHINGTON, 0C 2000" 6 (202) M"7-0270
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in the case of Romania, and to a certain extent of Hungary, the

opportunity to earn hard currency by exporting to the U.S. takes

on a new significance given the fact that these countries are

experiencing difficulties in servicing their debt to U.S. banks

and government financial institutions.

The granting of most-favored-nation treatment and the con-

tinuation of this policy have, without question, improved the po-

litical relations between our country and Romania, Hungary and

China.

The National Foreign Trade Council supports the Presidential

recommendation and urges that your Committee and the entire Senate

agree with the President that the continuation of most-favored-na-

tion treatment to Romania, Hungary and China is in the best eco-

nomic and political interest of our country.

It is respectfully requested that this statement on behalf

of the National Foreign Trade Council be included in the record

of the hearings on the President's recommendation to extend the

waiver authority for the above-mentioned countries which are to

be held by the Subcommittee on International Trade on July 29,

1983.

Sincerely,

President
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ISLAND CREEK COAL COMPANY
a380 WARROPOURO ROAD

LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY 40575
PHONS. *W21SSMt

ALI9Y 000g
CHAIRNAN O0 VH9* OA*O

STATEMENT BY

ISLAND CREEK COAL COMPANY

IN SUPPORT OF

ROMANIAN MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS

JULY 29, 1983

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

Trade relations between Island Creek Coal Company and Romania
continue to be pleasant, profitable and mutually beneficial.
In the course of this business, I have repeatedly visited Romania
and several Romanian officials have visited Island Creek Coal
Com pany. Indeed, two citizens and officials of Romania live and
work in the United States in connection with our mutual undertaking
in the production of coal from a mine in the state of Virginia.
These citizens have deported themselves in exemplary fashion in
communities in which they live.

I am a member of the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council. From this
vantage point, I have observed trade relations between private
enterprise companies of the U.S. and Romania. These associations,
and these transactions, add to the prosperity of the U.S. and, I
believe, contribute to peace and understanding between the people
of our country and the people of Romania.

It is a pleasure to again endorse and recommend that Most Favored
Nation treatment be accorded to Romania.

/' /

Chairman of the Board
Island Creek Coal Company
Lexington, Kentucky

July 11, 1983
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3708 Macomb Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

966-3220

TESTIMONY BY:
Tamas A. deKun
SUBMITTED TO:

The Finance Subcommittee
on

International Trade
United States Senate

July'29, 1983

Good afternoon Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. It is a plea-
sure to be here.. I would like to thank you for the opportunity
to testify on behalf of the American-Transylvanian Association.

Our concern at the Association is the overwhelming importance the
President and Congress place on the emigration performance of
minorities from the Romanian Socialist Revublic. However, the Trade
Reform Act of 197S established the dedication of the United States
to the cause of fundamental human rights as the main purpose of the
Trade Reform Act. Despite all this, the curtailment of fundamental
human rights and 'cultural freedoms persists in the Socialist Republic
of Romania resultingin devastating effects upon the national mino-
rities. Furthermore, the U.S. government seems to dwell on the treat-
ment of 40,000 Jewish minorities,.rather than the fate of Europe's
largest and most cultured minorities: the Z.S million Hungarians
and 400,000 Saxons.

The systematic genocide of the Transylvanian minorities continues
and the dictatorious activities of the Ceausescu government have
increased over the last year, (i.e., writers, journalists and in-
tellectuals of Hungarian and Saxon origin are continually arrested
and all typewriters in private hands must be registered at state

26-235 0 - 83 - 19
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security offices). In previous testimonies before this Subcommittee,
we described at length the various atrocities perpetrated; however,
we do not wish to waste valuable time in further reiteration.

In my recent conversation with the Chairman of the House Foreign
Relations Committee, the Chairman stated, "it is better to have them
on our side than on their's (the Russians)." Not even now that the

Soviets mainly occupy Poland and Afghanistan is Romania loyal to the
West. They actively support Latin American communist countries and

organizations. Additionally, Romanian lobbyists very cleverly mis-

lead our politicians. Due to Romania's dictatorship and geopolitical
situation, it would be very foolish to count on her loyalty towards
the West.

There are approximately thirty-two U.S. firms in Romania. Questions

regarding her ability to reimburse loans became a deterrent to trade

expansion during 1981-82. Romania's international debt excoedes $11

billion and the government/financial institutiohs are practically
bankrupt. We predicted this fact in 1980 before this Subcommittee,
At that time, all U.S. government officials and business executives
vehemently opposed our foresight. Their economic situation will not
improve due to Romania's rigid Stalinist economic system. Further-

more, if we continue monetary support, we would throw good money

after the bad.
I-

Knowing these facts, I ask the Subcommittee why the United States

government should consider continuing Most Favored Nation Status for

Romania? If the extension is to be granted due to political reasons,

it is our opinion that our foreign policymakers understand very little

about Romania ana Romanians. (Please read the attached short history
of Romanian political maneuvering, "Is Romania a Reliable Political
Partner for the Western Nations?").

Unless Romania drastically changes her blatant genocide of minorities
and revamps her economic system, we strongly urge this Subcommittee
to revoke Most Favored Nation Status to the Socialist Republic of

Romania.
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Additional Testimony for the record, by Tamas A. deKun, American Transylvanian
Association

IS IUS NIA A RELIABLE POLITICAL PARTNER FOR THE WESTERN NATI(N?

"Rumanian policy has always rested on the axiom that Rumania must enter wars at a
mininunm risk, always find a place at peace conferences at the victors' side, so as
to extract the greatest advantages at the cost of the smallest sacrifice possible."
(Aldo [imi, the great Swiss expert of national minorities' problems.)

To exemplify this statement we would like to mention a few facts about the 20th cen-
tury:

Riumania extended the Austro-Rumanian Treaty of 1883 for a decade in 1913. Already
in 1916 Rumania had joined the Allies which was a stab in the back to her former
allies "because she anticipated our victory not for the sake of our just cause...
and when she qualified as a disgraceful art of cowardice, she did so for fear of
having backed the wrong horse. In November 1918 she sided with us once more, falling
into the back of Field Marshall Mackensen's retreating armies, because we were vic-
torious and she was determined to get her share of the booty.... 'What a damned au-
dacity', exclaimed Clemenceau." (Former French Senator Henri Pozzi: Les Coupables,
Paris, 1934,pp 95-96).

When the archives of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs for 1918-1919 were
opened in 1972, they shed new startling lights on the Transylvanian affairs that led
eventually to the Treaty of Trianon. It became quite evident that Clemenceau had to
pay off the Russians -at once with Transylvanian territory they coveted, because of
the suddIen crisis on South Russia where allied troops under French command were being
defeated by the Red Army and quick reinforcements were needed from neighboring Rumania.
That was the price for the promised Rumanian support of the threatened French force
and that military situation was perpetuated and eventually transcribed politically
into the Treaty of Trianon in 1919. The sole victor was Riania, again.

To Justify their enormous territorial gains because of the Treaty of Trianon, the
Rumanians developed a totally undocumented theory suggesting that they were the
descendants of the Dacian-Romans and consequently Transylvania belonged to them by
historical rights. We do not want to cite a long list of the mest distingished
scientists of this century who rejected that theory, except maybe one, Pierre George,
the world renowned professor of the Sorbonne, Paris, and the Institute d'Etudes Poli-
tiques de l'Universite de Paris. He wrote: "he theory of the so-called continuity
making the Rmanians descendants of the Romnized Iacians was actually abandoned.
The gap of a thousand years between the withdrawal of the Romans from Transylavania
( 3rd century B.C.), and the date of the earliest existing document that accounts of
the presence of the Runanians (so-called Vallachs) in that country (Charter of
Fogaras, in 1222) creates a major difficulty for such assimilation. On the contrary,
the archives of the Balkans and the linguistic studies allow us to pursue a slow pro-
cess of the pastoral Vallach population from the Macedonian and Albananian borders to
the Danubian plains between the 10th and 14th centuries. ... The R manian language and
civilization were formed in the Balkans... The Ruanian nation is the synthetic of
nations in Central Europe. They crossed the path of the Hungarians which have the
benefit of being the earlier settlers.... From L'Europe Central, pp 239-240, by Pierre
George and Jean Tricart, Paris, 1954.

Even Lloyd George, who was one of the leading characters during the discussions of the
Treaty, said in 1928: "All the documentation we were furnished with by certain allies
during the negotiations with said country were falsehoods and trickeries, we have
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decided on that." (Henri Pozzi: La Guerre Revient, Paris, 1933, p.303). It makes
one think of the terrying words allegedly pronounced by Frederick II of Prussia:
"I grab, I loot, and I steal, thereafter it is up to my lawyers to find the approp-
riate Jusitification."

In the same fashion, Rumania signed a treaty with France and Great Britain in 1939,
to secure her frontiers vis-a-vislungary. Yet, in the same year she signed a treaty
on economic matters with Germany. The German-Soviet non-oppression pact of the same
year left Bessarabia in the sphere of interest of the Soviet Union. On June 28, 1940
the Soviet Union occupied Bessarabia and northern Bukovina. The Tatarescu government
was helpless, but then renounced the French-British security pact and requested openly
that the German Reich secure her frontiers and send military missions to Rumania. On
September 1, 1940 General Ian Antonescu demanded that the lumanian King Carol renounce
his power as supreme military commander and invite the extreme-right Iron Guard into
the government.

Hess demonstrations against the King turned the situation into a crisis. They pro-
tested the decision of the "Second Vienna Award", an arbitration that the Rumanian
government requested. The decision returned northern Transylvania to Hungary again
where it belonged for 1000 years, except for the 20 years after the Treaty of Trianon.
("Hungary's right to Transylvania is much more justified, than is France's claim to
Alsace-Lorraine." Aldo Dami, L Hongrie de Deain, Paris, 1932, pp 95-96. The latter's
population is 801 Germanic and belonged to France for only 250 years; whereas Tran-
sylvania belonged to Hungary for 1000 years). King Carol renounced his throne in
favor of his son and left the country. Antonescu became head of state (conducatur
statuli) and formed a coaltion government with the Iron Guard. The Guard committed
enormous atrocities, killed 64 political antagonists, among them the famous historian
Nicloae Jorga. Antonescu visited Hitler on November 23, 1940 and joined the Axis Powers.
The next year Hitler promised to reward Rumania with Transylvania. Rumania took part
in the military operations against the Soviet Union. Then in 1943 she began secret ne-
gotiations with the Allies again. The following year Hitler told Antonescu that the
Hungarians lost any claim for Transylvania because of their neutral attitude, but asked
Antonescu not to talk about it. On August 23, 1944 the Soviet troops encircled the
Rumanian-German forces. ',he King arrested Antonescu and handed him to the Communist
party. On August 25, 1944 Rumania declared war on Germany.

What is the current status? RWmnia is widely considered by western nations as a re-
liable party and one which can be turned away from the Communist block. This is wish-
ful thinking. As -in 1956, when the entiTe free world showed its sympathy toward Hun-
gary's new tragic drama, Rumania ordered mass arrests in Transylvania and hundreds
were put to death. In one trial alone in Cluj, thirteen out of fifty-seven accused
were executed. (George Bradley, American Journalist, the Reporer of November 1964).
Contrary to the western nations, Rumania did not even want t tae a neutral atti-
tude but competed with the Soviet terror. When Rumania senses the weakness of the
western powers, she turns to the other side.

Currently, the western world must cope with several dangerous crisis in Central
America, the Middle East, Poland and Afghanistan. The entire free world's future is
at stake. If Rumania is true to her past tradition, she will make promises to the West
to gain her interests and later renege, once the West has conceeded.
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OTATEiENT of Dr DIMITRIE G. APOSTOLIUPre ident of " THE AMRIOAN-

ROXAWZAU NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HW! RIGHTS"spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS
before

U.B SENATE COi RITTE3 ON FIRANCS
US SENATE SUBCO'l.TT3E ON IITTSRHATIEAL TRADE.

HONORABLE Mr OHAIRHAN,
#211.,WE .SS-ATORS MMBERS OF THE 00OL!MTED,

TERRORIST PRESIDENT NICOLAS CEAUSESCU, a former apprentice shoemaker,
YURI ANDRPOV's hitmantraitor of ROI.JANIAN people who sold again to.USSR
tho ROI4ANIAI provinces BASARADIA and Northen BUCOVINA, in CRflEIAUSSR
on 1976,- 1
-FORCED, US, AI.ERICAN CITIZP41S AND RESIDE1ITS by ROHNII N descents, to
start" TH FIfTtNTH ROMANIAN NUEGER STRIZE FOR FORCED SEPARATED WAILIES
REUNION in THE USA and for ThE RESTORATIOX-OF :'MAN RIGHTS and ofFREDOM
Of RELIGIOJ in CO(0.01fIST RCMITA" .-
We started this itJNGZ.R STRIRE- the fifteenth one since SEPTE!1ER 1,1974
to date- because of T IRORIST NICOLAS CEAUSESCU and of his CO,31NIST
GOVERNT-1ENT: '
- P.'.PGI11rLNT AND FLAGRANT VIOLATIONS OFs
I*- TILE UNIV.;RSAL DCLARATIOI OF .U-LAV RIGHTS of T=if U.N. and of all U11's
reeoluti:Lons concerning "MI1I RIGHTS eand FORCED SEPARATED FAI.ILIBS REUNION,
2.- BASJ2.:T THRAE OF HELSII7.I AGIUE31_ENT.-
3.- TFx COITDITIOJ O " EASING THE EMIGRATIOI! FROII CCiENIST ROMANIA"
condition with which T'ROiIST C AUSESCU, personal agreed with the USA
upon THE TRADE AG[:lEmNNT and " T E 1.F.N" , year by year, since 1975 to
date, 1963, therefore 8 ful years
- THE FUL SU2IORT OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM BY TERRORIST CEAUSESCU AND
HIS COINUNIST GOVIaR]{ENT, :;iqO ARE SU PLYING COI00 IUUIST GUMUM.ILLAS ALL O1iR
THE WORLD WITHilILITARY TRAITYflG DONE BY RCMATIAN OFFICERS AND BY USSR's
KGB 0113S, ITi R: Oh ROMAIIiA SOIL AND'INFO.IG1 COUITTRIES AS -NGOLA AIM
SO ON, - BY SUPPLYING .O..""'UiIST GU-ZRILLAS WITH WEAPONSS ID A:3=1 ITIONS
AND WITH F(OD AND MILITARY YQUIP.iUa1T TRANSPORTED OVERSEAS BY RMANIAN
* ERCHANT AIRLIIM, " TAROW" AND BY ROIVANIAN iLRCHANT SIPS,CF COURSE, IN A
CONSPYRATORY JAYS BY :,YUD3D THE CUJSTOlIS...
- BY A C':ALI;E OF T"R ROR III FOREIGII 0,UI;TRIES, DCLUDIYG T U.S.A.
TIE ROINANIAN OFFICIALS OF ROM4ANIAN 3IBASSY WP.O IN PACT ARE USSR's }GB
UNDERCOVER AGIITS AND HIT ZN;,- DRUGGED, :ZIDNAIPPED AND TCOK BY FORCE BACK
TO C0OZ1.IST ROM1ITIA ROHDAIAl REFUGEES BY PUTI!TG TKP I! ABOAPD ROMANIAN

MRCHANT AIRLIIM " TARON" :in EW YORKq CITY,IiT JESTSMI EUIIOPEA.CD ALL OVER
THE WORLD WiEFZ THERE ARE. FLIGHTS OF " TAROI-1" OR WHERE ROMANIAN MERCHANT
SHIPS ARE ASILI::G.
DO YOU HAVE ON YL-UR DESK, HONORABLE U.S. SENATORS CLIPS FROM AMERICAN
NEWSPAPERS WITH REPORTS ABOUT. NOT BY SOMEBODY lHO 1EAR ABOUT BY SOMBODY
NOT INLY BY " EYES WITE ESS" BUT EVEN BY THOSE; 011O FORCED BY 'SECURITY, DID
TRANSPOhTED WEAPONS AIM AMrZ-'UITIO14S TO COMU.UIST GORILLAS, V2DK BACK TO
CO?'1'UTIST ROIJJIA ,.R(;-MkIcAi- REFUGEES DRUGGE--D AIND XIDNAPPED BY RCIAIlAN
E'4ASSIES' OFFICIALS AUD TCOL: To SAFETY TO CORIUNIST ROMANI. CO40U NIST
TERRORISTS W1,O BOA-ED AND KILLED INNOC-NT PEOPLE %N 'ESTERN EUROPEL

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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-TERRORIST NICOLAB CEAUSESCU's IIITZW-X X AN THE ROMANIAN OFFICIAL
FROM JR014AUI EIABI2SAJU) THi UNDERCOVER AGE1TS-:Z*ILLED AND TRIED TO
KILL EVEN IN NEIl YORK" OITYpROHLANIAN " XILEESS
MAYBE TOiIOROW THEY WILL ATTEUPT TO KILL Y(EJ, 3ONORABLE US SENATORS,
BECAUSS,DO YCU ARE DETERMINED DEFENDBRS OF H N RIGHTS ALL OVER THE
WORLD AIM BECAUSE YOU ARE FIGH1TYI2G THE INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM,
THEREFORE YOU ARS FIGHTING TvO TERRORIST CEAUSZCU AND HIS CLIVE OF
KILLERS URDERES ,ASSASIIIS, USSR's K.G.B. AGENTS1...

FOR ALL MH ABOVE MENTIONED CRIM-'S AGAINST HUMANITY OF TERRORIST
NICOLAE CEAUSESCU AND !IS CO UNIST GOVERNMENT INCIUD3D THE ROMIAN
EMBASSISS O?'FIOIALS - ,
-In my name And in the name of NUNGER STRIXKERSI am asking that's
THE U.S SEiNATE DO NOT GRANT A]rYMORE " THE MOST FAVORED NATION's CLANSE"
status to T.rrORIST NICOLA: CfAUSESCU AID HIS COM.UIIST GOVBRR3NT
- UNTIL THB.RE IILL BB 3TIR.LY ACCOPLISHIDs

" THE TEN POITS OF :iUIT0G R STRIKERS"
I.- The immediate release# of our HOSTAGE RELATIVES!
2.- THERE WILL B, ISSUED I1T CO, .UIIST ROATIA "G:;NERAL A1ff STY FOR
POLITICAL PRISO'IihS AI) FOR RRISONT RS O.VOCNSCIEN1CEI
3.-T 'RE WILL BE .JLEASBE FRO ! POLITICAL JAIL Prof. Dr. PUiVEREND GHEOROGE
CALEIU DU4ITRESA and there will be issued his passport|
4.-2here will be release from the terrible political Jail " GHEP..LA
VASILE PR9DA, one of the founders in 1978 of " TH1 FREE TRAD UNION
OF ROMANIA1I IORIR"-SL.O...o" A.n-ROI.ANIAN spelling- and there will
be Issued his passport in order to Join in NEW YORK CITY his parents
and his other three brothers
5- There will be issued the passports to other two founders of " TIM
FREE TRADE UtIO>: OF ROMANIAN WORKERS"-"S.L.O14.R* "-Dr BRASOVEANU and
Dr CANAI l'0
6.-." T HE FREE TRADE UN.? I. OF VOKAITIAIT 7IORRS"-"S.L.O., *R."-will be
registered with ,COAITIAN DEPARTM-1TT of JUSTICE"in order to act legally
in behalf of his members,-as POLAND's "SOLIDARITY" didl
7.-There will be abolished the punishement with confinement to
PS.YOTIATIZIC -t'OSPITALS,FORED LA|OR COA1', FORCED RESIDENCE, AMD FORCED
LABOR IIITEOUT PAYIqrXT AT THE PALCE OF WORK FOR POLITICAL PRISONERS AND
PRWSONZRS OF CCUSCIENCE1
8.-The years served by POLITICAL PRISONERS and by PRISONERS of CONSCIT17(
in POLITICAL JAILS, PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS, FORCED LABOR CAIU)S AND FORCi
RESIDENC-will be taken into the amount of pensions and retirement
plans as " YEARS SERVED IT THE ?IELD OF WORK"- for former P'LITIOAL
PRISOIIERS and PRISONRS OF CONSCIENICE, and - in the case of the decease
of the individual prisoner,- in the plans of pensions for widowed wives
and or for orphaned ohildren&
9.-The exilees whose private propertiesI mean private homeswere,
nationalised or ":orced taken out even by a forced sales action -
by COil.*IIIIST hOMANIAN GOVIdU.NT-to receive damr.ges for the value of
the houseat US real estae's prices, in U.S. DOLLARS1
10.- There will be closed dowm all COL.,94UNIST 1O1AIA's IHILITARY CAMPS
FOR TRAINING III ESPIONAGE ON U.S. TERRITORY AND IN GUERRILAS IIARFARE,
FOR COi ,aoaNIST GUERRILLAS, EITHER:THE ONES 0I ROMAIA's TERRTORY AND
THE ONES OF OVERSEAS AS TIT, ROM&NIAN M2?LITART ACADEMY OF FLIGHT O5
ANGOLA, D TEIRCRIST IICOLAE OEAUSESCU AID IIS VO1,' iUIST GOVERNMENT
WILL STOP ONCE iOR EVER THE 11TERNATIOINAL SUPPORT OF TEISRORISMAND
A11.1IAN EIMASSIES OFFICIALS I'ILL STOP TO KIDNAPP, TO DflUGG , ,TO TAKE
BiAU& TO COMMUNIST ROAIA BY FORCE- ROZ'IANIAN EXILEES, AND ;ILL STOP
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Td TRY TO ZZLL , TO ASSASINATE, TO MURDER, THM ROAIAN RuES SuIN
THE 'UP.A AND ALL OVER ThE FREE WORLDS

Honorable mr chairman,
Honorable U.S. Senators, members of The Committee,

Do You have on your desk, the list of HUNGER STRIERS and of their
relatives :OSTAGES in COI!IUIST ROMANIA,
The Universal Declaration Of HUI-AS RIGHTS of The U.No provides
Art. 13.-
2,- Everyone has the right to leave any country including his own and
to return to his country".
Terrorist President TIOOLAB CEAUSESCU and his CO D-NIST GOVER11eNT
denied their right to BE RSUNITSD WITH THEIR PAX1LIES, over here in
The USAo-by VIOLATING 'HIS PROVISION of TE.. UNiVESAL DBOLARATION OP
HUMAN RIGHTS of The UN, and the oLeo of BASALT THREE of HsLSINXI
AGREEMENT,
Since CO0.0',,14IST -ROMANIA was granted first time " THE .P.N" status
by US COZIGRESS on 1975-Terrorist CEAUSESCU committed himself to try
to find out ways and means of " EASING THE EMIGRATION PROM 0010iUNIST
ROMANIA"
Let see how did he" THE E AIG OP EMIGRATION PRON OO4UNIST ROMANIAJ'
on his " CO;,3,MIUST WAY""
I.- When 4fter t':e first POLITICAL A,.1W3TY in CO.YUNIST ROIANIA on
PAR):L 1974 was founded on GRADINA CU CAI(THE GARDEN WITH HORSES) in
BUCHAREST TF2 OFFICE OF VISAS AND PASSPORTS,
- The one who would be emigrant hAd to file out 01 SInGLE APPLICATION.
After 30 days he had to receive the answer: application approved or
denied.If denied, he had the right to contest the denial and after
other 30 days, had to receive the answers THAT WAS ALL
- After granted by US CCIUGRESS with"THE I, 1o2.N" in 1975, TERROXIST
OBAUSESCU committed himself year by yearin 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978,
1979, 1980, 1981, 1982 and even now in 1983- to
" THE EASYNG OF EIMIGRATION" from 0O01-ONIST ROANIA.
THE RESULT:
Ix SOI,1ONB APPLY FOR EMIGRATION, HAS. TO PASS OVER " ONLY" l STEPS
INSTEAD " THE ONLY OiE APPLICATION! IN '974 ,
And if you fail or if you are tour doing to one of this steps- say to
the 15 ones- #o you have to start again with the first oneS And from
a step to other one there are several months to pass$.*
Recentely, Terrorist Ceausescu discover other " improvement" in his
way of " EAqYrNG 'AIJO EI-LIGRATIONs
The young " W6uld be Emigrants" are drafted, with MILITARY FORCED LABOR
UNIT, and them selves and their other relatives who " would be emigrant;
have to wayt " only" TWO IHAORE YEARS TILL THE FORiCED LABOR TEP.N WITH THA,
MILITARY UNIT WlILL BE ACCOiWTLISHED6 And then to pass again from the
begining through those.16 STEPS"
This happened now, on 1983 to three youth champions of sport, with
ROZAIAN ITATINAL TEA14 of different field of sports activities:
1I4HAI LUTA, WARIN TOA AND PAUL STAICU, all of then NATIONAL CHA1PION8
AND ALL OF THE. 0F BUCHAREST.Do you have the written statements of
their AN.RIOAN relatives, in HU11GER STRIHE now, in their EBIGRATION's
behalf*-
- The new improvement on the way of " EASING TfM E1MIGRATION FROM
O -MNIST ROMANIA" are:

1.- The SECURITY is RARASSYING PERILNENTEZY THEM. THEY ARE THREATENED
WITH CONPINEIIENT T PSYO iIATRIO HOSPITAL.-
2.- THEY ARE LAYD OFF FROM T2d9SR JOBS AND T.,N, AT PLACE PROSECUTED
AND CONVIC11D FOR" PARASITISI.1"
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3;- They are removed from their residence.,
4*. They. are interviewed under hard pressure by SECURITY all over the
nisht and the next day's morning they have to report to their place
of workS..
5.- All their mail with THE USA is out off|
6.- Their phone calls with ' M USA are censoredi
7.- They are forced by SECURITY to call by phone (from SECURITY's
Headquarter~their relatives from ovr.r here and to READ TO THi WHAT
THE SECURITY's "INVSTIHAATOR !iRITE DOWN ON THE PAPERS
8.- They are attaoue4 bj S.=CURITY's hitmen on their vMay from home to
workand hard beaten over the head.-
9.- The SECURITY is trying' to force those married ones to divorce theirspouse gros the FREE WORLD.-
10.- The kids who are students, are forbiden to talk to their olassmates
HOW DO YOU SEE, HONORABLE SERATORIS TH3E ARE REALY " I0ROV'1.MENT" BY
TERRORIST NICOLAE CEAUSESCU IN THE ?XATTBR OF " EASING TFE EMIGRATION
PROM 0O, 4UNIST ROMANIA"... .

For this " improvement" in0FORCED SEPARATED FAMILIES-REUXION's matter
i improvements" by TERRORIST C AUSESCU,-
-I A ASKING THE U.S SSNATE TO .STOP RIGHTVOW THE MOST FAVORED NATION's
CLAUSE " status TO TERRORIST CEAUSEB.CU AID HIS C0MUNIST GOVERNMENTS
LET SEE HOWl THERE ARE THE OTHER " 11l411 RIGHTS" In'C MHNIST RODIANIA
1.- THE RIGHT OF FREE ASEHELY
In CoRH. 51,T=Ke I e-i=NLY A TI1TGLE POLITICAL APRTY: THE CO! .tMIST
ONE I
All other iCITICAL PARTIES vrere abolished 'jy CO10!UNISTS on JULY 14,1947.
The members of T.E NATIONlAL ASAANT PARTY IULIU-'IANIUirere arrested,
torrtured, send to serve PCLITICAL JAIL TSR1i1asend to FORCED LABOR CA1I'S
and then confined to FORCED RESIDENCE, by hundred of t.usends:th leaders
- my self included as leader of THE YOUTH OAG!.U ISATION 02 T.1 PARTY AND
DEPUTY CHIEF EDITOR IITH " DREPTATEA" (" TIM JUSTICE") THE CENTRAL NEWS-
PAPER OF THE NATIONAL PEASANT PARTY IULIU MAXIU -and rank and file members
were arrested, torrtured ,prosecuted and convicted too.-
NOW TERRORIST CEAUSESCU ORDERED A 10EW IA OF TERROR AGAINST FOR1 R HeP
OF POLITICAL PARTIES ABOLISHED BY COkIUNISTS n 1947
UOPLE WHO SERVED IARS AND YEARS OF POLITICAL JAIL TER,, ARE AGAIN
ARRESTED, TORRTURED, PROS.-OUTED, CONVICTED TO TEN OF YEARS OF POLITICAL
JAILSCC.NFIIIED TO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS , FORCED LABOR C4.PS , AND GIVEN
FORCED RESIDENCE.
THERE ARE THIE CASES OF 32r CORUELIU COPOSU, former DEPUTY GENERAL SECRE,'..r
of THE NATIONAL PEASANT PA;lTY IULIU IAIU- who served nore than 18 years c
POLITICAL JAIL, 'ZAS AGAIN ARRESTED AND TORRZTURED BY SECURITY AND GIVEN

FORCED RESIDENCE".-
Dr Engs. 1LA PUIU, former, leader of THE YOUTH ORGANISATIO:* OF THE NATIONAL!
P SASANT PARTY IULIU .?JANIUa scholar in computer field, WAS AGAIN ARRESTED
AND TORRTURED BY SECURITY AND GIVEN FORCED RESIDENCE( BOT.- OF T.I! ARE
FROi BUCHAREST)
AND THERN ARE TOO SEVERAL TAWS3NDS OF CASESS*-D '..

1W.j&UAL..TAUIWS Q Rk4lC.r.41QFILE IM-1,IBERS OF " T!E FREE TRADE UNION OF
.,LAWANIAN WORIERS" SLO M1' - the one abolished by C01rL:.iISTS on 1978,

were again arrested, torrtured, confined to Psyohiatrio Hospitals, pro-
secuted, convicted to POLITICAL JAIL TERJS, send to FORCED LABOR CAUPS
and given FORCED RESIDENT CE,-
- The same things happened to former and new'PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE...
TERRORIST CE4USECU's CRI1nrwS OVEJi CRIMES1..
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2.- PREEDOi OF PRESS AND COHEUNICATION
There is only a single kind of press in CO!WNIST RONIAS
THE 0OU1I UIST ONE, MONITORED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PROPAGANDA AnD
AGITATION of T4; CENTRAL COmaTTTSE OF CONIVST PARTY and by THE
SAE DBPARTIUMT OF EACH DISTRICT, CITY AND TOWN OF COI.1IST
PARTY, ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.-
- There is any eingle newspaperprevue, magazine or TV channel or
Radio Station. which oritioise the COi.U3ITIST PARTY's POLICYL
THE ENTIRE 'PRESS AND XASS MEDIA AIM C01 r.CIATIOTS ARE UNDER STRXCTELY
SUPERVISION OF THE C:-'.TRAL C(131-1.TTEE 0? C004UNIST PARTY.-
3o- PREED0,A OP ARTS AND SESSION

T3.fA [18 DEPARTHINT OF *' PROPAGANDA AND AGITATION" OF THE C01,'lUNIST
PARTY ARE I'ONITORYIIG THE PROCESS OF CREATION OF EACH INDIVIDUAL
WRITER, POET , ARTIST,-
THER IS NO VAY TO STEP.OUT FROX " PARTBSs L01ra...
-The GRIIUAL CODE" (CALLED PENAL CODE" 'in ROMANIAN JUDICIAL TERM)
provide terms of IOLITICA. JAIL for " ANY UNPUBLISHRBLE IAUSCRIPT
FOUND OUT 0N A WRITER OR POET DESK AND FOR " ANY WORK OF ART Vf/HICH
1B .1OT " IN THE SPIRIT OF THE FORCING OQLAS AND OF THE FRIENDSHIP AND
TOTAL COOPERATION V/ITH USSR IAIM C0 augNIST BLOCK COUNTRIES"I
- THER3 IS'ANY PRIVATBE..PULI=SHING HOUSE in COMMUNIST ROMANIA"-
- THE UNIOIr OF 1OI *IAN WRITERS, TH OE1 OF ROMA.NIAN CO:IPCS3RS, TH,
ONE OF RCIANIA1T ARTISTS ARD) TH3 ONE OF ACMANIAN J(-URNALISTS ARE U;D3R
THE STRICT CONTROL AND CENSOFShIP Ot ." PROPAGANDA AND AGITATION DEPART-
MENT" of TIf, CENTRAL CO1'.1ITTN;, O.' CO4.UIJNST PARTY.-

TERRORIST NICOLAE CEAUSESOU's FUL SUPPORT OF INTERNATIOITAL TERRORISM
+ .. .. .. ++....++++++++++... +/+ +++++++++++ +++

Honorable U.S. Senators,
Do YOU have on YOUR desk reports of AMERIVAN NEVISPAPERS oontendin6
interviews with two former 15' y~arb PiLOTS in CO0MAND with ROAXIIAN
merchant airline " TAROM" ando ; f;ok ;h httentind for more than 10 years'
with " TAROM" too.
Thby reported about CEAUSECBU's FUL SUPPORT on INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM
not as the ones who hearded about what happened from other ones, but as
THE ONES Vfl!O THEM SELVES, FORCED BY SECURITY:1.- TRANSPORTED BY PLANE WEAPONS AND AIIUITIO S TO TERRORIST GUERILLAS.
go- TRANSPORTED BY " TAROM" 's PLANS COMMUNIST GUERRILrAN FROM AFRICA TO!
COMNJNIST RuMANIA .1MRE THLY RECEIVED ILILITARY TRAINING AND THEN WHERE
FLED BACK TO AFRICA.-
3*.- TRANSFORTBD B " TAROM" 's AIRPLANES TERRORISTS WoHO DID CRIMINAL ACTS!
IN WESTERN NUROPEPILLING TINOCENT PEOPLE ;IOHEN ,IDS SENIOR CITIZENS ,!
3JxDj)R8 9F ANTI-COIb.,iIST PARTIES.THEY B5OIBED PUBLIC Pf1ACBS,TIZY ASSASI-;
NATED POLITICAL LEADERS( AS THE LATE ITALIAN PREMIER ALDO .ORO)
AFTER THEY KILLED I:TOCMNT HUMhAN BEINGS, THE ROMANIAN CONSULS FROM
WESTERN EUROPE BROUGHT THEM BY DIPLOMATIC CARS W.1O ARE NOT INSlr1CTED
BY CUSTOM OFFICIALS ,-DIRECTELY TO " TAROM" AIRPLANES TO BE, TAKED OUT
TO SAFETY IN CO.0UIST ROMANIA1
4.-TRANSPORTED BACK TO COi VIIST RO.ANIA POLITICAL REFU9. ES DRUGGET) AMD
KIDNAPPED BY ROIANIA11 M-.MASSIES OFFICIALS AID T7 BROUGHT IT CARS
WIT!! DIPLOMATIC PLAT;; DIRECTELY TO " TAROM" 's 1IRPLAUXS SEVERAL MINUTES'
BEFORE TAKE OPP TO BE TAKEII BY FORCE BAC: TO COii,.VWIST RC4ANIA.
- THIS i'IDiAPP1I1.GS HAPP1JNED ALL 0VR TV.E VORLD WHERE " TARO4"s AIRPLtP-
USE TO FLY...
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TER RIST CEAUSESOU's HITMN CRIMES ON V.S. TRRITORY

- r GEORGE FI.RSOV'1SCU, fo-'mer PILOT IN O01i-OND for 15 years with
RMIIAN merchant airline " TARO,' during his 1Ifl!G3R STRIKE in
front of U.N's HISADJUARTER in ITEW YORK CITY# was inter.,iowed by
AIURICAN and ?ORBIGN PRSS.Provinri with his airplane " FLIGHT BOOK"
in which there are recorded '&Ultherfl1ghq with the serls of all
airports *.here tho plene ended or take off-T-AT HE TRANSPORTED
WEAPONS AlD A:,1U;iITICUS TO 0012A1MIST GUERILLAS, THAT HE TCOK FOR
SAFETY TO CO;. !qTIST RCHANIA TERROIZISTS HIO DID CRIIMS IN "'ESTERN
EUROPE AMD TYAT la TRANSPORTED BACK TO CO'IU/AIST RO?,ANIA RONANIAN
RUGEES DRUGGED AND KIDNAPED BY ROMANIAII CONSULS.
Mr GEORGE HAIRSOV';SCU DID TOO DETAILS OR i-ILITARY CAIPS FOR TERRORISTS
ON ROI.IANIA SOIL AND ABOUT TH3 NRI)MNIAN i:ILITARY ACADEMY OF FLIGHT OF
ANGOLA, I.ERE AI;GOLAU1 COI3RIIST ARE IWOBIVI. G 'JRAI'IIG AS IaILITARY
PILOTS- BY 11=CN AN ;:ILITARY PILOTS-THI ACADEZIY BDING 'COi,0,12CAND BY
GENERAL HI'YOR AUZ..L NICCLSCU, T.- SBCRZTARY OF ROIMNIA: AIRFORCES.-
-HIS 8TATEN,'ITTS JI AH3 PRINTED IN '1.S NF/ YO=RkR's daily NE;SPAP-, R
" THE MN'VS :bORLD ofJAIJARY 1l,1983 AIM) .T1 AIRED BY NATIONAL AND
INTEPIATIOITAL IADIO S STATIONS AID BY TV C2-AA,1-.LZ ALL OVER T'e, WORLD
INCIAMDD 'REH BROADCAST OF' RADIO PRIE EUROPE DIRjiCTELY TO COia-.M;VIST
ROMANIA, BY 201,W;IA; SERVICE OF RADIO FREE EUROI3 OF U$JNCTMr,0;;EST
GERIAYO
TERRORIST 1ICOLAE CEAUSESCU I RETALIATION WANTEDD TO HVE Iir GEORGE
HIRSOVTSCU KILLED BY HIS IUT,.NI "

New vy rc.21§

Mr GEORGL "rSOV:SCU IS At'TAQUED BY A "I:Th2,Wl ON A STREET IN I'AST SIDE.
THE HITill APPROAC'::,D I.L GEORGE HIRSOVESCU's Ir, RCEDES car tnd smoked
smling on car's window. 11r G"OFG2 HIRSOVESCU opened the window of the
car. SUDDS:ILY Ti CRiN AL ATTA.ULD mr 1iIRSOV2SCU !ITH A SPECIAL 1XTALI(
DEVISZ.JEi1, 5 ~,P i;LD CAR's DuGR AID TEIRE VAS A FIGNT B2TJ~2W T-T3Iq.
HIT INANY TIL.CS OVER T" IA.D WITHA Tl- 18TALIC DEVIS BY TIE% PROFESSIONAL
HITPWI, NA1.2D " ZNT" Ikr ''IRSCVESCU *BW&. U1TCONSCO!USAN.D PAL DOWN (,
TIM .SIDEiALK. TI !I112 N.U" JUILP OV:R HVI AU]) TRY _O KILL .Ii ....
BY HAZ.ia), TJO TAXIC.'tXDIVU:1S, SA! W.HAT IS HAP':3, YING* ...
THE HIT'AN JUI.P I! HS TAXICAB AND RUNI BUT TJ-, TAXICALDRIVILPS RADIOED
THE POLICE. A OHAS' STARTED . zIH1ALLY i'-, .'4.I, CAR WAS CO!~liP D BY
POLICE. A!.D T'3 .ITI-Ai: IAS AtLzSTD...
TH Cl1R±IiIAL PIOC.,,DI'!GS AR GOING Oil WITH THE CRINII'AL COU.T OF
MAN!HATTAN, h64 YMRK... • *

Because myself I advised ftr GEORGE HIRSOVESCU to PROcVf- TO AY4RICAN AND
INTERNATIONAL PRESS AND ASS ILDIA HOW TEr2RORIST CEAUSESCU IS SUPPIRP'Y21
T.C- 1i1TiRNATI'NAL TER6RISm, TERRORIST NICCLAE CEAUSISCU WANTED 1-3
KILLED TOO.-
AID " TH3 SP:OIAL IlISSIO,.: 'AS ASSIG.TD TO AND ALLEGED OFFICER :ITH
ROXANIAN SECURITY DISINFOIU.L0iO-1 DEPARTIFNT-UNDE. COVER SECRET AG.:eITS
WHO USE TO :ILL .CitsE IOZIAI,;: REFUG2CS AND TO SPY "N FREE CcU:'RIESAND
TO REPORT TiMIR MISSION DIR:'CTLLY TO T- LOCAL " K.G.B." YSIDENT.
.PHIS RUSSIA!. SPY, CA1n" TO TlE, USA AS A " REFUG'BE" FROM ROI.IAIA, VIA

PARIS, FRANC: .'2 ITPILTRATED EITHLhR: A DE14OCRATIC CLUB AIM T"L REPUBLIC
CONSERiATIVW ON. ' ... AID BIING HE, ONE SKILLED SPY AND YIT AN, VAS
GOING ON WITH HI£S DIATY PROFESSION,...
-X:IS NAI : LUCIANT ORASEL. A* Nf;4 YORK CITY uSn.
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Professions ,' Z.G.B" spy.olaoe of assignementi USA TERRITORY.-
PACTS i
NEW YORK CITY.2Nrch 20,1903.THIi SAINT DUI.IITRU ROI-TIAN 0THODOX (HURCH
OF ROAIA11 A.TI-cC:ulVIrI3T EXILV:5OWEST089th St, N1Ell YORK,NY 10024
The SL7DAY mornirz religious service, 11,:O A.M.
The undercover 34CURITY's AG-3;NT LUCIAN ORAS::L, ATAjUr,:Dr DII.ITRI3 G.
APOSTOLIU in ts C5URCIi when his victim was lifhtine a oandel,.He grabed
him from behind by neck and ,Wsh him over about 1)0 li-hting cendels,
shoutyine : 'DAY I WlILL KILL YOU. "0 ESCAPE, T*RE IS -NO VAYI,,,
Dr APOSTOLIU tear himself away, sucoeded to escape from his attaquer ad.
tried to go stri *ht ahead, to the communion table. BUT OT .-7R UI;DERCOVER

'ROHATIAU VEOURITY's AOBI,!TS who came together LUCIAII ORASEL, barred his waZ
APOSTOLIU turn back and step out- from the church to the entrance of, wherqj
there is a li±-le roon where -are sold the .idels and bibles and so on.
LUCIAN CRASEL FBLLCJ.D HI1- ,BUT APOSTOLIU DEFENDED HIM SELF AND ESCAPE.
HE WENT UP3TAITIS TO CU;RCHs 'a office and-oalled the District Attorney and
the OL.CE, LUCIAiT CRASEL c mebaclc into the church an& watched the dovr.
When the POLICE cr arrived, APOST".LIU step out frou the church . LUCIAN
ORASEL followed him outsidx, oa the street..t.where..oHE WAS GRABD BY THE I
POLICE . aFIC.,RS.."
THE LEGAL PROCEEDINGS ARE GOING ON'WITH T13E CRII-oIAL COURT OF 3Wfl{A TAN,
NEW YORK.-

The attempted murder against GEORGE HIRSOVESCU and APOST LIU did not dis-
courage iO)ODY 2'RCM AitRICAN FRLEDOM FIGHT-RS BY ROIUiNIAN' DESCENTS!
Mr GEORGE HIRSOVESCU, DID A NEW INTERVIEW fl N HIS -{OSTAGE WIFE AND DAUG::-
TER ARRIVED I1 1E% YoRK BiING AL _ASI AS THE RESULT OF IS YINGER STRIKE.
THE INTERVIEW; WAS PRIITTED I7 TM NijYOh2's daily newspaper TE N11 YORK
TRIBUYE' offWEDNzSDAY JUUE l,±983.He was joined by hie colleagues I br GEORGE
SORESCU and IIrs IOAIIA SORESCU, BCRGE SORESCU being a former PILOT ±n CO-
IO4AND iwth " TAROW" for 15 years and his wife 1Irs iOANA SOR SCU, a flight
attendand.All three of them gave new detailes about TE..11OKIST NICOLAE
OEAUSSSOU's .UL SU-.PORT OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM ,nd about 12: CRIES
AGAINST D1,Ul'iAITY . ::IS !:IT.-2N, AGAINST ?Oi!AII i: FUGE.S.
ABOUT :ZiSELF, I HAI-rj TO POIiT OUT TO R(Ji IAP OFFICIALS FROM RCIWIIAN

MBA,9Y. T0,.'I SXILQ' N D.C.-DIRTY RUSSIAN SPISS ANTD EIT14EN WHO DARED TO
ATTEND TIS US 3.2.... HEAJLI'!G BEING OVER TIHE. III T?'AT PLACE: "VfTh., P

.,,; IjTATLS OF A1IL1RICAl-l' URS ATTEMPTS TO XILL ir GEORGE
,I" b YOURS Ir.WDBOOVER AGENTS":,C.;i;w" and LUCIAN ORASEL

WI7TY PVC-:1IV ;/HAT 2et}Y DESERVE FRO!M AI.RICAN JUSTICE
AND THE ?REZEDCII FIGHTERS WILL CONTINUE THEIR PIGHT FOR EJMAN RIGHTS ALL
OVER THE WORLD . "ILL YOU AND ALL RUSSIAN SPIES AND COA",UIIIST TERRORISTS
WILL BE PUT 1l ER' THeY DESERVE TO BE:BZHI!?D BARES... .

- On DEC".tMDP 6,1q82 A ROMANIA11 CONSUL FROM IASHINGTON D.C.and r '.IORARU,
the manager of " TAROII" office of NW YORK CITY:,d the son of GEhNERAL MAYC
OF SECURITY MiORARU, COi.4UNIST RONANIA's AZIBASSADOR TO ANGOLA,-
KIDNAPP'.D A ROiIANIAII REFUGE, Ail ARTIST ABOUT 50 Y;-ARS OLD,. DRUGGEDD 77IM
AND TILDE BROUG:. .Ii.I BY A OAR WIT}H DIPLGI.iATIO PLAT),S DIR,:CT%;,Y TO "TAROI-1"
AIRPLANE CN 1 xJJi'U.DY AIRPORT ANID C-)FINZJD TIN TO " TVE- EAGI;'S"wHOSE FtUR
COLOT:;LS 0, SECURITY ;:wi "ARE USUALLY 1GTD..COVER ABOARD ANY " TAROM# FLIGhT
TO THE USA, TO BE TAKEN BY FORCE, BAC;% TO COi,:I. UIPT ROMANIA.
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WiEN TT PLANB LAND-.-D TO OTOPENI AIRPORT IlT BUCIIAR1$T RCZJOAIA, A
SECURITY o's CAR '.,AS ',AYTV.,G FO,. W11 SZOURITY1s OFP.IC:*,RS JU.IPD FROM
TUN OAR AND STARTED TO HIT TH, POOR KIDNAPED OV3R THE HEAD VIITH PUBBER
STIOX8, NO LATTER THAT ALL THE PASSENGER 18ERB LOOKII'G AFRAIDS ATI...
- TI EYES VITIrESS REPORTED ;IFAT HAPPENED TO TT5 A,3RIOAN 'AUTHORITIES.
BECAUSE THE"' G.B" 's HITIrN - I =Al RO(ANIAN E.8BASSY OFFICIALS ARE IN
THIS ROOW AIM ARE LISTENING AT-FOR THE SECURITY OP T:lAT " EYES VIITHSESS"
I WILL SUB-.IT TO YOU, HjOiORABL.US. SENATORS " TI3 EYES WITNESS" 'a
COPY OF APLICATIO" FOR POLITICAL ASYLU&, CHN ;IHIC:. AT ITEM# 44 V:1GE FOUR
YOU WILL FIND OUT THE REPORT OF ROMANIAN EBI.ASSY's CONSUL AND OF Mr.
MORARU CI IE PERPTRATED cN DEOIEMBR 6,i9b3 ON J.F.XENNEDY AIRPORT IN
NEl YORK.-
I A4 ASKI 0 '?JAT " SEzS VIITNESS" NAI13 TO BE KEPT SECRET OTH3RIIISX rOtA-
NIAN EI ASSY OFFICIALS, PESENTS OVER HEREtVILL HAV.- TEL OPPORTUUNITr TO
KILL OUR LYES ;IITIrZSS.AS DIRTY RUSSIAN SPIES, .ILLARS, IURDEPRERSASSASINE
- I AN' ASCIl7G THAT 3011AIAN CONSUL OF WlASHINO,1TON D.O RO)WTIAN EMBASSY

'AND THE HITZLMA AM RUSSIAN SPY AOP.ARU,. IiANAGER OF " TAROM" OFFICE OF NE4,
YORK CITY TO BE ARRESTED AT PLACE FOR " TERRORIT AC;S, FOR ATTEI.PTED
I.TRDER, FOR XIDNAPP AT GUF POINT,
PLEASE, HOITORABLi; U.S SENATORS DO THAT BEFORE THEY WILL TRY TO ESO.tPL.
SY FLYING :ROri AMSRICAN JUSTICES
AS DID THE BULGARIANS UHO IONITORD TOGETHER .1 KG.B" AGENTS THE ASSASI-
NATION! ATTEMPT OF -HIS HOLIIESS POk JOHN PAUL THE SECON1DI

FOR ALL THE ABOVE 'SPORTED " CRII.MS AGAINST :UI.IINITY, VIOLATION OF EACH
EXISSTENT INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT. 0. HUMAN RIGHTS AID FORCED SEPARATED
FAMILIES REUNION , FOR TX, FUL SUPPORT OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM AND
FOR TERRORIST ACTS Olt US TERROITORY lr:RPE.'RAT3D BY TERRORIST PZJ;3SIDENT
NICOLAZ CEAUSESCU AD hIS CO.,%UNIST GOVERNM.NT INCLUDED 40I.LU!IAIT OFFI-
CIALS FROi. ROI4ANIA ESASSY MW " TAROI.I" AL., OVER THE WORLD AND EVEN IN
TEE USA,-
- I AN ASKING 't'HAT THE US SENATE STOP RIGHT NOV " THE MOST FAVOUPD
NATION's CLAUSE" STATUS TO TERRORIST 2R.SIDEVT NICOLAS CEAUS'SCU AND
HIS COILU,!IST GOVERNMENT
- I AM AS"IIG 'HATTH' US SENATE STOP RIGHT NOW THE RIGH,: TO FLY (VER
U;S TERRITORY FOR .ON.ZANIAN ..N.C:1ANT 'A*IN " TARCrIl"AD THE R.IHT OF
SAIL INTO US TERRITORIAL WATERS FOR ROMANIAN E4ROH.T SHIPS AND Vl*3SELS
* OTHERWISE THE X WILL 'BE '-RRORIST ACTIVITIES ON US TERRITORY BY "

"TAROM" ' "' INNOCENT " FLIGHTS AND BY ROI.A-IAN HERCIHARiT VESSELS.: CSE
SAILORS USE TO FISH " BY TROUBLYING TE SILENT WATERS1..
- DOWN TiRORISMJ
- DOWN COQRlJNISMJ
- LONG LIV, TO FR2BDOMJ
- GOD BLESS AS.IERICAS Thank YOUfor YCURS.attention,

Dr DII'ITRIB G. APOSTOLIU
Writer with Pen Name: COSTIN JURBA
16 years POLITICAL PRISOl..R in ROM4ANII
O1IUNIST JAILS and into tho ?ORCED

LABOR CA.P " THE CANAL DAlNUBE-BLCK S
(" T44 CANAL OF DEATH") "' "
President of THE AMBRICAIrRCF0IAl
NATIONAL COFI.4TTER FOR ;VIUAt RIGHTS"
Spokesman of :.WNGER STRIKRS.-
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TM MERCAN-RW1ANUWN NATIONAL COO0ITT22 FOR HUMN RIDITS"
5.WEBT ,86th 8t 1 717
V YORK OITYvoY, 10024

lbone(212) 87 -9600 717
anim ====Summ m smq mmm mm ~ m ;-

THE FIFTEENTH ROWNIAN HUNGER 8TRI1E FOR$ FORCED SEPARATED FAMILIES
REUNION in TB U.3.A~and for THE RESTORATION Or HUM RIGHTS and of
FREEDOM OF RELIGION in COMMUNIST ROMAIA*

.ed: MAY 28,1983 in front of COMMUNIST ROMANIA'S MISSION to THE UN

in NEW TORK CITY
Moved since TURSDAYJUNE 9,1983 to WASHINGTON D,0,, on 0APITOL's steps,

on the side walk of DI1EXB3 .SENATE OFFICE BUILDING, on the side
walk of THE WHITE 4O0RD and in front Of COMMUNIST ROANIA's
EMBASSY*- -
WINRR TR inTHEU* HOSTAGE 2ELATIVE in COMMIST ROMANIA

U- NIOULAX ANCA(father) l 1°-RAV30A ANOA(M.N°GUIASI born on 6,18,57wite
2,- MIRAI ANCA(son) 2,DANIRL ANVA,born on 3p4 68= son.-
46-50 North Hamilton 13jICUA'ANXkborn pn6;12,57-son
OCIOAGOILLINOIS 60625 4.ORIN ANQAtborn on 9,10#58-son
Phone(!12) 728-5311 5.ANGELA ANOAborn on 4,16,66- dr.uehter
P8RMAENT .RESIDENTS 6,DA1,IL AIMA born on. 3,4,608- son

7,MAR-US ANOAborn on 10,5,69-son
8.G0,ORGIO ATOA, born on 11,24,74- son
9,MALIN ANOA, born on 34,24,74 son

lOvADRIAN ANOAborn on 2 15,76
11.-MARIA UNGUR(M.N. ANOAS born on 3,5,56daught
12. DINU UNGUR born on 1949-her husband
3.- CLAUDIA UNGUR19, their daughter

14,-DINU UNGUR,6,their sin
15.-O0A UNGUR,3,- their daughter
Oft Strada IEDSRBI No 28, ALBA-IULIA, Judettl
Alba.
They applio4 for EMIGRATION since 19,91 when
received " THE&BUTXFLIE8" Sinoe then to date
JQN 8,1983 TP3Y HAVE NOTHING, BUT FOUR DSITALU

, U.S.ITIZ3. 2.- 0 RISLIA TOHA, born on JULY 1958-:ii. ife
4,-GHSRGHINA ARDELAX(,ife)Ct: BULEVARDUL PACI! N094, B1O0 19, Soars 3,

Maiden Name TOMA Etaj 6, BECUESTI
22 SHARON OT # 303 They obtained THE BUTTBRFLIES on MAY 1980.
laurel, Maryland 20707 Mrs CORNELIA TOMA WAS LAID OFF FROM HER JOB
Phone(301)490-7227 At PLACE. Mr MARIN TOMA a professional sportii
US CITIZEN appltoant with ROMANIAN NATIONAL TEAM of BYOICL3,WAS

PURGED FROM SPORTIVE LIFE AND SEND TO WORK AS
A SIMPLE WORKER IN CONSTRUCTION FIELD.
TO DATE, JUNE 8,1983 they have more than
2o REJECTIONS of their applications|

5,-VICTOR ARMEANU,M.S. I,-LENA ARMNANU(M.N.BRAD)born on 12,4,51wife
6.-SABIN-LAURRNTIU ARMBANU Oft ulevardul I D3ECHBRIE 1918,9o 53,
son# 5 years old Btaj 6, Apt 22,S6ara A, Sector 3 BUOUREST

1819 Riggs Place NW Telt 39-85-87
WASHINGTON D.C. 20009 She applied on JUNE.1982.THE SECURITY THREATE
POLITICAL REFUGEES A D HER WITH CONFINEMENT TO PSYCHIATRIC
-- in........ ... HOSPITAL ... :--=.===--~~= ==

a
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7.- SEVER AROJ,74P U-ILNA-AIQA IONESOV M NoARN) botZ 5',22*38dau~
49-45,North Central Par 2,Dr HADRIAN XONBSUMD born 1,10,73 her husban
ONIOAO,ILLINOIS 60626 Of: Strada GARA do NORD No 6-8 Bloc A, Scara I
Phone(312)539-0006 Apt 8, ZUOURNSTI (Teli 49-35-05)
o/o ION XADINORA Tjhey obtained 0 THE BUTTERFLIES" on 1980 On
U,8,OITIZEN January 15,1983 Dr IONBSOU was layd offl To

date JUNE 0,1983 they hae 8 RIJBCTIOlS| '

8.- CONSTANTA ;?ANU I.- EUGEN PANON, born on4,ll,1983-hisbnnd
9.- DIANA PANOU,lodaughter Of: Strada Dr Djuvara No 0,Seotor 1,Buurest
533 Vest, Lindley Ave ( Tel: 49-63-83)
Phi1adu!.)q, Pa 19141 Re applied on AUGUST 14,1982 when received
Phone(215) 324-6839 " TIH BUTTVAiLLJ" His lwt MIJ1UTIO1:

1O.-'tONti 1t flC 1.10 .- XiRlt ? MtJ.O!T, born tn P*8,6?-I .vPT0E
15-20 West VInfODA# 2 Of: USUSAUL do CRIS# Judetul 3IUORR0,0IA
ahioao, I1incoi 60640 3ho tried to apply o:boo 1980 bu'; ro aived "T"E
Phoao(3.12) 275-8569 BUkTERPLXES" only in APRIL 1981.The SEURITY TOL)
FRIWM.?T .IRBSIXIT MT3Rbolore US OONGBSS HEARINGS ob " NNM" that ber

applidation WfAS APPROVED. BUT A,?TIR COXG SMSIO)T,/.MARMSOL 9T TOZD " HAT .L,... TT APPLIX..,TIOI"',:.'.
RBJBOTEDZ TO DATh, JUIY 8, 1983 SHE HAS MORE TiEr,~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~D =12 03 QjqCIO, T- I-& I::'! 19831,, =

11,-MARIAN COMOZL(eon) 1.- MARIA G.-POPA Born, on 12,11,6"1- FI.rACE
12 ADRIif COMOLI(father)2.-I)OZ GIV POPA,.- her father
113-05,107 Ave 3.-BILNA POPA,he*r mother.. .
Riohnond HillstJY 13.419 4.- IOANA POPAo0 -her sister

hone(212) 843-2578 Of: Straaa @iiuiLUI Mo48 COMMA TULA Judetul
PJANENT RISINTS CONSTANTA, 009 8715,ROXANIA

They tried to apply for E1IGRATION since 6,22,81
wben received " THE BUTTRPIES", Since then they
became PERMANENT TARGET 02 SECURITY WHICH IS HA S'
ING THEM After we joined THE HUNGE TRIKE on 1

JN 20,1983- they were summoned to SECUIITY and
were ordered by TO CALL US UP BY PHONE AND TO TOLD
US. TO GO TO ROMANIAN EMBASSY AND TO APPOL 41B NOR
OUR PRCTRST BY HUNGER STRIKE AND FOR APPEALED TO
U.S, SENAORS AND US CONGRESSMEN IN THEIR EMIGRATIO1

H ,01ENU. ANSWEDB; WE CAMCB1O .=T. TOM HUNGER STRIKE;
ON, Ztj~ 198-DM M, T. DO NOT TM THE MUN.,

i'RUPLAO3 TILL TEY.-fILLAM SET FREE BY TERROA1IS'
PRESIDENT NICOLAS CEAUSESCU

13.- TOXA, GHSOROR3
14.-PLORA GOt:aI
thiden !T-aie C,)3.f;SaU

26-45, 9th St # 500
ASTORIA, N.Y. 11302
Phone(212) 626-4420
US CITIZENS spplitoAht

l.- SILVESTRU CHITU born on 2,23,51,- son2,'Ot~m.17'1Is br, On %X2 ,59- histifn.'
3,-DRAGOS-FLOR32r OHITU-born onS,3O,1978-their von
Of.ALRZA ILIOtR34 NolO, Bloc V 30,A, Etal 3,Apt 14
Sector 3, B30URBSTIROHAtIATeIS74-59-25)
4.- I.qIARIA VIS3,1 born on 2,24,195t)- cousin
Of:STRADA IMNARATUL TRAIAN So 34 ASetor 4,'
BdtURRSTI(Tel: 23-68-87)
THBY B30AM TARGET OP SECURITY BIMG PEIRIMM YL

HRASS3D BY S3VURITT , "irr.) T.-.... Z .'--[D
TMRHATENED WITH OPINIDENT TO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

m ~ ll~ ==1 n1 01lM101n 101 a=ll
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35.- ASTRID GREENVILLE
Maiden Name GIOU
132 rIOHOLS Rd
NBOSOQElT NY 3767

hone (212)239-5363
Phone (516)979-8251Res
V800ITIZ.N

-.- CONSTANTIN SDARUMS- nephew
2.- NIHAELA SODARU,- his wife
3.- FRANOISO SOBARU-,teir son

Of Strada DIONISIB IlPU NO 65#, UOU83USIRONRIA
They tried to apply sinoe MAR03 1980 TO DATN,

UL 29,1983, they have nore than 20 DJIEOTIC'81
rs NINABLA SOBAR WAS LATD O0? VEN APPLIED,(1980)
r 0ave4.z0. EOUSTANTIN.4SANew lRaO d oft in 1983

fhe-i have% PETITIONq VISAS APPOV211 by Maroh 1q82.
6:35011 - 00m f **a. i HT10; M r-AUJ1 0or on J.3,A4,90-.wi e

29 EUCLID Ave # I Of. 1c0 0N 2, Scara A, Rta.| 2, Apt 10,BE0I
Airfield Connetiout 06432/Seotor 4, BUOURMST1,ROMIA
Phone(203 334-O62oReeidenoe/ She tried to apply since 1978. OBTAINED THB
Phone(203)334-1884 Office PASSPORT BUT WAS ARRBSTED on AUGUST 7,1980
PERXAJENT RESIDENT "I(3R3 ASKED $ 25.000*o TO BE RELEASED FROM
U,S OITIZENSF.2O appli©ont JAIL and granted ZXIT VISA. IA ..'AIvTJ T;fl

APPEAL. US R(BASOY to BUCHAREST KNOW THE CAS

17'- EUGENIA PRPDBSCU,DD
120 Dekrulff Place # 15 1
BRONX NY 10475
Phone(212) 863-4143.2
PERMANENT RESIDENT

18.-PLORENTIiAA-CORNELIAOR
c/0 LOuIS BALASZ
1324 UNION Ave Rd
NBVURG, NT 12550
Phone (914)564-7875
POLITICAL REFUGEE

686 Faiiew- Ave
Ridgewood, NY 11385

POLITICAL '2OUJA

19.- MARIA DINU
Maiden Name STAICU
41-11,40th St # 3t
BUNYSIDE,NT 11C4
Phone(212) 729-6876
They applied since MAY

ICARXLEAo)HORHIUNS(EL.. PRXD38CUY4,3,3Osis
I 2,P4TRONBL 0H3ORGHIUMS B:5,4,34-her hashand

3.MARILENA-LAURA GHEORGRIUb:1963 their daughte
Of Itradi Sfintii Voiovoti No 29, StaJ 1, Apt 1
Sector 1, BUOURESTI,ROMANIA (Tel:5O-OO-30)
They applied on Nov 24,1980 To date, JNUR 8,198
they have 18 REJECTIONS|

Us 1.- AIEXANDRU RUS,born on5,19,47-huban4
2kLEXANDRU-CRISTIAN RUS,b:8,1,71- son,llv.

3.DIANA-LUCIA RU,10, b:12,29,75- dnughter-
Of: Strada MAX (RXLER No 19, Sector 2,
BUCURESTIRO ANIA (Tel: 53-31-71)
My husband ,rs layd off on JULY 11,1983
He received " THE BUTTERFLIES" but is in
danger to be arrested for " P0fASITI!"

1ANA TANA E(=OSEREANU)b:IO,I1,5t- wife
OF: BULDVARDUL ION SULEA No 96 BLOC K 5 A
A0L:73B EtaJ 7, Apt75 .,Sootor3,pBUO0U.-,3TI
*olt 73-60-l%,; 66-98-40 0/o COSEREANU
She WAS LAYD OFF MuOi 33R. JOB on WAY 15,19E
Received It THE BUTTERFLIES on APRIL 2,19e3
RRJh2OT}1D: X MI. 3,19 3 and threatened -Ltth

*enfinement to PSTCHIATRIO HOSPITAL and witt
PROSECUTION.

• I ANCA STAICU, born on 4,22, 193o- mpther
2.-PAUL STAICU, born on 4,10,29- father
3.-DANUT STAICU, born.on3pll,62- brother
Of: Intrarea Munii No 2,Bloo ,8,Scara 2,
Apt 13, Sector 3 BUOURBSTI.
They applied since APRIL 22,1982 when received
" THE BUTTERFLIES" TO DATE, JUNE 8,1983 T:IEY
HAVE 14 REJECTIONS ON JANUARY 1983 DANUT
BTAICU was drafted with a FORCED LABOR MILITA!
UNIT and they have to app3y again AFTER 2 MOIL
YERAS, in1985 when DANUT's FORCED LABOR TERM

.with the MILITARY UNIT will be overt
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20.- NICOLAS TOAy)RR
26-45. 9th 6t # 607
ASTORIA, NY 11102
PERMANENT RESIDENT
applicant

1.-ZROTIA TOADBR(aiden Name PODARU) born on
Iy 1304951- wife

IV*ROXAALILIANA TOADIR,9, born on 7,8,74 daug-
.r.

Oft OARTIRR ORIJA!TA 1to 2,loo Z A 1, Saonr,
Apt 2, SLATINA, JUDETVL OLT.-
She did not receive the application forms end wa3

u.naJton1od with ooflinomont Lati P3YIIATI0
VA4TrII'MA T..-

jNRS === .. - -,:: v~rI(gmm mm mlmm p nuaranft -m asm

21.- AGORA 3UJDV/ANV I.- STURS l ISA, born on 9,1,15- frthcr
Maiden Name WLSA Former 15 year* POLITICAL PRISONBR,
17-04# Paol.tto St14D'1 2.- sum7TAfA MISA(w. kIAII) b:12,10,15- znoher
PMdewood 'T 11,385 Of IStrada 0LIAD3 InTTRB VII ro 42,Seot2 3UOUIS BTI
Phone (212)1. .5-1539 Tel: 42.-45-35
PERMANENT RESIDENT 3.- SOTIR MARIA(1,N XISA) bW,#5, 48- sister

4.- SOTIR NIOLA,b:4,1O,42- her busbvnd
5.-SOTIR VASILE VAIVNTI,8,bt lllO,69-their son
6.- SOTIR SIHONA born on 5,13,6- their daughter
All of them(#1-65 residing together atiStrada
Lootenent Colonel PAPAZOGLU No 92 A,, Sector 4,

. 3UCURBSTI, ROMAZIA.
They tried to apply since AUGUST 28,1980. To date

"ly 26 '1983 they have 5 REJECTIONS. The lt ones:
STEREO & SULTANA MIS~ MAY 1 L982. MISA'esAMAY il

ze.- rONEL.COSTACOR 1.- MARINA COSTAOHE(Mg DUMITRU) b:3,27,65- wife
99-05,63rd Drive# 11 A 2,- FLORINA COSTACOHE born on 1014,1982- daughter
REGO -PARRNY 12374 Of Strada TRAZAN No 84, Sector 3. BtaJ 1, Apt 12,

Phone(212)459-5266 BUOURESTI (Teli 20-78-04)
c/o MARIAN SEPQARU The SECURITY REFUSED TO 0IV TO HER APPLICATIONS.
UoS.CITIZEN

23;-.ARIA IACOB(motherj3MIHAI JACOB, born on 8,6,51- son
24 LIDIA PLACITA(daus)2.ADBLA IACOB(MN PRIEBAGU) B3Il,26,52- his wife
57-42 IiTRT L Ave A3 3 3.CORNELIA IACOB, lo, their daughter
Rldhevood Vf 1138 5 4.ADRIANA IACOB,8,- their daughter
Phono(212).97-7021 5.-ORNHL IACOB,6r- their son

PU*!.t! lT PSID 3 6,MHARLA IACOB,4,- their daughter
74QRISTIAN IACOB,2, - their son
Of t CARTIER GEORGE ENESCU, Strada, LALELELOR No 17,
Bloc 2 104,Soara BApt II2,SUCEAXA,COD 5800.
Tel: Cod 985-20692
They tried tp ay~ly since 1976Being PSNTECOSTALIA"
all the family was under SECURITY's ourvc±inco ani
harassed by.TO DATEJULY 20,1983 THEY HAVE MORN
THAN 28 RIBJOOTIOIS
8.VXOgqL IACOB, born on s,2, ,61- eon
9.- RODIOA ZACOB, born on 10#26,63- daughter

1O.-SU033iA AOOB, born on 3,27,71- da.,jher
All of them residing attStrada 3LWrA11 Ifo A, Apt 6
BOTOSANIROAIAA.-

ELENA LUTA(mpther) 1,- MIHAI LUTA, born on 3,15,61- sonMaiden ,kT::o ' UR0VDJ) 0 Cr Dulev,rdul DttLYj,2. OV03ff 7R ib 25, 3loo 3, o ?,

KIASLA DOI(daughter) # 2 Sector 4 DBT3TI(Te:63-9-9)0nVn 1983 ,IA3
45-54,39th Place # 9 Z/Oi A?0 0.0 A ' o1) LA,3lA .IILIT.X! U.T'.
Sunnydide ,IY 11104
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Romanian
seeks freedo
for countiym

By Mike ButerA LT1IOUGH HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCATES VOl
police oppression in South Africa. Central Amer
Korea. they scarcely mention the violations per

In communist Romania.
Dr. Dimitrie Apostollu, a Romanian writer, translator

the Romanian National Committee for Human Rights, h
hringin the plight of Romanians to public attention sin
In New lurk City in 1974,

Apostolu said that political imprisonment, torture, i
and execution has not faded in Romania as the country
dependence on the Soviet Union. He described an event
place lost year

I "On March 2,. 191. two born-again Christians, wer
the Romanian-U S S R. border What fort? They were sitt
train, reading the Bible,
i "The security turned them hack to Suceava City undo

S g-esva,.. they were shot to death" said Apostotiu. who
ipoltcal prns.

iVW -0

*'" " 'Amaetrd tertured, Jailed ...
.W hee~eemsuasits took control in 19. Apostoliu wa presldetl

at the press commission of the University Youth Organization of the
National Peasant Party After the party w a abolished. thousands of
tii and file members, Apostlou included, were arrested, toured,
eavicted and jailed

He spent 1947-S0 in jail. 19-0.3S In a forced labor camp. 195156 as
iasunderground fugitive, 19S657 in jail onte again, 1957.SI- a a (ugi-
tve and 1958-62 back in jil

' I was condemned to death in 1t6:' he said. "When they drove me
so the execution place, I jumped from the car and went underground.V t''i ot two years.

"in 1964. they gave me mercy:" he said, adding that a condition of
his release was that if he had been arrested for any political felonywhatI . ~soever. he would have been killed.

Whn he came out or hiding in April 1964. he fuund th.t his mother,
father and brother had been killed by the security police. I hey were
bumed in three graves on the street - barred a place tn a gr',cynrd
because they had be convicted and put to death by the Cummunist

Under cover of darkness, Apostou said he dug up the ciiinx and

.buried them in a graveyard under false names. __

Describing the present political situation in Romania, Apostolia
mId, "There is only one political party. the Communist one. In the

, -ecalled elections: there is only one candidate, the one for the
Communist Party:'

President a 'Terrorist'
g in New York lot Apostoltl never mentions Romanian President Ceausescu's name
jnlyme. without prefixing Lt with the word "terrorist." He related a story of

what the president of the British Royal Academy of Psychiatry e%pe'
ienled when he went indercover in 1911 to learn what Romanian
prisahers of conscience were undergoing.

Trying to find out what happened to Vasaille Paraschiv, a memor
of the Romanian Free orade Unmn (the Romanian counterpart of
Solidarity), who disappeared in 1980. the doctor visited Parschr.)
wife,

Mrs. Praschiv reported that four security officers delivered ajar
of ashes of her husband. He had supposedly becit burned alive at the
order of President Ceaucescu.

"They forced her to call up all the workers to say that Ceaucescu
n ordered it as a symbol for Romatuan workers, to show what will

happen to them if they do what her husband did thelp organize a free
trade union), Apostolw-said.

Apostoltu who has a degree in international law. a Ph D in psychol.
ogy and is a writer of fiction, drama, poetry and several screen pls.s,
said that during the years he lived in Romania following release from
prison, he opposed the communist regime in subtle ways

One major coup of his was to get non-political magazines publishedLUBLY DECRY for children. One such magazine is "Arici Pogoni." which features
ica and South children's unies. poems and bright-colored artwork. However .t isn
)etrated daily entirely non.poMi tcal.

Bereft of the ubiquitous hammer and sickle symbol or the Citrsr and head of must Party. and incorporating colors other than official blue, black
as been and red. the cover of the April 1971 issue features an allegoricalce he arrived cartoon which lightly satirizes Ceaucescus wife, ch,idren and, atev

all. mocks their quisling relationship with the Soviet Union.aor camps
decrease its Written In blood
that took Apostoliu presents his experience of torture at the hanJs of Rim's-

nian Security in his pom "Resurrection Night in Communist Ao.i.-e arrested at nia."
Pg in the Originally written in blood on pieces of a cigarette packet, the

poem captures the plight of many Romanians who are opposed to the
r arrest. I- Rmantan Security Service.spent16 years He wrote it on the Eastern Orthodox Easter night. In it, Apostollu

S. , _. tntmnuceai on pag 481

•ROANA
FROM PAGE 1B

Is relating his personal
triumph Over torture at the hands
Of an atheistlc teillme. against tho
bisekground of the Hitnranian '
Orthodox Church cominemoratlor
of Faster.

This excerpt describes a tor-
sure session:
The colonel chmled onto him,
using his feet
The executionerIs hungry, to see
his defeat
The pagan's wild hatred it

{ re"C~lloa u pe40w. _ChruftuonI 3it'sk! Speak
S ue a k *.." a

The 1, ior is a flood, dark red
Hood: tie cellin is eltting
oplushd as well
Pusthitng ulnd sweOring, the colonel
is .Psling and snarling his ugly,
funvus yell:

S"'Accomplices? Who ore they? htey
you#

Tell meI Tell mcI Who is who)"...
• Then, thirstily. whipping, whip.
pine, whipping, the lttle gipsy"
col iiel. strains.
But. there is silence, selence,
.%tlenme' The trng ind nid ij,-tiC
on sinasc., Otht still Piign*.

26-235 0 - 83 - 20

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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U.N. picketer vows to fast till Romania frees idn
By Gerru J van Dorsgen

"1 will fast till I see my wife and
daughter at Kennedy Airport." said -
a Romanian yesterday during the
eleventh ddy of his hunger strike
for reunification with his wife and

* daughter, living in Bieharest.
"I declared war on the Romi&

nlan government," said must
chioed George Hrsovesct. 33. who
started fasting Dec. 30. 1982. in
from of the United Nations and at
present demonstrate outside the
Romnian Missio to the UXN. with
two of his comptatriots.

Hirsovescu' voice mounds Ierl
om end his face looks gri:L
Despite numerous prom from
Romanian officials, his wife Cleo-
= nd daughter Paih Mmca

mTah E not received enx
viss, s ncethey applied i Ocla-
berl96L he aid.-mediul after their first
request fore passport, his wift I s
her position as a chief accountant
in steel factory and was assigned
toa lower-paW heavy physicaljlob.
he saidL

0troec -was a civilian pilot

for year uAtil he defect -ug.
7. 1961. in Fnkiurt. bscaue ."
bd no freedom," h tod The News

"After each flight I had to give .
detailed report about theactivitis
of my crew, and in between lights
I was trained in communist ide-
olfty:*

hrmovescu si that In a phone
call with the Romanian Mission to
the U.N.. an official who identified
himself as "Vastle" threatened that
Hirsovescu would never see his
family again if he dared say any-
thing about his experiences as s
pilot for Romani .

On Ja. S. Romanian seamm
George Moram 36. Joined Hr-
aovescuas unger strike. He fled his
country in April 1981. when he

SuMe01 shipin theCanary IslandI
horbor of Las Palnues

Surviving 4W 6g
Mi wife Sands and sos Dan

hove been waiting for as spor
SNovember 11. Morar saidl

his family has survived solely on
the samng he left for them. But
after such a lon period, he added,
there lnot much leftofthismoney

because in Romania good. food Is
availableonly on the black market.

Ina recent letter from his fam-
fly. his ten-yearold son wroe.'
"every time mother writes a letter
in you she cries. I don' cry, Just
hll bit7

Saturday, a third hunler striker
joined the two. Mirces Niculces.
58. who is fasting for the freedom
of his wife Cornelia and hW dmgh
tcr Irms.

Niculce is an architect who. on
visit to the United States in June
1962. applied for political asylum.
He said he had been harassed sev-
eral bmes by security police in
Romania Vor antl-communist
activities.

•bestat Department hsarit
eked the Romanian government
several times during the iast few
mohs specifically for a recet
decree that demands payment in
foreign currency of an "education
tax" ranging up so S40.00 from
anyone quitting the ceun7try

The festers plan to contInue
their demonstration tomorrow in
Wshingtn near the Romanm
Embesy.the White House asd the
CatoL.

14A
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Ronanln do hwW sters we shown across Third Avenue rom 9e ftmanst Mssion to Sm U N. yesierda
From left: iracea Nicuicesa. 3rd day of lasting; Dr Di mtrie 8 a. presidO of Mhe Amrican Romanmi Nahoand
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Emigres
fast on
steps of
Capitol
By Glenn Emery

A group of Romanian emigres,
seeking permission for their fam-
ilies to join them in the United
States, have brought their month-
old hunger strike to the steps of the
Capitol and the White House, where
te say they have the -full supt
port" of the Reagan administration.
"'The group is also protesting
Romania's status as a "most
favored nation:' claiming that
Romania is undeserving of that
designation because the commu-
nist government of President
Nicolae Ceausescu is preventing
the wives, parents and children of
the hunger strikers from leaving
the countr-

The movt favored nation status is
the norm covering the setting of
terms governing trade between the
United States and other countries
but does not apply to communist
countries except as a specifically
granted concession.

According to Dr. Dimitrie Apos.
tolia - who also writes under Ihe

en -name Costin Jurea - the fam-
members are being held -hos-

'Ie.Anca, Adrian Cormo. Vitl Neme and Maian Como fast bee or Pnibs hW inm trnw.
While House for famimes held u~ Romanga.

tage" by the communist regimeand
attempts to emigrate have been
repeatedly denied or delayed.

The Ceausescu government
reportedly demanded S23.000 for
the release of Aii Nemet. wife of
Mihai Nemet, a five-year resident
of the United States and one of the
eight hunger strikers.

Nemet said his wife w= given a
10-year prison sentence by the
Romanian authorities when she

applied for an exit visa last year,
adding that she is now gravely ill.

The last time he was able to talk
to his wife, Nemet said, was by tele-
phone in August. Before that, he
had not spoken to his wie since he
left Romania in 1977.

The protesters been their hun-
ger strike May 28 in New York and
then moved to Washington June 9.

ApostoW said the grop begins
ech day on the stepsof the Capitol

and then moves to the sidewalk in
front of the White House in the
afternoon. After S o'clock, be said.
they carry their vigil to the gatesof
the Romantmn Embassy.

A spokespianat theembassy said
that he "had seen some people over
there" but did not know who they
were Or what they wanted. Theoffi-
cial. whoasked not to be ide died,
said the group should contact the€onsuae ffice.

conmilar's office.
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PLORSNTINA-CORNBLIA, RUB
0/o LOUIS BALASZ
1324 UNION Ave Rd
NEWBIRG, N.Y. 12.550
Phone (914) 564-7875
POLITICAL ASYLUM APPLICANT

STATEMENT of FLORENTINA-CORJNLIA, RUB o
before

U.S. -SENATE CO,-ZITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCOI 31ITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Honorableblr. Chairman,
Honorable U.S. Senators,

I am PLORENTINA-ORIWLIA ,RUS,; ROMANIAN born POLITICAL ASYLUM atplioant
in the USA since JULY 7, 1963 when I defected in NEWV YORK CITY from a
ROMANIAN 14ERCHANT AIRLINE ".TAROM"s flight of 4ULY 6 ,19830- which I
attended as a flight attendand with TAROM since J .1: 1970(ii years)
I art+ived in the USA with' a " TAROI" airplane on JtrLY 6,1983.-
Next day, in the morning I fleed from EDI$ON1 HOTEL of NEW YORE and
I applied for POLITICAL ASYLU14 in the U0A.
Then, I Joined " TIM FIFTEENTH ROI.MNIAN 1iU1NGER STRIKE FOR FORCED
SEPARATED FAMILIES REUIVION in the USA and for TFE RESTORATIOIT OF -UMAN
RIGHTS an4 of FREEDOM OF RELIGION in COM!MUNIST ROMANIA"- in behalf of
mW family HOSTAGE in CO1,240U IST ROMANIA:
1.- AL, XANDRU, RUS, born on 5,l9,47-"ny husband
2.- ALEXANDRU-CRISTIAN, RUS, born on 8,1,1971- our sonll,-
3.- DIANA-LUCIA, RUS, born on 12,29,1973- our daughter 4.,-
All of them residing atiStrads MAX WEXLER No 19,Sector 2,BUCURESTI,
ROMANIA(Telt 53-01-71)
My husband was layd off in the same day wheh "TARO1 " 's airplane canebacc
to BUCi-AREST, ROIJANIA, with a flithz attendand missing: myself..
He applied to EIGRATE together our kids, in order to REUNIFY over here
our FORCED SEPARATED FAJILY in respect of TFE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS OF TUE U.N., in respect of BASKET TMREE OF HELSINXI
AGREEMENT and of TaE EXPRESS CONDITIOi.-OF " EASING TFE E1,IGRATOI FROM
COW NIST RO ANIA, included in " TFE YOST FAVORED NATIO' 's CLAUSE" and
a condition with which TERRORIST PrSIDENT OF CO,-0.1NIIST ROI4ANIA,personal
agTeed wi'ch the USA in 1975,1976,1977,1978,19'19,1 :o,1981 AP 19821..0
&~self, After graduated with ACADE1IC BACALAUREATE DIPLOM.'A I tried UK-
BICOEaULY to register myself with a UNIVERSITY, THERE "dAS NOT POSSIBLE
BECAUSE f 'iAS DISCRniIATED ?11 1 TIC L RI

I.- , fathnerbong an accoun an i1e leader -RA ROMANIAN AR1.1Y OF TH
KINGDOM of ROIlIIA, was under permanent surveillance of SECURITY and
PER14ANENTELY HARASSED BY*
I REM43IMBER SINCE I WAS A LITTLE GIRL THAT THE SECURITY SEARCPD FROM
TIME TO TIME OUR RESIDEO3, AND MYSELF AND DY 14OTIF'R WAD TO 11D THE
ICONS, TUE BIBLES A11 ) Al Y QBJBCT OF CULT.1.71 FAMILY A1D 14Y SELF VIRE AID
STILL ARE GREINK ORTHODOX ;IORS8IPER. 1E DID EVERYTHING UNDERCOVERt
BY PEAR OF PROSECUTION FOR WORSHIPER GOD Il CC'*-.MRnIST ROMAIA, A COUNTRY
WHERE TLIZ OFFICIAL RELIGIOiN IS " TUB ATHEISM" TFE ANTI-CflRISTIANISM,
AND A OFFICIAL YXRSECUTION OF ALL 11D OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF1..o
MY FATHER 'JAS PRO1! Tii,3.TO TIIM IIITERROGATED BY SECURITY, HARD BEATEN UP
BY AND HE USE TO BE INTERROGATE ALL TFB NIGii!, T1,1 NEXT I.OR-:IIIG RAVING
11O REPORT HIMSELF TO HIS MILITARY UNIT TO ;-IS '.I(OK AS ACCOUTANT...
- BEING POLITICAL DISCRIMINATED, AND FORBIDBN TC ATTEND ANY FACULTY IN
O101INIST ROANIA, I ATTENDED " TAROM" 'a FLIGHT1, ATTENDAUD's SPECIAL
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POST HIGH SCHOOL PROFESSIONAL SCHuOL .-
AFTER GRADUATED DY, I START TO WORK AS FLIGHT ATTENDAND 'ITH"TARO41"
SINCE JUNE 1970(11 years)
BUT 'TH POLITICAL DISCRIMINATION AGAINST ME lAS STILL GOING ON.-
BECAUSE I REFUSED TO JOIN T!"E COlNi;IST PARTY ALD I REFUSED TO
BECOME A;!S SFCURI 'Y's INFORZtANT.-
-On DECEI0,IR 25,19o0, COLONEL OF SECURITY PISTOL, THE CHIEF OF
0 TARONI"js OCUNTER IVFCRI4IATIOITS DEPARTMENT, INTERROGATED ME
UNDER i!ARD PRESSUR OH IYX FATHER SUkPOSSED UNDERGROUND AMTI-CCI.2U-IST
ACTIVITIES, ON MY SELF ANTI-CC'..C.'UISTS AID ANTI-USSR's ACTIONS ASs
MY REFUSE 'O JOI.i Tl% Cc'IiU;,:IST PARTY, 1,1" REFUSE TO D CONE AN INFORANT
NY GREEU ORZA;ODOX FAITH WORS'"IPERMY FRIENDSHIP WTTH " TARON"'s EPLO..
YEES W Tli '.Z;RE ARE NOT COIOIV ;IST PARTY MEEE AND - WHAT HE WAS RIGHT
ABOUT- LATER , HEY DEFE0C.1ED IN TFI FREE WORLDs:,ARIA DINUfli6lt at-tendand
who defected in .-.O4E, ITALY and now is a PERVMIENT ILESIDENT CP THE USA
GEORGE HIRSOVLSCU a PILOT IN. CO.*JIAUD .4ITI"TARO.I" FOR 15 YE-ARS ,WiO DEFEC
TED Il 13ST GERMANY, G:-EORGE SORESCU A PILOT III COM.IMAND TOO AND HIS WIFE
IOANA SOR;iSCU, FLIGHT ATTEhDAID WHO DEFECTED IN WEST GERAIY TOO AND
NOW ARE OERiIANENT RESIDENTS INI TVE USA...
MARIA DiNl Ji-ND GSORGE' SO,8SOU DID A HUNGER STRIKE TO GET THEIR FAMILY.°.
-COLOVEL PISTOL CANC L. D MY PASSPORT FROM DECEMBER 25,1982 UNTIL MARCH
1983f- and I worked in this .time as a cleo"k with " TAROi" ...
- ON DECeMHBR 6,1982, hero in NEW XQPK CITY, on J.F. XEinUBDY AIRPORT,
A ROMANIAN CONSUL ?RON WASHI;7GTO! D.C. AND IM .ORARU, " TAROM"s ,INAGER
IN NEW YOIRK,- camb by a oar with DIPLOKATIC PLATES, he one car which
is excepted from CUSTOM IUSPECTION- CAX' DIRECTELY TO OUR AIRPLANApONLY
FIFTEENTH IIIUTES LEORE -',.1 TAKE OF'
THEY BROUGHT ABOARD OUR PLANS A MAN DRUGGED,TfE TALL ONE,SLIM AND ABOUT
50 YEARS OLD .0D CONFINED HIM *TO " THE EAGLES" ( TY3 FOUR UNDERCOVER
COLONELS OF SECURITY l;i.) USUSALY ARE ALO.RD AllY " TARON" FLIGI'T TO TF3
U'S.A.-I
THAT POOR MAN ./AS A XOHANIAN ARTIST, A P OLITV'CAL REFUGEE. HE WAS XIDNAPI
ED BY ROMAIZIAN 31,BASSY's OFFICIALS TO WJASHIi;GTON .DCo, DRUGKED AND
TOOK BY FORCE BACIK TO OOi'0i.5U*IST RUMANIA*-
OVER THERE ON OTOPENII AIRPO'.iT OF BUCAHREST, THESECURITY's CAR WAS
WAITING FOR H-IM. AS TV3 AIRPLANE LANDED, " TVE EAGLES" TOOK TMl POOR
DRUGGED ONE TO SECURI2Y's CAR FROII WiHIC.SUDE&LY JUV&LP SEVERAL SECURITY's
OFFICERS AID STARTED TO BEAT HIM UP...
- TRE SANM TING HAPPENED .TO A Y.,UIIG ROMANIAN 'HO 'IAS KIDNAPPED, DRUGED
AND TOO;' TO " TAROM" AIRPLANE Od EAST BERLIi AIRPORT in 1979,...
ROM'OiIAN COi00IUNIST GOVERIP.Pl!ET IS A SUPPORTER OF INTTERNATIC'AL TERRORYSV
AND EIS UNDE,.COVER SECURITY IS TERRORISING EVEN THE EXIIIESS OF THE USA
BY KILHAPPYING TIOI 4BT DRUGGYING T1.4 AND BY TAKING TENI'! BY FORCE,
BACK TO CO.lU.iIST RC1.ANIA.-
HONORAbL'.r C:'AIR.1A' ,.G1RAB U S SENATORS
I AN l OTHII:G BUT A :,OPEL3SS IUMAN BEING.' I WITNESSED COI;IUIST TERROR
AND CRI .f S AGAINST .I'WZTY IOT OILY ON COI.lUIIST ROI'IANIA 'A SOIL BUT
EVEN OVER ;LE IN NEW YORK)
FOR THE SAKE OF GOD, I APPEAL TO YOU TO STOP TERRORIST CEAUSESCU's CRII.I
NAL HAND
ENOGH WITM CO2IUNIST GUERRILLAS CRINESI E OGH WITH INTER-NATOIAL TERRO-
RISI,'1s C11I'fr1 1 V"iL CRI!,,13 BLOOD OV..R BLOOD. X.IDS BLOOD, XOTIMRS BLOOD,
TAUSEND AID TAUSEND OF IR.OCr 'fT VICTIMS OF CO'ilIUWIST TERROR.
TERRORIST ARIED BY '4ICOLAS CEAUSESCUl
TERRORISTS 1iOITORED BY SOVL'-T RUSSIA's TERRIBLE" K.G.BI"
I AM AS/IiG '-llA US. SENATE DO 11OT GRANT AINYXORE " TME MOST FAVORED
NATION's CLAUSE" STATUS TO TERRORIST PRESIDENT NICOLA0 CEAUSESCU AND
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TO HIS CIIUNIST GOVERNMENT, UNTIL ALL HOSTAGE RELATIVES OF THE
HUNGER.STRIaERS WILL BE RELEASED AND WILL ARIVED IN THE USAt
AND "UNTIL " TI-E TEN POINTS OF HUIZGER STRI:GRS " WILL BE ENTIRELY
ACCOMPLISHED
I AM IFSISTYING TO PERSUADE Y, U, H-IONORABL:i U.S. SENATORS, TO DO ANYTHING
TO STOP TIE BATH OF BLODD BY TERRORIST. GUERIZILLAS AND " K.G.B' ARMED BY
TERRORIST PRESIDENT NICOLA.; CEAUSESOU OF COi'TIST RCIANIAS
TILL WILL BE NOT TO LATEST BEFORE THE USA BECOOI. THEIR VICTIMS
AND THIS THING CAN BE DONE ONLY BY STOPYINTG THE " M.F.N" STATUS TO
TERRORIST ;:ICLAS CEAUSSSOU AND TO HIS CCl,.I*IUIST GOV'32)1ENTS
FOR T-2- SA.'. OF GOD, AND FOR 1lHE SAKE OF AIIERICAN CHILDREN, 1OITORABLE
U.S. SENATiRS,DO IT 1OW:
SO HELP YOU GODS
Thank YOU, FLORENTINA-CORNELIA, RUS

. ' .
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ATtORNEY Al LAW

Gordon Squate Arcade
6516 Detroit Avenue, Suite 248 AREA CODE 216
Cleveland, Ohio 44102 July 19, 1983 TELEPHONE 781-6676

Hon. Roderick Dearment, Chief Counsel
Committee of Finance, Room SD 219
Dirksen boenate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 2010

Re: MFN for Romania

Dear sir:

The undersigned writes to you as an American citizen of
Itornanian descent and as President of the American Ronanian
Antl-Defantion League, Inc.

I have long been an activist in American homanian affairs
and also wrote a book entitled "Ceausescu of homania, Champion
of Peace."

I made a trip at the end of May, 1983 at the behest of my
client, Rev. Fr. :ircea Toderich, Pastor of 6t. Helena's Byzantine
Catholic (homanian) Church of Cleveland, Ohio, with him, to seek
approval for the exit of two priests to come to America, to replace
retiring priests here.

In order to accomplish this I had ani interview with President
(eausescu which granted the approval. He also indicated that I could
get more priests, which means the survival of the Byzantine Catholic
Romxsi an church in America, and therefore te perpetuation of values
important to that particular group.

Attached and enclosed are copies of the r sport which I made
to hlpe Paul John II when I took the priests from Romania directly
to the Vatican so that he could see the two priests with his own
eyes. Enclosed are two plcturea, one with Presicent Ceausescu and
o:io with the Pope. I played a microcassette tape message from one
of Lhe bishops of the oppressed church of homania, bishop Plosceru
&-id a picture was taken of that moment.

You are free to use all or any of the attached message.

Cornia M your, omn.
P .... h~eedless to say$ I favor extension of PAFN for Romania.
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REPORT TO HIS HOLINESS
POPE JOHN PAUL 1I

By Dr. Nicholas A. Bucur . June 1, 1983

Attorney at law Rome, Italy
6516 Detroit Ave. #248
Clcvoland, Ohio, USA 44102 Tel. 216-781-6676

Pastor: Rev. Fr. Mircea Toderich, St. Helena's Romanian Byzantine

Catholic Church, 1367 West 65th street, Cleveland, Ohio USA 44102.
Tel. 216-631-0803.

lli:;hop: Ilia Grace, Anthony Pilla, Ordinary of Diocese of Cleveland.
For b,-c30,round information on Dr. Bucur, 50e ,'hot '.t'ho of America.

THIS REPORT RELATES TO MY VISIT TO ROMANIA AS A GUE3T OF THE GOV-
ERNMENT, MY INTERVIEW WITH PRESIDENT CEAUSESCU TO GET HIS APPROVAL
TO TAKE TO PRIESTS TO THE UNITED STATES, MY MEETINGS WITH THE S!Jr.-
VIVING BISHOPS AND VICARS OF THE UNIATE CHURCH (OPPRESSED IN 194l.),
VITH THE ORTHODOX PATRIARCH, WITH PRIESTS OF THE UNIATE CHURCH!,
WITH OTHER PEOPLE, AND MY IMPRESSIONS.

,MSIDET NICOLAP. CEAUSESCU of Romania received me on May 18, 1983.

I already knew him and had rittep a book entitled "Ceausescu of

Romania, Champion of Peace" concerning Romania's historic peace
principles (3300 years old) and as espoused by him today. I had
nlso been active in a number bf programs of which he knew, con-
cerning Romanian history, image, and the growing Hungarian irre-
dentist movements. Our conference lasted nearly one and half hours

at which time, among other things, I requested his aowroval to take

two priests to the US to serve at Romanian Catholic parishes, in-

cluding my pastor's. Ceauseocu approved not oiV those two, but

also as many more as I would want in the future. This latter was
an unexpected and wonderful bonus and thus constituted the event
as an historic occasion because this assures the continuation
ot the smandam lthiW1S G*UtpeR SA AMOV600o
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The Byzantine church in America is a missionary church and thus
this event also benefits indirectly the Uniite church of Romania.
This a point to which this writer shall return in the future after
more priests have been approved for service in America. Ceauscscu
initiated a'discussion about the sta us of religion in Romania

and made it clear that it was not hi4 regime which issued the
decree terminating the Byzantine Pit church, that the issues are
quite complex, but that he will not mix into religious matters.

(A very interesting statement and position which ought to be pur-

sued by comnetent parties).
Pres. Ceausescu authorized me to carry a personal and verbal

message to Ilis Holiness to the effect that:
I) he hnd met with me; 2) that he sends his personal greetings

and good wishes; and 3) wishes the Pontiff the very beet of health.
I expressed to Pres. Ceausescu my gratification upon reading

an article in the newspapers that when the Pope was injured he
immediately called Pros. Zbivkov of Bulgaria to inquire into the
circumstances. His reply was a smile but he made no further
comment on that subject.

I also suggested to Pres. Ceausescu that he appoint and
maintain a personal and unofficial observer at the Vatican, which

is the nerve center of the w9rld in terms of international news.
President Ceausescu having approved the exit of the two priests,

they were brought to Rome, instead of flying directly to Cleveland
because of the historic nature of the event, being the first open-
ing of a door to better conditions since 1948. The two priests are:

Rev. Gregori Duma and
Rev. Gheorghe David,

both of lasi (lash) Romania. Other subjects were covered in the
conference with Pres. Ceausescu, including my intent to form an

organization called "Friends of Transylvania" to aid in the battle
against defamation of Romanians and against irredentism.

I met also with many other persons in the government and

privately and included surviving Uniate bishops and vicars, & priest
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The two bishops with whom I met were: His Grace, QAKL.LQ_.&

and His Grace, ALEXANDER TODEA.

I met each on my swing through Transylvania, and each gave me

a taped personal message for His Holiness on my micro-recordor,
conveying their beat wishes, loyalty, prayers, and fidelity

to the Pontiff and the Church. They differ somewhat in their
personal views, as might be expected. Both, however, urged

the Pope to be aware of the growing demands of Iungarians
everywhere, of the dangers of irredentism, and of these

facbrs as they relate to the basic issues of the durch in
Transylvania.

They were delighted to see Father Toderich, who has been a
benefactor of theirs for decades. They were in good health,

and comfortable under the circumstances. They were full of

memories and vitally concerned with the Pontiff and his health.
In Romania I was moved to tears on more than one occasion.
Once, -hen Bishop Plosdaru spoke of the right to give up his
life for the church, again when Bshop Todea spoke, and

again when I saw twelve bars of soap made from Jewish victims

of the Holocaust, at the Jewish Museum in Bucuresti.
To see those two devoted Prelates and witness their intense

faith was almost overwhelming, and has marked mo for life.

I also have a taped message from Vicar Silviu Pruhdus. I also met
him and Vicar Coriolan Tamaion who came -in to Bucuresti to mekt me
and the one bishop I did not have the chance to meet was Bishop
loan Dragomir.
RET. TIOUS FERVOR: I was astounded to see the deep and intense

faith of the Romanian people, Orthodox and Catholic. Churches were
full, regularly, and special occasions the crowds are mammoth.

An interesting sidelight is that when Pres. Ceausescu's father

died, the president arranged for a public funeral (on TV) with

10 priests, two bishops and the Patriarch. There is some kind
of message in all of this.
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RLS11OP A.FF LMIMQJ:
As is well-known, Bishop Aftonie was tortured and killed.

In order to fit him into a small coffin, they broke his legs
and twisted them against the normal bent, to double him up.
ilis grave was unmarked at first, but now the grave is well-known
and duly marked. Person after person came while I was there
with Father Toderich and a representative of the Ministry. The
latter was absolutely amazed to see women arrive, one by one,
one by 6ne and said, "I had no idea..." He is a professed

atheist, but he was touched. Even a youngster of 17 came, put
flowers down, said prayers and lit candles. An older lady
warned her so.tto voce, "Don't let them take your picture, they

are security police" which6f course was not true. Nonetheless,
the young girl tossed her 44$// head and said, "I dzn't care"
I n:;k(d her why che ciowhen she had not even been born when
bishop Aftenie was murdered. 5he murmurod,"It is my faith...
I believe..." I was there fop almost an hour, observing, and
the womep2cpt coming, as though organized, one by one. I cannot
tell you, adequately, what it meant.

Also, during my tour of Transylvania I saw the fervor of the
faithful, the filled churches there also, and the complete
freedom of the Hungarian minority. There is Lgpersecution
of the Hungarians. Indeed, they are better off than the other
Romanians because the government bends over backwards to keep
them mollified*

In Bucuresti I went to St. Joseph's Cathedral on Sunday
for 11 o'clock Mass. The church was filled to the brim.

On a prior occasion I saw Monsirnor Aurustine of said Cathedral
and I also have a message for His Holiness on tape from hi.a,
also expressing best wishes for his good health, and loyalty,
and faith in his leadership.

(Note: all messages on tape will be transcribed t,,d re-taped

and sent to Father de PaOli indue course).
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At Miercurea Cuc, I was told that at a recent Catholic $/
observance more than 30,000 participated at the church there.

EATRIARC JUSTIN,;
I was surprised to receive aninvitation from the Patriarch

to visit him at his cathedral. He was molt cordial and inquisitive

about many things, including the priests, and life in America in
general. He is azAmpressive figure and he spoke of the religious
vitality of his church, that his monasteries and convents are
over-flowing and that millions are being spent on repair, restora-

tion and new buildings.
Through me he sends his personal greeting to His Holiness

to the effect that: we met, that he wishes good health and extends

his best wishes to the Pontif'T with whom he enjoys good relations

and continuing correspondence.
I personally saw an example of the construction program and

activity of whichhe spoke whqn I visited the monastery at Tirgo-
viste. There I visited two elderly nuns who had been colleagues

of my dear mother 65 years ago. They (and also Pres. Ceausctcu)
sent taped messages to my mother.

RESERVATIONS:
Religious conditions are improving in Romania, it seems.Mass is
being said by Byzantine Catholic priests and bishops, unmolested,

provided not too much fuss is made about it 00,66XXA publicly,
and if the numbers are small (up to 10).
The approval of two priests to exit, with an open door for me to
request many more, is also a very positive sign. No doubt the
favorable result was had because of a concurrence of parallel
developments and factors:

a) the authorship of my book and the very favorable reaction thereto
in spite of some very strong opinions;
b) my long - time involvement in Amrican-Romanian programs;
c) my strong relations with the president there inspite of intense

differences iryideology;
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d) the gr^wing threat of Hungarian irredentism and chauvinism
everywhez .-, but including the USA; and
e) the growing danger of the los of existing Romanian catholic
parishes in the United States, due to attrition of priedts and

lack of available priests, except in Romania, and thus, the loss
of Romanian heritage, culture and language, inhe USA, a matter
which I strongly argued to Pres. Ceausescu.

CONgc USO
This has been an excellent beginning, and with God's help, more
good things can happen, and will. In a year or so, after more

priests have been obtained, small movements will be initiated to

seek a review of various aspects of the basic problem. Vatican

cooperation will be indispensable. The issues must be approached
realistically and will need continuing dialog, study, and zealous
pursuit. This writer believes, however, that progress is not only

possible, but inevitable, as has been now demonstrated by the case

of the two priests.

IT HAS BEEN AN HONOR AND PRIVILEGE TO HAVE SERVED THE CHURCH AS
AN INSTRUMENT OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE.
THE AUTHOR BEGS FOR THE BLESSING OF HIS HOLINESS.

'NICHOLAS A. BUCUR

(Specific requests:

a) an t"Am with His Holiness.

b) three or more photos: shaking hands with Dr. Bucur, listening

to the records and with the group. These are use in Cleve.

for publicity purposes.
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CHEROMI, INC.
Importers and Distributors

6X MOLAO AfI P.O. IOXI
QA04" NJ. om

TILIPHON 1"
July 2 1983

Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
219 Dirksei Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
ATTh: Mr. Roderick DeArment

Dear Mr. DeArment,

In accordance to our telephone conversation, we would very much appreciate
if you will treat this letter as a deposition
6Lmete. ReotdS'. "

It has been the U.S. policy since the late 50's under both Democratic
and Republic Administrations to build "bridges" with countries of Eastern
Europe. It has been the conclusion of U.S. Government, that trade between
countries can accomplish this goal more readily than other methods.

Rom nia has been a trading partner with the U.S. on a fair and equitable
basis, purchasing from us almost as must as they export to our country.
Furthermore, they have taken an independent stand on Foreign Policy, which
many times has been in conflict with the Soviet Block. U.S. consumers have
benefitted from the growth of trade between our two countries and jobs have
been created as a result.

The undersigned has personally been in Romania many times and has attended
services in various synagogues and was able to obtain Kosher food throughout
the Country.

We therefore believe that MFN status should again be extended to Romania and
is our belief that it is to our best interest that it be extended to a
minimum of three years, instead of an annual extension,

Our company, as well as many others who trade with Romania, require this
length of time in order to have stability in our planning.

The rejection of MFN status for Romania would result, for our company, and
most other companies, dealing with a decrease in trade of O%.
We thank you in advance for your consideration and assure you of our fullest
co-operation.

Very truly yours,
CHEROI, INC.

Harold Chapler
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CONSUMTNG ECONOMLT

Written Statement of Maurice D. Atkin, Consultant

to Chilewich Corporation, to be Presented to

the Senate Committee on Finance, Subcommittee

on International Trade

My name is Maurice 6. Atkin. I am an economic con-

sultant with Robert R. Nathan Associates. I have repre-

sented the Chilewich Corporation in Washington for over 20

years. I am pleased for this opportunity to testify again

on behalf of the Chilewich Corporation in support of Most-

Favored-Nation Status for Romania.

The Chilewich Corporation exports cattle hide, the raw

material for leather. In 1982, the United States exported

over 900,000 hides to Romania valued at over $27 million.

This represents a strong increase of 38% from 1981 cattle

hide export levels. In addition, cattle hide exports have

been strong thus far this year, estimated at over $13 million
in the first quarter. The portion of hides destined for

Romania has increased also. The share of U.S. cattle hide

exports destined for Romania was approximately 8.7%, in
the first quarter of 1983, up from 4.1% in 1982.

These exports constitute a significant contribution to

the Anterican cattle and beef industries by providing an

outlet for a by-product generated in excess of domestic

demand. These additional revenues are important to American

agriculture and to supporting industries.

The world recession continued in 1982, reducing the

amount of Romania's exports from already depressed levels in

1981. This has limited Romania's ability to finance imports,

Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc. 1301 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004 (202) 393-2700
Telex: 248482 Cable: NATECON TWX: 710.822-1995
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and its total imports fell significantly also. However,

this reduction in trade has been seen throughout many countries

in the world during the recession. United States exports

and imports also fell from 1981 to 1982.

Trade with Romania has the potential for growth. In

addition to cattle hides, other significant exports to

Romania are coal, agricultural products, and fertilizers.

There is growth potential, particularly for coal. Romania's

current plan for the next ten years indicates an increase in

coal use. The United States is well positioned to meet any

Romanian requirements for coal imports. Even at their

current depressed levels, Romania was the nineteenth largest

importer of United States bituminous coal in 1982.

The prominence of Romania in the United States Eastern

European trading market was spurred by the signing of a

United States-Romanian trade agreement in 1975, which ac-

corded Most-Favored-Nation tariff treatment to Romania and

facilitated commercial exchanges. Although there have been a

series of other economic agreements and protocols with

Romania over the past decade, Most-Favored-Nation status for

Romania has been a critical ingredient in the United States-

Romanian trade picture.

The world is only now emerging from a global recession.

As the world's economies begin to grow, trade can be expected

to increase between nations. This increase in trade will

bring opportunities for United States exports. These exports

mean jobs and increased production in agriculture, manu-

facturing, and energy sectors. Romania is part of this

potential export market, and extension of Most-Favored-

Nation status to Romania is the foundation on which our

trading relationship with Romania is built. The Chilewich

26-235 0 - 83 - 21
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Corporation and America's business in general have bene-

fitted from United States-Romanian trade, encouraged by the

1975 Act. The Chilewich Corporation and United States

business stand to continue to benefit from the extension of

Most-Favored-Nation status.

In addition to the economic incentives of extending

Most-Favored-Nation status, increased trade brings closer

ties between Romania and the United States. Recently, the

Romanians took an important step to strengthen ties between

the United States and Romania. In June, Romanian authorities

assured president Reagan that they had eliminated the edu-

cation tax on emigrants, and would not replace it with

further emigration restrictions. We welcome this show of
good faith by the Romanians and feel that this is a further

indication that trade ties should continue through Most-

Favored-Nation extension.

Thus, in light of the recent lifting of emigration

barriers in the form of the education tax, the potential of

increased exports to Romania, and the political and economic

benefits to United States-Romanian trade, I urge on behalf

of the Chilewich Corporation and myself, that you approve

President Reagan's recommendation to extend Most-Favored-

Nation treatment to Romania.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT BY CYRUS GILBERT ABBE

FOR THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANC

JULY 1983

For years the Romanian government has deceived both the American government

and the American Jewish Community during this Subcommittee's hearings on extending

most-favored-nation trade privileges to Romania by promising an improvement in its

severe restrictive policy on emigration and an end to its tortuous procedure and

harassment of individuals who want to emigrate. Each year after the hearings are

concluded there is disappointment as Romania fails to live up to its promises. But this

past year was probably the grossest example of Romania's unreliability. Soon after the

Romanian Ambassador advised the trade subcommittees of his government's intention to

improve its emigration record and Romania was granted an extension of most-favored-

nation trade privileges for another year, it imposed an extraordinary and enormous

education tax on potential emigrants thereby preventing individuals who applied to

emigrate from leaving and frightening potential applicants from even daring to request

emigration application forms. Romania knew this education tax was in complete violation

of the conditions for obtaining most-favored-nation trade privileges and that it

completely contradicted the assurances it had just given to Congress. Nevertheless it

acted with complete disregard for its commitments and for the basic human rights

protected under the Trade Act and the Helsinki Accord of which it is a signatory.

Romania has not only repeatedly broken its word to the American government but

for years it has also broken its word to the American Jewish Community. In 1979 in order

to mute any objections by American Jews at the International Trade Subcommittee

hearings on extension of most-favored-nation trade privileges it specifically agreed with

the American Jewish Community that it would allow any person who wanted to emigrate
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to do so and would expeditiously process emigration applications. It is four years later

and Romania has still failed to keep its word.

Based upon my visits to the Jewish Community in Rornania, extensive discussions

with Romanian Jews who have, after great difficulties, been allowed to emigrate from

Romania, and substantial correspondence with Jews in Romania and their relatives all

over the world, I have the following conclusions:

1. There are probably about 60,000 to 70,000 Jews living now in Romania and

most of them would like to emigrate and be reunited with their families in Israel.

Although synagogues may exist in Romania, everyone is-required to work on Saturday so

that the only Jews able to attend Sabbath morning services are those who are retired.

Although kosher food and other religious observances may be maintained, this limited

form of Jewish life does not compare with the full Jewish existence available in Israel,

and the Romanian Jews long to join their families in Israel. There are now about 300,000

Romanian Jews living in Israel, most having left Romania just after the end of World War

I, so those left in Romania frequently have almost their entire family in Israel.

2. Although about 4,000 Jews left for Israel each year in 1973 and 1974, only

approximately 500 have left in the first six months of this year. If this rate continues for

the remainder of the year and only 1,000 leave in 1983, it would constitute a decline of

75% from the number allowed to emigrate in 1973 and 1974.

3. The Romanian government has instituted a complex and tortuous application

procedure for an exit visa not only to delay seriously and unnecessarily the length of time

an applicant must wait for an exit visa but also to intimidate, frighten and discourage

Jews from asking for exit visas. Whereas previously a person wishing to emigrate

completed a large application form and then could wait months or years for a response,

several years ago the Romanian government instituted a new procedure whereby the

applicant must first complete a brief preliminary request form. Only if this is approved
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does he receive the large application form. (Jews in Bucharest suspect the reason for the

change was so that when a member of Congress would ask about an individual seeking to

emigrate, the Romanian Ambassador could say he hadn't even applied to leave when in

reality the government had rejected his preliminary request and refused to give him an

application form.) After the applicant submits the preliminary request a delay of at least

several months frequently follows and then he is summoned to a meeting at the local

People's council in the area where he works. There he is frequently humiliated and

advised to withdraw his request. If he refuses, he is often threatened and told orally that

he will not be permitted to leave. After more months of waiting he may receive a formal

written rejection of his request. He then begins to submit complaints with the hope that

the decision will be reversed. It may never be reversed, or sometimes after a short or

long period of waiting his complaint is recognized and he is given the application form.

After he completes and submits the application form he continues to wait with no

assurance of approval. If his application form is approved, he has to obtain and submit to

the government dozens of documents regarding his home, his job, etc., and if those

documents are all in order, his exit visa will finally be granted. At all of these steps

applicants are rejected, but since an applicant has already announced his desire to

emigrate from the beginning of this tortuous proceeding he is frequently subjected during

this long period of time to harassment and persecution such as being followed, having his

phone tapped and being fired from his job so that he Is oNliged to remain in Romania but

has no source of income. Is there any doubt in the face of this procedure that the

Romanian government has decided to violate the terms of the Helsinki Accord and the

provisions of the Jackson.Vanik amendment, to break Its word and assurances to the

American Jewish Community, and to violate its repeated promises to the American

government? Can anyone doubt that this procedure and the accompanying persecution

make many Jews who went to leave too frightened to take the first step and ask for the
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preliminary request to emigrate form? And yet, in spite of enormous deterrence and the

fear facing any applicant, thousands of Jews are registered in Romania as applying for

emigration visas, and even those who have been waiting for years and years without

obtaining the Romanian government's approval are hopeful that pressure from the

American government and international criticism will cause Romania to grant them

permission to finally join their families in Israel.

In view of Romania's repeated failure to live up to its word, I do not believe the

International Trade Subcommittee can rely on Romania's assurance once again that it will

-improve its record on emigration. Last year renewal of most-favored-nation trade

privileges was accorded on Romania's assurance of Improvement in emigration. Instead,

Romania passed the education tax making the emigration situation worse. Now Romania

is supposedly assuring the American government it won't enforce the tax (but it

apparently is not being repealed so It can be quickly enforced at any subsequent time) in

order to obtain the trade privileges for another year. Romania should not be rewarded for

making a bad situation worse last year by imposing an education tax just because this year

It promises not to enforce the tax.

I am proud as an American of our government's concern for human rights around

the world, for free emigration, for reunification of families. But how shallow our words

must appear when year after year despite the constant expression of concern by this

Committee and other Congressmen the Romanian government prevents Jews from joining

their families In Israel and continues an application procedure which is tortuous and

intimidating. With emigration of Romanian Jews to Israel down by about 75% and the

application procedure a terrifying example of Romania's disregard for the principle of

free emigration it Is time to deny most-favored-nation trade privileges to Romania until

concrete evidence is provided by the Romanian government that (1) it will increase the

number of Jews who are allowed to emigrate to a total of at least 4,000 a year, which is
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approximately the total that was permitted to emigrate before Romania obtained most-

favored-natlon trade privileges, and (2) the application procedure has been changed

completely. The International Trade Subcommittee should continuously monitor the

emigration procedures in Romania and the handling of )ndividual emigration applications

to determine If Romania is keeping Its word. Such action by the International Trade

Subcommittee and Romania's strong desire for trade with America will encourage her to

change her emigration policies quickly, and the Jackson-Vanlk Amendment will have

effectively assisted numerous individuals to live free from persecution and to be reunited

with their families.

A question has recently arisen regarding the applicability of the Supreme Court

decision in the case of Immigration and Naturalization Service v. Chadha et.el. to the

Jackson-Vanik Amendment. To resolve this problem and still retain the essence of the

Jackson-Vanik Amendment may I suggest, that Instead of Congressional hearings each

year subsequent to a Presidential determination on whether to grant Romania most.

favored-nation trade privileges (which might lead to a Congressional veto by the Senate or

the House on the President's action that could be challenged as unconstitutional),

Congress should act each year by (a) Introducing bills authorizing the President to grant

most-favored-natlon trade privileges to Romania if he concurred with Congressional

findings that free emigration was allowed there and (b) holding hearings on the bills prior

to voting on them to determine If Romania actually permitted free emigration. Only if

Congress was persuaded that free emigration actually had been allowed would it pass the

proposed legislation. This procedure would exert pressure each year on Romania if it

wanted most-favored-nation trade prlvlledges, and such pressure actually resulted this

past year in Romania's promise not to apply the education tax on potential emigrants.

The procedure would not reduce the President's power to make his own Independent

determination on whether Romania allowed free emigration and he should therefore
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grant the trade privileges to Romania which had been authorized by Congress, but since

the legislation had to commence with Congressional action each year the suggested

procedure would maintain for Congress an equal say in the determination of this question.

Just as at the present time both Congress and the President would have to agree before

Romania was granted most-favored-nation trade privileges. However, the new procedure

. outlined here would resolve the constitutional issue at the same time it assured

Romanians who are trying to emigrate that Congressional hearings each year provide an

incentive for Romania to allow them to emigrate freely.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK KOSZORUS, JR. ON BEHALF OF
THE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

This testimony is submitted on behalf of the International

Human Rights Law Group which is a non-profit legal organization

established by the Procedural Aspects of International Law Insti-

tute in September 1978, with the assistance of funding from the

Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. Assisted in

its work by lawyers, paralegals and law students, the Law Group

provides legal assistance to individuals and non-governmental

organizations on a pro bono basis and offers educational programs.

For over five years, the Law Group has monitored the Romanian

Government's human rights record. Its emigration policies are

extremely restrictive. Severe and repressive controls are exercised

by the Communist Party over civil and political rights and economic

decision-making with police harassment a common feature of everyday

life. Oppressive measures are directed against its Hungarian

minority which is increasingly subjected to a systematic policy of

forcible assimilation. This testimony touches all three aspects

of Romania's record and weighs them against the requirements of

Section 401 of the Trade Act of 1974 (hereinafter "Jackson-Vanik

Amendment").

The underlying purpose of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment is to

promote fundamental human rights. In fact, it begins with the

phrase: "to assure the continued dedication of the United States

to fundamental human rights," and therefore clearly states that

it is concerned with the general issue of human rights as well as

with the specific and articulated question of freedom of emigration.
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This interpretation is not only consistent with the language of

the Act, but also with the universally accepted standards of

human rights. Fundamental human rights cannot be narrowly re-

stricted and confined to the right of emigration. The right of

emigration certainly is an integral part of an individual's funda-

mental freedoms, yet it is merely one of a host of other rights.

Although individuals may seek the safety valve of emigration when

conditions become so unbearable that they can no longer foresee

a future for themselves, many do not leave their homeland. Human

rights encompass those who wish to leave their countries as well

as those who remain behind. Thus, the language of the Jackson-Vanik

Amendment itself as well as the internationally accepted norms of

fundamental human rights mandate that a full review of a country's

human rights practices take place before Most Favored Nation's

treatment is extended. In this respect, Romania's deplorable human

rights record justifies a suspension of MFN.

Turning first to the question of the general human rights

situation in Romania, even a cursory review reveals a dismal situa-

tion. As characterized by the Department of State's 1983 Country

Reports on Human Rights Practices at p. 983, "Romania is a highly

centralized communist state. In the area of human rights, there

are major discrepancies between Romanian law and the nation's

international commitments on the one hand and the Government's

internal practices on the other." Moreover, "political dissent

and deviation from the party's policies are not tolerated." Both

the Department of State's report as well as Amnesty International's
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1981 Report on Romania beginning at p. 314 documents that govern-

ment's gross and persistent human rights violations which include

the physical and psychological abuse of political prisoners; in-

tolerable conditions of confinemqnt for prisoner's; police harass-

ment, arbitrary arrest and imprisonment exacerbated by the lack of

effective legal remedies for persons subjected to such treatment;

denial of a fair public trial; forced entry into homes in cases of

political dissidents; the imprisonment of those seeking to form

free trade unions; and the harassment and persecution of religious

groups and their members.

With the possible exception of the decrease of the barbaric

practice of confining prisoners and dissidents in psychiatric

hospitals, conditions have deteriorated since MFN has been extended

to Romania.

In addition to the depreviations of these civil, political

and religious rights suffered by the general population, the members

of Romania's Hungarian minority -- the largest national minority

in Europe -- face an additional host of oppressive policies which

are aimed at forcibly assimilating and destroying their culture.

These policies are intensifying and include the closing of Hungarian

language educational institutions at the elementary and high school

levels and the elimination of Hungarian universities, such as the

Bolyai University in Cluj; the suppression of Hungarian and other

minority languages; curtailment of human contacts and cultural

exchanges as well a the cultural opportunities within Romania;

harassment of churches and religious groups and the confiscation

of archives; falsification of census figures and history; and
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the conconmittant persecution of Individuals who raise their voice

against political, social, cultural and religious discrimination,

with the most outspoken individuals being arested, beaten or con-

demned, to forced labor camps.

For instance, in November, 1982 a number of Hungarian intel-

lectuals were arrested for publishing an underground journal,

"Ellenpontok" (Counterpoints), which chronicled the persecution

and forcible assimilationist and denationalization policies of

the Romanian Government. Some of those arrested, such as Ara-

Kovacs Attila and Toth Karoly, were beaten and otherwise abused.

After their release, they were rearrested and subjected to contin-

uing police harassment.

Another equally ominous trend is the disappearance of outspoken

Hungarians. For example, a well known Hungarian actor in Sfintul

Gheorghe, Visky Arpad, who openly aired Hungarian grievances, was

arrested on or about February 5, 1983 and was not heard from until

the end of April when he was tried in a military court in Bucharest

and sentenced to six years labor in the Danube Delta. Borbe Erno,

a history teacher, and Biro Katalin, an engineer, both of whom were

outspoken regarding the Hungarian situation, disappeared at the

end of November and have not been heard from since. It is believed

that they have been given life sentences.

Thus, the denial by the Romanian government of many of the

fundamental human rights, such as a right to liberty and security

of person, serves to perpetuate the systematic violation of

minority rights and enables the government to implement its

policy of discrimination and forcible assimilation of Romania's
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Hungarian and other minority groups.

Not only has the Law Group found these conditions to exist

with respect to the denial of human rights to the general popula-

tion and national minorities, but they also have been corroborated

by a massive body of irrefutable evidence which includes letters

and memoranda from Romanian-Hungarian politicians, scholars and

intellectuals, scholarly studies appearing in the United States

and Europe; communications, statements and studies from groups

monitoring human rights violations in Romaniai reports appearing

in the mass medial and the recently published "Counterpoints."

Both the general suppression of human rights as well as the

violations endured by Romania's Hungarian and other minorities

solely because of their ethnicity justifies withholding MFN until

Romania expresses a genuine intent and actually takes steps to

conform its behavior in dealing with its citizens to the minimum

yet binding international standards of human rights -- standards

freely acceded to by Romania.

The Jackson-Vanik Amendment, however, goes on to proscribe

the extension of MFN to any non-market economy country which "(1)

denies its citizens the right of opportunity to emigrate: (2)

imposes more than a nomial tax on emigration or on the Visas or

other documents required for emigration for any purpose or cause

whatsoever: or (3) imposes more than a nominal tax, .evy, fine,

fee or other charge on any citizen as a consequence of a desire

of such citizen or emigrate to the country of his choice."

Romania's emigration practices fall well short of the stan-

dards enumerated by the Jackson-Vanik Amendment and by the inter-
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the Department of State's Report, supra, in which it states that

Romania "regards emigration as a betrayal of the country and uses

a wide variety of means to discourage it. The administrative,

social, and economic sanctions which have been imposed against in-

tending emigrants include forced transfers or loss of josb, demo-

tions, reductions in salary, and other forms of discrimination."

Similarly, the report to the Congress by the Commission on Security

and Cooperation in Europe, August 1, 1980 at p. 232 characterizes

Romania's policy toward emigration as one of, "discouragement bor-

dering on hostility -- (which) has remained unchanged during the

past three years. The Romanian state does not recognize the right

to free movement, rather it claims a right to control the movement

of citizens. Romania regards emigration and foreign travel as

privileges the state bestows and asserts that it is each citizen's

duty to remain in his or her homeland and contribute to its develop-

ment. Consequently, the laws and regulations governing the movement

of citizens out of Romania and designed to restrict, rather than

facilitate travel across the borders. Leaving or attempting to

leave the country without official permission is regarded as a

crime against the state."

Romania's callous disregard for human rights is exemplified

by the enactment in 1982 of a decree requiring would-be emigrants

to repay in convetible currency the cost of education. Although

that decree has been suspended with respect to the tax on educa-

tion, as reported by the President in his Recommendation of Waiver

Authority, there is considerable concern that other fees, such as
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the repayment of medical fees in convertible currency, will prove

to be a formidable obstacle to emigration.

In addition, the cases before the Law Group, a sampling of

which is provided to the Congress and attached hereto as Exhibit

"A", demonstrate the severe deterrence of Romanian citizens seeking

to emigrate from that country to the United States. They demon-

strate the persecution of family members of those, who after scal-

ing the seemingly insurmountable obstacles, are able to emigrate

the harassment and persecution of those seeking to emigrate, i.e.,

loss of jobs, demotion, police harassment: the repeated denials

of exit visas to those seeking to emigrate, the denials of appli-

cation forms to those seeking to emigrate; and the denials of

requests to visit with family members abroad. Although the only

justification for leaving Romania which is recognized by the

government is family visits or family reunifications, the cases

before the Law Group all involve families divided between the

United States and Romania and thus reveal the unwillingness of

Romania to even permit its citizens to excise their very limited

right of family reunification. (See Appendix),

Until Romania shows a real willingness to facilitate freedom

of emigration and family reunification in accordance with the

Helsinki Final Act, the United States should not grant Romania

Most Favored Nations Treatment. To do so would be in violation

of our laws. The Law Group is reaching this conclusion does not

seek to adversely affect U.S. Romanian relations; rather, it. urges

this Committee to send out a clarion call to Romania that the

United States is not indifferent to the fate of countless families
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denied their right to reunification, in particular with their

family members in the United States. Nor is the U.S. government

indifferent to the fate of Romania's oppressed population, including

its 2.5 million Hungarian minority, and will insist on respect for

fundamental human rights as a condition for preferential treatment

by the United States. This is not only morally appropriate but

it is required by Section 402 of the Trade Act.
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Cases of Family Reunification--United States

Andreiovici Family

Petitioner: Catalina Petroniu and Mother. Residence: Los Angeles,
CA. Family members: Aunt (mother's sister), Elvira Andreiovici.
Uncle, Mircia Andreiovici. Two children, Camelina, 21 years;
Aurelina, 15 years. Nephew and his wife, Horia Paul and Michaela
Paul. Residence: Bucharest, Str. Regenrarii Nr. 9.

At least eight applications to emigrate by this family have been
rejected. The family is reportedly being subjected to harassment.
Nothing has been accomplished at the meetings which the family ham
had with the Romanian government. It is now almost four years since
their initial application to emigrate from Romania. Both parents
have been dismissed from their previous accountant jobs and their
older daughter has been unable to find employment because of the
family's wish to emigrate.

Povian Family

Petitioner: Nicolae Povian. Residence: 21636 Masonic, St. Clair
shores, MI, 48082. Fiancee: Leia Lupulescu. Residence: City of
Timisoara, Str. Cerna, nr. 19, County of Timis, Romania.

The petitioner is a lawful permanent resident of the United
States who emigrated from Romania. He has filed the required affi-
davit of support of his planned marriage for the United States
government, and on 12 December 1980 made application with the
Romanian authorities in the U.S. for approval of his marriage.
Meanwhile, his fiancee requested in January 1981 the necessary docu-
ments for emigration in Romania. However, the Romanian authorities
there have consistently refused to deal with her or to meet her
requests.

Georgescu Family

Petitioner: Zilitseanu Gabriela Georgescu. Residence: c/o Office
for Student Affairs, The American College of Switzerland, Leysin,
Switzerland. Family member: Husmand, Dr. Dan Georgescu. Residence:
Cihoschi Street 10, 2nd floor, apt. 9, Bucharest 71134 Romania.

Since August 1982 the petitioner has lived in Switzerland,
where since November 1982 she has been the Senior Department
Assistant to the Dean of Student Affairs at The American College
of Switzerland. In October 1982 her husband applied with the
Romanian authorities in Bucharest for a passport in order to rejoin
his wife.

26-235 0 - 83 - 22
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Cotruta Family

Petitioner: Tudor Cotruta. Residence: 9050 Carron Drive #256,
Pico-Rivera, CA, 90660. (213) 949-8847. Family members: Daughter,
Son-in-law, 2 grandchildren.*

The petitioner, his wife, and youngest daughter are lawful
permanent residents of the United States, where they have lived
for over a year since emigrating from Romania. He has been attempt-
ing for some time to arrange for one of his other daughters, her
husband, and two children to emigrate from Romania. Although the
Romanian government has approved the family's petition to emigrate,
it is refusing to issue the passports until the family pays $7400
US in an education tax. However, the family is unable to raise the
necessary funds. Additionally, the American embassy in Romania has
informed the family that their skills do not make them eligible for
entry into the United States. The petitioner's daughter is a
draughtsman, and his son-in-law is a photographer with two years of
computer education.

Vatra-Dornei Group

Members: Natan Fleischer, Herman Rubinger, Samuil Feiden, Isaac
Bleichner.

Residence: All at Str. Dornelor 16, Vatra-Dornei, Romania.
The Vatra-Dornei group is composed of four elderly Romanians,

all over seventy years old, who were seized and sentenced to hard
labor 29 1/2 years ago on charges of "counter-revolutionary sabotage.
Although no longer imprisoned, they now bear very large fines for
alleged "damage to state interests" and are consequently unable to
leave the country. Other members of the group received amnesty from
similar fines in 1980 after US intervention and the promulgation
of Romanian Decree 199. The four men listed above still await
amnesty. Even before they can hope to emigrate, then, they need
amnesty and their case is therefore different from the other divided
families cases. Because of their long suffering and ill health,
though, their situation is equally serious.

*Daughter: Luminita Tapu
Son-in-law: Cornel Doran Tapu
Grandchildren: Alima Tapu, 4 yrs. old

Adina Tapu, 4 yrs. old
Roland Tapu, 1 1/2 yrs. old

Address of Tapu family: 13th of December St. #77
City Brocov, ROMANIA
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COMMITTEE OF TRANSYLVANIA, INC.

LOUIS L LOTE. 1954 Central Office:SP.O. BOX 10069 2806 East 124th Street
Rochester, N.Y. 14610 Cleveland, Ohio 44120T*WhW (716) MN2014

STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE OF TRANSYLVANIA9 INC.

IN CONNECTION OF A PRESIDENTIAL RECOMMENDATION TO CONTINUE TEE
WAIVERS APPLICABLE TO THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF RUMANIA AND TO

EXTEND THE WAIVER AUTHORITY UNDER THE TRADE ACT OF 1974

In the period since the last renewal of the most-favored-nation status
to Rumania, the government of that country has demonstrated a highly ob-
jeotionable conduct vis-a-vis our government and in violating human rights
of national minorities. On both counts Rumania is guilty on my and many
oth- rs' opinion.

.1.

RUMANIA VIOLATED THE PROVISIONS OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974 AS COMPLEMENTED

BY THE JACKSON-VANIK AMENDMENT.

In November of the last year President Ceausescu isLa .d a decree for an
"education tax" to be imposed upon prospective emigrants, amounting to
$4,000 to $40,000 a person. (To my knowledge he did it against the reoom-
mendation of his foreign minister, Stefan Andrei who then just a short
time before reassured our government that the tax decree will not be forth-
coming.)

In the early days of March 1983, following the letter and spirit of the
Trade AotPresident Reagan suspended Rumania's most-favored-nation status
beginning with June 30 of this year, unless Mr. Ceausescu rescinds the tax
decree. In approaching the June 30 dead line Mr.Ceausescu, in turn, revoked

the decree and President Reagan, in his letter to the Congress (June 3)

recommended that the waiver authority be extended for a further 12-month

period and that waivers applicabla to Rumania will substantially promote

the objectives of section 402 of the Trade Act. The circle so completed,
Rumania managed to come out as victor$ as she greatly improved her chances
for the renewal of the favorable tariff rate.

As background to the Rumanian tax maneuver it s remarkable how deftly

Mr. Ceausescu turned an unfavorable relation with the United States,the
possible loss of the MFN status in 1983 into a safer and more certain

chance for the renewal of the favorable tariff rate, and, with the same

stroke, he contempted the United States Governemnt, the Congressthe De-
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of State
partment, and even the White Rouse.

Mr. Ceausescu must have felt threatened by two factors: the more impor-

tant one was the presidential "Recommendation for Extension of the Waiver

Authority" transmitted to Congress by President Reagan's letter from June 2,
1982, and less significantly the growing influence of Hungarian-Americans
as the Rumanian head of state may have perceived it.

0 In his recommendation President Reagan clearly includes a threat to Ru-
mania as he writes: "I intend to inform the Romanian government that unless

a noticeable improvement in its emigration procedures takes place and the

rate of Jewish emigration to Israel increases significantly, Romania' MFN
renewal for 1983 will be in serious jeopardy,"

* The House hearing of last year showed a stronger than ever support to the
oppressed Hungarian population of Transylvania. (See Appendix no.1.)

* A complaint on Hungarian-American influence was expressed to me person-

ally by a high ranking Rumanian official in Washington.

0 A Staff Report prepared for the Committee on Foreign Relations,United
States Senate, issued in April 1983 states clearly that "the Romanian go-
vernment is increasingly sensitive to the international concerns over tho
treatment of the ethnic Hungarian minority, and may be seeking ways to im-

prove its public image problem in this regard."

Under these circumstances President Ceausescu must have wished to prevent

suspension and avoid embarrassment by voluntarily renouncing the MFN status
and (and yet enjoy the advantage of heavy money receipts from would be emig-

rants).

To summarize the Rumanian tax adventure:
* November 1982: Rumania violates the law on ground of which she was

granted the preferential MFN trade status
* March 1983: President Reagan suspends Rumanian MFN, obliged to do

so by the provisions of the 1974 Trade Act

* May 1983: Rumania revokes the ilegal tax decree

* June 1983:President Reagan directs Congress to renew Rumania's MFN

for 1983.

As a result of violating the US law whic-h was brought to Rumania's advan-
tage, Rumania became awarded with the extension of the benefits of the law

which Rumania had violate..



Notwithstanding the rescission of the education tax, reports by Rumanian

citizens indicate a brand new rip-off scheme of Bucharest, This new program

requires that prospective emigrants who bought home or condominium financed

by the state, are asked to pay the full purchase price before their departure

is granted. Emigrants loose their homes; condominiums to the state when they

leave Rumania. People having very little equity in their real estate, are

thus forced to pay huge amounts of money for the balance of their debts only

to loose their just paid up property to the state without any reimbursement.

* I recommend that our Government demand to stop this practice which in many

oases actually means the reestablishment of the emigrant tax under another

title. In essence this new Rumanian practice amounts to another contempt of

our Government*

2.

WITH REGARD TO THE NON-RUMANIAN NATIONALITIES OF RUMANIA AND AMONG THEM

PARTICULARLY THE LARGEST, 2.5 MILLION STRONG HUNGARIANS, ATTROCITIES AND

MISTREATMENT CONTINUED THROUGHOUT THE PAST 12 MONTHS.

Some of the most 'outrageous events having come to our attention are these:

a/ A book was written by a Rumanian novelist, friend of President

Ceausescu, called Ion Lancranjan, and published by the Sport & Tourism De-

partment of the Government in Bucharest in 50,000 copies, entitled Cuvint

despre Transilvania (A Word auout Transylvania). The book's concluding

essay is a poetic treatise glorifying the Rumanian character of Transylvar.ia

coupled with a not-so-poetic but rather slanderous attack and agitation

against the Hungarian population of Transylvania. It was rapturously recei-

ved by Rumanians and outraged by Transylvanian Hungarians. At least this

last essay of the book violates the Rumanian Constitution which spells out

that nationalistic agitation is a crime punishable by jail terms. But appa-

rently it is not a crime if Rumanians agitate against Hungarians. Ironically,

a high ranking Rumanian official attempted to turn this obvious intention of

the Lancranjan book into a virtue of the Rumanian government which - said

this Rumanian - does not practice any censorship (siccl) so the book could

be published. But wait until an anti-Rumanian book could be published in

Rumania by Hungarians. Such a theoretic case would be considered as nation-

alistic agitation. violation of the constitution, crime against the state;

arrest, police brutality, tortures, heavy jail term would be the consequen-

ces. (See Appendix No.2.)
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b/ In Rimania, as it is generally known, the press i the exclusive

mouth-piece of the communist party and the governm, nt, To write the real

truth thus can be done clandestinly only, A Hungarian-lanGuage underground

(samizdat) journal entitled "Ellenpontok" ("Counterpoints") started to appear

since the latter part of 1981 in Transylvania. It took a year until the Rumanian

security forces identified the names of the editorial staff and acted upon their

finding by arresting them for the non-violent exercise of their right to free-

dom of expression.

Geza Szoos, editor in chief, aged 29, a writer and poet from Kolozavar(Cluj)

was arrested last November together with some ten other Hungarians from Koloozs.

var (Cluj) and Nagyvarad (Oradea). Among those arrested were Attila Kertesz,

Attila Ara-Kovacs, Karoly Toth and his wife. Mistreated and beaten up by the

police they suffered the usual Rumanian treatment of illegal arresttorture

and cruelty, In and out of prison and house arrest, Geza Szocs had to spend

time in mental institute, another Rumanian regular feature. While Ara-Kovacs

allegedly managed to resettle in Hungary, Geza Szoos and his partners still

cannot be located reliably.

These arrests were reported by Amnesty International and other internati-

onal organizations. However, there is at least one Transylvanian public figure

who has no knowledge either about the persons, or their arrest. This is Rev.

Nagy, the Hungarian Reformed Bishop who - according the US Senate staff re-

port from April 1983- "claimed not to have heard of any round up and further

claimed never to have heard of the poet" (Geza Szocs). The Rumanian Foreign

Ministry, somewhat "bore liberally" has not ignored the existence of Geza

Szocs, only conveniently "denied that Geza Szocs was taken into custody and

stated flatly that he is a free man".

The staff delegation noted that the Bishop apparently been briefed on the

Particular questions of interest to the staff delegation prior to hi6 meeting.

"The discussion with the Bishop showed that he had coordinated closely his

statement with those. of the Foreign Ministry" -&rites the staff report. Based

only this particular indoctrination one does not have to have very vivid ima-

gination to develop a very sceptical view on the truth-value of Rumanian of-

ficial statements in any case whezmthe real truth would be embarrassing to

the prestige of the Ceausescu regime.

c/ With the title "The Truth about the National -uestion in Romania"
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76 pap pamphlet was published by Aserpres in Buoharest, in 1982. We got hold

f a copy a couple of months ago. The text states among others that "the possi-
ility of the nationalities to be taught in their own languages constantly do-

,eloped in step with the progress made by the Romanian school in the past do-
ades". In contrast to this well sounding but misleading statement the fact -
ianed on previous Rumanian statistical data - is thatHungarian schooling has

in a consistent decline in the last 20 years.

d/ Transylvanian Hungarians have never before expressed their grievan-
and their solution thereof so clearly as in the last year. Their Memorandum

f September 1982 and their Proposal to solve the problems were addressed to

:he participants of the Madrid Conference "examining the adherence to the Hel-
sinki Agreements". The original Hungarian test is included in the 8.-th issue

-f the "Ellenpontok" ("Counterpoints"). These documents charge that the Hunga-
rian language school system is gradually being destroyed, additional obstacles

are being created to hinder the publication of Hungarian books and periodicals,
the Hungarian language is being forced out of public life entirely, and vigorous
efforts are being made to prevent contact between ethnic Aungarians in Transyl-

vania and Hungarians elsewhere. The authors of the document request the Madrid
Conferees to take steps to grant the ethnic Hungarians the right to regard

themselves as bound to the entire Hungarian people, the right to preserve their

ethnic identity and values, and the right to establish an independent organiza-
tion to protect athnio interests* For the full text of the Memorandum and the

Proposal see Appendi4aNo's 3 and 4.

In oonolus.on I would like to emphasize these points:

* Hungarian-Amerioans are grateful to our Government (including the
House of Representatives, the Senate and the Department of btate)
for expressing interest in the plight of Transylvanian Hungarians

by conducting dialogues with Rumanian officials and sending fact

finding groups to Rumania,

0 However, we feel, as the facts show, that these measures of into-
rest proved inadequate to persuade the Rumanian government that
the time is here to change their course in treatment of Hungari-
ans. On the contrary, it is not impossible that discussions with

American officials may be used by the Rumanians as a propaganda
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vehicle and as an opportunity to deftly deny all the charges for mistreatment

and cultural deprivation of Hungarians, as well as promoting the idea of the

Rumanian "magnanimous" attitude of giving Hungarians all the benefits they

want to have.

W We are convinced that only force or the prospects of force could in-

fluence the Ceausesou regime, as it could influence any other diotat6rial go-

vernment. The leverage of the Trade Act of 1974 ought to be used in a direct

manner on behalf of the oppressed 'Transylvanian Hungarians, as it has been

used steadily for maintaining an acceptable flow of emigration.

* It seems that Rumanians are developing an increasing, however, unoffi-

cial fear that Transylvania is not safely in their handsand some time in the
future it would be returned to Hungary, its original mothercountry for more

than thousand years.They attribute an exagerated degree of lungarian influence

upon their "influential American friends" as well as to the "friendship" bet-

ween the Kadar regime and the Kreml. To prevent the eventual,loss of Transyl-

vania, Rumanians seem to find accelerated de-nationalization process necessary

so that when their fear would becomd a realistic historical turn, only few

remnants of Hungarians will have survived.

* Another reason for Rumanian fear might well be the bad economic situ-

ation, the much lower standard of living, and a more striking lack of freedom

in Rumania as compared -to Hungary, It is now entirely possible that not only

Hungarians but also Rumanians suffer under the provision of the Trianon peace

treaty which placed millions of Transylvanians under Rumanian rule.

July 18, 1983

Louis L. Lote

president,

Committee of Transylvania, Inc.



The cong ssional hearings on Ruma.
nia's favorable tariff rate were enhanced
this year by the participation of members
of Congress. as witnesses, and a former
governor of Pennsylvania who all spoke
out against Rumania. Thsir reasoning
included the difficulties of emigration
from Rumania. violations of re ligious
freedom and oppression of Hungarians in
Rumania.

Representative Larry McDonald (Ga.)
introduced a Resolution against the re-
newal of the Rumanian M . In his
t*stimony he stated on the witness stand
that "In addition to the problem of
emigration, there is also the problem of
Internal repression which goes on day and
night against Christians and Jews in
Rumania and is also carried out against
minorities in Rumania. especially her
Hungarin minorities. In this connection it
is worth noting that two State legislatures
Georgia and Kentucky, passed resolutions
in opposition to renewal of MFN status for
Rumania. If this subcommittee (Subom.
mitte on Trade. Ed.) goes against the
wishes of the President in this matter,
there is grassroots support for you out
there in the countryside. Just In May of
this year, a leading Rumanian dissident
disappeared in Par% and is thought to
have been murdered by Ceausescu's
secret police for criticism of the regime.
President Mitterand may cancel a fo0th.
coming visit to Rumania as a result." (He
did. Instead, he went to Hungary. Ed.)

Representative Robert K. Dornan (Ca.
lifornia) also introduced a resolution
against the renewal. In his statement he
stressed among others that "the record
shows that Rumania has continued its
campaigns of persecution of religious
groups. especially Jews and evangelical
Christiants. of minorities, particularly its
Hungarian population, and, in fact, of
anyone at who tries to escape
Rumanian Communist totalitarianism."
"Under the rule of Rumania's current
dictator, that nation's minority popu.
nation. including, 2 1/ million Hunglaians,
has been the target of an aggressive
campaign of forceful assimilation.

After pointing out the "prelpitous
drop" of Rumanian emigrtion to Israel,
the religious persecution of Christians in
Rumania representative Tom Lantos (Ca-
lifornisi emphasized that "nor can we
feign blindness at the educational and
cultural deprivation suffered by the Hun.
garian minority in Rumania. The huge
reduction of educational facilities for
Hungarians at all student levels, the
decline in the numbers of teachers and
students and the total elimination of
Hungarian professional associations forces
us to recognize these gross inequities." "I
had a lengthy automobile journey through
Transylvania a few years ago - Mr.
Lantos went on - "and I had the
opportunity to talk to Irge numbers of
Hurians of all social classes. I wish to
confirm to you from personal firsthand
experience that the cultural suppressionof the Hungarian minority is a realty in
Rumania which must come to an and... I
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RUMANIA'S MFNTATUS UNDER ATTACK

I. Transylvania is a special part
of Rumania. That land is the home
not only of Rumanians. but also
Hungarians (for more than one
thousand years) and Saxons (for 800
years). Hungarians and Germans
have made Transylvania by their
cultural and religious background
the easternmost outpost of what we
call "Western Culture". Originally,
Transylvania had been part of
Hungary since forming of that
country 1086 years ago, until 1919.

2. We estimate the Hungarian
population of Rumania to about
12% of the total. But taking the flat
percentage rate is misleading for the
Hungarian presence in Rumania
because their rate in Transylvania
amounts to more than one-third of
the total population, in some areas
and in many communities a 51 to
100% majority.

3. Transylvania oriented oran.
izations in our country are grateful
to the interest and good will of many
Members of the U.S. Congress who
repeatedly called the attention of

recommend that MN status for Rumania
be renewed; but only after concrete
assurances of real progress in the areas of
emigration and basic human rights are
gOnthe estion psed by Represent

tive Schui.,a member ofthe Subcom.
mittee on Trade in charge of the hearing,
wether this type of persecution Is going on
in other Eastern Eaopean nations. Mr.
Lantos answered as follws: "Well, there
is no place, with the exception of the
Soviet Union, where the ethnic problem
would be s quantitatively as in the case of
Rumania. Transylvania has a tradition
going back 1000 years. This (the Hungar-
Ian. Ed.) is a major, dominant group
historically In the area.

I am Inclined to say, Mr. Chairman,
members of the committee, that in many
ways. Transylvania within the Hungarian
context occupies something analogous to
Noew England in the United States, or
perhaps I should say the 13 colonies. I
mean, this In many ways was the core and
the finest and the most enduring segment
of Hungarian society.

As a matter of fact, during the century
and a half of Turkish occupation of what is
Hungary, the central part of Hungary was
under Turkish domination and the western
part of Hungary was under Austrian
control. But it was in Transylvania that

Appoedix No. 1.
the linguistic, political. etwc flame was
kept allve.

To see really the flower of Hunran, of
the essence of Hungary. discriminated
against and put in an inferior position and
giaduay eliminated Is very painful to
anyone who has Hungarian blood flowing
in his veins.

I simply cannot emphasize elough the
system of the character of this cultural
discrimination.

The only reason my recommendation !s
for a l.year extension is to give the
Rumanian Government one final chance to
mend its ways. It is a recommendation
which I am making with a great deal of
reluctance, not a bit of enthusiasm, and
hoisting the flag of caution to the
Rumanian authorities that they best shape
up.

Senators Jesse A. Helms (North Ca-
rolina). Steven D. Symms dIdaho) and
others also submitted resolution against
the renewal of Rumania's MFN status.
But the committees in charge in both
House have decided not to let the matter
come to the respective floors for vote and
thus the extension became a routine
matter of the congressional procedure.

Hardly six months passed since the
hearings, and Rumania has violated its
obligations under the terms of the 1974.
Trade Act by imposing a heavy "educa-
tion tax" on prospective emigrants. The
outcome of this issue may be the loss of
MFN status for Rumania.

the President and Secretary of State
with regard to the self-determina.
tion of and cultural genocide against
the Hungarians in Rumania. We are
very much pleased that the question
of Jewish emigration became one of
the major considerations in deciding
the MFN status for Rumania. We
would only like to emphasize that it
would contribute greatly to a just
governmental philosophy if vio.
lations of human and national
rights, discrimination because of
race, nation, creed, language and
culture in Rumania would enjoy a
similar degree of consideration.

4. The problem of national mi.
norities is a very complex one. But
historical past. size, cultural develo.
pement and. above all, the desire to
preserve one's national identity are
some of the most important factor to
be considered. In the case of the 2.5
million Hungarians these factors are
very much present. As far as I know,
provisions in the Paris peace treaty
of 1947 for the protection of
national minorities are as little as
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nil. For the bad consequences foi
millions of peoples of that omissior
the signatory powers are responsible
The United States is one or those
powers.

5. A single one.line law coulc
mean a turning point in all national
arid cultural suppression in Runsa.
ma, That would be a law recogq
nizing the Hungarian as a second
official language in entire Transyl-
\ania.

On a nuch smaller scale. but with
more raistic hope that it could be
achieved within the next 12 months.
another one line decree is a top
priority of many flungarian-Ame.
rican Transslhanian leaders. This is
to rescind the infamous hotel-decree
according to which oiernight stay of
a foreign visitor in the homes of
friends and relatives (estept parents
and children) is forbidden under
heav fines This decree. at present.
gluts off %isitations of Ifungarians to
Iluniarians in Transshania as few
of then can afford a hotel if there is
.rnv in a reasonable distance and
almost an% Ilungatians in Ilungary
hae etlatises or friends in Transsl-
sania

I; I strongly bcliese that the
TrinvIoania n llurngarian question
shlud br subject of not only
It'irlionies at a hlerling but discus-
slil oi a prsoll to peron basis
%ilth g. otripetelt gosernixntntal
or .1 With this sought in my mind
I te'p,.t tull retonimend establish
iarn it of egul arho schedule meetit s
of . 4i1ilip of most .dili e I ranissJ

aiti.i n Anetican hadelrs with select
tir wirri le s f t (e su'ill itii11ltee olrte
il I;\lt e 1.ear [, he i nIIIrigs

s,. euld make possilh!' soine follow up
nmrru .Itieolis arnd could br rig

:re T:,I~: .r'. s., pi itch-n sslhish

,'i'i'Ti' iii tb 'at :II o i.1 1killin in
clT+b i ,u n filn \', tit T: i h +ti;), i little ,.

dn too the rr111I1 of rvatt,es atI
cu nt'lsk s i iIiri. or a t lvast 'ls

h 'I r itjP i Iri ull s enleirs 1110 l 11 t'

I h -I I 1't+ !1 I I . 1 , '1 1v II.j 4 1 t
i *cI : , . n , . . , =a +l•t . +,t t

)tp; ;, I,.al I ,,'?I,- i.r I '. stat,'

!nq lit jind .ig ii:- :t tkilt, oir thre p
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Carproihian iOhokter
P.O. Bo 38tiV

Rutheslle'.N . 1 (

INTRODUCTION
"Respect for human rights and funda

mental freedoms, including the freedom o
thought. conscience. religion or belief
represents the heart of Final Act promise
on human rights. Signatory states ari
Fledged to "promote and encourage the el
etive exercise of cird. political. econo

mic, social, cultural and other rights an(
freedoms... without distmntion as to race
sex language or religion".

I FIUNGARIAN STL'UDIES
is NEWSLETTER

Th pee idki. piblilked three times a yo.
lso obse es tenth arinhoirlrU of conutnUoul

puhllcallon. Mlan more )er of the Ie high
tel editorial achikeement Is oi with at the
thrmhold o the second degade. I he Edotor.

Carpalhain Obwreir

rhe IuPigUrtan Stuhris Vews-
etter systematically surveys lIun
garian-related English languaRe
books. articles. meetings. research
in progress. ex( hanged pi orrants.
and scholarly wolks in general.
extensively repotted oni Iransvla-
nii related pubications lhisunique
periodical, founded and edited Iry
BelU C Madla (458 .I9th Street.

I N W . Washington DC 2t0)1l .tnI
published bs the .1it eriat o t-
g€IrmI! Foundation 41P.O Box 10$ I.
New Btun.swick. NJ 08901) an
render valuable set ste tr tliiss v, ho

I hae' no time to fscllis ),tttei t
f

Hungarian related puhli(atvcos but
still want to keep inl+tirred AI
examples the Spring 198 I and the
Spring Sunnmei 19$0 is,,'si (on
taini, dte foll,,ing $ re k ets-
7"ra~tsvhj\/o~i'Jlla al, " lthe ., of

I) ? +"/P* ".lt i'jr I iou+ tll ' ( ,i::'e lilt S

I'% I oluts I I.'te Da-'d ." ,

l'rir'i 's:.,,i 1~~i egac% It% Fredtcrtck
It Bat lth icie\/i i'.i .1,1 i t,
/ i ih ~gil , ii : Illti i tu 'li !t',e1I.b t his |

\'irun' 'I-, .. i 11ui 4i , (; 1;aI W 6 ,t
,t, '.*iii, It it,,ie Ce t,, r . I,'n,,;
r;, *:... " .z l, :h," \=,tiie . r I iJ ,.

/ .tli~ I'uh ': t j ,i e s + e
1 

I '-''tic,::,

sleh, l,:t, d t\' ,rse:. , I? tu "i.,,:c:I f,, i tH+t 1111 Sill) llf'i k A\+

tl t ,I fln' , ' + $oI ll 11 l'?r, h

.Vaflna,'twit h\ Attila Kuo\.r I Ic
Ru td'nr,-n, * ,\ruZIa';a(Sl \.t ri x:

Mlake',. go ultr the 'h, otop' Aso
hsv Attila K,;sart

Not only are tfels!nki states expected to
respect this broad range of rights, but. in

,f Principle VIf they also ascribe to the
notion that all these rig hts -'derive from
the inherent dignity of the human per.
sots". Thus. Principle VII exp liritfy recog.
nizes that it is the individua and not tlip

. stare which is the final arbiter and
rrir.-ry source. of all basic human rights.
Prgn0u e VI also provides rather specific
'uidelInes on such important problems as

,the rights of religious believers and the
status of ethnic minorities.

Principle VII also commits Hfelsinki
,ignatories to "confirm" the right of the
individual to know and act upon his rights
and duties in this field" (of human rights,
thereby providing specific authority for
p I ate individuals and groups such as the
trelsinki Monitors to evaluate the actions
of their governments in fulfilling the
pros visions of the Final Act.

At the same time, Principle VII has
become an international code of conduct to
which all CSCE states are obliged to
adhere. Under this code they are also
obliged to assure the observance of the
other stares. No country has a perfect
record. but a willingness to admit short
conungs, and take corrective actions are
essential first steps which all participating
states are bound to take to fulfill their
Ilelsinki commitments. The failure of the
So% let Union and most of its allies to take
those. steps can only serve to weaken the
(.44. process and detente in Europe.

ROM AN ..
.A major elerrent in Ribmania's human

richt, performance is the annual review
hs the V S Administration and Congress
of tomania s el,gibilhty to reri-sve prefer.
ential or Most fared Nattion MFNI
trading tatus. The granting of such
tarus asures lower tariff rate for

Inmianian es% pus to the trnite States
aid ('.. ,'reliti and irsestment iuaren
tve" l{iimin's Modity to obtain MFN has
b,,.n viade ontinge.rt on its enrtiration
pri t,"'P ul:iler the ters of .Se,'ituen 492
,J.wi%%-n Vanik .Arrtinment of the 1974
t - rrad Act 'A5 her; the issue crries up
Icir %early reie , broader human rights
crmcrins rraint:ionlh- are aired andi are a
.ic:eeant inrt tieit .n the final U.S.
,tt'u:siun Net irprocinvls. nie,,t hurnan
ruc'h' s irllepros . etgv . .i-e' re-gstere'i at the

i i ili'in (i1 the l,i.mn : f;,e\ rr.ment
Lt,,. red. \,ith the ,oevor ,iiii rth% to( the

\11 \ rs' \est I . ir .. er,'ais:uc e"Ide'rt'e
i r.or, if nit ,e. t, ,,,'tt , huernan

rtls situttu'c. p.irtiuo.u:4. in the area%
t ,ru:,-atirn. reiKo,us hlhurty and nil.

n'iritv rights prompted sh.arp criticism
Irwt the lRiagan Adnun:. iration and tht
t ontt'ss .Although MYN eventually was
re.'e-eA for another year. erosion off

+ppi.r. foor its extension "'as evident.
,en,.,-al ,:curred only after iherania

R.. PORT
OF THE COMMISSION ON SECURITY

AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE7
HUMAN RIGHTS tEXCERPTSI
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Appendix :o. 2.

COMMITTEE OF TRANSYLVANIA, INC. (ERDILYI BIZOTTSAG.) Founded 1956

LOUIS L L)TE, Poesioim Central Office:
216 Yormouth Rd. 2b0cJostlN.th Stet

Rochester, N.Y. 14610 Cleveland, Ohio 44120

Translation from Hungarian of an article which appeared on page 21 of
tne samizdat publication "ELLENPONTOK" (Counterpoints),

"assembled and disseminated in Transylvania,May 1982":

WE PROTEST I

The outraged reaction elicited by the Lanoranjan book - and the fact
that the forces responsible for its publication overextended themselves -
are well illustrated by the fact that the Transylvanian Hungarian intel-
ligentsia has now, for the first time, chosen the route of collective pro-
test and assumed the risks involved in such protest. While there have begin
past cases in which individuals (e.g.: /K~roly/ Kirdly,/Andrds/ Satd,/Lajos/
Takics) have submitted protests to the Party leadership regarding various
collective grievances or human rights violationsthis is the first instance
of an organized, group protest. The intellectuals,who were (and are) common-
ly believed to have allowed their honor to be purchased at a ridiculously
low pricethave in this case acted according to the dictates of their consci-
ence by sending two protest documents to the Central Committee of the R/uma-
nian/ C/ommunist/ P/arty/, or more precisely, to /President ticolae/ Ceau-
sescu himself.

The two documents are the result of separate initiatives.First,at the be-
ginning of Mayintellectuals in Cluj (Kolozsvgr) signed a protest memorandum.
The majority of the fourteen signers are reportedly established writersphi-
lologists and critics, with the remainder consisting of other intellectuals.

For the time being, the names of the signers are being kept secret.All that
has leaked out is that the two who initiated and organized the protest are
Ge'za Szocs and Marius Tabacaru, a piano teacher and the only Rumanian intel-
lectual whose name appears on both protest documents.

A few days after the Cluj (Kolozsv&r) protesttanother dooument,similar in
content but longer and more detailed, was prepared in Tirgu Mures (Maros -
vis~rhely), supposedly at the initiative of Andr~s Sit6. This memorandum was
signed by thirty-six intellectuals, some of whom had already signed the prior
Cluj(Kolozsvar) protest.

Both memoranda bring to light those statements in the Lancranjan book
which are irreconcilable with the Party's officially proclaimed minority po-
licies, and with the Constitution.

The number of signers could have been greater, had the organizers not de-
cided upon quick, ajnost conspiratoral action, ii order to complete and sub-
mit the protest documents before the state security apparatus learned of
their existence,

So far, the state security apparatus has exhibited only its annoyanceand
they have not slammed down on anyone yet. They are probably awaiting a deci-
sion in the matter by the Party. So are we,

Lancranjan, Ion. Cuvint despre Transilvania (A Word About Transylvania).
Bucharest (Sport-Turism), 192.
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Committee of Treasylvania, Ino. Appendix No.3.

MEMORANDUM

to the participants of the Madrid Conference examining

the adherance to the Helsinki Agreements

We raise our voice to the peoples represented at the Madrid

Conference for the survival of the Hungarians of Romania,

numbering about two million. It might not be too late yet

to stop the process which is threatening our existence

and which is caused by the policy of the Romanian government.

Never before has the "romanianization" of Transylvania

(Erdbly)and the repression of our culture been carried

out with such energy- Masses of Romanians from

areas beyond the Carpathian Mountainshave settled in places

with a Hungarian majority and in through-and-through Hungarian

districts and places - mainly in the cities. According to

the official national statistics, the number of Hungarians

stagnates. The Hungarian language school system is being

removed step by step, the publication of books and magazines

meets with ever increasing difficulties. Our language

has been completely forced out of public life. The tendency

to seclude us from other Hungarian-speaking areas abroad has

become increasingly forceful. (The relations between Hungary

and Romania are below minimum level in all areas).

The natural development of our ethnic awareness is made difficult

by all conceivable means. Generation after generation is brought

up in the chauvinist atmosphere brought about by the propagation

of the supremacy of Romanian history and culture and

desparagerent of our values. There is no way to get to know one's

own ethnic background and even the true facts of the history

of Transylvania. The state powers treat us as if we were enemies

from within, particularly where intellectuals or workers are

concerned. Intimidations by the security authorities are

of common occurrence. If now we speak out in defence of our

values we will be called chauvinists. We practically live

as subordinate citizens in Romania. Even our professional career

is barred by the fact that we are Hungarians.
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We have no means of defence. The individual is defenceless

in the face of arbitrary state rule; the institution

safeguarding our interests, which had been established by

our community, ceased to exist in 1949, when the Hungarian

Ethnic Alliance was liquidated. Our life is therefore marked

by a lack of both individual and collective rights, which are

inseparable in our cause.

The fact that existing international agreements do not deal

with the collective rights of the minorities reflects most

deeply on the chances for bringing about a change of our

situation. The approach generally taken in international

usage is to focus all attention on the problem of human rights,

being unmindful of the values borne by the ethnic minority as

a community, on account of its traditions, in its own culture

and collective identity. These values would deserve special

legal protection. For while it is natural for the majority -
because of its size and power - to have executive authorities

paying favourable attention to its own particular values, the

minority would require authority of collective self-defence

for the same purpose. This explains why all endeavours to

secure human rights to the minorities without paying attention

to the fact that they are communities - regardless of the

original intention of the endeavours - deliver the minorities

into the hands of the majority.

Having taken all this into account, we find that in order to

change our outlawed situation it would be fundamental for the

international agreements reached at the Madrid Conference to

put our survival as a minority on record and at the same time

our human rigtb, safeguarding the upholding of our values:

1. We should be grantedAt6 regard ourselves as bound by

unbreakable bonds to the all-Hungarian people and the

analogous right should be granted to all ethnic

minorities.

2. We should be grantedito preserve our ethnic characteristics

and collective values.
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3. We should be grantedito found an independent body

protecting our interests

4. These rights - in our view - could only acquire real

validity if an independentunbiassed international

commission were formed which would examine our situation,

make decisions regarding certain debated issues and
which would also have supervisory functions.

We have attached our suggested programme to this memorandum
in which we endeavoured to present the most important
demands to the Romanian government,.in the interest of

settling our situation.

Transylvania, in September 1982

The_editors of the underground

periodical. "ELLENPONTOK" (counterpoints)
the anonymity of which, we are sorry
to say, need not be explained in

the Romania of our days, where

critics become untraceable persons or
victims of "accidents".
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Committee ot Transylvania, Inc. Appendix No.4.

PROGRAM PROPOSAL
Of the editors of the underground paper "Ellenpontok" ("Counterpoints") In order to change the plight

of the Hungarians In Rumania, who are peprived of their civil rights.
The Hungarians of Transylvania /andi

Rumania in general/ today are going
through, which is perhaps, the moi
critical phase of their long histor,
threatening their very existence. Tlh
rights which would guarantee their sui
vival are only illusory and serve as cove
up for the practical and actual handling
t0e Hungarian problem by the authoritie
and which Is radically different from th
official statements and speeches.

Therefore:
I. We demand, that we should b

considered an Inseparable part o
the Hungarian nation and as such
being at the same time Rumanlai
citizens, permitted to cultivate oul
relationship with The People's Re
public of Hungary, without an
hindrance, on an Institutional aiu
well as Individual level.

1. Every Rumanian citizen should be
able to travel to the Hungarian People's
Republic without any restriction.

2. The orders should be rescinded
a-cording to which we are not permitted
'o put uD our visiting foreign friends in
our homes. IThis order punishes us, Hun.
garians most.)

3. Our cultural institutions as well as
thedifferent cultural groups active within
those institutions should be free to invite
Hungarian organizations and individuals
from the neighboring countries.

4. Until the Hungarian universities are
restored in Transylvania, the Hungarian
students of Rumania should be allowed to
study in Hungary; after their return they
should he employed according to their
qualifications acquired in Hungary.

5. The Rumanian custom authorities
should stop the almost customary arbi.
trary confiscation of the Hungarian cul-
tural publications.

6. Using relay stations, the broadeas-
ting and receiving of the Hungarian iflu.
dapest) television program should be
extended tothe entire territoryof Transyl-
vania.

7. It should be made sure that Hungar-
ian books published in the Hungarian
language area (Hungary. Czechoslovakia.
Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union) are
available also in Rumania.

8. It should be possible to subscribe
without any restriction to all the news-
papers and periodicals published in Hun.
gary and these publications ordered there
should reach the addressee in Rumania.

9 The natural interest of known intel.
leetual and political personalities in Iun-
gary in. and their justifiable concern with,
the fate of their fellow Hungarians in Ru-
mania should not be considered as med-
dling in the internal affairs of Rumania.

i1. We demand that the right of
the Hungarians, liing In Rumania
as an ethnic community, concerning

f Institutional self.preservation ant
cultural autonomy, should b4
guaranteed.

le 1. As an amendment to the 22. pars
r. graph. the constitution should contain thi
r- right of the nationalities to form their
if organizations to safeguard their interests
a whose office.holders would be elected in i
e democratic process by the members of tho

organizations.
2. Such organization of the Hungarians

in Rumania should have the right to direct
the Hungarian cultural life and-educational
policy. to control the cadre policy as
related to Hungarians, to take care and
protect monuments, buildings and art

r relics connected with the Hungarianhistorical past.

3. Every Hungarian in Rumania should
have the right to join this organization,
whose aim is to protect the interest of the
Hungarians. irrespective of the part of the
country, in which he or she lives li.e. not
only Transylvanlansj.

4. The organization should have its
own press organ.

5. The story of the Hungarian PeopWs
Federation should be written Ia represen.
tative organization of the Hungariatis in
Transylvania till 1949. Ed.I and the true
circumstances of its liquidation in 1949
should be made public.

6. All leaders of the Hungarian People's
Federation who were imprisoned should
be rehabilitated publicly, together with
those, who were sentenced to prison in the
past thirty ears, because they attempted
,o protect the interests ofthe rlungirians.
and those sentences should be invalidated.

7. The fact should be officially ack
nowledged that our culture is an integral
part of the Hungarian culture and not
some kind of a branch of the Rumanian
culture.

8. They sould set up. within the
framework of the Ministry of Education
and that of the different county schil
boards, departments for the nationality
education of nationality students in their
own language. and they shiulh be on
equal footing with the ones handlin, the
Rumanian education.

9. They should restore the Hungarian
kindergartens and all oltier Hung'arian
educational institutions. These should
guarantee potentially for the Hlungarian
children the education in their native
language from the kinh.ergarten on to high
schools secondary schools) and vocational
schols in all counties where hlungarians
live

10. They should institute hlungarian
orphanages and special schools for re
tarded and handitapped childrn where
they are taught in their own language.
there by putting a stop to a procedure now
generally practired by which these children
are placed in Rumanian institutions in
order to Rumaniie them.

S1I They should enforce the 0/1969 law
concerning the status of the teaching

I personnel, which states that a pedagogue
Swho does not speak the language or

speaks it inadequately, cannot teach
ifungarian classes.

12. The continuance of a Hungarian
t school with Hungarian classes is contin.
r gent upon the number of attending

children. There is an obligatory mini.
mum requirement. If the number of
children in the class is below this number,
the Hungarian classes are inteiated into
Rumanian schools. They should lower this
requirement in order to keep the hiungar.
ian schools in the villages op,,n. We should
adopt the exemplary educational policy of
Yugoslavia,. which sets up a school for nine
students of any nationality group in the
country. The Rumanians should apply the
same standard in this respect to H ungar.
Ian children as they do to the Rumanian
children.

13. In Hungarian schools the history
and geography of Rumania should betaught in Hiungarian.I . The Hungarian universities should

be restored and in each special profession-
al field educational institutions of higher
learning should be established.

15. The sphere of activity of the
nationality publishing house should be
broadened and its financial funds increase,
s) that they could apply themselves to the
task of publishing tiooks in the language of
the nationalities, because it is totaly
nei:lected by the rest of the publishers.

16. The Hungarian press and the hun.
garian radio and television programs
should be free to analyse and discuss the
vital problenis of the Hungarians in
Rumania.

17. The Rumanian authorities should
put a stop to their habitual attitude of
treating the hlungarian-intellectuals as
suspicious indis iduals. They should not be
qubilrted to quiveillance and harassment
by the security forces just because they
happen to he Ilunviarians.

18 An effective fri-codom of rehion
chouli be guaraniteed, also the true
internal autononiy of each church.

ill. We demand self-admlnistra.
lion for territories with predomi.
nanlly hiunga'ri;an population and
an equitable part in the administra.
lion oii this country.

I. fe.t the qetkely land nhtain. thi-,
time a true. aiitinoiny. which wuuld
extend to its entire territory.

2. A stop shoili he put to the practice.
whereby villazes and other communities
with an all Ilungarian or predomman'ly
lungtrian population are managed by
Rumanians ori-silent of the council.
president of the farmer's co-operative,
party secretary, police etc.i

3f. The ilungartans shouldd have their
representation. according to their numeric.
cal ratio, in the hgis;ative boly of the
country, and the party membership but
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also in the economy management, th
party leadership on all levei, and in thi
government.

IV. We demand that the artlfIcla
alteration of the ethnic compositiot
of greater Transylvania historyl
Transylvania, the Parts (Partluw
and Banal) should be stopped ai
once.

1. The forced and massive re-settlin
of the population of Moldavia and W2
lachia into Transyivania should cease.

2. The authorities should give up the
effort to try to change the population 01
Hungarian villages into mixed population,

3. The practice by which newly gradu
ated Hungarian intellectuals tapeciall)
engineers and physicians) are forclbly
transferred to Moldavia and Wallachia,
should be terminated.

V. We demand that the develop.
ment of the ethnic awareness In the
Hungarians of Romania and Its
cultivation be made possible.

I. With regard to our past.
a) Hungarian mother tongue pupils

should be given a chance to become
acquainted with the true historical facts
regarding their own ethnic background
and Romanian pupils should also be
instructed about these facts, at least to aminimum degree.b) The publications dealing with history

should objectively discuss the history of
Transylvania. The exhibits In the mu.
seums should not be used In order to
conceal or belittle the role of the Hungar.
ians in the past and their existence today.

c) The Ideological function of the Dasco.
Romanian continuity should be discon.
tinued (This theory should remain what in
fact it is: a working-hypothesis of the
historians).

d) Taking an active interest in the his.
tory of Transylvania should not be
regarded as a manifestation of revisionist
tendencies.

2. With regard to our present situation:
a) Statistical data about the present

situation of the nationalities should be
made available to everyone,

b) It should be permitted for anyone to
engage in sociological research pertaining
to the nationalities.

c0 Independent of the language of
instruction, every school should Inform its
pupils about the situation of the national.
ties in the country and about their culture.

d) Books on the life of the nationalities
in Romania, their national customs, their
art etc. should also be published in the
Romanian language.

o) Rules and regulations concerning the
use of derisive names should also be made
applicable concerning names used to
deride Hungarians (this is to say, names
such as "bozgor" and "huatlan" should be
regarded equivalent e. g. with "olah").

VI. We demand that In all areas
of greater Transylvania Inhabited
by Hungarians the Hungarian Ian.

a guage be treated equal with thm
e Romanlan language In official as

well as In everyday use.
I 1. The use of the Hungarian language

I should truly be possible in public adnmi,
nistration and in the offices of the various
authorities. Hungarian language petitions
addressed to the same should 9: accepted

t as stated in paragraph 22 of the Consti.
tution. The identity cards, the passports,
and the official form letters etc. should beBilingual.

2. In the above areas, workers em-
ployed in the fields of health care,
commerce mad public services should ber familiar with the Hungarian language.

3. In areas with a Hungaian population,

Hungarian language instruction should be
obligatory in Romanin schools as well.
(During the time of the Horthy.regime it
was compulsory fot the Hungarian children
living in Northern Transylvania to learn
Romanin).

4. The names of towns and streets, shop
signs, factories andpublic institutions, the
names of consumer products, museums
etc. should all be bilingual In the above
areas,

VII. We demand that the Hun-
garians of Romania should have the
same career opportunities as the
Romanlans.

And end should be made to the practice
according to which the professional career
and the engagement for a position are not
determined by professional skills but,
above all, by the ethnic background and to
the practice that companies only employ
the number of Hungarians needed to
prove equality in the statistics the
percentage of Hungarian workers in the
company being determined by the overall
percentage of Hungarians in Romania.

VIII. We demand that our environ.
ment, reflecting our historic and
cultural past, be protected.

1. The traditional townscape of the
Transylvanian cities should be preserved.

2. Buildings of cultural or historic
significance should not be pulled down.

3. All worthy objects should be regis.
tered as cultural properties.

4. The environment of Hungarian cul.
tural monuments should not be changed in
a way as to show the monument to a
disadvantage.

6. A basis for the rescue of decaying
cultural monuments should be estab.
lished.

IX. We demand that the natives
of Moldavia still using the Hungar.
Ian language, the Csango, be again
permitted to declare themselves
Hungarians and to participate In
Hungarian cultural life -despite
the fact that the present statistics
are made to show that all of the
Csango ate Romanian speaking.

1. They should be permitted to join the
body representing the Hungarian inter.
ests.

2. They should be permitted to freely
speak their mother tongue.

3. Schools offering instruction in their
Hungarian mother tongue should be
opened again.

4. They should have the right to chose
i the language of their religion freely.

8. The Cs'go should no longer be
seregged. their relationship with the
ot her Hungarmi should no longer be
obstructed and the visitors to the Usango
villages should not be driven out any
longer.

X. We demand that an Indepen-
den, unblassed, international com.
mission be formed (Including Hun.
garlans and Romanians) to examine
our situation and make decisions
regarding all debated Issues related
to our destiny.

S..

The above Information, which has been
compiled In the interest of two million
Hungarians, only provides a partial cross-
section of the country's problems: those
touching upon the Hungarians (though
they are only outlined and imcomplete).
We are quite aware that the solution of
the above problems can not be achieved
without paying attention to general
problems. It Is our primary task however,
to name these problems, for noone will do
this for us. The open discussion of common
matters would not be our task alone and
maybe not even primary our task but
first and foremost that of the Romanianip) ulation.

Cet we do not consider our step

premature. This wall of silence within
must at last be removed: the enormous,
motionless and seemingly immovable
block made up of arbitrary rule and the
absence of rights, which haunts every
Romanian citizen like a constant feverish
nightmare lexept those who profit from it)
must be broken down for it is ultimately
responsible for the catastrophic situation,
in all respects, our country is in today. In
this regard, it is our conviction that our
proposed programme, which to "some"
might appear to be directed against the
Romanians, in reality supports the in.
terests of the Romanian nationals as well,
as lawfullness would perforce also extend
their rights.

The Trianon (1920) and tie Paris (1947)
peace treaties totally disregarded the
rights for national self-determination of
Hungarians. To illustrate the selectiveness
in observing this precious right the
Trianon treaty united 99% of all Rums.
nians in new. enlarged Rumania, 98% of
all Serbs and 98% of all Croats in new
Yugoslavia, 92% of all Slovaks and 100%
of all Czechs in new Czechoslovakia. But
only 68% of all Hungarians were allowed
to live in new dismembered Hungary; 32
out of 100 Hungarlns were detached
from the bulk oFthe nation and placed
under foreign rule in these neighboring
countries, as a result of the newly drawn
boundaries. The Paris treaty has repeated
the same errors.
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C o r e n t a
on

"THE ETHNIC HUNGARIAN SITUATION"

Staff Report
of the

Committee on Poreign Relations
United States Senate

April 1983

1/ The majority or the population of Transylvania is not ethnic Hungarian
any more. But I agree with the county there are about 2.5 million Hunga-
rians in Transylvania. (Page 19sParagraph 1o)

2/ The report states: "Control of the region has swayed between HungaryRo-
mania and various empires, Hitler awarded Transylvania t. Hungary in
1940)..." To arrive to a more balanced picture of "the hibtorical battle
ovor Tronsylvdnia" the following could be added to the text: "Since the
form ition of Hungary 1087 years agooTransylvania had been par+ of Hunir-
ry. During the Turkish occupation of half of Hungary in the 16th and 17th
centurten for 150 years, Transylvaniatas an independent Hungarian princi-
pality was, in essence, Hungary itself. First only the peace treaty of
Trianon (1920) awarded Eastern-Hungary, inoludingTransylvania, to Rumania
as a pre-negotiated reward for Rumania's changing side during World War I
from the Central Powers to the victorious Allied Powers. Then in 1940
the Vienna Arbitration to which both parties, Hungary and Rumania commit-
ted themselves in advance, returned the northern part of Trannylvania
with Hungarian majority back to Hungary# And again in the Paris peace
treaty (1947) Northern- Transylvania$ mostly on Russian insistence$ was
given to Rumania," (Page 19, Paragraph 1.)

3/ Besides Roman Catholics and Reformed (Calvinists) there are a good number
of Hungarian Luth,!rans and Unitarians in Transylvania. The latter denomina-
tion was established in Transylvania in the 16th century when the National
Assembly proclaimed religious freedom, first in Europe preceding the 30
years Religious War by more than a half-a-oentury.(Page 19.,Paragraph 2.)

4/ The new Rumanian pamphlet, "The Truth about the National Zquestion in Ro-
mania" is undoubtedly a propaganda product. Preliminary examination of
the chapter "Broad opportunities for education in one's own language",
rather shows that Rumanian data on Hungarian education-if put in pers-
peutive,- has the opposite meaning than what the pumphlet wants to prove.

The text states that "the possibilities of the nationalities to be taught
in their own languages have constantly developed in step with the prog-
ress made by the Romanian schoo] in the past decades". The fact -based on
previous Rumanian statistical data - Is that Hungarian schooling has been
in a consistent decline in the last 20 years. (Page 19,Paragraph 4.)
A thorough examination of-the content of the pamphlet is in process.

5/ On the Rumanian inquiry for "how to solve the public relations problem
regarding the ethnic Hungarians" - I believe - the best advice should be:
radically improve the treatment of Hungarian and the image will improve
with it. The Hungarian problem should not be seen as an inconvenience to
the prestige of Rumania which can be solved by a public relation gimmick,
but as a major violation of the human and national rights of Hungarians.
(Page 19, Paragraph 4.)

26-235 0 - 83 - 23
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6/ As to the "memorandum proposing a course of action" to improve the plight
of Hungarians in Rumania (published in English in the 1982/83 Winter issue
of the Carpathian Observer) and requesting the Madrid Conference "to take
step; to grant the ethnic Hungarinnn(in Transylvania) the right to regard
themselves as bound to the entire Hungarian people" I would like to add a
more concrete statement to describe the relativ status of Hungarians in
present day Hungary and Hungarians living in Rumania, Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia:

There is only one Hungarian nation. All the Hungarians who are separated
from eacn other by the new country borders arbitrarily drawn in the peace
treaty of Trianon in 1920, had been members of the Hungarian nation and
citi.cns of Hungary for more than a thousand years and they remain members
of th^ Hunirarinn nation whether they live now in Hungary or in one of the
neighboring countries, (Page 20., Paragraph 2.)

7/ Tho RomanLan argument *'...that all (restrictive) regulations apply
equally to .thn,,: RH'mantass end to ethnic minorities" may seem true at
it:- face but, in ensenue, Is fulp.

For instance, th', "RomenLon law (whicN) forbids the accomodation of foreign
friends in tho homes of Pomantan cttIzenst, andi requires that foreign friends
(nd rel,'ti vetn) rtgister with the government and stay in Romanian hotels".
But only Ifunfariann have a large number of foreign friends and relatives
b,'cause mLllinn: C HunRariann in Hungary have that kind of relations with
Transylvanian !un.-arians. Th"li it in evident that the hotel law affects
ilunearian. the mo:t and worst, and the effect is-a radical curtailment of
visitation and communication between Hungarians in Rumania and Hiungarlans
-oming from 1lunrary. Thone fpw Hungarians who can afford to pay for the
Rumanian hotelr,, are obliged to break up the rare and much cherished together
n-sn with Hunnari.,n relatives and friends in Transylvania in order to catch
th,, last bs; or trnin taking them to the nearest hotel, many time in a
distant city. Tn the morning another trir takes the visitor back to the
friend' home, only to repeat the same trip again in the evening, and even-
tually for many more days, No wonder that the law that affects Hungarians
the worst, is thought to have been brought for that purpose. This limita-
Lion represents an untenable violation of one's human right to stay where
ev.r th, iers.;on in welcome if oncein the possession of the visa,his/her
:-tay in that foreign country i legitimate.

Another example is the strict curtailment of the importation of foreign
newpapor., mogazinooand books. With this limitations only Hungarians are
deprived from their cultural rights, aince the number of Rumaniant; who could
read a publication in foreign langungfs in minimal compared to the 2.j mil-
lio- Iiun,-:rians whose mothertonguc is ilunarian, yet tacy are barred from
readingi th" new-,sp:vrers, magazins and honks, fiction or non-fi,:tion, publish-
od by th'ir own natin over the border and written in their molhertongae.
These publir:,stions are only foreign to the Rumanians but not to the Tran-
sylviini: )n :hjnr,:iri " ns.

There are Just two examplos how a Rumanian law can effect Hungarians detri-
mentaily, even oo that the law, allegedly or truly, ha. not hen brought
aira't t.rm. (Page 20., Plarai;raphs 3.and 4o,)

8/ It would b- dift'ic ilt to believe that "every Hungarian child has an equal
opportunity to :.tudy in his language" as Rumanian officials claim. Discri-
native minimum quotas for opening Hungarian classes still exist and the rati.^
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of Hlungarion school teachers and pupils to the total number of
the-e in entire Rumania hot, tumbled down from an average 10% in the 195,'
56 sohoolyear to 5% in the 1982/83. This is a preliminary finding based
on statiutical data included in pamphlet "The Truth about the National
Queution in Romanid'oompared to the data of "The Hungarian Nationality
in RomaniaV both published in Bucharest in 1962 and 1976, respeot'ivelyo

The overall proportion of the Hungarian population of Rumania is an esti-
mated 11% of the total. The Rumanian official statistics admits only 7.9%
which Is certainly wanted. Yet the Hungarian educational statistics is
less than the halif or the ratio of the Hungarian population. The figures
tond to indicate that more than one-third of the Hungarian children and
youth has never had the chance to attend Hungarian schools. (Page 20,21)

9/ The whereabout of the arrested editors of Ellenpontok, the Transylvanian.
samizdrjt paper in still not ascertained. Tn view of the Rumanian Foreign
Hinistry'n flat denial of thpir being taken In custody, the only credible
proof of their freedom could have been a personal meeting with the editors
hy you and your a.nociates. (Pare 21., Parnqraph 1.)

10/ The Hungarian Reformed Bishop Nagy (not NaJ as the report states) has been
a well known ool'nborator with the Rumanian comn!unist Covernment for years.
lie wa:n member of the Rumanian delegation which came to the United States
a few years aro to ptrticipate in a public relation campaign to firm up
Ruma.ujia'n imago a.Lroady then blurred by grave human right violations.

That your"discusion with the Bishop showed that he had coordinated closely
sis ntatemonts with those of the Foreign Ministry" indicates that other Ru-
muni'an statemente during your trip were manipulated in order to make the
situation in Rumania look better than it is. Of course, this sort of coor-
dination works a,;ainnt the credibility, in general, of Rumanian official
expl atn t 1 on,;.

IN -l:,,MM11ifi lIt' my asmesmo.nt of the Staff Report it is good to know that the
Committee of F'oreign Relattonn of the US Senate does inquire into the hu-
man right issues in US relations eith Rumania. It is reassuring that the
Staff Report took up the ethnic Hungarian situation in Rumania and possesse:
a good general knowledge about it. I consider it a positive result of our
effort., and thour of other Transylvanian organizations that "the Romanian
Government in increasingly sensitive to the international concerns over the
treatment of the ethnic Hungarian minority" - as the Executive Summary of
the Staff Report states it (Page 1).

It is fervently hoped that our struggle for the human and national rights
of Transylvanian Hungarians has reached a voint from where on a new phase
might follow, namely the period of actual improvements provided that the
Rumanian Government starts to rethink its all pervasive super-nationalism
with regard to national minorities and gradually accept the idea of equa-
lity between Rumanian, Hungarian and German ethnic groups in their common
homeland Trnnsylvania. If this change happens, I am glad that it happens
on our government's influence.

May 1983 L C

Louis L. Lote
president,
Committee of Transylvania, Inc.
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Ow.Vl loss

AL.ONC M, O*AMATO Os pi Pm.AWA

(Ill) *d?-.?)

WA$HINGTON. D.C. 20310

Juy 8-, 1983

A. John I Sawn, Chieg Cowuet
Houe MWa6 UMean Comittee
1102 LongwoAtA &t.U4ng

kohington, P. C. 2OSI5

Peai At. S4,mon:

Ene&4ed heew.ltU i4 ate4iat which ha been provided to
mi byUA.. lisc.Zan V. Owoet, le.taiing at 38 Weat 75th Steet, Mao
YoA, New Yo/k 10023, egomi the extenion o Mo t Favoted Nation
T'iadin 4t&tuA to Romania.

Last yea/i, Ak. Ow~et tehti64ed be~o'ie the Senate Finance
Committee on th. topie, and a numbeA o6 Senato mode jo4aVoute
comen6 on WL pueentotion.

I undeutand that Ak. Owet wW be appeaing bejo'ce youA
con'ittee on .latq 14, 1983, at a heaAing 06 the Subcoin.ttee, on Titade.
I hope that you WUo extend to him a po~ai.bte coutmae A.

Atoae P'Aato
United States Senatot
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Romania is
said to bebloc's worst
dictatorship

By David SperlingKEW YoOMK TAO",N syAW

When Lucien Orasel arrived in
the United States from Romania
five years ago, he couldn't speak a
word of English. But before long,
Orasel was writing articles that
were published in major U.S. news-
papers.

On Aug. 10, 1982, Orasel tes-
tified before the Senate Committee
on Finance. He was supposed to
testify before Congress again ear.
lier this month, but at the last
moment a House committee chair-
man refused to allow him to speak.

Orasel has a lot to say. The 40-
year-old Romanian exile, who spent
eight years in prison for what he
describes as "anti-communist
activities" in his homeland. is
chairman of the New York-based
American-Romanian Relations
Committee. He is spearheading a
campaign to inform Congress
about Romania, which is what he
calls the "most dictatorial govern.
ment" in the Soviet bloc, in an
effort to get it to repeal Romania's
Most Favored Nation (MFN) trade
status.

Romania, Hungary and Yugosla.
via are the only communist nations
that enjoy MFN status with the
United States. The special status
reduces U.S. tariffs on imported
Romanian machinery, shoes and
other products to their lowest pos-
sible levels.

Among the reasons Washington
has granted preferential treatment
to Romania is that the Bucharest
g overnment recognizes Israel and
has called for a compromise
between the United States and the
Soviet Union on the stationing of
intermediate-range nuclear mis-
siles in Europe.

But Romania, under President
Nicolae Ceauscescu, also has one
of the most repressive police-state
governments fn Eastern Europe,
allowing virtually no political dis.
sent or freedom of expression.

Orasel, a computer program-
mer who went into exile six years
ago because he refused to tuke a
loyalty oath to the goverkrncnt,
says Romania portrays itself as
-independent" from Moscow in
order to gain U.S. technology and-
preferential trade treatment.

But in reality, he says, the
"Romanian Soviet-directed puppet
government" is using Western
technology and loans granted by
Western banks to consolidate Its
power and to support fledging
Marxist regimes.

"Economic assistance to the
Romanian communist government
is usually justified on the grounds
that it will 'mellow' the commu-
nists and induce the regime to
gradually relax totalitarianism:'
Orasel said in Senate testimony last
year. But, he said, "there has never

een any sign of fundamental
change."

Orasel said there were "still
thousands, probably tens of thou.
sands" of prisoners in "Romanian
concentration camps:' In addition,
he charges, religious groups are
"brutally oppressed" for practic-
ing their faith.

"It requires a peculiar kind of
intellectual myopia to ship supplies
and technology to the communist
governments when they are instru.
mental in chaining fellow citizens,"
he said.

Earlier this month, Orasel says
he was invited to testify before the
International 'rade Subcommittee
of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, chaired by Rep. Sam Gib-
bons, D-Fla. lie had received
letters of recommendation from
Sen. Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., who
praised him as "an eloquent
spokesman who has first-hand
knowledge of the economic and
political conditions in the commu-
nist world:' and Sen. Robert Dole,
R-Kan., who wrote that "Mr. Orasel
knows from bitter personal exper-
ience the tyranny of the Romanian
communist government'

Nevertheless, one day before he
says he was scheduled to testify,
Orasel was informed by Gibbons'
appointments secretary, Flora Sul-
livan, that he would not be allowed
to speak before the subcommittee.

Orasel is not sure why he was
prevented from testifying, but he
suspects the Romanian govern-
ment exerted pressure on the sub-
committee.

out Da 14 Rohr, staff director of
the trade subcommittee, said
Orasel was "a liar" in asserting
that he was invited to testify. He
said "IS or 16 witnesses" were
called to testify at the hearing on
July 14 to present their views on
the Romanian trade status, while
thubcu rejected were asked to sub-
mit written testimony. The criteria
for calling witnesses to testify, he
said, were "having as balanced a
hearing as we could." He said he
could not recall the specific reason
why Orasel was not called to testify.

4A / FRIDAY, JULY 29, 1983
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July 8, 1983

Senate Foreign Relations Committee
1113 Dirken Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen:

Please be advised that Mr. Lucien V.
Orasel is a member in good standing of the
Bast Side Conservative Club.

This is to advise you that we fully
concur in the opinions set forth by Mr.
Orasel in. the attached copy of letter to
you dated July 1, 1983.

Very truly yours,

Thomas A. Bolan
Chairman
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AMERICAN ROMANIAN
RELATION COMMITTEE

P.O.Box 1291
Ansonia Station

New YorkN.Y. 10023
(212)877-3674

July 1,1983

Senate Foreign Rlations Comitt
1113 Dirken BUildingj
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirss

I pray you will read my letter very carefuly. I am, minced that the
future security of Pmanian pSCpleA thir families and the entire nation my
depend on how you respon to it.

In 1944 the Soviet Union le by Stalin, oe d its smpire, not only through
the a-nation or political a of adjacent lands, but also by extnding
its influmve over foreign territory across the seas.

Year 1944 has since a set epssion in the Pmnian language. it mans
arrests at a rate of hunreds-of t eanid a year, a kind of plaque in which
no one knw who will be nxt.

From tim to tim in the last fifty years, both nuicratic and Rublican
administation have practice *peaceful trad" with the Soviet Union and its
ommnist sallita t , inuding .mnia. This transfer of free
entpris tehology by the United States and its ra-ppean allies, has cre-
ated a formidable comic and military power. In this "peacful trade" ther
was a transfer of technology to produce military good. Not only wa crew
served and automatic wsam sold, but also the technology with which to

manfacurethese weapons was negotiated. Peaceful trde becwre the carrier
vehicle by which equiprant technology and skills were transferred from the West,
mainly the United States, to omnmit contriss.

Free trade is nmently dfirable in a free wld of nncoxercive societies
but free trade with a statist system is not nwtral. That peaceful trade"
is a myth. To the omimmst countries all go are strategic. All this
creates and maintains an ewV that we annually spend over $160 billion to de.-
feat against.

e cmmiist camtries have made masterly use of a word "mdtente," and the
Rmanian Soviet-directed piet -er t cites and preaches the great word
of a r 4 ; ,- idemn-e in Washington to gain Amrican technlogy. Th Pmotian
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ocrmnist g t's hypocrisy is its most powerful tool it used it to
destroy its enemies and divert the attention from its activities in per-
petuating human rights violations on a stupendous scale. There is also no
guarantee that United States strategic-materials imported by Romanian commu-
nist government will not be shipped on to the Soviet Union.

Persecution of Rananians, cmanian Orthodox, Rananian Baptist, Rananian
CaEolics Byzantine Rite, and Romaian m cities.

Econom-ic assistance to the Romanian communist government is usually justified
on the grounds that it will "mllow" the camuists and induce the regime to
gradually relax totalitarianism. This has been the argument for over fifty
years. There have never been any signs of fwx mental change. And since this
economic assistance is precisely the means by which the ccmmnist military
establishment is maintained, it is well to emphasize both the continuation
of repression by the Romanian ccmmist authorities and the absence ot
"mellowing,

Internal actions confirm that Romanian communist government is acting exactly
as we would expect a statist regime to act. There are still thousands, prob-
ably tens of thousands in Romanian concentration caps. The repression taxes
several form. Firstly, religious groups are brutally oppressed for no more
than their wish to practice the natural right of worshipThe minorities
have recently been in the news, but the Baptists have long suffered perse-
cution, as have the Rananian Orthodox and Catholics-Byzantine Rite. The case
of Reverend D. Calciu has aroused considerable interest in Europe (but not in
the United States where the wire services are indifferent to details of
cmmunist persecution).

The Committee for Freedom and Justice has stated: "His worthy noting that all
of the 'Hman Rights' propaganda is directed against comunist-targeted
governents, while the hundreds of millions reduced to slavery and penury,
or driven from their homes or murered by communist dictatorships around the
world are simply written off by these highly one-sided critics. Those who
attempt to defend their countrymen from this fate are instead, attacked as
shameful violators of human rights.

Dear Sirs, no one has ever presented evidence, hard evidence, that trade
leads to peace. It is true that peace leads to trade. But that's not the same

Communisn is not mellowing. Concentration camps are still there. The mental
hospitals take the overload. Persecution of religious groups continues.
Harassment of people continues as it did before. Freedom and liberty do not
exist, and it has resulted in deprivation of human rights for millions of
people.

As of 1982, the world has before it a clear history of sixty-five years of
documented communist terror: formation of unrest, crises, conflict and
aggression; deceit; lies; oppression; the detention of irnocent people in
jails and mental institutions; marders; discrimination against non-ccommmsts;
the cruel suppression of governs; the unjust confiscation of property;
pitting of children against parents, encouraging one to inform on the other;
the separation of families; the suppression of monastaries and convents,
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the closing of churches and church-related schools; the execution of bishops,
Opponents and countless others; and the enslavement of millions.

The plain fact is that irresponsible policies in the past have built us an
enemy and maintain that enm in the business of totalitarian rule and con-
quest. It requires a peculiar kind of intellectual myopia to ship supplies
and technology to the camnist governments when they are instrumental in
chaining fellow citizens.

C=unist technical independence is a porful instrument for wrld peace,
if we want to use it. It is the nost humane weapon that can be conceived.
We have always had that option. We have never used it. That, we beg you,
Dear Sirs, do not grant the status of most favored nations to the Ptmanian
Soviet-directed communist government.

Sig~l ours, ,

Lucien Orasel
Chairman
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Senate Foreign Relations Cmrlttee
1113 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dor Sirs:

I would like to offer my support of Mr. Lucien Orasel and the letter he has
written to our President and to you.
Mr. Orasel has expressed concern over the trade policies that built the
Soviet Union and Its satellite communist countries, including Romania.
We have know r. Orasel for over three years. He Is a umber of the "1776
Conservative Club" and we have worked extensively with him on political
campaigns for President Reagan and Senator DAmto.
We have found him to be knowledgeable In international affairs and an astute
observer of comniist activities.
His motivation is tremendous. In resistance to the communist government in
Rmania he wrote several letters to the United Nations describing how Romanian
people were being deprived of their human rights. Mr. Lucien Orasel was
himself persecuted and Imprisoned for his activities against comunism. The
United Nations became Interested in his fight for freedom and helped him to
leave Romania and come to the United States.

Because of his personal experience with oppression, Lucien Orasel holds an
extraordinary appreciation for freedom of thought and speech that most Americans
take for granted.

.yn,- Sie. .. New br4, Nuv X 1 M EMMa4Ee
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When Lucien chose the United States to be his new home, he studied with vigor
United States' political legal and justice system In more depth than most
citizens.
Kr. Lucien Orasel is sklijyou todnl favored nation status to the
Romanian cMunist government.

I agree with this point of view.

Our policy of subsidizing self-declared enemies Is neither rational nor
moral. The purpose of the detente according to camunists, is to give the
Soviets sufficient strength for a renewed assault on the West.

Incredibly, the Soviets are spending 85 percent more on defense procurement,
than we are right now. And what's more, they are building three times as
many strategic and tactical weapons as the United States.

In W opinion, our country, today, faces the gravest danger to its existence
since the outbreak of the second World War.

We can stop the Soviets and its satellite coemunist countries any time we
want to, without using a single gun or anything more dangerous than a piece
of paper, denying them any kind of economical and technical assistance and
stopping trade with them. A

Conservative Club"
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AiIERICAN-ROMANIAN
RELATIONS COMMITTEE

P.O. Box 1291
Ansonia Station

New York, N.Y. 10023
(212) 877-3674

The President of the United States
The Senate of the United States July 17,1983
The House Of Representatives
The Speaker of the House of

Representatives

We, the Romanian exiles who have escaped from communism in
our home country, wish to protest the granting of most-favored-
nation status to the current Romanian government, so long as the
government remains oppressive and denies basic human rights to
its citizens.

We have asked to testify on this most-favored-nation status
before the International Trade Subcommittee of the House Ways and
Means Committee. We wish to advise the committee of the current
status of human rights in Romania, since we are in contact with
people who are living in Romania, and we can bring to the committee
information on their experiences and our own.

We have written Representative Sam Gibbons, asking to testify
before his subcommittee. We have sent him a letter describing
what we wish to say. Representative Gibbons, however, has refused
to let us speak before his subcommittee!

It was our understanding that a Congressional subcommittee
held hearings to obtain information or public questions on both
sides of an issue, not Just one side favored by the chairman. We
have, in fact, testified on this matter before the Senate Finance
Committee. I am writing to you on behalf of the American-Romanian
Relations Committee to ask if you can help at least to let us
testify on this important matter.

We have been informed by Representative Gibbons' office that he
decides who will testify before his subcommittee, and that his
decision is final. We have been told by Hepresentative Gibbons's
office that, since Representative Gibbons favors continuation of
the most-favored-nation status for the communist government of
Romania, and we do not favor it, we will not be permitted to speak.

We are accustomed to such treatment in Romania. Some of us,
including the undersigned, have suffered persecution in Romania
Oor speaking up for human rights. We are used to arbitrary deci-
sions by government officials. We did not expect this in America.
Will you, too, deny us the right to speak?
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Even the Romanian government was invited, by Senator Cranston,
to testify on this legislation before the Senate. We are, many
of us, American citizens, who are asking for the same privilege.
Will you help us?

We relize you have no right, according to Representative
Gibbons's office, to have any voice in who testifies before his
subcommittee. We still believe America is free enough that we can
appeal to you to try to change Mr. Gibbons's decision.

As former Romaians who undertand what life in Romania is like,
and who are in contact with those still in Romania, we wish to
bring to you our facts and our views on this important matter.
Will you help us?

Sincerely Yours,

Lucien Orasel
Chairman
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July 9,1983

Senate Foreign Relations Comittee
1113 Dirksen Butldin1
vashington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirs:

The 1776 Conservative Club supports Lucien Orasel 's letter asking you to
deny Rmania ost favored nation status. r. Orsel is certainly qualified
to make a case against trade with Romania. Born and raised in Romania, he
knows what iS happening in that country. He experienced first-hand the
oppressive government of Soviet-backed President Ceauscu and was Imprisoned
for several yea s for his anti-government activities.

We have bama Mr. Orasel for over three years and have worked together on
tany club activities, including campaigning for Ronald Reagan's election as
United States President.

During those activities and club meetings, Mr. Orasel has often described
life wder a camunist government. He's ade all of us stop and truly reflect
on wfat a comunist governmt would mean in our lives. Thank God, we live in
a free country. Dear Sirs, he has made us more aware and concerned about
communim. That is why this organization stands with him In asking you to deny
most favored nation status to Romania.

Sincerely,

1776 CONSERVATIVE CLUB

Nancy nJa nWz 6'pin
Charman

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

lk r17*7
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38 West 75th Street
New York, N. Y. 10023
July 13, 1983

Letters to the Editor
The Tampa Times
202 South Parker Street
Tampa, Florida 33606

Gentlemen:

We, the Rinnian exiles who have escaped from Communism in our hone country,
have asked to testify before the International Trade Subcommittee of the House
Ways and Means Comittee, in order to oppose the 'most-favored nation' trade
status which the Congress has granted to the Communist government of Romania.

We opose rewarding the Communist rulers of Romania by granting them access
to Americantrade and technology on a most-favored nation status. We know
what Communism is like, and many of us, including myself, were imprisoned in
Romania for standing up for human rights. Even the New York Times has said
'under President Ceausescu's watchful eye, one of every three adults is to
report on the other two in what is believed to be the most efficient secret
police network in Communist Europe.'

But your Congressman, Mr. Sam Gibbons, refuses to even let us speak! We
have asked to testify on this important matter, and we have sent Congressman
Gibbons a letter outlining what we wish to say. He refuses to let us speak
because we will criticize the Communist government of Romania, and he does not
want to criticize them for fear they will stop letting Jews emigrate from Romania.

Yet we have testified before the United States Senate on this same matter, and
our testimony has not stopped this emigration. Senator Dole has let us speak.
The Senate is not afraid to allow criticism of the Cimunists of Romania, and
apparently neither are the people in Senator Dole's home state of Kansas.

hat is the matterwith the people in Congressman Gibbons's home district in
Florida? Will you help us? Will you ask Congressman Gibbons to let both sides
of this question be heard? Why won't Congressman Gibbons allow us to speak about
the tyranny of the Communists in our home country?

We know the power of Communism in Romania. We have suffered in Communist jails
because the Communists would not let us speak freely. Are the Communists so strong,
are they so beloved in Florida, that you, too, will not let us speak?

We appeal to you, the people of Congressman Gibbons's district, to give us our
freedom of speech. Scn~one must speak out against favored treatment for this
Communist tyranny in Romania, and we who have lived under Communism in Romania
are the best qualified to do this. Will you ask your Congressman to let us speak?
Will you help us?

Sil ly yours,

Luicien Orasel
for the American-Romanian Relations Committee
Telephone: (212) 877-3674 (office)
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SOLLER, SINGER & HORN-

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
NO 10 THEIMEW;O

41 HUDSON STREET

GERALOS HORN' NETWORK, NEW YORK 10014 INTL TELEX 426510

SHERRY L SINGER 4212) 807.0200

CARL R. SOLLER"

IMIM8E9 N V & 0 C NAP

MEMIMft N V 6 N J SAR

July 29, 1983

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Finance Committee
U.S. Senate
Dirksen Building, Suite 215
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Continuation of MFN Status for Romania

Dear Senator Danforth:

On behalf of our client, Caravelle Pour Homme, Ltd., we
wish to register our support for the President's determi-
nation to continue most-favored-nation (MFN) status for the
Socialist Republic of Romania. We believe that only through
the continuation of MFN status can we hope to achieve the im-
provements in emigration and human rights sought by the United
States.

Caravelle Pour Homme, Ltd. is an importer of men's
wearing apparel from around the world. Its major source of
supply is Romania. The company is located in both New York,
New York and Jersey City, New Jersey and employs close to 100
workers. Its merchandise is sold to hundreds of stores through-
out the United States.

The allowance of MFN by the United States serves as a
means of influencing the policies of other countries. Perhaps
indicative of the effect which MFN status has on relations with
Romania is Caravelle Pour Homme, Ltd.'s own experience this
past spring. We had been advised that because of the "educa-
tion tax", the President would not recommend the continuation
of MFN status. As a result, numerous high-level discussions
were held between the executives of Caravelle Pour Homme, Ltd.
and officials of the Romanian government. Pressure was brought
to bear on the Romanian government to obtain a change in this
policy so that the President might recommend the continuation
of MFN. This pressure, from Caravelle Pour Homme, Ltd. and
others, apparently worked. As you know, the President has re-
ceived assurances, both public and private, that the "education
tax" will no longer be enforced.
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It was the threatened loss of MFN status which re-
sulted in this change. Were we to revoke this status, we would
lose all leverage with the government of Romania and thereby be
unable to effect any changes in their emigration and human
rights policies. Recognizing that this status must be renewed
annually, the Romanians have, by necessity, been forced to tem-
per their policies.

The goal of achieving emigration unhampered by dis-
criminatory laws and regulations cannot be attained without a
dialogue between our two countries. Closing the door to trade
can only result in severely limiting, if not totally eliminat-
ing, such dialogue. It will not accomplish our goal, nor will
it aid the plight of prospective emigrants from Romania to this
and other countries. Accordingly, on behalf of our client,
Caravelle Pour Homme, Ltd., we urge you to support the cbntinu-
ation of MFN status for the Socialist Republic of Romania.

Very truly yours,

SOLLER, SINGER & HORN

Gerald B. Horn
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Submission for the Record
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

STATEMENT OF LASZLO PASZTOR, CHAIRMAl OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE AMERICAN
RUN RIAN FEDERATION, INC., IN CONNECTION WITH THE FURTHER EXTENSION OF WAIVER
AUTHORITY GRANTED BY SUBSECTION 402(C) OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974, COMMONLY
REFERRED T6 AS "MOP FAVORED' NAT'ION STATUS (MFN) TO HUNGARY AND ROMANIA.

The American Hungarian Federation, Inc. (AHF) with its member churches,

federations, clubs and chapters, is continuing to monitor the situation in

Hungary and Romania.

President Reagan attached documents to his letter to the Congress of the United

States of June 3, 1983 giving his reasons for the extension of waiver authority

which state:

"These agreements continue to be fundamental elements
in our political and economic relations with those
countries, including our important productive exchanges
on human rights and emigration matters."

With respect to Hungary, the AHF has not, and does not now, oppose MFN to that

country. The AHF adopts this posture because of the benefits to U.S. trade

policies and to the Hungarian people of expanded trade and because of the

concomitant economic reforms and relative liberalizing trends that have been

initiated in Hungary in the past. Recently, however, there are ominous signs

of a reversion to more oppressive policies. For instance, the renowned author,

Csori Sandor, has been deprived of one year's income by the authorities and told

that he would not be allowed to publish or travel abroad for that same period

of time. The reason for his "punishment" was for writing a foreward in a book

authored by Miklos Duray of Czechoslovakia who chronicled the oppressive measures

taken against that country's Hungarian minority. Therefore, we encourage this

committee to emphasize to the Hungarians that their human rights record is also
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an Important factor which is taken into account by Congress when it considers

continued or expanded trade. Specifically, we urge that the Hungarian govern-

ment restore Csori Sandor's and the other harassed intellectuals' civil rights.

The AHF, as well as its individual members have, with growing anxiety, followed

the gross and persistent human rights violations in Romania. Particularly

alarming is the discrimination and persecution of the 2.5 million Hungarian

minority by the Romanian government whose obvious intent is to denationalize

and assimilate the members of that group. Equally disturbing and tragic are

the oppressive measures taken against religious groups.

As stated by the Staff Report submitted to the Congress of the United States

by the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, dated November, 1982

at page 66:

"Amnesty International, the International Human Rights
Law Group and ethnic constituencies in Western CSLE
states assert that the Romanian Government discriminates
against minorities as a matter of policy. Others maintain
that no national policy of discrimination exists p se,
but that the government's emphasis on national unTy and
societal change in effect permits biased officials to
engage in widespread discriminatory practices with impunity.
Since-there are few realistic opportunities, except for
emigration, for redress of human rights grievances,
making the distinction as to whether or not a discrimina-
tory national policy toward minorities exist makes
little practical difference."

In fact, the widespread oppression under which the members of the Hungarian

minority live in Romania is well documented. These include the precipitous

decline of Hungarian-language educational institutions at the elementary and

high school levels and the elimination of Hungarian universities; the

dissolution of compact Hungarian communities; the suppression of Hungarian and
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other minority languages; curtailment of human contacts and cultural exchanges with

Hungarians outside of Romania; harassment of churches and religious groups and

confiscation of their archives; falsification of census figures and history;

and the concomitant persecution of individuals who raise their voice against

political, social, cultural and religious discrimination with the most outspoken

individuals being condemned to forced-labor camps or held incommunicado with

little or no trace of their whereabouts.

Examples of the persecution of individuals who speak out against Romanian

denationalization policies include the arrest in November of numerous Hungarian

intellectuals in connection with the publishing of the samizdat Ellenpontok

(Counterpoints). Two of those arrested, Ara-Kovacs Attila and Toth Karoly,

were beaten and subjected to brutal interrogations. After their release they

were subsequently harassed and taken again into custody.

Other outspoken Hungarians, such as Borbe Erno and Biro Katalin of Miercurea

Ciuc, disappeared last November and are presumed to have been sentenced to

life imprisonment. Similarly, Visky Arpad of Sfintul Gheorghe disappeared in

February, 1983 after he was arrested by the Romanian secret police.

Subsequently, at the end of April he was tried in Bucharest and sentenced to

forced labor to the Danube Delta.

Despite the extension by the United States of trade benefits to Romania during

the past several years and despite wishful thinking that continued trade

without anything more will' somehow enhance human rights in Romania, the contrary

is actually the case.
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Therefore, we urge this committee to communicate in no uncertain terms by

withholding MFN to Romania and thereby signaling that the Congress shall not

ignore oppressive policies directed at Romania's ethnic and religious groups

and continued trade benefits from the United States will not be extended unless

some measures are taken to ease the plight of those groups.

As Romania's suspension of the emigration tax clearly demonstrated, Romania

can be quite sensitive and responsive to the specter of losing trade advantages.

The AHF wishes the U.S. to use whatever leverage it may .,,joy to enhance the

rights of Rominia's persecuted Hungarian and other ethic and religious minorities.
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July 21, 1993

The Honorable Roderick Dearmeiit
Chief Council
Committee of Finance
Room S.D. 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

RE: Favored Nation Status of the Sta

Dear Sir:

The Executive Committee of the Genera
Alliance received a report on the wor
Romania, and on the basis of knowledg
gives its support to the renewal of M(
Romania.

Baptists in Romania now number 160,00
are added, the total community is more
people have joined together in local c
statute the Baptist Union of Romania.
is one of the fastest growing church t
services for new converts are held reg
young people among the new believers i
impressed by the progress made by Bapt
new church buildings and Christian edu
present time a number of new church bu
and major renovations are underway in
are being considered.

Permits for the importation of Bibles
people are being trained for ministry

Baptists are well known for their stan
Various issues have been discussed wit
have noted with satisfaction that Roma
Eastern Europe which has granted recog

Delegates from the Baptist Union of Ro
international gatherings arranged by ti
appreciate the fact that Romanian Bapti
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The Baptist World Alliance expresses its support for the continuation ofFavored Nation Status for Romania. Any changes in status could result inhardship for the people of Romania whom Baptists in that country seek toserve.

Yours sincerely,

Gerhard Claas
General Secretary
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•Association of the foner mnsian
?oliticul Prigmn

31-25 9 St.
Sew York#X..*11569

:Ar. Roderick A. DeArmnt, Chief Counsel, tol.(212) 672-9 M
Committee on Finance, Room 219.
Dirkeew Senate Office Building
Washinoton, D.C. 20510

SeW YorkJUy 19 196)

Mr.Peeide'nt

In behalf of the Aaoooiation of the lomer Roenian Politiosi Prisoners,
a non-profit corporation chartered by the State of Now Yorkwhos pur-
poses are to defend its political refsees who came to this country to
seek refuge frog the Comnmist oppression in their hoselendand to org&-
nio a common front for a f"e and dimoorstic miaten, we are forwarding
to you this written statment of facts concorniag the further extension
of the YOST FAVORED NATZCI()I)TUADW STATES granted to the Soctalilst
Repablio of Romania on A uat 391975v

Before any action Is take In this mttertit is our sacred duty to info m
you about the excruciating bzutalitioe applied to the political prisoners
by the Communid mAohine after manis was delivered up to the Soviet Inva-
sion.
Even today the crimes and decew are still omMttd against the Romanis
under the very qeye of the FTe World.
The destruction of the Indlvieldu behind the iras curtain is still unknoum
by the Tree orld.Thero we jiordiblo fsts that take plooe at this mssents
moral prossurophisical depsatnmahgerbeating and slsve labor.
The Communist Goverment of lcamsi bedly needs outside help to improve it

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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economic quakes and shoulder its burdens and payments in foreign debts,

If the MOST FAVORED NATION READING STATUS were a real benefit fto the

Romanians,wi would be the first to recommend a further extention of MPN

treatment for our country* But for 40 years Romania is economically and

militarily tied to the Soviet Union andat the same timeis one of the

least developed countries in Imaope.At p-osent the Government has insti -

tuted measures that increase the food prices.This indicates that the

nation's foundations are collapsing.
All sources of power a"e dictatorially in the hands of President Ceausesou

and his oollaborators.The Romania'e position was demonstrated at the

Warsaw Pact $,mit meeting of May 1980. Today Romania in the most loyal

Soviet illy united by treaty.

In approving extention of WN treatmentand in consideration of the

President's recommendation for the Socialist Republic of Romaniawe would

like to bring to your attention the following demand for the Romanian

victims from behin& the iron curtains

1. The release of the political and religious prisoners from

prisons or incarceration among people suffering from mental

illness.

2. The suspension of the decree concerning the taxes payment

for education by those who for all kind of reasons intend

to emigrate or leave the country.

3. The freedom of speech and the people's access to the press.

4. The right of emigrating or traveling (the Jackson Vanik

amendment which allows to everybody this right).

5. The years spent by the political prisoners in labor-camps

or prisons to be taken into consideration as yeprs of

employment.

6. Damages caused to former Romanian political prisoners to

be paid accordingly.

Considering America's role as the leader of freedom,we trust that you will
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pay full attention to our statements and to our leogitlate demands
in behalf of the Romanian viotms who cannot speak from behind the

iron curtain, and take a trm stand rcarding the Romanian Conswist
oovoz nt,by getting them to plodge our above mentioned requests

so vital for the Romanlan People*

Ploae make the necessy representation with the repective authorities.

Thank you tor you considertion. .

Since lYo

haria any

0 o 'v diu Borcea

Vice proqideipt

Geoge Io daCh5
S cretary

Grigore Caraza
Treasury

e[as Adams-Muresanu

Members
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- STATEMENT OF ARISTIDI NICOLAIR

to be included in the printed record of the hearings held by the
Senate Committee on Finance on July 29, 1983 on the Section

402 of the Trade Act of 1974 with Romania.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND HONORABLE MEMlBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

My name is Arietide Nicolsie; I live at 1330 aassachusetts Ave. NW.
Washington, DC, 20005. I em U.S. citizen; I left my native country
Romania in December 1944, and never visited her since then.

I am active in the Romanian community here in Waahington being a
member of the pariah coucil of the Romanian Church"Holly Cross"
and President of the Union and League Romanian Society 'Dacia Felix".
Before arriving in Washington eight years ago, I was active in the
Romanian community in New York City where I lived over 20 years.

I testify before this Committee as an individual on behalf of my
family, that is my eighty years old mother, my sister and the son
of my sister. Their name and address is:

Mince Nicolas, Cornelia Nicolas and Corneiiu Nicolas
Soo. Panduri No.S,et.1, spt.7, Sect.5,

Bucuresti, Romania, 76229

After many years of patience and hope Of changes, my mother together
with my sister and her son decided to give up and leave Romania and
come to Join me here in the United States.

On December 1979 they applied to the Romanian authorities for approval
to emigrate. They were refused; they applied again and again - 34
(thirty four) times until now - again and again they wore refused.
I sent them the necessary affidavits of support and I applied to the
U.S. Immigration Service for their immigration which was granted on
June 18, 1982.

It is my feeling that at least under the provisions of the Trade Act
of 1974, Sec. 402 my people should have been allowed to leave
Romania long time ago.

It took me some courage to come to testify before this Committee.
I love my native country Romania and I hope to see her again
sometime in near future. There is among our romanisn people here in
United Stotes a general fear to testify publicly or to express one's
true feelings about the situation in Romania.

The fear to testify I I know of many people who do not want to testify
because of fear of reprisals by the Romanian officials; there are
romanians, american citizens who are refused by romanian officials
a visa to visit their relatives in Romania.

The contention of the Romanian officials that the provisionsof the
Sec. 402 would be an intrusion into the internal affairs of
Romania cannot be true. The Trade Act of 1974 is a mutually agreed
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document binding both parties to its implementation. In my opinion,
the American authorities do not intrude in the Romania's internal
affairs; actually I believe that the American authorities do not
do enough in helping and protecting the implementation of the
Sec. 402 en behalf of the american citizens and immigrants.

The results so far of the Most Favored Nation status under the
Trade Act of 1974 ca be sumnrized in a few lnese

1- The Romanai government exports for hard currency to the
United States and other western countries goods of which the
Romanian people are more and more deprived.

2- The Konanian government succeeded to accumulate a debt
tothe United States and other western countries of about $12
billion 0 and is tottering now on the verge of bsncruptcy -
bancruptcy which is further stalled by additional western loans-
nam'ety, 500 million dollars approved recently by the International
l4onetary Fund.

3- The Romanian people of Rojenia and tOe A;,,ericsn citizens
of the United States cannot fully trust that their own governments
ore truly willing and able to implement the terms of the Trod# Act.
The fear, dismay, uncertainty and mistrust experienced by these
people cannot be of advantage to either government or country.

4- The economic situation and the status of human rights in
Romania actually worsened since the initiation of the 1FN status.

5- The American citizens cannot help their relatives in
Rotania except at unreasonable high costs and confiscatory
customs payments for goods either sent by parcel post or brought
by tourist-relatives into Romania.

6. The lobbies of private enterprises that do business with
Romania confound their own interests with the interests of the
Romanian anid American -people - a sort of "what is good for them
(private e:terprises) is good for America" 0. These lobbies use
to present the economic, political and hum., rights situation
in Romania in glowing terms, which as can b proved by many
facts, is not the case.

There are many more negative aspects of he W1qF status; all
of them, it seem to m, outweight the advantsg a accrued to both
United States and Romania.

We hove nixed feelings about the HFN ststs8 and the U.S.
President's waiver of the requirements under thi Sec. 402. We want
that the MPI status be truly auccesfull,truly advantageous to
both Anerican and RomanLan People; as it worked so far, we do not
see enough reasons to be continued.
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Here included is one of t,e -nost striking docL.-,ents that prove
the cruel ardeships of life in Roi:snia; many of the Romanians w
who cannot escape front. their own country eitLer by erai&rating
or by running away do corz,.,ait suicide; - the higl.est suicide
rate in tLe world, r,ore titan 550 % t'.e rate, in t:ne Vnited States,
ccording to the United Nations' De:.iographic Yeartook of 1979.

Suicide Rates
for Selected Countries

year Rate
Romanis 107 0.5
Hu"ry 1078 43.1
fIas Grmany 170 30.5
Finland 1074 26.1
Austria 1978 24 8
Switzerland 1978 23.9
Denmark 1078 23.3
West Germany 1078 22 2
Czechoslovakia 1078 20.8
Sweden 1978 10.0
Luxembourg 178 18.6
Japan 1978 17.7
Belgium 1970 18.6
France 1077 16e
Cuba 1071 15.0
South Africa (white) 1971 14 5
Yugoslavia 1076 13.4
Poland 1978 133
Canada 1976 128
United states 1976 12.8
Iceland 1078 1I.0
Norway 1977 11.4.
Slngap e 170 11.4
Australia 1077 11.1
Uruguay 1978 106
Nethertands 1978 9.7
Puerto Rico 1077 0 5
New Zoaland 1076 92
El Salvador 1071 0.7
Portugal 1976 06

Kong 1076 0.3
UK., Scolland 107 0. I
U.K.. England and Wales 1077 80
Argentina 1077 7.0

Ioly 1972 6.6
Chile' 1070 S.7
lasol 1078 5.0
South Artica (black) 1071 5.6
keland 1076 4.7
U.K., Nothern Ireland 1977 4.6
Venezuela 1077 4.6
Costa Rkia 178.
Kw&wa 1377 0.4
Jordan 1070 0.2
Kenya 1070 0.

~C# *W ~~ Grfl e (1r'tV 11 to. *10s0~'. U Ue~, utV1^O .g
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Included in this statement are the following names of persons
who are trying to bring their relatives out of Romania and are
submitted to lo delaies by the romanian officials:

Constantin Rotsru, Los Angeles, California, American Citizen
Mother - Andreica Rotaru, Bucharest, Romania
Brother - Harian Rotsru, Bucharest, Romania

George Covaci, Chicago, Illinois, American born Citizen
Brother - Andrei Covaci, with wife and two children,

Sannicolaul Fare, Romania

Elisabeth Negrau, Chicago, Illinois, American Citizen
Brother - Flores Stan with wife and two children,

Bucharest, Romania

Nicolse Pop, Chicago, Illinois, American Citizen
Fiance - Ana Horar, Bucharest, Rotuanis

Carolina Biltoc, Muscatine, Iowa
Sister,- Petruta Mincu, with husLand and son

Bucharest, Romanis

Aurelia Zaharia Arjoca, Jersey City, New Jersey
Brother - Eugen Liviu Arjocs, Campina-Prahova, Romania

Alexandru Cojanu, Ridgewood, New York
Wife and two children, Ploesti, Romania

Rev. George Gage, Merrillville, Indiana,
Mother - Voichits lelita, Timisoars, Romenia

Dora Neagu, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
Brother - Barbu Christian Hor Jan with wife and child,

Romania

Nadejda Goles, Miami Beach, Florida, American Citizen
Nephew - Radu Poenaru with wife and child,

Bucharest, Romania

Hihaela Zugravescu, Baltimore, Maryland,
Son - Horis Zugravescu, Bucharest, Romania

Viorel Dumitrescu, Anaheim, California,
Wife and son - Niculina Dumitrescu, Bucharest, Romania

Florica Ichim(and mother),Kitchener, Ontario, Canada
Sister (and daughter) - Harics Batu with two children

Bucharest, Romania
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Visslon Ti&.nils, Winnipeg, Hanitoba, Canada
Wife - Roi eriie

An& TaLara, Winsor, Ontario, Canada
Sea - loon Ecsedy with wife and two children,

Timisoara, Romania

Dinu Stefanescu, Waterloo, Belgium
Wife and two children - Mioara Stefaneacu,

Bucharest, Romaaia

Thank you very much,

Aristide Nicolasi

26-235 0 - 83 - 25
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THE TRANSYLVANIAN WORLD FEDERATION
U. S. RANCH AND AFFIUATID ORGANIZATIONS

Presidents
Dr. A. Wa$s do C20"e

ft. 1, sox S$
Astor, Fla. 32002

Wahilngton VePreentatve
Mrs. Ilona lolssenin

3914 Ttrraoa Drive
AnnandaeC, Vs. 2*003

General secretary
Dr. John Mada-

1450 Grace Avenue
Clevoland Ohio 44107

Columbia
TO i

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.

Arsona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
District of
Florida
Georqia
lilinois
Indi atoa
Michigan
Missouri
New Jersey
Nov York
Ohio
Ponnsylvanis
Wiscotsin

Oedicaled To The Just Cause Of The Opessed Peoples Of Transylvania

Mr.Chairmant
As the legal representatives of this organisation,as

vell as loyal and proud citizens of the United States of America,
we strongly oppose the renewing of the "Most Preferred Nation"
status to the government of the Socialist Republic of Romania
due to the following reasons:
1./ Last year this status was renewed to Romania in order to give
the Romanian government a chance to improve its emigration practices
and its treatment of the ethnic minorities.We have more than
sufficient proof that these conditions were not met.
2./ Though the "emigration tax" was allegedly abolished on paper
during the month of May 1983,in practice there are no serious
improvements noticable.Persons who are petitioning to leave the
country are still suffering the same harassment as beforeoespeoially
if they are not of the Jewish race.
3./ The treatment of the nearly three-million Hungarians gro worse
during the last year instead of improving,as we have sufficiently
proven it during the past year in our Transylvanian Quarterly.
4./ The Protestant as well as the Roman Catholic churches are
under heavier oppression than everoOldhistoric churches are demolish(
under the pretext of being "unsafe" ,and building permits for now
ones denied.This persecution is especially notioablo against the
Baptist Ohurohas the Gentleman of Kentuck already reported to
this Subcommittee.
5./ Hungarian poetstwriterartists,olerymuensad other intellectuals
are arrested in greater numbers than ever on trumped-up charges*
They are beatentorturedand even killed.One ot the latest victims
of this "ethnooide" is a noted Hungarian historian who was working



THE TRANSYLVANIAN WORLD FEDERATION
U. . RANCHES AND AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS

Pragident,
or# A. mase de C9ege

t. 1 Box So
Astor, Fla. 32002

Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
District of Colutbie
Ploride
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
"ichigan
Missouri
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

Wahington representatives,
Nrs. Ilona loieenn

3914 Terr&ce Drive
Anandale, Va. 22003

Cant. :

on a research project dealing vith the early history of
Hungarian villages in Transylvania.

The truth isthat the government of Romania is an
extremely brutal dictatorship based on the rule of a small
communist minoritywhich does not believe in the basic human
rights of its citizens and has no respect for international
agreements,

We strongly feelthat encouraging this government
by any kind of aid would seem that we approve the evil it
perpetratesand therefore it is against the very principles
upon which America was builtand still stands.

In the name of the United States Branches of the
Transylvanian World Federation and Affiliated Organizations,
go well as in the name of 1.7 million American citizens of
Hungarian descent

WE HEEBY LODGE OUR PROTEST AGAINST RENEWING THE MOST
NATION STATUS TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE SOCIALIST

REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA.

On this 19th day of July,19831,

Respectfully:

Albert Wass de Czege
president

Mrs.Ilona Boissenin
Washington Representative

gen.seoretary

Dedicated To The Just Cause Of The Oppressed Peoples Of Transylvania

General Secretary:
Dr. John Wades

1450 Grace Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44107
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NOOMNEUER ~
PRESIDENT

July 11, 1983
Senator John Danforth

Cha rman
International Trade Subcommittee
Finance Committee
460 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

This letter is directed to you because of your Chairmanship on the
Subcommittee on International Trade of the Finance Committee and the
pending hearings concerning the continuance of Most Favored Nations
status for Hungary and Romania.

Our company, PepsiCo Inc., through its various divisions, has had
positive and cooperative trade relations with Hungary and Romania for
over a decade.

I am writing to you as President and Chief Executive Officer of
PepsiCo's Wine & Spirits International Division, as an international
executive, and U.S. citizen, who in his dealings with the various
ministries and trade enterprises of Hungary and Romania has been
impressed with their good will, sincerity, and cooperation in our
joint-commercial relationships, both in the areas of their purchase
of Pepsi-Cola from us and our purchases of wines from them.

We introduced Romanian wines in the United States in October 1976
under the trademark Premiat. This has proven to be a success in that
we have been able to provide the U.S. consumer with imported wines
from Romania of outstanding quality at good value. We will shortly be
doing the same with Hungarian wines. In turn, our Pepsi-Cola business
in Hungary and Romania has been growing and dollar purchases by both
the Hungarians and Romanians of Pepsi-Cola concentrate has been signi-
ficant. Pepsi-Cola has become a very popular soft drink in Hungary
and Romania and is available for sale throughout both countries.

In summary, we firmly believe that building bridges of trade is an
important step in developing international understanding and peaceful
relations throughout the world. We support the continuation and exten-
sion of the Most Favored Nations status for imports from Hungary and
Romania and respectfully request that you vote for this extension.

Yours truly

Norman Heller
NH/mh

700 ANORSON HILL ROAD PURCHASE NY 10571 TELEPHONE 914 2537078 CA1 f ADDRESS Pf PSIvV INS PURCHASE NfW YORK STATE TELEX 424546
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*jtaanta
CORPORATION

I? VAAICK SREtT. NItW YORK Ny 10013. 2 1-431-$000

July 12, 1983 A

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman of the International

Trade Subcommittee of the
Finance Cmmittee
460 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator,

On behalf of the ATAANTA Corporation headquartered at 17 Varick
Street, New York, I am pleased to submit our support for the contin-
uation of the Host-Favored Nation Tariff treatment by the United
States for imports from Socialist Republic of Romania.

The ATALANTA Corporation is a marketing organization for a large
variety of high quality food items which are distributed through-
out the United States. Food products are imported from over 40
countries throughout the world, including canned hams from Romania.
During 1982 ATALANTA imported close to $15 million of high quality
Romanian canned hams. In addition, ATALANTA is a member of the
Romanian-United States Economic Council which operates under the
administrative scope of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States
but is autonomous in matters of policy.

During the past decade, U.S. Romanian trade has shown significant
gain. In 196S bilateral trade was $8 million. In 1970, bilateral
trade grew to $80 million and in 1978 it had grown impressively to
about$662 million with the United States enjoying a favorable balance
of trade. This favorable trend is expected to continue throughout
the 1980's.

ATALANTA believes that through normal trade relations with such
countries, the U.S. foreign and economic policy will be enhanced
leading to better overall relations between the East and West. This
will not only enable U.S. businesses to further develop business
relations with Romania, but will also be a step toward securing world
peace.

On behalf of ATAIANTA Corporation, I wish to inform the United States
Senate that our company appreciates your consideration of our views.

Very/vly yours,

George -, Gellert
Pow lows 06ammeftg. V" omW 00Mp .wWs ahoio - Q~vPw~qtML r& AA UA IT? '3561 TRADAT.
IE1VOM - Im10W of Prom W I" 41106 Ceaww ,coteona Fl. OemAtS - Nefey - #"I& - Nuotler MCA SIMe ATA UR
ALL ORANCHES IN USA USE Wm"w unio 15167 CASLS AOORIM: TRADATLAN - NEW YORK
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SrVB8ST FOODS, INC#
P.O. BOX 374 0 12"5 OLD 8KOKIE ROAD 0 HIGHLAND PARK, ILUNOIS 60035 U..

PHONE (31) 6314700 * TLITYP 510406-410 * CABLE: AVIS

July 5, 1983

Senator John C. Danforth
Member, Finance Committee
United States Senate, SR-490
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

As Chairman of ServBest Foods, In., an Illinois corporation which
is entirely owned by U.S. citizens, I request that your CoInittee
should favorably consider extension of Most Favored Nation status
to the Hungarian People's Republic.

This year is the ninth year that this corporation has conducted
business with Hungary. During that extensive time period, I have
personally observed Hungarian sensitivity to human rights. I have
met numerous Hungarians who emigrated from Hungary over the past 25
years and have learned from them that they are free to visit Hungary
and their relatives without political interference.

Although Hungary's political system Is different from ours, I
recognize a common adherence to fundamental principals of human
rights.

I do not visit Hungary as a politician nor as an observer. My
frequent visits are for commercial matters. I visited Hungary five
times in the past year. I therefore feel competent to report
favorably to your Committee and to request extension of Most
Favored Nation status.

I urge your Committee to extend MFN status to Hungary for minimum
periods of three years. This request is based on commercial
necessities. In today's complex international trade situations, it
is not reasonable for parties to bilateral trade to operate in one
year time frames.

Very tru y ODtrs,

(i'/

William E. Kentor
Chairman

WEK/jks

MEMBER: AMERICAN IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION, INC. AMVACAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
- H IIFITMT
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ATLANTAC ORGOIA
ADORrS8 R1EftY TO

OONA.D R. K[OU0H P. 0. DRAWE4 734O fRtION 
ATLANTA, GA. 30301

AND 404 *9e-ZI
4CM1910 OPCRATINO OrVICCR

July 21# 1983

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
337 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

As you are considering the extension of the President's waiver
authority under Sectibn 402 of the 1974 Trade Act, I would like to
express my support for continuing the Most Favored Nation Tariff
Treatment for Romania and Hungary.

In 1982, the United States had a total trade deficit of approximately
$31 billion. Ibis figure indicates how important it is, now more
than ever, for the United States to consider expanding international
trade as a natiQnal economic priority to strive to achieve a positive
trade balance and to create more jobs for Americans. Denial of fair
tariff practices at this time would adversely impact the climate in
which international trade can grow.

We must strive even harder in the future to reduce trade barriers.
Our economy, and consequently all Americans, will only benefit from
the United States being in a better competitive position. It is my
belief that continuing fair trade practices with our bilateral
trading partners will further benefit our trade with these countries
and be in our country's best interests.

I appreciate your continuing efforts to monitor these trade
agreements to insure that our country's best interests are served.

Sincerely,

DRK :vlb
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ATLANTA, GEIORGIA

AD0R*9S RPLY T0

DONALD R. KOUGH P. 0 ORAWI 1734
PRI[|IO09NT ATLANTA, *A. 30301

ANO 404 es0-2au1
CIliSt OPgRATING OPPiCeR

July 21, 1983

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
comimttee on Finance
337 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

As you are considering the extension of the President's waiver
authority under Section 402 of the 1974 Tradp Act, I would like to
express my support for continuing the Most Favored Nation Tariff
Treatment for the People's Republic of China. I would further
recommend that the President's waiver authority with respect to China
be extended on a multi-year basis, rather than annual renewal. Ihis
would create a climate more conducive to expending economic relations
between our two countries.

The Coca-Cola Company has been selling Coca-Cola to China since 1979
and early in 1981 the first bottling plant was opened in Beijing. A
second plant opened this year in Canton. The U.S.- China Trade
agreement provides a necessary structure for the kind of expansion of
trade with China that will serve to benefit not only my Ompany but
the economic and political interests of the U.S. as well.
The U.S. enjoys an overall positive balance of trade with China of
more than $2 billion, and it is continuing to increase. As China
develops its oil resources, Sino-American relations will be enhanced
by a continuation of a trade agreement that will enable U.S.
companies to participate in this development.

China has met the requirements as specified in the regulations of the
1974 Act. It is my strong belief that the continuation of fair trade
practices would be in our country's own best interests and contribute
to the improvement of U.S.-China relations.

I appreciate your continuing efforts to monitor these trade
agreements to insure that our country's best interests are served.

Sincerely,
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The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on

International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
221 Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington# D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the American machine tool industry, I wish to
express the support of the National Machine Tool Builders'
Association for the extension of Most Favored Nation
status to the People's Republic of China. We firmly
believe that such action is in the best interests of the
United States.

Although export-import figures are not dramatic, America
has a strong trade surplus with China. In 1982 total U.S.
exports to China were $2.9 billion, while imports totaled
only $2.2 billion. For machine tools, exports totaled
$2.4 million, compared to $4.0 million in imports from the
P.R.C., though it must be noted that the majority of our
machine tool imports from China were of relatively simple
manual machines. Because of the beneficial effect of MFN,
we believe that its extension to the P.R.C. will improve
our trade, enhancing our opportunities to sell the Chinese
the modern machine tools they need to improve their
manufacturing sector.

Our Association, which represents more than 85% of
America's machine tool industry# has long been active in
promoting exports. We have organized more than 40 IOGA
(Industry-Organized, Government-Approved) trade missions.
We have worked with the U.S. Department of Commerce on
many exhibitions, catalog and video shows# and in efforts
to bring foreign buyers to the United States. Our
Association conducted the first IOGA trade mission to the
People's Republic of China in 1975, and we have maintained
close ties with the PRC ever since. In March of this
year# we held the first ever U.S. machine tool show in
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China. Our members' products were well received and we arecurrently negotiating to hold another show in 1985.

Although America is relatively new to the Chinese market, we havemade impressive strides. We believe that the future holds promisefor trade growth, and tFN is an important part of that future.

The Chinese will require industrial assistant from Western nationsif they are to effect economic reform. It is our hope that Americawill be a strong participant in China's industrial development. Ifour government renews the authority of the Trade Act Waiver and
extends Most Favored Nation treatment to the People's Republic ofChina, I believe that we will continue to enjoy growing trade with
this gigantic potential market.

0
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COORDINATING COMMITTEE
OF

HUNGARIAN ORGANIZATIONS IN NORTH AMERICA
STVAN S CAREIIN 4101 SLACKPOOt ROAD
[XICUIV SCKETARY ROCKVIU. MD 2085)

71"PHON1 301.0871.7018

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Istvan B, Gereben. I am the Executive Secretary of the
Coordinating Committee of Hungarian Organizations in North America, the
consultative body of all major Hungarian Organizations in Canada and
the United States. It is in this capacity that I am testifying todaybefore this Subcommittee and presenting our views on the subject under
consideration by the distinguished members of the Subcommittee on International
Trade at this time. We are grateful for the opportunity to express our thoughts
in connection with the Presidential recommendation for a further extension
of the authority under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the freedom of emigration
requirements under Section 402 and for the continuation of the waivers
applicable to the Socialist Republic of Rumania and the Hungarian People's
Republic.

I would like to state that our Committee always interpreted the Jackson
Vanik Amendment in a broader perspective than addressing emigration from
the Soviet Union. We and presumably some other wittnesses testifying on
this subject before this Subcommittee in the past believed and still believe
that Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 represents congressional
endorsement of the policy of linkage established long ago by the U.S.Government and maintained by several successive Administrations. In this
context we always believed that it is proper, if not mandatory, to assess
the performance of these countries concerning the full spectrum of human
rights and not narrow the evaluation to emigration rights alone.

The fact that the Hungarian People's Republic monitors these hearings with
great attention and is sensitive to the gap between the public and official
images of its human rights records the best justification for the continuation
of frequent and thorough assessment of its performance on this field. Thefact that there is no outstanding family unification case between the
United States and Hungary is-a tribute to the effectiveness of these
hearings. The fact that the Hungarian government halted criminal investi-
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gations against five dissidents last May Just before a decision was due
on its loan request to the IMF and after a persistent camign to call
the attention of the public and government agencies to the plight of
the Hungarian intellectuals proves that linkage works. We believe that
the time spent by the Chairman and the members of this Subcoumittee
listening to Independent assessments of the performance of the Hungarian
People's Republic on the human rights field is a small price to pay for
the results enjoyed by millions Of Hungaeians.
With respect to Rumania our member organization, the Committee of
Transylvania submitted a written testimony. We fully support the
conclusions and recomuendetion of that testimony.

We call special attention to a new practice implemented recently by the
Socialist Republic of Rumania treating would be emigrants, Our under-
standing is that thoie applicants who are in the process of buying a
home or condominium financed by the state are being asked to pay the full
amount of the purchase price before departure is permitted. Emigrants
loose their homes, condominiums to the state when they leave Rumania.
This practice ts a discriminatory tax on emigrants. Those who have
very little equity in their homes, condominiums are forced to pay in-
surmountable amounts to have the privilege to transfer their just paid
for property to the state without any reimbursement. We recommend that
Congress demand the halt of this practice before the approval of the
extension of the MFN status to Rumania.

With respect to Hungary we call the attention of the Subcommittee to the
following:

* The Hungarian People's Republic has the most restrictive emigration
laws in Eastern Europe. As a consequence there were no recorded
emigration from Hungary - other than family unification cases -
in the past year. If the condition for NFN is emigration performance,
Hungary rates behind Rumania and the Soviet Union. The Hungarian
emigration laws severly violate the letters and spirit of Section
402 of the Trade Act of 1974. This aspect of Hungarian emigration was
and is neglected by the President in his recommendation and the
Subconittee in its approval of extension of MFN status for the
Hungarian People's Republic.

e Family unification cases involving other Western countries than
the United States which do not have the leverage of Section 402
and its yearly review requirement of trade conditions are still
unresolved.

# Passport regulations- in our opinion, part of emigration, freedom
of movement issues-are arbitrary and provide the state with a tool
of punishment for dissidents. Contrary to the popular perception
not all Hungarian citizens enjoy the privilege of having a passport.
George Krasso, one of the Hungarian dissidents, applied in vain for
a passport for the past 15 years to visit his brother in England.
The passport of George Kocsl, a young Catholic priestwas withdrawn
recently as punishment for the participation in the Charismatic
base comunities disapproved by the state. Sandor Csoori the
internationally respected writer was denied permission to go to
Italy recently as a punishment for writing an introduction to a book
authored by a memer of the Hungarian minority in Czechslovakia and
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published here in the United States. Csoori was critical of the
Hungarian regIme's &path towards the fate of the Hungarians living
in neighboring states. In addition to the denial of permission to
leave the country Csoori was banned from publication for a year.
Mr. Laszlo Rajk, the prominent dissident recently was accepted byColumbia University's School of Architecture where he intended to
study for his doctorate degree. Authorities in Hungary denied grant-
inghim the recommendation necessary to obtain a passport.

f

The members of a Western peace group camping in Hungary as the invited
guests of the Hungarian Independent Peace Movement - a maverick dissi-
dent organization which demands that not only the United States but
the Soviet Union as well dismantle their nuclear weapons - were expell-
ed by the authorities last month and the organization hosting them
was harassed into self-disbandment.
There are many similar cases of interference by the state with the
right of free movement In Hungary.

a A long outstanding unique family unification case is still
unresolved by the Hungarian regime. I refer to the case of
Imre Nagy and others who were executed in the aftermath of the
Hungarian revolution. The Government in Hungary continuously
and stubbornly refuse to reveal the location of the gravesites
where these Hungarians are buried. In this year on the the 25th
anniversary" of the execution of Imre Nagy, many distinguished
Americans, Jimmy Carter, Arthur Goldberg, William Buckley, Walter
Mondale, Charleston Heston, Claire Boothe Luce, Bayard Rustin,
Eugene Wi gner among them signed an appeal to the Chairman of the
Presidential Council of the Hungarian People's Republic requesting
him and his government to identify the gravesites, to permit the
recovery of the remains for proper Interment by the surviving
family members.' President Reagan in a public letter strongly
endorsed this appeal stating: "I commend the efforts to identify
the graves of the gallant men and women of the Revolution and to
secure access to their remains for proper burial after so many
years of anguish on the part of family and friends."

We urge the Subcommittee to add the support of Congress of the appeal by
conveying the concerns of the American people to the officials of the
Hungarian People's Republic and remind them that without the timely and
satisfactory solution of the unique family unification cases involving
the executed victims of their ascendancy to power the yearly extension of
MFN status for the Government in Hungary will not be an automatic, periodic
exercise.

This is the least what Congress ought to do if it holds family unification
as Its primary condition for extending MFN status to Hungary.

Since trade with Hungary and the conditions under which this trade is con-
ducted are the basic subjects discussed here today, I call the attention
of the Subcommittee to the speech of the First Secretary of the Hungarian
Socialist Workers' Party, Janos Kadar, delivered to the Party's Central
Comittee en April 12-13. In that speech N. Kader reiterated the trade
priorities of the govenmnt under his leadership by stating:
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Oe have had about a quarter of a century one basic rule: we vil
buy everything from the Soviet Union and from other socialist
countries. Whatever we cannot obtain there we will look for in
the developing world. Finally, whatever cannot be obtained there
either we will purchase from the developed capitalist countries.
A country must live and work, an economy must operte."

I wonder how some of our eager businessmn and their supporters in Congress
who see great possibilities in trading with Hungary will interpret this
statement? Mr. Kadar's remarks concerning the widely heralded private
enterprises, whose existence is interpreted by the majority of journalists a
few economists and some Congressmen in the United States, as proof of
Hungary'squasi-captialistoeconomy are eye opening:

bFinally, I would like to answer the question whether we are working in a
socialist or a capitalist manner. Production distribution according to
social sectors in Hungary was the following in 1982: 93.1 percent of indus-
trial production was produced by state factories, 5.6 percent by coops, that
is, 98.7 percent was produced by the socialist sector, 1.3 percent of indus-
trial production by the private sector. In agriculture in the past year,
state farms produced 16.4 percent of production, cooperative farms 68.4
percent, and so-called auxiliary farms 14.2 percent, That is, the socialist
sector provides 99 percent of total agricultural production, and the indivi-
dual farmers--as we put it according to the old concept--or the private sec-
tor produced 1 percent. The state conducted 62.2 percent of retail trade,
coops 36.7 percent, or 98.9 percent was conducted by the socialist sector and
1.1 by the private sector.

I believe everyone here knows that in our country 98 percent of the means of
production is social property, we have eliminated the exploitation of man by
man. Therefore, we can maintain that the Hungarian economy is socialist,
the methods used in economic life promote socialist building and serve its
interests. We need to have a clear picture of this in our entire party and
among our federated."

He also noted: "There are small businesses, we need them but the number of
participants is relatively insignificant, particularly in relation to their
press."

This speech seems to contradict all arguments used to justify the enthusiastic
praise of Hungary's adaption of the principles of "market economy".

Our policy makers are well advised to take a closer look at the human rights
record of "Quasi-capitalistic" Hungary before extending further sweeping diplo-
matic, monetary, financial and economic concessions towards the government in
Hungary in order to encourage its "free enterprise" economic policy and ap-
prove its compliance with the requirements of Section 402 ot the Trade Act of 1974.

I request that supporting documentation providing insight to the emigratio policies,
and the lack of comliance with human rights covenants of the government in Hungary
be made part of my testimony and published in the printed record.
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SUPPLEMENTS

SUBMITTED BY

THE COORDINATING COMMITTEE OF HUNGARIAN

ORGANIZATIONS IN NORTH AMERICA

IN SUPPORT OF THE COMMITTEE'S TESTIMONY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE

UNITED STATES SENATE

CONCERNING

A PRESIDENTIAL RECOMMENDATION TO CONTINUE THE WAIVERS APPLICABLE
TO THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF RUMANIA, THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC AND THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND TO EXTEND THE

WAIVER AUTHORITY UNDER THE TRADE ACT OF 1974

AUGUST 5, 1983
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TRANSATICfl 7M4 TO IIUOARIA

OpTjKOR4 jtvotZI~aWY WoRKR-F1 GOVrMDw
ON ,ASSPCB *

Emigration and Consular Passports

Sec. R. (1) A passport for final settlement abroad mq

be issued to a person who has completed the age of 5 years and wishes

to depart for abroad for the purpose of living with his parent, child,

or spouse, provided that he does not have any liability for support

(Law No. IV of 1952) or for civil or public debts.

(2) The decision of approval by the orphan's authority

shall be required for the final departure for abroad of a minor 4hild.

(3) The permission of the Minister of Defense shanl be

required for the final departure for abroad of a person liable to

military service.

(4) The Minister of the Interior may grant an exemption

from the restrictions defined in paragraph (1) in wel founded cases.

(5) An emigration passport shall be issued to a person who

wants to leave the territory of the country permanently and requests

his release from the bonds of citisenship.

(6) A consular passport shall be issued to a person who

wants to leave the territory of the country permanent2y, but (who)

does not request his lease from the bond of oitizenship.

* Excerpt from the law
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Some Legal AspeCts of the Restrictions of Human R ghts Ln Hungary
by Gyorgy Krasso

(xcerpt from the above titled report prepared for
the international Helsinki federation for Human
Rights and Published in WViolations of the Hel-
sinki Accordst Report from Hungaryt MCay 1983"1

When the Ministry of the Interior refuses to grant a

passport to someone, this decision may not be contested in

court either, although Statutory Rule No. 20 - enacted in

1978 - declared that foreign travel is the personal right of

any Hungarian citizen, and the Hungarian government has under-
taken by signing the international Covenant on Civil and Po-

litical Rights as well as the Final Act of the Helsinki

Conference to allow free emigration and to encourage tourism.

According to the provisions of the law, private foreign

travel is allowed each person once a year at most, but there

are many people who are entirely denied the right to travel.

For example, foreign travel may be forbidden to persons

who "intend to visit someone who has been staying abroad

illegally for a period of less than five years#" or

"who in the course of an earlier voyage behaved in a manner

that is unworthy of a citizen of the Hungarian People's

Republic," or who had been "previously convicted." etc. Th?

Ministry of Interior has deprived several Hungarian citizens

of the right to travel. Moreover, this was not even done on

the basis of Statutory Rule No* 20, but the reasons given

were based on Decree No. 53 /197S(X3.10), par. 6, item I of

the Council of ministers, which stipulates that the

applicant's foreign travel would be against 'public or6er"

26-235 0 - 83 - 26
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or 'public interest,' Passport authorities ilmoit sever odtef--
a more detailed explanation. Appeals are rejected on the

same basis and - as noted above - the applicant may not

contest his case in court.
I

Two examples' Sandor Lichtenstein, 55, a production

engineer who resides at Budapest# IV. Beross u. 59, wanted to

emigrate to Canada to join his wife and children. He

possessed a visa and all the required certificates. However,

his plea for family reunification was rejected by the

authorities oA the grounds that his travel 'would be against

the interest of the community.* His efforts to obtain

permission to emigrate have been unsuccessful since then.

The author of this paper (Gyorgy Krasso# residing at

Budapest, I. Fo u. 37 b.) has been trying for the last 19

years to obtain permission to visit his brother in England,

but he has never received the passport necessary to travel to

the West. His passport for socialist countries has been

confiscated as well. The authorities cite the protection of

"common interest" or the "public order* as the reason for

rejection. A more detailed explanation has been denied to

him to this very day. And a number of similar cases might

have been mentioned.
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APPEAL

TO

PAL LOSONCZI, CHAIROA OF THE PRESIDENTIAL COUNCI, OF THE HUNARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

On June 16, 1958 imre Nagy, Pal aleter
for their fole in the Hungarian Revolution.
of the many others who were similarly put to
authorities in unmarked graves.

and Miklos Simes were executed
Their remains, along with those
death, were buried by the

On the eve of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the execution of Imre Nagy
and his associate we appeal to you and to your government to adhere to the
principles of human rights embodied in the Helsinki Final Act by fulfilling
the repeated requests of the surviving family members for the identification
of the gravesites, for permission to visit the identified burial places and
for the recovery of the bodies for proper interment of 1heir executed creative.

Jimmy Carter

(Rev.) imre Bertalan

(Rev.) Theodore H. Hesburgh, C.S.C.

William F. Buckley, Jr.

Leo Cherne

Arthur J. Goldberg

Lane Kirkland

Czeslaw Milosz

John Richardson

Ted Solotaroff

(Most Rev.) Philip N. Hannan

(Rev.) Julian Fuzer, O.F.M.

Anne Armstrong

Vladimir Bukovsky

Donald S. Dawson

Charlton Heston

Clare Boothe Luce

Walter F. Mondale

Bayard Rustin

Edward Teller

Eugene Wigner
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This letter was read at a conuemlrative program held on June 16, 1983 in the
Nansfield Room of the Capitol and sponsored by Senator Dole and Congressman Norton

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASIiNOr1ON

June 1s, 1983

I am proud to join Senator Dole, Congressr4n
Fasce 1 and Horton# and the Coordinating
Committee of Hungarian Organisations in North
America in noting this historically
significant moment.

June 14, 1983, marks the twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the tragic execution of Hungarian
Prime Minister 1mre Nagy# General Pal aleter,
Miklos Gimes# and many others in the aftermath
of the struggle for their country's liberty
during the 1956 Hungarian Revolution. The
valor, dignity, and dedication they displayed
in the pursuit of freedom reaffirms our
belief in the eventual triumph of the human
spirit ,over totalitarianism. While every
freedom-loving American shares the sorrow of
this occasion, we all are inspired by the
realization that people around the world
still yearn for the liberty Hungarians so
courageously fought for in 1956.

I covnmend the efforts to identify the graves
of the gallant men and women of the Revolution
and to secure access to their remains for
proper burial after so many years of anguish
on the part of family and friends.

As we remember the events of twenty-five
years ago, let us extend our sympathy to the
distressed families and friends who pay tribute
to the memory of their countrymen who died to
further the cause of a free, independent, and
democratic Hungary.
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THEP WIMPUL!G

July 11, 1983
Budapest's unquiet dead.

INDECENT BURIAL

Section 21 of the main Budapest cemetery on Kerepesi
Street. The section, besun in late October 3956, became

,the burial pound for two hundred fifty men ad women,
most of them under the age of twenty, who were killed
fishtine for the HunSarian revolution. The paves are
scheduled to be eliminated by the end of 1963.

A year ago cemetery offW'lc-4ute employees, of
course-posted a notice In the cemetery, addressed to the
families of the dead. The notice said that Section 21 was
being cleared, In accordance with the law that defines
twenty-five years the limit of ctmetery use, and that
unless the families paid for ehumation (which costs a
month's waes) and mov the remains of their dear ones
elsewhere, the remains would be trucked to a collective
prve in another location.

Officials of the Hungarian embassy in Washington in.
at that there b no political motive in the decision to
vocate Section 21. They sy ht nine other sections are
aso beint vacated a iat of "an mthetic mster plan
devised long op." 71hy say that thessk of informing the
families affected is being handled "in the most humane
way possible," Nev'theless, they adcnowledse that fain.
fies of those who died fighting qainst the revolution did
not receive a similar nofiation about the twenty-five-
year limit. Nor is there any indication that sections re.
Served fr. the Soviet military and the Hungarian secret
poie aein any danSer of being vacated. When 1 ques.
toned one embassy spokesman about Section 21, 1 was
cautioned that the iuels "not timely" and that the events

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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of1956 are "nothing but history which yowi HWwarlW
no longer cre about." He added that writing atices
about Section 21 "does not promote better Hungarian-
American nations."

The fact Is that Section 21 is the closest thing that exists
in Hungry to a memorial for those who died fighting for
the 1956 revolution. It Is never easy to divine secret obec-
tives, especially in cases where so much public symbolism
and such deep personal feelings are involved. But it Is
hard to believe that the decision to raze such a graveyard is
due to aesthetic considerations. Th6se of us who have
welcomed the postrevolutionary regime's considerable
progress toward liberalization are puzzled. After all, what
does Jnos Kidir stand to gain by stirring painful memo-
iesf Can he believe that the leveling of a graveyard really

helps erase the memory of those few days when Hungary
played center stage in world history? Or is the regtme
confident that its liberal reputation is so well established
and the issue of a little cemetery is so obscure that no one
will bother to mention It in print?

B UDAPEST is an Old World capital crowded with mar-
ble monuments to martyrs and bronze statues of lib-

erators, The past is an everyday presence. and creating its
own version of history is a major concern of every govern-
ment. The families of the dead fighters in Section 21 were
relatively privileged: they were able to bury their relatives
themselves. The families of those who were executed after
the Soviet invasion of November 4 have been less
fortunate.

The executed were interred in unmarked graves, prob-
ably in a place known as "the prisoners' cemetery," in the
Budapest suburb of Rkoskeresztur. It is surrounded by
barbed wire and guarded by soldiers, and no visitors are
alloW4h71 e-aVes are marked only by numbers. Only
top officials have access to the ledger that identifies who is
buried in which gravesite.

If there are no graves, no one died. If no one died, no
one fought for the revolution. If no one fought for the
revolution, the revolution did not happen. To this day,
almost exactly twenty-five years after the executions of
Imre Nagy, Prime Minister during the revolution, and his
three co-defendants, it is a state secret where they are
buried. Through personal contacts and legal channels,
their families have repeatedly appealed to the authorities
that they be allowed to visit the graves. The requests are
left unanswered.

Last November PA) Malter, an architect in the Veterans
Administration, filed a petition from Washington request.
Ing that the remains of his father be transferred from their
present unknown location to the family crypt. His father
was General PA) Mal~ter, the Minister of Defense, whom
the Soviets arrested while conducting armistke negotis-
tions. He was the highest-ranking military officer execut-
ed after the uprising. Though encouraged by embassy
officials to write to the authorities in Budapest, Mater

as nol.yet received an answer.
A more speedy response was gien to a 1961 amm-

I Illl II II I I II L II L .. .. . . . ........ . .... -H -

14 THE NEW REPUBLIC

dtmal saI-adrea to Pa"ty Setr M rese and
signed by Smnr Ie Moynihan and Represtative
hwan Hooton at New 'fork and Representative Millicent
Penwick of New ersey-to permit families of the executed
revolutionarY le r to visit the gnvesites. The Hungar'
lan ambassador, linas Petrin, refused to forward the let.
r and returned it to its senders, explaining that such

appeals "are I-reconcilable and incompatible with histori-
Cady established interemrses between representatives of
states and with the general trend of Hungrian-American
relations",

pRESIDENT REAGAN recently issued a public letter
Kstngly endorsing a new appeal now being circulated
which has the signatures of Jimmy Carter, Walter Mon.
dale, Lane Kirkland, and William F. Buckley Jr. Still, the
State Department is uncomfortable with the matter of the
gravesites. Under both Republicans and Democrats, for-
eign policy experts have rited Hungarys decentralized
economy and its cultural life as a model for other Soviet
bloc countries. Hungary was recently recertified as a most
favored nation. "Why not concern ourselves with the liv.
ing?" one U.S. official snapped. Yet It is hard to repress
indignation. After the fiercest battles in history, the van.
quished were allowed to bury their dead. King David
ordered a state funeral for King Saul, the rival who had
sought to kill him. Even Khomeini has been punctilious in
returning to the families the bodies of his victims.

Privately, Hungarian government officials suggest that
there will be no change of policy until KIdir's retirement
or death. Kidir, who was once himself convicted of high
treason in & Stalnist trial and was freed by Nagy during
Nagy's first tenure as Prime Minister in 1953. served in
Nagy's 1956 cabinet until, backed by Soviet troops. he
formed his own government. One reliable account claims
that Kidir was present when Nagy was hanged; the ex.
plantation is that the Russians must have forced Kdir, a
man known to be temperamentally repelled by blood.
shed, to be present. After the judge issued Nagy's death
sentence-death by hanging-he refused to appeal for
clemency. In his last words at the conclusion of his trial on
June 15, 1958, a warm summer Sunday afternoon, he de-
clared: "I am appalled by one thought: that my murderers
may rehabilitate me."

Rehabilitation is a ritual that Communists reserve for
those of their comrades who were consigned to oblivion
by the General Secretary of the day, but who are vindicat-
ed in the dialctical fullness of time; and rehabilitation is
often formalized by reburial, an important ritual of the
Communist cult of the dead. One need not be a Marxist to
believe that hiswry will yet revise the mthetic plan for
Section 21 and the unmarked paves in the prisoners'
cemetery.

Chles Fenyvesi is a sff writer w 77w Washington Pest
mq, ,,,
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Hungary

Bill Lomax

Independent publishing in Hungary
(EXCERPT)

Now mn In the Kremin -
w line In Budapest

The succession of Yurf Andropov, former
KGB chie wo was Soviet ambassador ia
Budapest at the time ofk t 96 uprising. to
the leadership of the Sovkt Communim
Party hu been followed by a hardening of
the offlci Hunaan line against th
unofcial publishers. What had so far found
tipreio only in the form of threat ha
now t turned into determined poc
action aimed at bring an end to the open
rblication and distibuon of tmisdat
tertwe.

The signal for the new line was given by
Phter Rinyi. editc,.in.cluef of the pany
daily N~psx4ebds4j in anarticle of II
December 1982 in which - in tones remi-
nisoent of the darkest periods of Stalintm
and the cold war - be attacked the
dissidents, and the writer Gy6rDy Konrid in
particular, as agents of Western imperialst
forces seeking to unkmin the social
order in Hungary. The une had come, be
declared. todraw the l between those who
offer 'objective, critical observations' and
those who engage in hostilee political
activity'.

Three days later, on the evening of
Tuesday 14 December, ten minutes before
the samizdat boutique' of LAsxJ6 RAjk was
due to open for business, police in consider.
able strength arched Rajk's flat, seizing
duplicating equipment and all the samizdat
literature they could find - over ISO titles.
The confiscated materal filled two mini.
buses and one estate car. Simultaneously,
police raids were carried out at the homes of
five otber dissidents, where smizdat
publications wert also produced or stored.

total amount of material sisad has ben
esirnated as having a value close on half a
millon folntu.

LAsxI6 Rajk. t their with the twoedtoes
of the AN independent publisin houe,
Oibor Demsy an Jena Nagywere takre
to police headquanes for questioning. So
were at leat five oter people detained in the
couse o( the rak No chm wefe brougt
apir them, ad tey were all releued i
th early oWn of the mori. Ile
follow** day tharty psperN~vs:ab*Adw
wiied a biW wpm o de police acdt.

O ft s Twely 04MOg 21
Decebr , wbes LA 6ied st open Is
booksholk the -~ - sp~ e e

vMts. The fet wa sarued o mior
ad hie smilart itel eOssMUtd,
thoug on thi F - idf, the -ob took ao
OW in for qu0 0 . Tt sak afe dot
3 December, the polic did not etw de
fat. but stopped people in th sa wM
were going ther and checked their iWe-y
cards. Subsequently, se ml o(the people
have been summoned for questioning by tMepolice

Faly, in an attempt to done down the
samisdat booksbop completely, tb
Hunpian authorities issued IJsd6 Rajk
with a notice to quit his flat by 15 January
1M3, on the technical excuse that he as
renting two municipal flau in Budapest (the
otber having bee previously occupied by
his mother, J i Rajk, until ha death to
September 191). He wau evicted by the
police on 235 January. But though be has
been formd to leave the flt that has served
as an independent bookshop for the pat
ewoyears, Rk has made it cear hat he wi
continue to help pmduce and distribute
amizlat litrsnte.

Thes actions b) th authorities have
undoubtedly brought an end to a certain
pha of oppositional activity in Budapest.
Up till now the strategy of the deaoat
movement has been to act freely and openly.
avoiding all forms of conspawrial or
clandestine activity. Relying on the
supposed immunity of individuals such a
R.ajk, and on the regime's reluunce to
jeopardize its fastidiously cultivated liberal
image in the West, the disents felt
confident they were afe from police
repression.

Yet it wu inevitable that there would be
lmit to the regime'spatience and tolerance.
And the Hungarian authorities have
sufficient sophistication to rase that
administrative measures can be at least as
ffecsve in camping down on the esmisudit

as a policy of rmu. trals and imprison.

The future of independent publishing in
Hungary now depends on the ability of the
democratic opposition to organism iukm a
moe efficient way, and to win a wider level
0( support aan the population - in th
long run the only ree defenc sptn the
power of the eratex67
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mern Im limle mo

To the Hungarian Pt
00l JV -P IN. #*a kf

Pral"raMkamdu *et

Povk'sb R&*.

For the pass thre weeks Oibor Demsnky.
Jah Na, Ade Nally, Form KOM$
and Jir4c Kle hew bet subjected to
baranmnt by orpgoeid boou. Th6
pursuer have dosely foll*wd them
without any inhibos, brutally
thi freedom of movement, ad
obsen and antd-nmitic &buse at them,

ve at their family mme sn ad nd
sdkm too. en the coosm no of
pu, r-by. Te pemo lined aov, who
a ppa in the sphr of th 'dM
pu l' publktiouns boarn ther
nam a hardly Iow to uV but w
ar familiar with te methods o( W"

haastlntemlyed -poe them - the
an-tleeibes, tdo verbsal sad pb*l
insults. It ws thus with asconilasthat
we learned that extreme rieht-Wes
methods dtan beyo law should
ake their appearance once si o the

0"Mz of bud I. Wrt,ever
k he dp erons mentonmd sove

my bld, tWy haw beow . o il-
tmtsm for expesi the belil d

'ocurator General
Vue offredom o( opinion an freedom
ospoe. hoe ko s tou hatory

,oblge us to voice our roat the dleAm
np of poltlically4mld 00W
haassameat. We do so woe only in defend
*( thm whoe buan dit has bee
alfronted, but also bemuse, in a wold
ika by Political bteria, Huapy ha

unti ow bees an bland wlse the
methods o v*u politics that a
beyond Ohn law could flnd no place.

We r neeuily request the ProcuMt
O accordance with d

&ad jurisd m o( his

Iathe Constitution o e Hunpria
Poples Repblic. nd no a&Dow the
rqwtion ofsuch incidest to produce few
And Anxisly amn the PU
Fetu DOWdtb lowu CoffrMAl
Or n e a VyI).N
A"ee Sas l b B61le JUN.relly Mabk
1'41 Snes Rifr* Totmen
SANder SPAeAeet GY* Bilk
Zm elod i GnleM; leeS Ulh may
M6d Gebb Thor MU MW Majee

To"s Meheei 4*6h KM PM lademi

AWN "J S Axialf PW

Aispm Sqaember 1W1.

Bill Lomax expelled
On 27 December 1912 the author of our
Article,. iO Lona l ctue in ocio
at the University Of NonottL m, travelled
by tra rom Vin to Budapest in

Ot valid v'a isued by theXuamn Ub, :t U aLoZ o Is yt
beinnint o( November 19M2. He was
admitted into the country, and du i the
regla paspr inspection on the trai0
his passport o SmPd fot 60 try 1 i1to
Hunlry. Shortly before arrival at te
EaSernO ewlwy sion in Budap e
bowes, he wae detaned by two pasPor
oanjd orer ed hve e" Wa
wis tbem After beifg held foe two hous
at tMhlay stating he Aurn
acoompanld hack to the Austra
ftirotemm w aSll to VMm.

No slaation for the expulsion wa
given by the Hunpr Autho0ities -

ither to Dr Limsx hiolf, nr to the
Brtish Embassy i Budapest who
ptted to the un r FoMPe
Untyabout the icent. .

TMhis lathe first itUM fo vy may
yar ofa Brtis I itisse (ote than
form Hlunarian natQIoas) in poeseedsn

t va l vim beig their refused entry
or expelled from HMupry. WIAe
fels that ho expulion is e just on
aspece of the new Officil line agin the
dldents - ad that inilWar treatment
mn now be expeicted by oche w.iters sd

Jowelst If they publyb somill of
Mmandc and se - in

End of an Illusion
lUb kfo eth of December 112 mw the
end ofan 1110nn udat - that of
marmot. At *e ia the rvuahag
pAInclo polhms raided the i a
the 37.yeer-od archtec LAW6 PAW.
which had bom the symbol is. of

e et tmtue fe of umorm ip.
It ea a uesday, wben the Ofl i
cro ed wkb th buyers wio had bee
eMniRS every wee to this 'fmaisdat

boutique'. House Wance took Pc in
live other udept aptm o, a Well a
in oth teens. T"e polc ooteed
rlods of Pap and pointed mter, a

dopua ra, aw c rm.M

;epl w detained - , r
:nem Wd Und then relowe. 7We

mare were sti cVe c o btain-KUt O Radio broadcast the Police
am"Ment, wh ot menionel any
a". it wo bow th Hnprian
orm ent mdi public to it so long

towrd troe eaprul than its pertain
bn the Warsw hc. ht baa arminalimed
uusa et for thse firmt time, having silenly
accepted ib existence for two pears.
L MW HN1 dIPeSK

. ... . . . . . . ... . . ... . ... . . . .. . . .... ,, ,, , , , , ....... .. .
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The following is the translation of a letter, dated June 24, 1983, and written

by Mr. Bela Liptak/84 Old North Stanford Rd. Stamford, CT 06905, Tel: 203-325-

3922/to his friends. The letter gives account of his experiences during his

visit to Hungary in early June of 1983.

of In the first half of this month I was at home /in Hungary/ accompanying

the remains of Sandor tiss on their last journey to the cemetery of Vasarosna-

meny with his wife Eva and his daughter Zsizsi. The pictures at the right were

taken during the burial ceremony.

At the request of.Marci Sass I give account about an episode which took place

before the funeral: On the train to Nyiregyhaza /from Budapest/ three persons

in civilian cloth ,tried to provoke a fight first by shouting obscenities to my

Mother, and then by call me a Jew, a queer, etc. and finally they insulted the

memory of the Revolution and of those who died during that event. In the

meantime they repeatedly warned the other passagers in the compartment that

they do not hear anything, do not see anything. After their provocation was

unsuccessful, in Nyireoyhaza they tried to take me to the police station. Since

they did not identify themselves I refused the demand to follow them. These

experiences may contribute to the fact that one day after the funeral /in Ny-

iregyhaza there was even a scuffle between us/ I found myself in a mental in.

stittion where I was treated for a nervous breakdown with electroshock etc."
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LDAR SP95C TO APRIL PARTY PLHnUz

Budapest PARTELET in Hungarian No 5, May 83 pp 3-19

(Speech by Janos Kadar, 10ZMP first scretary, to the 12-13 April HSZ4P
Plenum in Budapest It April 1983J

A contrary phenomena is also in evidence In our society, a certain opposi-
tional and In fact In some places inimical commotion to which radios and
other propaganda organs supported and financed by the Imperialists grant
daily support. Numerically these forces are not significant, they are iso-
lated from the masses.

However, behind this commotion there lurks anticommunism and opposition to
the-socialist system, sometimes independently of the knowledge and Vill of
the participant. We must therefore evaluate their activities in this way.

In the recent period, these elements have become somewhat sore aggressive.
There are certain ones who would like to legalize themselves in order to ac-
quire a forum. In this regard, the party and primarily our Central Committee
must present a firm stance: in Hungary the social movements provide broad-
scale possibilities, in which every honorable person has a place, the parti-
cipants represent a varied scale of colors but we shall not legalize hostile
endeavors either in the people's front or in the peace movement or in any
other area; we shall not tolerate the building up of oppositional bases.

We do not vish to multiply the number of our enemles, we shall not stigm-
tize anyone, we shall not name anyone as an oppositionist. We must work and
strive to win over every person. If finally someone turns out to be In-
corrigible and Is opposed In an organized way to the socialist system, we
must let him clearly understand: our party, our federates who progress with
us, and the greatest part of Hungarian society are unified In seeing that
we shall defend the interests of our people and our socialist achievements
by every means and against everyone, in such a way as the situation requires.'

In the following I shall speak of another problem which Is being debated to
a certain extent in the party and In society, one in which-I believe-the
Cewtril Comittee will have to take a firm and clear position. In recent
years and decades, Hungary has developed, and it has found suitable solutions
for its social and economic problem. We may speak of this vith assurance
but the Western propagandists would make it appear that this i possible in
the field of economic life because the Rungarians-they say--cse capitalist
methods. This sme question is also asked, although with a c'tasn concern
en our part, n our society and party: "Aren't we using espittlat lastmds
of socialist methods?"
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ell, in the end, what methods are we ustin? What kind of building Is under-
my in Hungary, socialist or capitalist? To clarify this, I would like to
recall our quarter-century-old debate. once already concluded, on an earlier
problem. I recall, for example, the earliest phase of the post-1956 develop-
ment when there was a debate over the fact that we put an end to having in-
dustrial workers bound to a definite place of work. There was a debate over
the fact that we did away with the agricultural collection system and con-
verted to a contractual system. Some people asked mt "'From where will
the country get its bread?" At that time, I did not knov what to nsver,
but the decision vas, an urget one, and we passed the resolution in December
1956. I knew this such: we would not Set our bread from the collection
system, and I also had confidence that the contractual system would sake it
possible to buy up the necessary amount. This is what happened. Later, when
the socialist reorganization was carried out in agriculture, a debate was
waged over household farms. And then for a long time there was'a debate
over holding a second job. Since toen on the basis of experiences, it has
become clear that the household farm ts an integral part of laere-scale,
socialist agriculture, it is to the benefit of the country and the Individuals
engaged in the work. We also regulated second jobs adequately--there is no
problem with iti There was a great deal of debate over the economic reform
introduced in 1968, the economic guidance system.

Unfortunately, there are still problems in regatd to small private businesses.
Most recently, the Politburo sought to create some kind of order and to make
it possible for us to work with clear concepts end to allow propaganda also
to deal unambiguously with the problem. We need to clarify the concept of
mall businesses in itself. If some state industrial enterprises, with defin-
ite industrial goals, divest themselves of or make independent some of their
own operations, they remain state industrial enterprises even though they he-
come seller. The same is true of an agricultural or industrial coop, even
though it works with a smaller number of personnel, it remains a coop, a part
of the socialist sector. Small trade and small industry, which we are con-
sciously developing, we will continue to call exactly that and we will not
call then small businesses. There are small businesses, we need them but
the number of participants is relatively insignificant, particularly in rela-
tion to their press. Propaganda should not deal with then too such now, let
us wait a year, review our experiences, let us put the matters in their proper
place; all these forms serve the interest of our socialist goals and of the
population.

At present, there is a debate over our indebtedness to the West. Regarding
this, I would merely note that a country lives with certain geographical'
natural and economic endowments, and no one in the world can change these.
We have available a developing production capacity which requires raw materials
and energy. We need to import many other things because we cannot produce
them ourselves. In this regard, we have had for about a quarter of a century
one basic rule: we will buy everything from the Soviet Union and from other
socialist countries. Whatever we cannot obtain there we will look for in the
developing world. Finally, whatever cannot be obtained there either we will
purchase from the developed capitalist countries. A country must live and
work, an economy must operate.'
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'Finally, I would like to rmmet the questie whether we are working In a
socialist or a capitalist m er. oeduoetiom distribution according to
social sectors in Rungary was the following to 1Msl 93.1 percent of indus-
trial production was produced by state factories, 5.6 percent by coops, that
is, 98.7 percent was produced by the socialist sector, 1.3 percent of indus-
trial production by the private sector. In agriculture in the past year,
state farms produced 16.4 percent of production, cooperative faterms 68.4 per-
cent, and so-called auxiliary farms 14.2 percent. That is, the socialist
sector provides 99 percent of total agricultural production, and the indivi-
dual farmers--as we put it according to the old concept--or the private sec-
tor produced I percedt. The state conducted 62.2 percent of retail trade,
coops 36.7 percent, or 98.9 percent was conducted by the socialist sector and
1.1 by the private sector.

I believe everyone bre knows that in our country 98 percent of the means of
production is social property, we have-eliminated the exploitation of man by
man. Therefore, we can maintain that the Hungarian economy is socialist,
the methods used in economic life promote socialist building and srve its
interests. We need to have a clear picture of this in our entire party and
among our feder teo.

We introduced the present economic guidance system on I January 1968, and
at the time ve called it the economic guidance reform Today we could
actually drop the reform concept because we are speaking of a system which
has been operating for 1 years. The essence of it is: socialist plan
management that takes into account the laws of the market. The characteris-
tic of this system is guidance by economic regulators, the economic plans
are not broken down by factories, which work with great independence. This
guidance system operates, it is viable.

Nowadays certain ones are raising-in some places in publications-the reform
of the reform as a requirement, a demand. As one element of these beginnings,
the view has been expressed in certain writings that the state should not in-
terfere in economic life, in economic activity. Although not in writing, the
view has also been expressed that the party should withdraw from the economy.
The Central Committee must take a firm position in this question and work
with clear concepts. We must firmly fl4, first of all, that the party will
have a decisive role in determining economic policy. Secondly, that in
economic work the organizing role of the state will remain throughout the
era of building socialism. Thirdly, that we will keep the economic guidance
system that has succeeded in practice, its improvement is a constant task,
but a new reform, the reform of the reform is not on the agenda. The way
matters stand at present this is unnecessary, and in fact would be harmful.
Of course, we will have to attend to, maintain, perfect and develop our
economic guidance system, ve will never be free from this task and problem

.. we
must seriously improve our work also in the area of propaganda, agitation and
mass Information.

The first condition for doing this is the responsible handling of basic ques-
tions. In the press, radio and television field it is not enough that there
should be a presentation or that the newspaper should appear. More important
than this is the content, what they provide and what they propagate in mass
dimensions. Because it is rely true that in nbasry me of the character-
iatices of development is a somwAt greater possibly for Individual success
and improvement in living stamoardo but we will nt do well if we place
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the race for material goods excessively in the center of interest. tm society
emd people alike, a dual feature can be observed socialist thikiq8 has Uom
strengthened but petty bourgeois thinking has also advanced, In recent times
there has been a bit if an expansion of indifference toward public affairs,
of egoism and selfishness. When these petty bourgeois views appear in mass
information ye frequently hear reference to the alleged demands and interests
of public opinion. The problem is not that simple! Mass information must
also think about what kind of demands it arouses with its work, whet interest
it stirs and nourishes.

I

There is an increase in the printed press-although more in peripherally
placed Journals and newspapers as well as on radio and television of disquiet-
ing publications which vary from our policy and in fact are ;a opposition to
it which are appearing without the editors or program directors correcting
these immediately or at least at the given opportunity. We tove no censor-
ship, and we shall not have because there are those rpsponsible in the area
who must keep their hand on matters. They are the ondb who must be concerned
about the kind of mses effects the progress and articles have, particularly
if political and Ideological matters are in question. I do not like to bring
it up, but in certain Hungarlan periodicals they sometimes print such economic
views that one must aski ts what they have written a nightmare or are they
Just pulling our leg? But we hear of open praise and even excuses for steal-
ing. On another occasion, an interview with a workers' guard suggested it is
not worthwhile to sake any sacrifice. Is this our policy? Is this the props-
gation of our ideas? We must take these Matters more seriously.

I m not saying that aistskes must not appear in the printed press, on radio
or television. but then please correct, straighten out these errors. And
alsp express the party's point of view, although sometimes it is not even a
matter of the party's point of view. And let us not put up with having old,
sometimes decades-old, affairs dug up that arouse feelings against the party
san cae syston."

Excerpts from the English translation of the full text of the speech as
published in East Europe Report; Political, Sociological and Military
Affairs No. 2151, 10 June, 1983 Foreign Broadcast Information Service
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